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ABSTRACT 
This work investigates inter-Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) communication mechanisms, 

specifically the use of message passing and switched Ethernet communication mechanisms.  Inter-FPGA 

communication is required in situations where the computational demands of an algorithm cannot be satisfied 

by a single FPGA.  To meet the algorithms requirements, it must be implemented over several FPGAs.  This 

leads to the need for remote register transfer operations that allow for the exchange of data and synchronisa-

tion between aspects of the algorithm that are implemented on each individual FPGAs.  The algorithm is de-

fined using a Hardware Description Language allowing it to be implemented through the reconfigurable logic 

of the FPGA.  This thesis argues for an implementation of the data exchange and synchronisation mecha-

nisms that facilitate remote register transfer operations in reconfigurable logic on the FPGA.  This approach 

allows for a definition in Hardware Description Language and therefore can provide the application pro-

grammer with a Hardware Description Language Application Programming Interface that is simple to inte-

grate into the application and hides the implementation of the communication mechanisms from the applica-

tion programmer.  A message passing protocol is used to implement the remote register transfer operations.   

Message passing and switched Ethernet are argued for as the approach to be taken as they support 

algorithm parallelisation in a scalable and robust manner.  Using the Hardware Description Language Mes-

sage Passing Application Programming Interface (HDL MP API) facilitates both the remote register transfer 

operations between FPGAs and also between FPGAs and workstations.  The message passing and switched 

Ethernet operations can be implemented using either a dedicated hardware microarchitecture or an FPGA 

processor, with the HDL MP API developed to abstract the application from which data exchange approach 

is being taken.  By looking at both approaches, this thesis argues for the feasibility of message passing in 

conjunction with switched Ethernet as a viable platform for supporting application parallelisation across in-

terconnected FPGAs.  To support this, discussions on characteristics of various parallel algorithms aid in 

demonstrated which approach is suitable for a given set of algorithm requirements. 

Using message passing and switched Ethernet, evaluations of both the hardware microarchitecture 

and an FPGA processor have been undertaken across both 10/100 Mb and Gigabit Ethernet.  The evaluations 

demonstrate the feasibility of using message passing and switched Ethernet as the interconnect structures for 

distributed FPGAs while also highlighting advantages for implementing the structures in hardware through 

the lower latency and higher application network bandwidth that is achieved.  The hardware microarchitec-

ture is able to achieve a maximum bandwidth of 1800 Mbps while the FPGA processor achieves a maximum 

bandwidth of 140 Mbps.  The HDL MP API has been evaluated for its functionality in supporting parallel 

algorithms implemented across multiple FPGAs.  Parallel Matrix Multiplication has been implemented as a 

high performance algorithm that can be parallelised across the FPGAs.  Experiment results show that the 

HDL MP API is able to support the algorithms parallel computations across a different number of FPGAs, 

depending on computational requirements. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Raw computational performance of computer processors continues to increase, in terms of Millions of 

Instructions Per Second (MIPS), Floating-Point Operations per Second (FLOPS) and in the number of opera-

tions that can be processed concurrently through the use of  Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) Exten-

sions, Multi-Core architectures and Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP).  However, even as microprocessor 

performance increases, through the use of these techniques, they are still unable to meet the computational 

requirements of certain algorithms, mainly scientific e.g. Lattice Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD).  To 

meet the computational requirements of these algorithms, further parallelism is required with computations 

typically spread across a number of computation elements with a data exchange and synchronisation mecha-

nism employed to ensure all computations are performed correctly and in the correct order. 

The method and manner of this data exchange and synchronisation operation are explicitly con-

nected with the architecture of the system that is being used.  To help understand the data exchange opera-

tions that are possible, it is useful to describe the architectures of different systems which look to address the 

computational requirements of large and complex algorithms.  One architecture of interest sees the addition 

of dedicated computation resources, co-processors, to a standard computer.  The computer uses the co-

processor to accelerate algorithm computations through the exchange and sharing of data between the com-

puter processor and the dedicated computation logic of the co-processor.  Example co-processors include 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) [Callanan '06b, Rousseaux '07] and Graphics Processing Units 

(GPU) when used with Common Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [Owens '07], OpenCL etc..  Co-

processors address computation acceleration for a single computer when one or more co-processors are at-

tached to one computer processor.  A different approach sees the pooling of the computation resources of 

multiple computers into a cluster.  With the assistance of parallel programming models, the algorithm is able 

to run in parallel on the larger computation resources present in the cluster [Sterling '95].  Each processing 

element in such a cluster is a standard computer.  This has lead to the development of clusters where each 

compute unit consists of a dedicated co-processor e.g. FPGA clusters [Underwood '01b, Morrison '05, 

Schumacher '07], GPU clusters [Fan '04, Fatica '09] and Cell clusters [Kistler '09]. 
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To support the development of algorithms running on the various architectures, special program-

ming approaches are used.  For cluster solutions, this has seen the development of parallel programming ap-

proaches which allow the different computation resources to operate on different aspects of an algorithm in 

parallel.  The parallel programming approaches support the exchange of data between the computation ele-

ments, ensuring all algorithm computations are performed.  The notion of parallel programming and by ex-

tension, parallel computation, corresponds to multiple computation units performing distinct computations of 

an algorithm at the same time on different computation resources.  Parallel programming is the use of specific 

programming approaches which support parallel computations through the provision of synchronisation and 

data exchange mechanisms between the computation units.  This thesis focuses on the use of parallel pro-

gramming techniques as they pertain to interconnected FPGAs which are able to operate independently of a 

computer system.  The use of directly interconnected FPGAs is a refinement of the compute cluster and co-

processor approach with the computer removed and the FPGAs performing all communication and computa-

tion operations, as peers of each other, independently of a controlling computer. 

An FPGA is a reconfigurable hardware device where an algorithm can be implemented to use the 

hardware resources in a manner best suited to that algorithm.  The algorithm is implemented using a 

Hardware Description Language (HDL) which allows the programmer to define the physical hardware and 

how data is exchanged between different compute units on the FPGA.  This allows the algorithm to be highly 

parallelised on a single FPGA.  The exchange of data between computation resources on an FPGA is typi-

cally done using a register transfer operations.  Register transfer sees the exchange of data from one compute 

unit to another where the data will be required for future computations.  An overview of this type of opera-

tion and data exchange is shown in Figure 1.  Here, the distinct computation units of an algorithm operate on 

their data but use register transfer to exchange data with other computation logic that will require it.  Each 

compute unit can be viewed as a specific computation microarchitecture which performs a specific aspect of 

the larger algorithm.  The use of the register transfer model is practical when a single FPGA is large enough 

to support all algorithm computations.  As an FPGA is a hardware device however, there is a limit to the 

amount of resources that are available.  Once the resources of a single FPGA have been exhausted, no addi-

tional computations can be performed.  Like the computer processor before it, a means to increase the avail-

able computation resources needs to be found which will support the increased requirements of an algorithm.  

A practical means to achieve this is to use multiple FPGAs, a programming model and an interconnect which 

can support the exchange of data between FPGAs.  This provides motivation for the research of this thesis. 

The exchanging of data between distributed application microarchitectures running on multiple 

FPGAs requires a remote register transfer operation.  Figure 2 shows at a high level how, what was original 

register transfers on an FPGA, now uses an exchange interface across an interconnect.  While the use of reg-

ister transfer can be extended to multiple FPGAs, this approach is limited in scalability and is tied to an archi-

tecture that supports multiple FPGAs [Eskelinen '04].  The FPGA architecture which supports direct register 

transfer sees multiple FPGAs implemented on a single device with each FPGA tightly connected using dedi-

cated wiring to neighbouring FPGAs.  This approach does not offer scalability in the amount of resources 

that can be used.  Rather, it addresses the immediate concern of the resource requirements for a single algo-

rithm which is too large to fit on a single FPGA.  To ensure scalability and to allow for a diverse range of 
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algorithms, a scalable interconnect, independent of the FPGAs, is required.  This necessitates the ability to 

synchronise and exchange data between the now distributed computation resources across this interconnect 

implementing remote register transfer operations.  Approaches from the field of cluster computing on which 

this remote register transfer could be based include Message Passing and Shared Memory [Werstein '03, SC 

'09].  Each has been demonstrated as a practical parallel programming model for cluster computing.  Each 

supports synchronisation and data exchange services which ensures data is correctly and reliably communi-

cated between connected devices.  The architecture of interconnected FPGAs raises the question of how can 

the services provided by Message Passing and Shared Memory be supported between interconnected FPGAs. 

How can the services of a parallel programming model be interfaced with the distributed hardware applica-

tion microarchitectures to ensure the reliable exchange of application data so that all algorithm computations 

are performed.  Both programming models have been demonstrated as practical for remote register transfer 

operations between distributed application microarchitectures – Message Passing [Creedon '08], Shared 

Memory [Brennan '07]. 

Computation
Logic 1

Computation
Logic 2

Computation
Logic 3

Computation
Logic 0

Register 
Transfer
Operation

 

Figure 1: On-FPGA register transfers showing algorithm parallelisation as multiple 

interconnected computation logic processing elements.  All data exchanges between compute 

logic is based on register transfer while the operations in each compute unit are best optimised 

for that logic. 

Programming models supporting increased hardware computation resources are an area of active re-

search with a number of different architectures proposed and developed for creating and operating FPGA 

clusters.  Early FPGA clusters were extensions of the compute cluster and co-processor solutions [Under-

wood '01c, Morrison '03, Aggarwal '04].  The FPGA of each compute unit provides dedicated computation 

operations while the processor of the computer provides the synchronisation and data exchange services 

needed to support the distributed algorithm microarchitectures.  This approach is still used by GPU [Fatica 

'09] and Cell [Kistler '09] clusters.  Directly networked FPGAs are an extension of this model and aim to 

remove limitations and bottlenecks imposed by the compute cluster and co-processor design.  These limita-
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tions and bottlenecks include operating system and data movement overheads.  Data movement overheads 

are introduced as data must be moved between the network and the FPGA hardware computation microarchi-

tectures.  In directly networked FPGAs, data can be directly exchanged between FPGAs limiting the data 

movement overhead.  This approach was demonstrated by Underwood [Underwood '02] for use on Beowulf 

[Sterling '95] clusters with the FPGA used to support the network operations and also providing the distrib-

uted computation logic.  Refining the work of Underwood, the use of FPGAs as the sole element of a larger 

cluster has become an area of active research.  In these FPGA clusters, the FPGA is a compute node in its 

own right within a larger cluster, consisting of both FPGAs and computers, all interconnected across a net-

work.  To provide this FPGA cluster architecture, the FPGAs support the distributed hardware application 

microarchitecture and the remote register transfer operations which allow for the parallelisation of an algo-

rithm across the hardware computation resources of the FPGAs. 
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Figure 2: Multiple interconnected FPGA application microarchitectures. Data is exchanged 

between the computation logic microarchitectures using remote register transfers which are 

supported through the data exchange interface. 

In this thesis, the case is presented for the use of the reconfigurable logic of the FPGAs to support 

the parallel programming model services through the use of a hardware interface between the hardware mi-

croarchitectures and the synchronisation and data exchange services.  The application interface provides a 

programmer with the ability to request remote register transfers between the distributed application microar-

chitectures without requiring direct knowledge of how data will be physically exchanged.  This thesis devel-

ops and uses a hardware message passing application interface for the parallel programming model which 

allows the distributed application microarchitecture to request remote register transfers.  As well as the pro-

gramming model that supports the programmer in parallelising the algorithm, the physical interconnect which 

supports the exchange of data is also important, as this controls the scalability and algorithm parallelisation 

granularity that can be undertaken.  FPGAs have been shown to operate correctly on a range of interconnect 
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approaches including high speed point-to-point networks [Comis '05, Brennan '07] and switched Ethernet 

networks [Fallside '00, Creedon '09b].  The predominant use of Ethernet within the Top500.org [SC '09] 

along with a ready upgrade path between standards has lead to its use within this project.  This coupled to the 

limited research on the use of switched networking to support distributed hardware applications between in-

terconnected FPGAs provide the motivation for using switched Ethernet.  Switched Ethernet also fits more 

readily with message passing than shared memory where message passing applications are more tolerant of 

higher latency networks [Liu '03a].  

This thesis focuses on the message passing parallel programming model and is concerned with how 

a hardware application microarchitecture interfaces with the synchronisation and data exchange services that 

need to be on the FPGA to support remote register transfer operations.  Synchronisation services ensure the 

distributed microarchitectures are able to exchange data between each others’ application registers.  In the 

distributed microarchitecture approach, all compute units operate asynchronously to each other requiring 

synchronisation operations to ensure data can be exchanged correctly.  Once nodes are synchronised, the 

sending and receiving logic of both microarchitectures need to be active to support the remote register trans-

fer operation.  These constitute services that are needed to support remote register transfer between the dis-

tributed application microarchitectures.  The hardware application interface supports these operations, reliev-

ing the application programmer of having to implement them and rather allows them focus on the logical 

parallelisation of the algorithm across the available hardware resources.  Through the use of a hardware 

Application Programming Interface (API), the programmer is abstracted from how these services are imple-

mented and also from the architecture of the interconnected FPGAs – switched Ethernet, point-to-point links, 

etc..  This means different implementations to providing the message passing services on FPGAs are possi-

ble, once the hardware API is not changed.  The reconfigurability of FPGAs allows for both a dedicated hard-

ware message passing and communication microarchitecture or a software FPGA processor microarchitec-

ture, with an FPGA processor the predominant approach [Saldaña '06a, Sass '07, Pedraza '08] to implement 

the message passing operations even though hardware communication FPGA microarchitectures have dem-

onstrated network performance advantages all be it without a parallel programming model [Underwood '02, 

Jaganathan '03, Nüssle '07, Schlansker '07].  Each approach has unique advantages and disadvantages to im-

plementing message-passing-based remote register transfer operations and within this work, the differences 

and operations of each are evaluated to ascertain which is more appropriate given an algorithms communica-

tion and computation requirements.  

In addition to the implementations used to investigate a dedicated message passing microarchitec-

ture and a dedicated FPGA processor solution, the interconnect that will support the interconnection of dis-

tributed FPGAs is also of importance to this work.  Ethernet has been selected as the interconnect medium.  

All operations for interfacing with an Ethernet network are supported by reconfigurable hardware on the 

FPGA.  The use of Ethernet allows the FPGA cluster nodes to communicate with each other and also 

Personal Computer (PC) based computers without the need for dedicated bridging logic, while the use of 

FPGA logic ensures all modern FPGAs can support the exchange of data, as opposed to solutions which are 

based on the availability of specific hardware built as part of an FPGA. 
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1.1 Research Statement 

FPGAs provide an application acceleration platform, however FPGAs as a hardware resource have an upper 

limit to the amount of resources an application can use.  If an applications resource requirements exceed that 

of a single FPGA, the application will need to be run across many independent FPGAs each performing as-

pects of the applications computations.  This approach requires the exchange of data between FPGAs and this 

thesis sets out to investigate if an: 

FPGA cluster architecture using Message Passing and switch Ethernet is a realistic, feasible and scalable 

architecture for performing remote register transfer operations between distributed hardware application 

microarchitectures. 

To measure this, the following criteria and approaches are proposed: 

• Dedicated hardware and dedicated software solutions to provide the message passing and switched 

Ethernet communication mechanisms so that comparisons to related solutions can be made. 

• Each approaches performance in terms of overheads (latency, bandwidth, etc.) to exchange data 

across a range of switched Ethernet interconnects.  These will be compared against other practical 

approaches for interconnecting FPGAs. 

• The resource overheads of each solutions in terms of FPGA area and the amount of flexibility that 

is supported along with how these can influence the style of application that can realistically han-

dle. 

• The independence of the application and associated communications approach based on the provi-

sion of a scalable, parameterisable API to abstract the various distributed, independent hardware 

computation microarchitectures from the communication mechanisms.  The ease of use and pro-

grammability is also a feature that will be evaluated as part of the API. 

1.1.1 Motivation 

When developing an FPGA microarchitecture, the overall size and complexity of the implementation is lim-

ited by the available resources – the physical resources of the FPGA or the amount of Input/Output (I/O) 

bandwidth that an application can access.  When these resources become a bottleneck, further parallelisation 

of the algorithm across multiple interconnected FPGAs will allow the algorithm to scale beyond these bottle-

necks.  To support multiple interconnected FPGAs, a means needs to be provided to exchange data from one 

microarchitecture to another microarchitecture that needs the data.  This requires communication between the 

microarchitectures which could be directly interconnected with each other or across a network.  Data ex-

change operations must now support secure and reliable data transfer between interconnected FPGAs.  A 

means to easily support this data exchange operation provides motivation for this research, in particular for 

the development of a programming model and application interface which a hardware programmer can use in 

conjunction with the application microarchitectures to scale the algorithm across multiple, distributed and 

interconnected FPGAs.  Through the use of an API, this work provides both a means to exchange data and a 

method for ensuring this is done securely and reliably.  Through the use of the API, a programmer can create 
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the distributed microarchitectures and exchange data securely without needing to know the minute details 

that support the exchange of data.  When an algorithm is implemented across multiple microarchitectures that 

do not operate synchronously with each other, there is a need to ensure they synchronise with each other to 

perform a register transfer operation.  The API provides these operations along with the exchange of data 

between the distributed registers of the microarchitecture.   

Interconnection
Network

FPGA Management
Node

FPGA FPGA

FPGA

Algorithm

 

Figure 3: Parallel Algorithm Mapping Overview. Depicted is the mapping of an algorithm across 

interconnected FPGAs, with each FPGA using message passing to exchange data between specific 

hardware application microarchitecture instances running on each FPGA. 

The ability to take an algorithm implemented for a single FPGA and easily and efficiently map it 

across multiple, distributed and interconnected FPGAs provides the motivation for this work, with Figure 3 

depicting a high level view of this idea.  Part of the motivation is the choice of interconnect that will support 

the exchange of data.  To allow for scalability and a range of diverse algorithms, investigations into a scal-

able interconnect is undertaken.  This is the reason for choosing Ethernet, switched Ethernet in particular, as 

the interconnect between the FPGAs.  Ethernet provides scalability through the use of commodity switches 

which can be configured to support arbitrary numbers of Ethernet enabled devices.  Ethernet is a standards-

based interconnect which has become a ubiquitous communication medium.  Further, it has been demon-

strated on a number of occasions that FPGAs are able to support Ethernet as the communication medium 

[Fallside '00, Brebner '02, Creedon '08].  However, Ethernet is not without its flaws; one of which is that it 

has a high latency for the exchange of data between interconnected devices.  The presence of this latency 

necessitates the use of a programming model unaffected by this overhead.  Message passing is more tolerant 

of the latencies introduced by the interconnect than shared memory is. 

This work is further motivated by similar architectures that have looked at providing FPGA clusters 

which support a message passing programming model [Saldaña '06a, Williams '06].  Different approaches 

have been taken for the exchange of data between the FPGAs, ranging from the use of dedicated hardware 

message passing microarchitectures to software FPGA processor solutions.  The different approaches that are 
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taken is the motivation in this work for the development and comparison of the hardware microarchitecture 

and the software FPGA processor across a single interconnect solution so that a direct comparison can be 

performed between each approach.  By looking at both approaches, the suitability of switched Ethernet as the 

interconnection medium for supporting remote register transfer operations between distributed microarchitec-

tures can be measured and results compared with other FPGA cluster solutions.  To help measure the suitabil-

ity of switched Ethernet, a number of criteria are investigated including: 

• The reconfigurable overheads required for each message passing architecture 

• The architecture’s ability to use the parallel hardware of an FPGA to its fullest 

• The remote register transfer overheads measured in latency and bandwidth. 

When combined, the motivation of this work is to look at providing an easy to use parallel pro-

gramming model which an application developer can use to perform remote register transfers between dis-

tributed microarchitectures running on multiple interconnected FPGAs.  The use of switched Ethernet as the 

only interconnect between the FPGAs is novel and has not been done in this manner before even though 

switched Ethernet is the predominant interconnect used by cluster computing [SC '09].  Using a single com-

modity interconnect also allows for directly interfacing FPGA application microarchitectures and networked 

computers, enabling them to exchange data with each other.  This allows the FPGAs to be treated as peers on 

the network rather than the more classical view of FPGAs as computation co-processors.  Within this work, 

investigations into the use of FPGAs as complete peers on the network is limited as the focus is on providing 

a message passing programmers’ interface which can be used to exchange register data between distributed 

application microarchitectures. 

1.1.2 Research Structure  

The research for this thesis has been undertaken to further develop existing processes for the parallelisation 

of algorithms across interconnected FPGAs through the provision of an easy to use and programmer oriented 

hardware interface which abstracts the application from the physical interconnect and communication opera-

tions.  For this, there are a number of distinct sections to the research: 

1. The first sees the development of the abstract application interface which will support the exchange 

of data between the distributed application microarchitectures.  This interface required the develop-

ment of an appropriate Hardware Description Language Message Passing Application Programming 

Interface (HDL MP API).  This interface supports the abstraction of the application from the meth-

ods used to exchange data between distributed hardware application microarchitectures. 

2. The second examines an appropriate interconnection strategy for distributed FPGAs, with two dis-

tinct elements of research detailed. The first is the development of the message passing data ex-

change strategy that is directly used and supported by the HDL MP API.  The second is the devel-

opment of the communication strategy that is used on the physical interconnect which supports the 

exchange of data.  In researching the message passing and communication strategy a hardware only 
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microarchitecture solution and a software FPGA processor solution have been developed and tested 

on interconnects of varying capacity with a view to identifying the optimal solution.   

3. The third section involves comparative testing of both interconnection solutions for the processing 

of a variety of algorithms with a view to identifying characteristics of each approach that lend them-

selves to particular algorithm types. 

4. Finally, as part of the development of the communication strategies, a new and novel algorithm for 

the exchange of small amounts of data has been developed.  The applicability of this algorithm for a 

range of communication architectures is also undertaken. 

1.1.3 Peer reviewed publications 

Eoin Creedon, Michael Manzke, “Impact of Fragmentation Strategy on Ethernet Performance”, in Proceed-

ings of the 6th IFIP/IEEE International Conference on Network and Parallel Computing (NPC ‘09), 2009 

[Creedon '09a] 

Muiris Woulfe, Eoin Creedon, Ross Brennan, Michael Doyle, Michael Manzke, “Programming Models for 

Reconfigurable Application Accelerators”, in Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Programming Models for 

Emerging Architectures held in conjunction with the 18th International Conference on Parallel and Compila-

tion Techniques (PACT ’09), 2009 [Woulfe '09] 

Eoin Creedon, Michael Manzke, “Software vs. Hardware Message Passing Implementations on FPGA clus-

ters”, in Proceedings of Parallel Computing with FPGAs, held in conjunction with the 13th International Con-

ference on Parallel Computing (ParaCo2009), 2009 [Creedon '09b] 

Eoin Creedon, Michael Manzke, “Scalable High Performance Computing on FPGA Clusters Using Mes-

sage Passing”, in Proceedings of the 18th IEEE International Conference on Field Programmable Logic and 

Applications (FPL), 2008 [Creedon '08] 

Eoin Creedon, Ross Brennan, Michael Manzke, “Towards a Scalable Field Programmable Gate Array 

Cluster for Interactive Parallel Ray-Tracing”, in Proceedings of Eurographics Ireland Workshop, 2006 

[Creedon '06] 

1.1.4 Contribution 

In this thesis, a parallel programming model facilitating algorithm parallelisation using interconnected hard-

ware microarchitectures implemented on multiple distributed and interconnected FPGAs, is developed.  This 

thesis uses message passing as the parallel programming model to support remote register transfer operations 

between distributed FPGA application microarchitectures across switched Ethernet.  The exchange of data 

between the application microarchitectures allows an algorithm to be further parallelised across multiple 
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FPGAs while through the use of an API supports remote register transfer operations between the microarchi-

tectures.  To reduce the complexity of interfacing application microarchitectures with the message passing 

remote register transfer operations, a hardware description language interface has been developed.  This al-

lows the hardware microarchitecture to request and perform remote register transfer operations without re-

quiring knowledge of how the transfer will ultimately be performed, knowing only that the transfer will be 

performed securely and reliably.  The use of switched Ethernet, message passing and distributed FPGAs in 

this manner has not previously been performed and along with the design and implementation of the message 

passing application interface forms the main contribution of this thesis. 

Through the use of the message passing programming model and distributed, interconnected 

FPGAs, the contribution of this work sees the use of a hardware application interface which can be used by 

distributed application microarchitectures to exchange data between remote registers and memory elements.  

This ensures an algorithm can be parallelised and operated across the available resources of multiple inter-

connected FPGAs.  Further to supporting the parallelisation of an algorithm across multiple interconnected 

FPGAs, additional contributions of this work include evaluations of the performance overheads of both a 

hardware message passing microarchitecture and a software FPGA processor microarchitecture.  The contri-

bution from each of these relates both to how they perform in exchanging data between distributed applica-

tion microarchitectures and to how they implement the operations to exchange the data.  Through the use of 

the common application interface, it has been possible to evaluate both implementations using the same 

hardware microarchitectures, further highlighting the benefit and contribution of using a hardware interface 

between the application microarchitecture and the message passing exchange mechanisms. 

When exchanging data across Ethernet, a means must be provided to split large messages into 

smaller network-specific data fragments.  The unique nature of the implementation platform allowed for 

evaluations of different approaches to support this data fragmentation operation and ultimately resulted in a 

novel approach.  This contribution formed the basis for a publication [Creedon '09a] and showed that by re-

evaluating some of the more common approaches in network communication, performance advantages can 

be achieved at minimal application implementation cost.  The use of this updated fragmentation algorithm is 

an additional contribution while the ability of the API to shield an application from low level network opera-

tions was further tested during these experiments.   

1.2 Thesis Structure and Layout 

This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 looks at background and related works that have been used to 

refine and motivate the research of this thesis.  In particular, this chapter looks at parallel algorithms and their 

operational requirements, at FPGA cluster solutions, the programming model they use, and how they are in-

terconnected.  The architectural organisation and operational details are presented alongside shortcomings in 

the various solutions.  It is these shortcomings that this work addresses, presenting different solutions to the 

overall research area. 
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From the information presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 details the design requirements that need to 

be addressed when implementing a message passing, switched Ethernet FPGA cluster.  These details are pre-

sented in an implementation-independent manner providing a high-level overview.  This design has been 

implemented, and Chapter 4 presents the implementation details.  Certain features are common between the 

hardware and the software solutions.  These are detailed along with any updates that have been applied to 

them, mainly an Ethernet controller update from 10/100Mb to Gigabit operations.  Individual implementation 

details of the hardware and the software solutions are presented, highlighting how they are configured.   

Using the design and implementation from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, experiments have been per-

formed to test the research question.  As part of these tests and experiments, a number of publications have 

been generated [Creedon '08, Creedon '09a, Creedon '09b] and all results are presented in Chapter 5.  The 

experiments include benchmarks of the two architectures, allowing for a direct comparison of each approach 

and also against their ability to support distributed hardware application microarchitectures, the message 

passing parallel programming model and switched Ethernet.  These experiments concentrate mainly on point-

to-point operations although some collective operations requiring more than two nodes are performed and the 

results evaluated.  While performing the high level design, a novel approach to data communication was de-

vised for performing data fragmentation.  Detailed experiments looking at the fragmentation approach on a 

number of system architectures are evaluated and the results for these presented.  The different systems in-

clude standard PCs using a custom communication protocol based on that used between the FPGAs and also 

an approach using Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) communication.  Finally, ex-

periments evaluating the performance of the HDL MP API interface are undertaken using an algorithm de-

manding high performance, matrix multiplication.   

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions to the thesis and provides the answer to the research question.  

As the implemented platform was developed to address the research question, a number of limitations exist 

and these are detailed along with future research and work that could be performed to address these. 
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Chapter 2  

Background and Related Work 

The research question as presented in Chapter 1 has evolved from a large number of different projects that 

have looked at various aspects related to this research but not focused specifically on using switched Ethernet 

in conjunction with message passing as the means to support distributed hardware application microarchitec-

tures across interconnected FPGAs.  These related fields include parallel computation, FPGA application 

acceleration, network communication acceleration and application parallelisation across multiple intercon-

nected FPGAs.  This chapter investigates these areas of research to provide the motivation and developmen-

tal approach for interconnected FPGAs.  

The first area of relevance is parallel algorithms and the requirements these place on both a compute 

node and communication mechanisms.  To help understand the general requirements of these applications, 

software PC based approaches are detailed before discussing approaches and implementations that are practi-

cal for exchanging data between distributed application logic.  PC based solutions are presented initially as 

these represent the most mature environment which supports the operations that will be required for distrib-

uted FPGA hardware application microarchitectures.  Parallel programming models are also discussed to 

show how data can be exchanged by the application.  As part of the details on parallel programming models, 

different interconnect solutions are discussed as they pertain to why switched Ethernet would be used and 

also what other approaches may be practical.  These details aid in understanding the general field that is be-

ing researched in this thesis and gives an overview of the requirements that a distributed hardware application 

will expect of a message passing, switched Ethernet solution. 

The use of FPGAs as a computation acceleration platform is presented to show why the use of 

FPGAs advantages parallel computations but also highlights concerns that arise in present approaches for 

using FPGAs to accelerate these computations.  This knowledge is of use as it refined the work so that direct 

movement of data between distributed hardware application microarchitectures is employed as opposed to 

other possible approaches where date is moved through a host system before being moved to the FPGA.  As 

part of the investigations into the FPGA acceleration logic, the approaches that can be used for exchanging 
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data between distributed hardware application logic is also detailed.  FPGAs have demonstrated different 

approaches for supporting network communications and these approaches along with configurations that are 

relevant refine the approach that can be taken as part of the system design and experimental implementation.  

Finally, details on other comparable solutions are presented to help put the work of this thesis into 

context with what others are researching.  This helps show the originality and contribution of this work while 

also detailing comparable solutions which allows the research question to be addressed, is the use of switched 

Ethernet as the interconnect between distributed FPGA hardware application microarchitectures a good or  

bad approach to take. 

2.1 Parallel Algorithms 

Parallel algorithms detail the computations and communications that are performed across multiple compute 

units in solving an algorithm.  Fork-Join is one approach used to perform parallel algorithms where a single 

processing unit performs all sequential operations before forking the data and operations across multiple 

compute units to perform the calculations in parallel [Smith '03, Patel '06].  Once the parallel calculations are 

completed, the results are joined back into a single compute unit which continues the sequential operations 

before performing any future fork-join parallelisation operations.  Fork-join describes the control approach 

that is used by the parallel implementation of an algorithm but does not describe how data is moved between 

the sequential and parallel aspects of the algorithms.  The data exchange operations that are used depend on 

the architectural approach and structures that the algorithm is being implemented on, with either a message 

passing or shared memory approach applicable for the parallel algorithm implementation.  In the operation of 

a fork-join algorithm, data exchange occurs in three separate instances.   

1. The movement of data between the sequential aspect of the algorithm and the parallel compute 

units.   

2. The movement of data between the parallel computation units where data can be exchanged between 

the compute units depending on the algorithm requirements.   

3. Data communications between the parallel compute units and the sequential aspect of the algorithm 

as part of the join operation. 

To help identify the operations that are typical in parallel algorithms, the Numerical Aerodynamic 

Simulation (NAS) Parallel Benchmark [Bailey '94] is investigated.  The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) are 

a suite of benchmarks which classify the performance of a parallel compute system based on the achieved 

performance across a range of computation types.  These types are derived from the computations required in 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) applications with eight computation types classified,  Embarrassingly 

Parallel (EP), Multigrid (MG), Conjugate Gradient (CG), 3D Fast Fourier Transform Partial Differential 

Equations (FT), Integer Sort (IS), Lower/Upper Solver (LU), Pentadiagonal Solver (SP) and Block Tridiago-

nal Solver (BT).  Each application type has been developed to test different aspects of a parallel architecture 

from the individual nodes themselves to the interconnects performance to the overall system performance.  

EP, MG, CG, FT and IS are the main kernel benchmarks used in evaluating a systems performance while LU, 
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SP and BT look to measure specific features of parallel architectures e.g. parallel I/O performance and how it 

affects the computation of the system. 

To help identify the parallel computation requirements, the five kernel benchmarks have been inves-

tigated further.  The operations and implementation of these benchmarks for PC based solutions are detailed 

first to show what computations are performed before both single and multiple FPGA solutions are presented, 

showing how they operate on and across FPGAs.  EP algorithms test the performance of the individual 

nodes, by performing a large amount of computations against very few, although possible large, communica-

tions.  The structure of the communications between nodes will vary depending on the EP algorithm that is 

being implemented with both point-to-point and two-dimensional approaches possible.  Matrix multiplication 

[Choi '94] is an example of an EP classified computation, with the operations highly parallel as very little 

data dependence exists within the algorithm against the amount of computations that need to be performed.  

MG algorithms perform computations on regular two- or three-dimensional data grids, with the data of inter-

est represented as discretised data points on a grid, with more points representing a better model of the sys-

tem under investigation.  MG computations are based on how these data points interact with each other, with 

an MG computation complete when no new updates are performed across the grid, representing a state of 

equilibrium.  The computations performed on the MG grid are based on how neighbouring data points inter-

act with each other with all points interacting concurrently in the same computation cycle.  New computa-

tions are performed in an iterative manner until a state of equilibrium is reached.  In a parallel implementa-

tion, the grid data is divided across the compute units, each getting a sub-grid of the overall data.  Communi-

cations between compute units are known in advance and do not change during the algorithm operations, 

making MG algorithms structured in their communication operations.  This is seen as only grid edge data 

needs to be exchanged between neighbouring nodes to ensure the correct data is present for the next compu-

tation iteration.  MG interactions mean boundary data is exchanged between computation units during each 

iteration to perform all computations.  Molecular Dynamics [Kalé '99] is classified as an MG computation, 

where the interactions of atoms and molecules in a regular grid are measured.  CG algorithms look to gener-

ate an approximate and accurate solution to linear equations which are typically composed of sparse matrix-

vector computations.  CG algorithms use iterative approaches to reach a solution for the linear equation with 

the solution being either the exact solution to the problem or an acceptably accurate solution.  Each iteration 

of CG algorithm refines the solution to being more accurate.  Parallel implementations of CG are similar to 

MG computations but the sparse matrix layout means data distribution is based on each node getting a part of 

the matrix but a complete vector during each computation iteration [Bycul '02].  Data communications follow 

a more master-worker model without many communications occurring between iterations.  Lattice QCD 

[Krieg '08] is a CG algorithm where simulations are used to measure the interactions and behaviour of sub-

atomic particles.  Parallel implementations of CG based computations are not structured like MG computa-

tions with the communication operations more irregular.  This is attributable to the sparse matrix setup of the 

data and it not being known in advance what data interacts with which sparse matrix data on the compute 

units.  FT algorithms solve partial differential equations, allowing for the transformation of data from one 

domain to another.  Parallel implementations of FT algorithms see the exchange of data between compute 

units across a range of communication paths, both to near compute units and distant compute units [Agarwal 
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'94], depending on the computation iteration.  Two communication approaches are possible in a parallel im-

plementation.  The first uses a data transpose operation before data segments are sent to different compute 

units.  The second sees the use of a butterfly exchange mechanism that sees successive iterations transfer data 

between more distant compute units.  IS computations sort a large integer space and test the integer computa-

tion operations of a compute node in conjunction with the communication performance as data is exchanged 

continuously with associated nodes  [Quinn '94].  LU, SP and BT applications test a larger range of opera-

tions than just the computations or the network, with the BT benchmarks having a higher degree of I/O based 

operations to the other approaches.  LU and SP algorithms are special sparse matrices which have data dis-

tributed across the diagonal and are used in numerical analysis and linear algebra. 

Fork-join algorithms require support for interleaving both sequential and concurrent operations to 

function correctly.  Sequential operations require the use of a single, central compute unit which manages and 

maintains knowledge about the overall results of the computations while concurrent operations see the direct 

exchange of data between compute units.  Support for this style of operation will be required to ensure cor-

rect and efficient support of parallel computation across the distributed FPGA hardware application microar-

chitectures.  The NPB highlight features that are expected of parallel algorithms including the ability to sup-

port different data sizes for computations and communications along with the ability to support a range of 

different communication topologies.  These features will need to be integrated into the FPGA implementation 

as part of the API so that a range of applications will be supported and not just a limited set.  As part of the 

API, no distinction should be made between compute unit types as the need to exchange data with either a 

sequential or concurrent compute unit will be needed.  To help answer the research question, measuring these 

operations will help say if switched Ethernet FPGA clusters are able to meet the demands of parallel compu-

tation in a realistic and suitable manner. 

2.1.1 Parallel Algorithm Communication Patterns 

The parallel algorithm implementations in the NPB exchange data with other compute units to perform all 

algorithm operations.  The pattern of these communications are either structured, where the order of the 

communications is known in advance and does not change during the algorithm execution or is unstructured 

where for a given iteration in the algorithm it is not known which node has communicated with which node.   

To help understand the style of communications that will need to be supported, an investigation into 

those of the NPB benchmarks will aid develop these operations.  Riesen [Riesen '06, Riesen '09] has under-

taken a detailed investigation into the NPB communication patterns, looking at which nodes are communi-

cated with frequently and the size of data that is exchanged between compute units.  This work shows that the 

range of compute units that exchange data is dependent on the number of compute units that the algorithm is 

parallelised across.  A range of data exchange topologies also needs to be supported, rather than specific, pre-

defined node-node communication patterns.  This requires the need to support a dynamic communication 

approach with the source and destination of each communication configured for the specific iteration of the 

algorithm.  Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02] have investigated the communication patterns of the NPB, in particular 
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for the message passing implementations of the benchmark algorithms.  They look at the communications 

that are performed in an algorithm to see if code optimisations can be applied to improve communication 

operations.  They divide the communications based on dynamic or static and point-to-point or collective 

communication operations as defined at application compile time.  Point-to-point communications account 

for the vast majority of operations while although collective communications are used by algorithms, they do 

not account for a large portion of the data or a large number of operations.  The average amount of data in 

communications across all algorithms is approximately 43.6 KB with a range  between 1.8KB and 191KB.  

This information and that of Riesen show that during the execution of an algorithm, it is not possible to know 

at all times and for all sizes which computation units are exchanging data, necessitating the need for support 

of a dynamic communication pattern and range of exchange sizes which scales as the number of nodes scales.   

Vetter and Mueller [Vetter '03] detail the communication requirements for a number of non-NAS 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) scientific applications and similarly show a large number of point-to-point 

communications.  Vetter and Mueller present a more detailed breakdown of the communication sizes than 

Faraj and Yuan and show a point-to-point packet size range between 90 bytes and 533 KB against an overall 

average of approximately 1.5 KB.  The collective communications that are performed only exchange small 

amounts of data on the order of bytes, not kilobytes.  The work of both Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02] and Vetter 

and Mueller [Vetter '03] show that a wide range of communication sizes are required by a range of parallel 

applications.  Further to the communication operations and sizes, communication patterns also play a role in 

how data is exchanged between nodes.  As well as the interface supporting variable sized communications, 

the communication pattern as detailed by Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02] is predominantly dynamic and unstruc-

tured in nature meaning the communication pattern is not known at algorithm compile time but rather based 

on operations that will occur during algorithm execution.   

From these observations on actual communication patterns of the NPB, the need to support efficient 

point-to-point communications is paramount.  Point-to-point make up the bulk of the communications that 

will be expected between the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  Support for variable com-

munication sizes is also necessary with the sizes ranging from bytes to kilobytes and beyond.  From the 

communication patterns, collective communications should also be supported but on an algorithm by algo-

rithm basis.  They are not always required but do provide necessary communication patterns which should be 

provided to the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  This will require the development of a 

parametric interface which allows for the inclusion of collective communications when required but other-

wise allows them not to be included.  This should reduce the resource requirements for supporting the com-

munications while the development of a parametric interface should not require a new interface, more an 

addition on the point-to-point communications that are used.  The provision of a dynamic, parametric mes-

sage passing interface will address the research question as by supporting these features, a more realistic so-

lution can be generated which will demonstrate the feasibility of a switched Ethernet FPGA cluster.  
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2.2 Parallel Programming on Microcomputers 

While details on fork-join and iterative approaches to solving parallel algorithms show what happens, how an 

application can use these features needs to be discussed.  The use of programming models aid the application 

developer in expressing the computations and communications that are required while well designed and 

developed parallel programming models should abstract the programmer from the underlying complexities of 

how these are performed.  This leads to the need for an easy to use, scalable parallel programming model 

which supports the exchange of data between various, distributed compute units, matching up with the fea-

tures that have already been defined – dynamic communication patterns and sizes, variable numbers of com-

pute units, etc..  The exchange of this data ensures all computations for a given algorithm are performed cor-

rectly.  The exchange of data between the distributed compute units can be supported in a number of ways, 

either explicitly as part of a message exchange operation or implicitly where data is shared between multiple 

units which can each access it [Werstein '03, SC '09].  Support for the exchange of data between units comes 

in a number of manners but is typically supported through the use of an API which abstracts the implementa-

tion details from the programmer.  This allows the programmer to focus on the computations and data distri-

bution operations to make the algorithm operate efficiently in parallel without needing to know how the 

physical exchange of data will be performed.  Both message passing and shared memory have different APIs 

because of differences that exist in how data is exchanged between compute units and operations that need to 

be supported.  With the introduction of MPI [Forum '95], a single standardised API for message passing has 

been possible while OpenMP [OpenMP '07] has started to become a standardised API for shared memory but 

as yet no dominant API for shared memory exists. 

The message passing paradigm uses defined messages for internode communication which are then 

exchanged between the compute units.  Message exchange functions are used by an application to generate 

communications but apart from scheduling the communication to start, no control is in place as to when the 

exchange will physically occur or complete.  No memory space is shared in a message passing system, rather 

all computation data is stored locally and encapsulated as messages when data is to be exchanged between 

compute units.  The message passing API allows an application assert message exchange functions between 

interconnected compute units while also abstracting the programmer from the physical communication 

mechanisms that are used.  The programmer concentrates on the parallelisation of the algorithm without 

needing to be concerned with how the message is generated and exchanged for a given platform [Forum '95].  

In message passing systems, two types of message communications are defined, point-to-point and collective 

communications.  Point-to-point communications exchange data between individual compute units using 

Send and Receive operations.  Collective communications occur when a number of compute units are ex-

changing messages as one communication operation e.g. a broadcast where one compute unit sends data to 

all connected compute units.   

Shared memory creates a single large memory space which all nodes share access to.  Access to the 

shared memory is based on the address the data is located at.  This makes all communication implicit in na-

ture as the location of the data may not be known in advance with it either in local or remote memory to the 
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compute unit accessing it.  The location of data is dependent on how it is initially laid out in memory, with 

some approaches yielding better results as data is stored locally compared with others where more communi-

cations can be necessary to access data.  Where message passing is concerned with writing programs that 

exchange messages across an interconnect, shared memory systems are concerned with accessing memory 

which is shared between the compute units.  The memory sharing operations can be achieved in a number of 

ways, with the two most common being Uniform Memory Access (UMA) and Non-Uniform Memory Access 

(NUMA).  UMA creates a single large memory such that all accesses to memory, regardless of the node that 

is performing the access has the same overhead.  This approach makes the access time uniform and does not 

suffer from concerns with how data is initially laid out across memory.  NUMA on the other hand suffers 

from non-uniform access times resulting in more efficient access to local memory than remote memory.  As 

part of a NUMA architecture, the memory which nodes access does not need to be local, allowing for 

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) environments where data is distributed across interconnected compute 

units [Karl '99].  Unlike the message passing approach, all accesses in the shared memory approach are based 

on memory operations, with the amount of data accessed on a per communication basis being less than that 

exchanged in message passing.  A shared memory API needs to support the sharing of memory between 

compute units and also reading and writing operations that are possible to this memory.  To ensure data sta-

bility and prevent corruption, memory locking operations are needed which enforce a single compute unit 

accessing the data at a time. 

This thesis is looking at message passing as opposed to shared memory for a variety of reasons in-

cluding the existence of a pre-defined API which supports the message passing programming model.  As well 

as the API – MPI – further reasons message passing is being researched include the fact that the API ab-

stracts the user from the physical communication implementation that is used allowing a hardware applica-

tion microarchitecture to exchange data locally with different compute units on the same FPGA or across an 

interconnect to distributed compute units.  This thesis is only concerned with using message passing to ex-

change data between distributed hardware application microarchitectures however, the use of message pass-

ing to exchange data between different compute units on the same FPGA has been demonstrated by others, 

[Saldaña '06a, Williams '06, Ziavras '07], and details on their work is discussed in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.  In 

developing the message passing communication interface, a hardware API will need to be developed and the 

features that this API requires have been detailed in Section 2.1 with more specific operations detailed in this 

section.  As no specific hardware message passing API exists, these interface operations need to be known so 

that a robust and useful interface is developed. 

2.2.1 Message Passing 

The development and implementation of message passing clusters has followed the evolving nature of the 

compute clusters on which it is implemented.  Early message passing implementations were developed to 

leverage unique features of the hardware that they were operating across e.g. Intel NX/2 [Pierce '88], PAR-

MACs [Hempel '91], Meiko CS-2 and others.  The use of specific features of the hardware gave rise to in-
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compatibilities between the codes of the different systems, making portability difficult.  This posed a problem 

as the message passing operations on the different systems were very similar in how the algorithm was paral-

lelised and implemented [Gropp '93].  To address this, a number of approaches were developed which looked 

to hide the differences of the physical implementations of the systems.  One of the early investigations into 

this was the development of Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [Sunderam '90, Geist '94] which developed a 

complete control and operation environment to support the exchange of data between compute units.  This 

still required the different systems to support the PVM model for correct operation.  To address code port-

ability concerns between different message passing systems, the MPI working group was setup [Dongarra 

'93] which created and standardised MPI [Forum '95] as a portable message passing API.  MPI portability 

stems from its adoption by all major vendors as the message passing parallel programming model while the 

development of MPICH [Gropp '96] as a compliant MPI solution further aided adoption.  MPI defines the 

API that is used to exchange messages between co-operating compute units.  It does not specify explicit im-

plementation approaches, leaving that to individual implementations.  Support for MPI styled communica-

tions will aid the hardware API as MPI communication patterns should be transferable to the hardware API 

without requiring much if any modifications.  

When the specification of MPI was being developed, the MPICH system was created to test and 

check the various MPI operations that were being proposed in order to define problems and concerns that 

could arise [Gropp '96].  As MPICH was the first implementation of MPI and to ensure it could be easily 

adopted for use on different compute clusters, a layered approach to its implementation was taken.  This en-

abled support for different interconnects without needing to modify higher layers of the message passing op-

erations that are supported.  To support this, all platform-dependent operations are encapsulated by the 

Abstract Device Interface (ADI) [Gropp '94].  The use of the ADI allowed for the quick development and 

porting of MPICH to a wide range of compute clusters while not preventing more tuned versions which inter-

face at different layers in MPICH to improve performance.  Since MPICH, a wide range of MPI compliant 

systems have been developed and implemented including Local Area Multicomputer (LAM)/MPI [LAM 

'09], OpenMPI [Gabriel '04], MVAPICH [University '09], Fault-tolerant Embedded MPI (FEMPI) 

[Subramaniyan '06], Embedded MPI (eMPI) [McMahon '96], Lightweight MPI (LMPI) [Agbaria '06], 

Toronto Molecular Dynamics-MPI (TMD-MPI) [Saldaña '06a] and others.  Most development has been for 

microprocessor-based solutions which use a standard processor for the communication operations although 

some specialised implementations do exist for dedicated environments e.g. eMPI [McMahon '96], TMD-MPI 

[Saldaña '06a]. 

MVAPICH [University '09], LAM/MPI [LAM '09], OpenMPI [Gabriel '04] are microprocessor MPI 

implementations which further extend MPICH functionality, either through augmenting and updating  

MPICH or by using a new implementation taking on board the knowledge learnt from MPICH and large 

scale scientific computations on clusters.  MVAPICH [University '09] updates MPICH with an emphasis on 

using hardware acceleration features present on Infiniband and Internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol 

(iWARP) capable networks.  Among the additional features are support for  Remote Direct Memory Access 

(RDMA) based operations and communication protocol stack offloading to dedicated communication hard-
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ware.  LAM/MPI [LAM '09] is a new implementation of MPI which does not use MPICH code.  This results 

in a different implementation philosophy with LAM/MPI looking to leverage the performance of cluster 

computers more natively than MPICH.  This is  achieved by using daemons running on the compute units to 

create the MPI communication environments.  LAM/MPI also implements Interoperable MPI [IMPI '00] 

which allows different implementations of MPI to communicate correctly with each other through the use of 

bridging devices which translate between the different MPI implementations.  Like MVAPICH before it, 

LAM/MPI supports acceleration logic present on Infiniband, Myrinet and other high performance networks.  

OpenMPI [Gabriel '04] is a new and updated version of LAM/MPI merging efforts from Los Alamos (LA)-

MPI [Aulwes '04, LA-MPI '09] and Fault Tolerant-MPI [Fagg '00, FT-MPI '09] to create a more robust and 

fault tolerant MPI implementation meant for 10’s of thousands of nodes.  The addition of fault-tolerance with 

MPI code is driven by the scale of modern MPI clusters, into the 10’s of thousands, where the number of 

compute units increases the likelihood of a failure.  For scientific computations, a compute unit failure if not 

handled correctly would prevent the application from completing properly.  OpenMPI addresses this by using 

a modular implementation approach which allows it to load the components on a case by case basis, reducing 

the memory footprint and the MPI implementation complexity.  

Further to the approaches detailed above, a number of embedded processor approaches have been 

developed.  eMPI [McMahon '96] looks at extending MPICH into the embedded processor domain.  eMPI 

takes two approaches for implementing MPI as part of an embedded processor cluster, the first looking at 

removing unnecessary or costly aspects of MPICH for embedded processors e.g. memory requirements.  The 

second is a ground up, custom implementation which is built for the resources of the embedded processor 

specifically.  Comparisons on the two approaches show that although the custom solution outperforms the 

MPICH implementation both in performance and memory footprint, the overall time to implement it can 

outweigh the possible performance advantage.  A further concern raised by the custom solution of eMPI is 

that while it operates correctly, it is not portable across embedded processors as each processor has distinct 

features and operations which will not be present on all devices.  FEMPI [Subramaniyan '06] and LMPI 

[Agbaria '06] are two other MPI implementations for the embedded domain.  FEMPI [Subramaniyan '06] is 

concerned with the implementation of a fault tolerant MPI system for embedded processors.  They present 

architectural considerations for embedded systems that need fault tolerance with the main concern being the 

amount of resources the system can spare to perform both the fault tolerant operations and maintain efficient 

computations.  LMPI [Agbaria '06] is concerned with a lightweight MPI implementation for distributed em-

bedded devices.  To achieve this, a subset of MPI is run on embedded processors while a microprocessor 

server runs a complete MPICH version to exchange data with other MPI enabled systems and performs trans-

lations to LMPI as required.  All LMPI communications between embedded devices are based on exchanging 

data with the server node with no direct communications supported between devices. 

All processor-based MPI solutions use software coded state machines and message queues to store 

state information about both on going or future communications that have been requested but not yet com-

pleted.  The operations in the above MPI solutions can be split into two main layers, the message passing 

layer and the communication layer.  The message passing layer handles all operations for message exchange 
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and synchronisation operations of the compute units.  The communication layer performs the actual commu-

nication operations for exchanging the data between the compute units on the interconnect.  The operations 

are split in this manner as exemplified by the ADI interface of MPICH [Gropp '94] to ensure different, more 

agile communication approaches can be used as either hardware or network performance allows.  The devel-

opment of network offload architectures where communication operations can be performed at the network 

interface has seen the modification of message passing implementations, aided by the layered approach, to 

take advantage of these architectures [Dalessandro '05b].  The use of updated network and communication 

operations is exemplified by the introduction and use of network communication offload logic where opera-

tions are performed on the network card or by separate, dedicated communication processors [Adiga '02].  

The development of communication offload logic is driven by issues and performance concerns that are pre-

sent in cluster computing using standard communication protocols.  This sections discussion on various MPI 

implementations has been used in formulating an approach for the design, development and implementation 

of the message passing architecture for this thesis.  The two approaches that are detailed are either a layered 

approach that communicates directly with other message passing systems (MPICH, MVAPICH) or a daemon 

based approach where additional resources are set aside on a device to support the message exchange opera-

tions (LAM/MPI, OpenMPI).  As the resources of an FPGA will be limited and to better support the use of a 

message passing hardware microarchitecture, a layered approach is being used with the message passing op-

erations built on top of the communication operations.  From the need to support both point-to-point and col-

lective communications, the layered approach also better lends itself to this as the collective communications 

can be layered on top of the point-to-point communications.  From the approaches of MVAPICH, LAM/MPI 

and others, the use of the FPGA to accelerate the communication operations will be investigated and details 

on the types of operations that can be accelerated are discussed in Section 2.2.4.  The use of a layered ap-

proach will also allow the FPGA implementation to best use the resources that are available to it for a given 

operation rather than constricting its operations. 

2.2.2 MPI 

MPI has become the de facto standard for providing the message passing programming model to cluster 

computing.  As part of the development of a message passing FPGA architecture, it is important to under-

stand the various features that are present in MPI which have made it so widely adopted.  Details on the vari-

ous operations that a complete MPI approach is meant to support will aid in the development of the range of 

operations that a hardware API should provide.  The limited resources of an FPGA make all operations of 

MPI impractical to be supported, as was seen with eMPI [McMahon '96], but the ideas and operations that 

are possible will help the development of the message passing solution so that it operates similar to what a 

programmer is use to.  Like eMPI, the ability to include different features on an algorithm by algorithm basis 

will aid the resource usage by ensuring only necessary operations are included as required.  All details pre-

sented here for the MPI operations are based on information presented by Snir et al [Snir '98], Gropp and 

Lusk [Gropp '93] and detailed investigations into the implementation of MPICH [MPICH '07]. 
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Point-to-Point Communications 

Point-to-Point communications are used to directly exchange data between nodes on an individual basis, in-

dependently of the operations of other nodes.  The main point-to-point communication methods are Send, 

Receive, and Send_Receive.  Send is used to send data from one node to another directly, with a node identi-

fied by a node identity integer which is unique on all nodes.  An appropriate receive must be asserted at the 

destination node to ensure the communication completes correctly.  Send and receive operate independently 

of each other and each must be called when required.  Send_Receive is used to assert both the sending and 

receiving logic concurrently.  Associated with the point-to-point communications, are communication modes 

and communication style.  Three communication modes are defined for both sending and receiving.  These 

modes are synchronous, buffered, and ready.  Synchronous mode communications complete once matching 

send and receive pairs are present for the exchange of data between the nodes.  Buffered communications use 

dedicated temporary storage at the sending node to store the message before it is sent to the receiving node.  

The use of buffered communications allows a send to complete at the local node independently of the actual 

communication.  Ready communications are the opposite of buffered as far as a ready mode communication 

starts sending the data to the receiving node and it is the responsibility of the receiving node to store and cor-

rectly operate on the incoming data.  For the correct completion of a ready mode communication, the receiv-

ing operation must be posted before the send starts. 

Two communication styles are defined in MPI, blocking and non-blocking.  Blocking communica-

tions halt the execution of the application until the communication completes.  In blocking communications, 

the completion of a communication allows for the reuse of the communication buffer.  Non-blocking com-

munications, on the other hand, complete once the necessary communication configuration operations have 

completed.  The return from a non-blocking communication does not mean the communication has actually 

started and before buffers are reused, testing on the communication must be performed.  Non-blocking com-

munications allow a node to generate multiple communications while not preventing the continued execution 

of the application code.  However, for non-blocking communications the associated communication buffers 

can not be reused until the communication has completed.  Dedicated Wait methods are provided which can 

be used to test if one, all or any outstanding communication has completed.  Waiting and testing of the com-

munications is a blocking operation so it should only be performed once all application computations for this 

iteration are complete.  If either blocking Send or Receive are used, only unidirectional communications are 

possible while using either Send_Receive or non-blocking communications, bidirectional communications 

can be performed. 

Collective Communications 

Collective communications perform a single communication operation across all nodes of a single communi-

cation domain.  Collective communications are implemented on top of the point-to-point communications 

and are optimised to perform the specific communication based on the number of nodes or the message size 

that is being used.  This makes them efficient in the operations that are being performed as opposed to indi-
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vidual point-to-point communications being used.  A range of different collective communications are pre-

sent, but the main idea of them is that one or mode nodes have data that all nodes need to receive and proc-

ess.  Two types of collective communications are supported, static and vector defined communications.  

Static collective communications exchange the same amount of data between nodes in the given communica-

tion domain.  Vector collective communications exchange a pre-set amount of data between specific nodes, 

with the size of the exchanged data possibly different from one node to the next.   

Communication Controls 

As part of both point-to-point and collective communications, the idea of testing and cancelling of out-

standing communications arises. The use of communication controls allows for the better control and opera-

tion of an MPI based test and provides a degree of stability if a node should fail.  Communication controls, 

allow for the notion of speculative communications which can then be cancelled when they are not going to 

complete.  A direct example of a communication control is the wait and test operations. 

Data Alignment and Data Types 

The design criteria of MPI is that it should operate independently of the physical nodes and endians of the 

implementation systems.  To allow for this, a wide variety of data conversion routines are provided which 

convert the data from one configuration to another.  The use of these data conversion methods is possible at 

the application though, investigations within MPICH show that to allow the system to operate across hetero-

geneous systems, data conversion methods are extensively used. 

Standard C programming languages allow for ‘struct’ configurations on the data whereby a single 

type encapsulates a variety of base types.  This functionality has been provided as part of MPI through the 

various data type and data alignment methods.  The ability to control data at this level ensures a better match 

is present between the various systems, independently of the physical implementation.   

Communicator Domains 

A communication domain is the collection of compute nodes into an abstraction notion consisting only of 

those nodes.  One single global communication domain is present and this maintains knowledge of all nodes 

present in the compute cluster.  Each node in a communication domain has an abstract node identity that 

identifies it within that domain.  The node identity within the domain may be distinct and different to the 

global node identity for that node within the global communication domain.   

The use of multiple communication domains allows a programmer to split the operations and control 

of an application into distinct units with each domain performing a specific application operation.  Each do-

main is viewed as a unique entity, independent of the overall global communication domain.  To allow for 

the exchange of data between communication domains, a single node within the domain is configured that 

can talk to and communicate with an equivalent node within a different domain.   
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Topology Control 

MPI assumes no particular ordering or operational configuration for the cluster nodes that are used.  It finds 

and initialises all requested nodes to perform a given computation.  For certain computations, a particular 

logical ordering will allow for better control and fit to the available interconnects of the compute cluster.  To 

address this need, MPI provides topology operations.  Topology controls allow the programmer to logically 

re-order the cluster nodes so that a better match for either the physical nodes or the application communica-

tion requirements is made.  This can be used for two dimensional computation operations where the nodes 

are organised into easily identifiable nodes on a grid.  This makes the exchange of data around the nodes 

more programmer oriented.  Further topology operations are possible for graph based systems however, in-

vestigations into graph topology operations has not been undertaken. 

The details on message passing and MPI, show the style of operations that are expected of the pro-

gramming model that is being used.  From the details on MPI, the following concerns are present and must 

be addressed as part of the evaluation of the system including the performance of the point-to-point and col-

lective communications that an application may use and which are present in MPI.  By supporting these op-

erations, a more MPI oriented approach to the remote register transfer operations will be possible which will 

reduce the overheads in learning and using the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  Not all 

features of MPI however are practical for an FPGA with data alignment and data types a prime example as 

all data operations of a hardware application will be specific to its implementation which will be common 

across all the interconnected FPGAs. 

2.2.3 Interconnects 

While message passing and MPI describe the operations that need to be supported to exchange data between 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures, cluster computing approaches use a scalable intercon-

nect to physically exchange the data.  The choice of programming model has an influence on the interconnect 

that can be chosen along with the approaches to the different communication operations that need to be sup-

ported.  As message passing is being used as the programming model, only interconnects appropriate for 

message passing are discussed.  While these interconnects are appropriate for message passing, some are also 

appropriate for use in shared memory configurations.  Through the use of commodity interconnects, it is pos-

sible to create compute clusters consisting of large numbers of compute units [Sterling '95], into the 10’s and 

100’s of thousands.  Commodity interconnects which have been used for message passing compute clusters  

include Infiniband [Association '08], Quadrics [Petrini '02], Myrinet [Boden '95], Scalable Coherent Interface 

(SCI) [IEEE '92a],  Silicon Graphics Inc.(SGI) NUMAlink [SGI '05a], 1/10Gb Ethernet [IEEE '05, Tuchler 

'09].  The explicit communication and scheduling approach of message passing allows it to operate efficiently 

on both high performance and lower performance interconnects [Liu '03a].  For best performance, the higher 

performance interconnects increase the amount of data that can be communicated and reduce the time to ex-

change this data, however in a message passing cluster, the performance of the interconnect can also be con-
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nected with the cost of implementing the cluster.  The ability of message passing applications to more easily 

tolerate lower performance interconnects allows cheaper clusters to be built which do not use the most ex-

pensive interconnects available.  While it is possible to use any of the above interconnects to exchange data 

between distributed FPGAs, this work is focused on using switched Ethernet.  This decision is based partly 

on the availability of the necessary networking resources and also because other solutions looking at inter-

connecting FPGAs are not investigating the use of switched Ethernet and are rather looking at point-to-point 

interconnects.  To help understand what approaches can be taken for interconnecting the FPGAs and as part 

of overall cluster operations, the above interconnects are discussed in further detail. 

Infiniband 

Infiniband [Shanley '02, Association '08] is a high performance interconnect that supports both switched and 

direct connection topologies.  Infiniband provides low latency, high bandwidth communications between 

nodes, with three speeds of operation specified - single data rate, double data rate and quad data rate – and 

three modes of operation supported – x1, x4, x12.  Infiniband is based on serial, bidirectional links, with the 

base x1, single data rate configuration operating at 2.5 Gbps.  Infiniband performs all communications be-

tween nodes based on 4KB ‘messages’, which when combined at the receiving node create the communi-

cated data.  As part of the communication, Infiniband supports both reliable and unreliable approaches for 

exchanging data.  These operations are part of the underlying Infiniband implementation and are separate to 

any high level reliable communication mechanisms that can be used.  To support reliable and low latency 

communications, network offload operations are performed at the interface including RDMA operations and 

reliable communication operations.  RDMA operations are supported to reduce the communication overheads 

and host processor, network communication operations. To support RDMA operations the offload logic 

needs to support address translation and direct memory access operations.  As part of these operations, data 

needs to be pinned in memory to ensure the address will be static and ensuring the correct data is accessed by 

the network. 

Quadrics QsNet 

Quadrics QsNet [Petrini '02, Quadrics '07] is a High Performance Computing (HPC) interconnect that has 

been designed and developed to deliver low-latency short message communications between connected 

nodes.  This is achieved through the use of hardware acceleration units and a communication processor oper-

ating at the network interface.  The processor supports Direct Memory Access (DMA) operations to move 

data across the network between interconnected devices.  As part of the DMA operations, the entire address 

space of both a compute node and the compute cluster can be accessed by the network controller.  The com-

munication processor is used to perform communication protocol processing that is needed along with ad-

dress translation between network card, host computer and network accesses.  This removes the host proces-

sor from performing these operations, freeing it to perform computations as opposed to network operations. 
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Myrinet 

Myrinet [Boden '95] is a high-speed System Area Network (SAN) used for high performance, low latency 

systems.  To support this, Myrinet employs the LANai communication processor which performs all com-

munication operations.  The LANai consists of a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) microprocessor 

and additional packet interface and processing logic.  To reduce the overheads for operating the Myrinet net-

work and interface, additional Static RAM (SRAM) memory is associated with the LANai, which can be 

accessed through DMA operations both from the LANai and host computer.  This is used by the host com-

puter as a storage space for data that is to be communicated across Myrinet.  Myrinet uses low overhead 

switching technology in connection with wormhole routing, allowing for low latency interconnection topolo-

gies while not limiting the topologies that can be used. 

SCI 

SCI [IEEE '92a] is a high throughput, low latency interconnected designed for distributed shared memory 

clusters.  SCI was developed from the FutureBus project [IEEE '92b] that also resulted in the creation of In-

finiband.  SCI provides NUMA and DSM capabilities to standard compute cluster nodes by allowing local 

memory to be shared between the interconnected compute nodes.  To support this correctly, application data 

must be pinned in memory and all accesses to remote memory are performed using DMA and RDMA opera-

tions.  SCI uses a lightweight communication protocol which results in reduced latency.  While SCI was de-

veloped for shared memory systems, it has been used as part of message passing systems [Herland '98, Karl 

'99], with the necessary operations layered on top of the SCI communication functionality. 

SGI NUMAlink 

The SGI NUMAlink [SGI '05a] is SGIs' proprietary interconnect technology used to create large globally 

shared memory clusters.  These clusters implement cache coherent NUMA environments with NUMAlink a 

low-latency interconnect which is able to access all memory on all connected compute units.  To operate cor-

rectly, NUMAlink is connected into the systems memory interface, as opposed to being interfaced across a 

peripheral I/O bus as occurs with the other interconnects that have been detailed.  This tight interfacing of 

NUMAlink with the system memory interface provides its low latency operations with transfers between 

compute units typically small, processor cache line data transfers.  Like SCI, message passing implementa-

tions have been built on top of the global shared memory infrastructure that is provided by the NUMAlink 

[SGI '05b]. 

Ethernet 

Ethernet [IEEE '05] unlike the other interconnects was not designed as a high performance interconnect 

rather, it was developed to support the exchange of data between commodity computers.  This is seen in the 

range of speeds that Ethernet supports 10 Mbps to 10Gbps, with compatibility between the different versions 
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one of the key features of Ethernet.  A typical Ethernet configuration sees it used in a switched star topology.  

The compatibility between different versions and the use of a switched topology result in Ethernet being a 

high latency interconnect as opposed to the others which have been discussed which are all low latency.  As 

the original configuration for Ethernet was not high performance networking, no network processing features 

are present or required as part of the standard, rather Ethernet provides only basic functionality to exchange 

data between connected devices.  The limited functionality that is presented at the Ethernet network interface 

makes it a cheaper approach for connecting compute units while the fact that it is a commodity interconnect 

further reduces the expense in using it for high performance computing.  The reduced cost is a reason that 

Ethernet is the predominantly used interconnect of the fastest supercomputers [SC '09].  The limited support 

for communication acceleration does however increase the overheads on performing data exchange  and this 

has seen active development in network acceleration for Ethernet networking [Bellows '02], with concepts 

from other high performance networks used, including the addition of network communication processors to 

the network interface [Shivam '01]. 

Different interconnects have been detailed to show other approaches that are possible for providing 

the communication medium between the interconnected FPGAs.  Customised approaches to supporting the 

communications have not been presented as part of the interconnect operations, rather these are detailed as 

part of the related work, Section 2.7, where more specific details on these approaches are given.  While this 

work is setting out to look at switched Ethernet, the structures and operations of other interconnects highlight 

issues and concerns that arise for a range of approaches to support cluster and parallel computing.  From the 

more specialised high performance interconnects, it is apparent that support for the communication opera-

tions is required to improve the overall data exchange performance.  As this is the case, details on possible 

network acceleration operations that can be undertaken and why these have been developed both for Ethernet 

and also for the high performance interconnects are now presented.  It should be remembered that while the 

program is defining the exchange of data as messages, it is the underlying interconnect and any communica-

tion protocols that will perform the actual data exchange.  Any improvements in their operations will result in 

more efficient message passing applications. 

2.2.4 Network Operation Acceleration 

Network acceleration operations have become common for HPC interconnect architectures as a means to 

reduce the overheads in exchanging data between distributed compute units or to support specific architec-

tural requirements – DSM.  Network operation acceleration stems from the fact that for all communications, 

there is additional overhead associated with the data – the communication protocol – and processing of the 

protocol has not kept pace with the increased network speeds or higher compute power that are available 

[Markatos '02].  Part of the is caused by the frequency of packet arrival, with Bellows et al [Bellows '02] 

showing that at maximum receival rate, computers were unable to process Gigabit traffic when it was first 

introduced.  Operating System overheads that a new packet arriving creates, including interrupts, context 

switches and reduced processor availability, results in a lower than expected performance from the network 

while also reducing the amount of computations that can be performed through lost computation cycles 
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[Tanenbaum '03].  The problem of reduced performance based on packet arrival rate presents itself for each 

new generation of network that is introduced though over time, the processor advances enough to mitigate 

against this.  An issue for HPC is that the most efficient network is usually strived for while the computations 

that an algorithm requires also advance – higher accuracy, larger dataset.  This mismatch between the avail-

able and expected network performance is a cause for concern as the more time the processor needs to spend 

handling network protocol processing, the less time it is able to spend on application computations 

[Gilfeather '01, Fenech '04].  A number of projects have looked at improving the communications perform-

ance of the network by placing network accelerators at the network interface, and remove this processing 

from the operating system and computer.  This has led on numerous occasions to investigations into network 

offload logic which removes the processor from the communication and uses dedicated communication logic 

to perform these operations [Underwood '01b, Mogul '03, Currid '04] with most modern networks supporting 

protocol offloading e.g. Infiniband [Association '08], Myrinet [Boden '95], Quadrics [Quadrics '07], 10 Giga-

bit Ethernet through the iWARP specification [Feng '05, Consortium '09].  While the use of network accel-

eration logic will aid the exchange of data between distributed FPGAs as part of this research and as the op-

erations are being developed on top of switched Ethernet, an investigation into different operations that have 

been used and which may aid the overall structure and operation of the cluster are presented here.  These de-

tails are presented for commodity computing solutions, with specific FPGA configurations presented in more 

detail in Section 2.4.1 as part of an investigation into the use of FPGAs in networks. 

Network accelerators look to increase the achievable network performance by executing network 

operations on dedicated hardware while freeing the processor to perform algorithm computations and calcu-

lations.  This leads to the idea of communication offload [Currid '04] where dedicated logic performs com-

munication operations.  Communication offload operations have advanced both as the speed of networks 

have progressed but also as the complexity of communication protocols have evolved.  From early offload 

operations dealing with interrupt coalescing [Mogul '97] to the offloading of complete network protocols to 

the controller [Jaganathan '03, Mogul '03] to the operations of complete data movement and network stack 

operations [Liu '03b, Dalessandro '05b, Dalessandro '06], the complexity of network controllers has in-

creased.  While network offloading can improve network performance, a number of issues arise amongst 

them the issue of mismatched processors to network offload logic, integration of the hardware into the proto-

col operations and portability across different architectures.  When the network is able to saturate a processor, 

offloading offers a distinct advantage and ensures the processor can perform computations however if the 

processor is able to saturate the network, the offloading operations become a bottleneck reducing the achiev-

able performance [Shivam '03].  This means that although offloading does allow computers to operate 

efficiently on newer networks the processor will eventually catch up and nullify the use of an offload com-

municator for that network.  However by the time the processor is able to catch up, a newer faster network 

speed has typically been developed and begun deployment [Pope '07].  The use of an offload communicator 

aids overall performance operations as the processor is freed to performing computations against having to 

perform both communication and computation operations that it would have to perform in the absence of an 

accelerator [Bellows '02, Viet '05].  Interfacing the network accelerator with the processor and how the op-

erations are partitioned across the resources poses a concern.  Freimuth et al [Freimuth '05] look at this issue 
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and identify the cost of moving data across the interface bus between the processor and the network as a per-

formance bottleneck.  They recommend partitioning the interface operations so that the total number of bus 

transfers between the processor and the network are reduced to a minimum.  

Gilfeather and Underwood [Gilfeather '01] discuss the concerns of modern high speed computing 

systems and the issues that network accelerators look to address.  These include memory copying, frequent 

interrupt generation and processor operation overheads.  For memory copying, the fewer memory copies that 

are performed on the data, the better the communication performance however once the computer memory 

bandwidth is great enough, the cost of performing memory copies diminishes.  The concern is when memory 

and network bandwidths are similar in which case there is a large penalty for performing memory copying.  

For network communications, it is rare that a packet will be received in isolation, rather a number will arrive 

one after the other.  Each packet that is received can result in the generation of an interrupt which the micro-

processor must handle.  The rate of interrupt generation can cause problems for the microprocessor as they 

are able to swamp it, preventing it performing further operations [Bellows '02].  Interrupt coalescing [Mogul 

'97] is a common approach used to reduce the impact of interrupt generation.  Interrupt coalescing reduces 

the amount of interrupts that a microprocessor has to handle, rather a single interrupt is generated when a 

new packet arrives while the microprocessor is not processing any packets.  Once the microprocessor is proc-

essing network packets, it polls the network for new packets rather than waiting for interrupt generation.  

This reduces the overhead on the processor and can result in higher packet processing operations.  The con-

cern with this approach is that there is an increase in packet processing overhead resulting in a higher latency.  

This arises as interrupts may not be generated immediately, rather a timeout or the presence of a certain 

number of packets can be needed.   

Although offloading does allow for improved network performance, the movement of data between 

the processor and the offload logic can still be as complex as the protocol processing operations that were 

needed to move the data between the processor and the network.  Farrel and Ong [Farrell '00] show that the 

software/hardware interaction slows down the performance of the network by reducing the available re-

sources for TCP/IP operations, while Shivam et al [Shivam '01] have identified a similar problem in that the 

bottleneck for computation has moved from the network to the communication software.  The interaction of 

the offload logic and the network while not a direct aspect of the research question does pose a concern as to 

the level of integration that needs to be supported and issues this will impose.  For the message passing im-

plementation a layered approach will be taken but how will the network be implemented and where network 

operations can be performed will cause issues with the architecture.  Further, from the data movement over-

heads and protocol offload operations that are detailed, some motivation for this thesis can be developed, 

namely if the overhead of moving data between the application and network can be removed does this impact 

the applications operations or have any influence on the overall operations of the system.  A range of differ-

ent operations related to network acceleration have been presented and show the style of operations that the 

FPGA solution will need to implement and take into account.  These operations include protocol processing, 

data movement between the network and the application and network availability to ensure data can be ex-

changed between compute units without causing degraded performance.  The use of FPGAs allows for con-
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current computation and communication operations so this does remove some of the bottlenecks that network 

acceleration logic look to address in computers but the underlying operations that are performed will need to 

be addressed correctly. 

Communication Offload Operations 

The overhead issue has lead to the investigations of network processors and how these can be used by both 

high performance computing networks and commodity networking to improve communication operations. 

Network offload engines are used at the network interface to perform the communication operations that are 

needed to exchange data between compute units.  The communication processors of Myrinet and Quadrics 

are network processors while the use of network processors in Ethernet networks is not unheard of [Shivam 

'01].  As highlighted by Shivam et al [Shivam '03] offload engines offer a perform advantaged while the 

amount of available network bandwidth is able to saturate the resources of a compute unit with O’Dell 

[O'Dell '09] showing that for each advance in networking technology, the use of networking offload engines 

for more operations reoccurs with more operations supported by the network offload logic.  Investigations 

into the use of network offload engines have looked at introducing dedicated microprocessors into the net-

work interface to perform either the complete network protocol stack or parts of it and thus free the computer 

to perform calculations [Fiuczynski '98].  A number of approaches have been taken while investigating net-

work offload operations with a common theme being to perform as much operations in user space against 

kernel space, in effect bypassing the Operating System (OS) and the associated overheads OS interactions 

introduce [Shivam '01]. 

Ethernet Message Passing (EMP) [Shivam '01] looks to improve the performance of message pass-

ing through a combination of OS bypass operations and network offloading.  As part of these operations, di-

rect memory accessing is supported from the network with data pinned in main memory before the commu-

nication occurs.  Pinned memory is memory that is under the control of the user and the OS is not to page or 

otherwise modify the address of the memory.  The use of user level memory reduces the OS operating over-

heads.  Arsenic [Pratt '01] has taken a similar approach and uses processors on the ACEnic to perform com-

munications between user memory space.  Operating in user space presents challenges connected with multi-

ple data streams and the need to multiplex each stream.  Arsenic addresses this on the network itself while no 

details on this are presented for EMP.  Communication partitioning between the microprocessor and the 

Network Interface Controller (NIC) sees certain operations remaining in user space, mainly to do with higher 

level communication protocols while the protocol processing operations are performed on the NIC itself.  

Freimuth et al [Freimuth '05] note that the drop off in performance for faster networks is not a problem need-

ing faster processors, it is one which needs more efficient use of the interface busses between the NIC and the 

processor.  To achieve this Freimuth et al use a network processor to perform the protocol operations while at 

the same time reducing the bus communication operations that need to be performed.  Binkert et al [Binkert 

'04] argue that network operations can no longer be an afterthought for system development and argue for 

placing network control logic on the processor die, rather than on the network controller.  To achieve this, 

Binkert et al [Binkert '06] argues that First In, First Out (FIFO) buffers should be present on the processor die 
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and be directly controllable by the processor software.  This mitigates the concerns posed by newer networks 

or code modifications to support new accelerators as all operations are performed through software on FIFOs. 

Real World Computing Partnership (RWCP) has investigated a custom communication environment 

consisting of both switches and NICs, to provide a low latency, high bandwidth communication environment 

for distributed computing [Kudoh '99].  Both Reconfigurable Logic [Izu '02, Tanabe '05] and Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) [Watanabe '07] systems have been implemented, with network offloading 

used to improve network communication operations. An RDMA based communication scheme is used for all 

data communication operations.  The International Business Machine (IBM) BlueGene system [Adiga '02] is 

a massively parallel processing system consisting of up to 65,536 nodes.  Each node consists of two 

PowerPC embedded processors where one processor is used for computations while the second processor is 

used primarily for communication.  In this configuration, the second processor is used as a network offload 

engine, focused mainly on network communication operations.  Viet et al [Viet '05] while investigating ma-

trix multiplication on an Symmetric Multi-Processor (SMP) cluster look at the computational as well as 

communication overheads that are incurred if one processor prioritises network operations over computa-

tions.  They look to use both processors to perform computations but to maintain one processor for dedicated 

communication operations.  The premises is that communications will not always be on going while the addi-

tional processor can aid computation without impacting communication operations.  They show that in this 

configuration, a speed up is seen for both network and computation operations.   

Communication offload engines do allow present day processors to achieve future networking per-

formance but they do pose a wide range of operational overheads.  The first of these is the modifications that 

need to be made to already existing communication protocol implementations to support the offload opera-

tions that are present [Shivam '03, Freimuth '05, Pope '07].  This can be seen in MPI with the specialised ver-

sions for Infiniband and other network solutions which employ communication offload operations.  This is 

further compounded by different offload operations from different systems meaning no one approach for 

offloading operations has come to the fore.  Recently, with the development of iWARP the use of a single 

approach is becoming more realistic [Dalessandro '06], particularly with the development of software 

iWARP implementations which allow for the exchange of data between iWARP enabled and non-enabled 

systems [Dalessandro '05a, Joglekar '06].  At the highest level, the development of these accelerators is based 

on the premise of delivering as much networking performance as is present to the application.  By using ac-

celerators, each compute node is able to spend more time performing application computations while not 

sacrificing the performance offered by cluster based systems.  

Message passing algorithms are designed to use the message passing programming model, exchang-

ing message data and synchronising with each other as part of a fork-join approach to ensure they perform all 

computations correctly.  A major overhead in the message exchange operations are the communications that 

need to be performed.  To improve the performance of communications in general, network offloading is 

employed with the performance advantage it provides applied extensively to high performance and cluster 

computing solutions.  This can be seen in the specialised MPI implementations (MVAPICH) and the ADI of 

MPICH allowing for different network implementation solutions.  The use of network offloading to improve 
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the network communication performance provides message passing applications with access to as much of 

the available network bandwidth as possible between the interconnected compute units of the cluster.  How-

ever, the use of offload logic still poses a problem as to how best access and use the available resources of the 

network.  In this thesis, network offload ideas are taken into account when developing the experimental 

setup.  From network operation acceleration and communication offloading, issues with the cost of perform-

ing communication operations on dedicated hardware need to be taken into account.   

The use of specific logic does aid the performance of the network communications and protocol op-

erations with the advantage that both computations and communications can occur concurrently.  To support 

this efficiently, the interaction between the network operations and the compute unit need to be simple, robust 

and easily used.  Again, this aspect of the network operations provides a degree of motivation for this thesis, 

by allowing for an investigation into the effect operating the network and the application logic on the same 

hardware has.  By using an FPGA, the application can be updated while the network and message passing 

operations do not need to be changed.  Through the use of a hardware API, these operations can be better 

leveraged as many applications can be implemented to a single interface while a layered approach to the net-

work and message passing operations allows for a number of different approaches to supporting the data ex-

change mechanism independently of the application.  

The details presented so far have focused on the mature area of microprocessor and network proces-

sor architectures and how algorithms and programming models have aided in parallelising computations 

across many interconnected devices.  These details help frame the area of research and the styles of ap-

proaches that are applicable for interconnected FPGAs both from the interconnects that are feasible and the 

programming model along with what needs to be supported to allow for an easy to use and operational archi-

tecture for parallelising algorithms.  With this information, details on FPGAs and how they have been used to 

perform and accelerate a range of parallel algorithms are now presented.  As part of the discussion on FPGA 

application acceleration, details on various physical architectures which support application acceleration are 

detailed.  This includes features of the FPGAs themselves and also how FPGA development environments 

can be implemented, with single or multiple FPGAs interconnected to provide the required resources.  Simi-

lar to the discussion for microprocessor based solutions, the discussion then moves to how FPGAs have been 

used to accelerate network communications, finally providing details on message passing FPGA solutions 

and how they have integrated the different aspects of the architectures together to support application paral-

lelisation across interconnected computation units.  To start the discussion, the use of FPGAs to accelerate 

the NPB kernels are presented with the architecture of how this acceleration is achieved detailed. 

2.3 FPGA Algorithms and Acceleration 

FPGAs have been demonstrated on numerous occasions to accelerate the performance of a range of computa-

tions.  This has been with the core computation logic of the algorithm implemented in a number of ways in-

cluding as dedicated microarchitectures [Callanan '06a], as illustrated in Figure 4, or as systolic array con-

figurations with multiple processing elements operating in parallel on a single FPGA [Zhuo '04], as shown in 
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Figure 5.  To help develop the research question, the hardware API and the structures that are appropriate for 

evaluating the research question, FPGA implementations and requirements of the NPB are discussed.  By 

looking at these algorithms, the functionality that a hardware API should provide to various microarchitec-

ture implementations can be developed, while also highlighting application characteristics that will need to 

be supported.  Using the order already present for the NPB, different FPGA implementations are discussed 

with attention given to the features and structures that are required to implement the algorithm logic and to 

accelerate the computation.  These details are for single FPGAs with all computations performed on one 

FPGA.  Discussions on parallelising the algorithms across multiple FPGAs is performed in Section 2.4 after 

the various architectures of multiple FPGAs has been presented. 
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Figure 4: Microarchitecture acceleration 

structure, with data pushed into compute units 

which pass the results onto other units for further 

computation. Each compute unit can perform 

different operations on the same or different data. 
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Figure 5: Systolic Array acceleration structure, 

with data exchanged between processing 

elements in a known pattern. Each processing 

element performs the same operations, except on 

different blocks of a larger dataset. 

2.3.1 NAS Parallel Benchmark FPGA implementation 

EP algorithms perform a large amount of independent computations and are usually compute bound.  Matrix 

multiplication [Zhuo '04, Dou '05, Creedon '08, Kumar '09] and RayTracing [Schmittler '04] are EP computa-

tions that have been demonstrated on FPGAs.  Usually EP problems are based on solving large datasets 

which must be stored efficiently and usually requires the use of external memories interfaced with the FPGA.  

To accelerate EP computations, multiple processing elements are connected in parallel on the same FPGA, 

with common data shared between each processing element allowing all units operate in parallel.  The use of 

systolic array approaches to interconnecting the units and exchanging data between them has been employed 

in matrix multiplication for both one-dimensional [Zhuo '04] and two-dimensional acceleration architectures 

[Amira '02].   

MG computations are based on how data points on a grid interact with each other.  The computa-

tions of an MG calculation are completed when no new interactions occur because a state of equilibrium has 

been reached with no new data point updates arising.  Heat Equation [Fuentes '06] and Molecular Dynamics 

[Gu '07] are MG computations which have been performed on FPGAs.  To accelerate these on an FPGA, 

multiple independent compute units are connected in parallel, with neighbour data points on the grid ex-
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changed between the compute units during successive iterations.  While MG is amenable to both microarchi-

tecture and systolic array approaches, a microarchitecture approach is more common because of the computa-

tions that are performed and how the grid data is partitioning across the FPGA memory.  The data mapping 

approach that is used on the available FPGA memories plays a role in the degree of parallelism that is 

achieved, as neighbour compute units must access the boundary grid data points of adjacent data sets, with a 

large number of memory accesses to related data addresses occurring as part of the computations [Scrofano 

'06].  To support MG computations and the iterative approach correctly, each microarchitecture needs a 

means to either access each others memory elements, creating a shared memory approach to the computa-

tions, or to exchange data in a structured manner between the microarchitectures, using message passing as 

demonstrated for Heat Equation by Fuentes [Fuentes '06].  Unlike in EP systolic array, the data does not need 

to move through all units at one time, rather only neighbour microarchitectures exchange successive iteration 

data.   

CG is used to solve linear equations which consist of sparse matrix-vector multiplications [Morris 

'06, Lopes '08].  CG algorithms are solved using the iterative approach, with each iteration representing a 

more accurate result to the linear equation.  Each iteration passes the previous iterations result through the 

computation logic which is typically implemented as a stream based dataflow microarchitecture.  CG solvers 

perform kernel computations of a number of larger problem spaces including Lattice QCD [Callanan '06b].  

Application acceleration is achieved by the manner the data is partitioned across the microarchitectures, with 

many microarchitectures operating in a master/slave configuration used.  On each iteration, the new linear 

equation result is compared with an acceptable error margin to know if the computations are complete. 

FT computations are used to solve partial differential equations and are typified by the computations 

of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).  FFTs are a specialised version of the Discrete Fourier Transform where 

FFTs only work with power of two number of sample points.  The NPB are concerned with 3D FT computa-

tions, which can be defined as performing a 1D FFT multiple times, with the input data for each dimension 

that generated from the previous FFT computation [Canning '08].  This means the computations performed 

for  1D, 2D and 3D computations are similar as the same computations are performed on the data.  FFT com-

putations more closely follow a streaming pipeline architecture rather than the iterative approach of MG and 

CG computations, for individual dimensions while each additional dimension that needs to be computed can 

be seen as a new iteration.  This makes the structure of an FFT unit ideal for a stream microarchitecture, with 

Xilinx providing a tuneable 1D FFT computation element [Xilinx '09c].  FFT computations involve complex 

floating point number multiplication, addition and rotations.  The architecture of an FFT compute unit uses as 

many compute units as there are data sample points.  To perform the computations correctly, a butterfly 

communication structure is used to connect all the inputs to the correct compute units based on the depth of 

computation that is being performed [Quinn '94].  Along with the 1D structure that is supported by the Xilinx 

FFT core, Underwood et al [Underwood '01c] discuss the requirements for a 2D FFT running on an FPGA 

cluster where the computations and a transpose operation are performed on all data on the FPGA.  For each 

additional dimension of the computations, the data has to be redistributed across the microarchitecture to 

ensure each unit is computing on the correct data for that dimension. 
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IS concerns the sorting of a large number space, possibly consisting of millions of integer numbers.  

Using FPGAs to perform integer sorting is an exception with only a few projects investigating hardware im-

plementations on its use [Underwood '01a, Michalski '05], though integer sort principles are used in a range 

of filters [Fahmy '05].  The limited amount of integer sort investigations can be attributed to the heavy mem-

ory access, memory requirements and address offset operations that are required by the various sorting algo-

rithms – bubble sort, heap sort – that perform the integer sorting operations.  As there is limited research in 

the use of FPGAs for IS operations, no conclusions about the structures that are required can be drawn.  From 

filters however, the common structure sees a large number of compare-swap blocks interconnected with each 

other, with the depth of this structure a function of the number of integers that are being tested.  This requires 

a large amount of FPGA logic to perform the sorting operations for a reasonable number of integers. 

Structures which can be used to perform single FPGA implementations of NPB computation kernels 

have been detailed with the two main architecture configurations being a dedicated microarchitecture and 

systolic arrays.  These architecture styles will need to be support by the developed interconnect and hardware 

API to ensure a wide range of applications will be able to use and perform parallel computations across inter-

connected distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  The requirements of these architecture ap-

proaches directly influences the hardware API development by requiring the support of two styles of compu-

tation logic.  Beyond the style of computation logic, another aspect that the API will need to support is access 

to both large external memories for EP computations along with the ability to stream external data into CG 

computation units for new iterations.  From MG and FFT computations, the API will need to ensure an appli-

cation is able to control and implement its own distributed memory structure to ensure data parallelisation is 

supported appropriately for these algorithms.  As will be seen in the next section, Block Random Access 

Memory (RAM) on an FPGA supports this distributed memory but the development of the experimental plat-

form should not overly rely on these memory elements so that as many as possible are free for the applica-

tions.   

From the details provided in Section 2.1 on performing the NPB on PC clusters, an overlap can be 

seen between the message passing parallelism over many interconnected compute units and the acceleration 

approaches that are presently applied to accelerate these computations across a single FPGA.  This is seen in 

EP algorithms with many processing elements exchanging data with each other to ensure all computations 

are performed.  MG computations still require the exchange of boundary data between microarchitectures 

with both a shared memory and message passing approach to parallelising the computations possible.  CG 

computations follow a master/slave approach where the exchange of data between the compute units follows 

a message passing operation.  FFT computations are dependent on the size of problem that is being solved 

with it possible no exchange of data is required on a single FPGA against multiple FPGAs which are dis-

cussed later.  This overlap of the FPGA parallelism and message passing approaches means it is possible to 

learn one approach to achieving application parallelisation for the exchange of data between compute units, 

which will reduce the amount of operations that need to be understood.  This reinforces the use of the mes-

sage passing approach to exchanging data between distributed hardware application microarchitectures over a 

shared memory approach where multiple approaches to application parallelism would need to be known. 
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The NPB do not encompass all application domains that an FPGA provides algorithm acceleration 

for, however the benchmarks do encompass a wide range of application types used in FPGA acceleration.  

Other application areas which FPGAs have accelerated include scientific computations [Karanam '08, Belletti 

'09], image processing [Zemcik '02, Nascimento '06, Saegusa '08], collision detection for graphics simula-

tions [Raabe '06, Woulfe '07] and network packet filtering [Jedhe '08, Nikitakis '08, Jiang '09].  These compu-

tation kernels follow a similar pattern to those of the NPB in how they are implemented with either systolic 

array or microarchitectures used to perform all the computations.  Network packet filter unlike the others has 

a time constraint associated with the computations and tests that are performed with the operations typically 

needing to be performed within the time it takes to receive new data.  This sees network packet filter algo-

rithms employing a highly pipelined microarchitecture approach.  The different algorithm and implementa-

tion approaches that have been discussed show the range of features a hardware API will need to support to 

ensure the distributed hardware application microarchitecture will be supported correctly on the FPGAs.   

Reconfigurable Hardware Primitives 

To achieve acceleration across the range of different computation operations that have been detailed, specific 

hardware features of FPGAs are employed.  For MG computations, the use of memory elements on the 

FPGA support the mapping and sharing of the grid data across the compute units.  For EP algorithms, the 

ability to replicate processing elements and interconnected them so that the hardware logic is used efficiently 

provides the acceleration.  Further features of the FPGA support application acceleration and specific details 

on these units and hardware primitives are detailed here to give an overview of the underlying FPGA tech-

nologies and advancements which allow FPGAs to accelerate algorithms.  To support algorithm acceleration, 

different features on an FPGA are used, with the most commonly used aspect being fast local memory blocks 

known as Block RAM [Xilinx '04].  This is not the only structure on an FPGA which can be used for algo-

rithm acceleration and this section looks at the various aspects of an FPGA which support computation accel-

eration.  These acceleration units can be instantiated as part of an application to support both the implementa-

tion and the acceleration.  For an FPGA, a major component of the acceleration comes from the parallelism 

that is inherent in hardware where multiple processing elements can operate in parallel on different algorithm 

data, as described by the systolic array and microarchitecture configurations, Figure 4 and Figure 5.  

Guo et al [Guo '04] have investigated the features of modern FPGAs which provide application ac-

celeration.  In their investigation, they look at different operations that are typically performed as part of im-

age processing applications.  They show that FPGA speedup factors are based on instruction level parallelism 

that is inherent in a hardware system along with the inefficiencies that are present in software solutions run-

ning on a processor.  The inefficiencies of a processor include using multiple instructions to perform an op-

eration which would be trivial on hardware e.g. shifting.  Further acceleration is achieved by the fine grained 

operations that are possible with a tailored implementation where memory accesses can retrieve many inde-

pendent values concurrently and direct the data to the correct compute unit in parallel.  While some of these 

operations are supported on modern processors, the same level of control is not present. 
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The logic structures of an FPGA can be broken into two groups, the structures needed to implement 

the application logic and embedded prefabricated elements that have been added to new generations of 

FPGAs to meet particular re-occurring demands that have been identified.  Using both of these structures, 

increased levels of parallelism are possible while each new generation of FPGA also provides for increased 

underlying logic resources for application use.  The logic operations are supported by the Look Up Table 

(LUT) which performs signal testing and Boolean algebra and storage element (D Flip Flop) to store clocked 

data to allow for increased clock frequencies.  As FPGAs have progressed from glue logic operations to 

computational units, a wide range of additional functionality has been added as pre-fabricated embedded 

elements.  These include dedicated high speed carry chains for arithmetic [Elzinga '00], Block RAM modules 

for result storage [Marshall '99, Xilinx '04] and dedicated hardware multiplication units [Chapman '08].  Each 

have found their way from research projects to mainstream FPGAs as they represent a step forward in func-

tionality while advancing the application domains that FPGAs can be used in [Beauchamp '06].  As well as 

the logic and prefabricated compute units that have been added to FPGAs, certain dedicated units have been 

added which are present to further expand the algorithms an FPGA can realistically implement.  A large 

problem for FPGAs is that although they are very good at computational parallelism and acceleration, they 

are not as good at complex control operations [Guo '04, Nascimento '06].  This has seen the introduction of 

one or more embedded processors on the FPGA fabric and the development of efficient soft processors.  The 

processors allow software to perform the complex1 control operations while recent investigations into Chip 

MultiProcessor (CMP) systems [Saldaña '06a, Wee '07, Ziavras '07, Karanam '08] have shown that it is feasi-

ble to interconnect multiple processors to provide algorithm acceleration. 

While the computation logic of an FPGA supports the parallel computations, there is a need to en-

sure the data can get to the FPGA efficiently.  Additional to the computational operations that are performed 

on the FPGA, the I/O operations have advanced to support a wide range of different operations with dedi-

cated embedded hardware.  These updates have allowed FPGAs remain competitive in their traditional net-

working market.  Multi-Gigabit Transceiver (MGTs) have been added as dedicated high speed transceivers 

allowing FPGAs operate at speeds necessary for present day high-speed networks [Wander '06] as well as 

allowing them operate as efficient high performance network end points [Sass '07].  The addition of embed-

ded Ethernet controllers [Xilinx '07b] within the reconfigurable fabric further extends the operations of both 

an FPGA and the MGTs allowing Ethernet networks to be interfaced to without requiring the use of recon-

figurable digital logic to support network operations.  As well as supporting network interfaces efficiently, 

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Express End Points [Xilinx '07a] have been embedded on FPGAs 

to reduce data communication overhead between a host computer and the acceleration logic of the FPGA by 

easily supporting higher peripheral communication protocols.  The use of this interface also reduces the im-

plementation complexity of interfacing FPGAs and computer systems across high speed tightly coupled in-

terconnects.  The use of high speed tightly coupled interconnects is not limited to PCI Express as both  Front 

Side Bus (FSB) and HyperTransport interconnects are supported through the use of locked digital logic 

blocks which meet the timing requirements of each.  No embedded versions of these interconnects have been 

developed and this can be attributed to the fact neither is used as the sole interconnect between processors 

                                                           
1 Either very difficult to implement in hardware or too costly on the required resources 
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unlike PCI Express which is supported equally by both Intel FSB [Schlansker '07, Ling '09] and HyperTrans-

port [Nüssle '07, Litz '08, Slogsnat '08] enabled systems. 

The different features of an FPGA which aid application acceleration and parallelisation show the 

operations that an algorithm has available to it for supporting computation acceleration.  This information 

shows the structures that an application has available to it and highlights decisions that may need to be taken 

in parallelising it, should the design be focus on using pre-fabricated logic of the FPGA or should it rely 

solely on the base logic elements of an FPGAs.  This concern feeds into the scalability of the solution that is 

proposed by influencing the number and range of FPGA platforms that can be used, as not all FPGAs have 

the same pre-fabricated structures embedded.  For each embedded and pre-fabricated structure that is re-

quired, fewer FPGA families can be chosen, reducing the number of systems that are appropriate.  While this 

reduces the type of FPGA that can be used and not the number of FPGAs that can be used, it does limit the 

number of development boards that are feasible and may limit further advances or optimisations that can be 

applied by restricting the implementation approach.  The hardware primitives that an FPGA has available to 

it show the structures that an application needs to map to so that it can perform all necessary computations as 

well as achieve computation acceleration. 

2.3.2 Algorithm Partitioning 

A range of implementation approaches for the NPB on FPGAs have been detailed to look at how they are 

parallelised across FPGA primitives.  The discussion looked at the FPGA in isolation and did not look at the 

external structures that get the application data to the FPGA for computation.  The typical architectural ap-

proach for using FPGAs sees them interconnected with a PC microprocessor and data moved between the 

microprocessor and the FPGA as required by the algorithm [Tripp '05, Bondhugula '06, Zhuo '06].  The parti-

tioning of an application across a microprocessor and an FPGA creates a hardware/software partition bound-

ary with some operations remaining in software and computations performed on the hardware.  The software 

is required to make computation data available to the hardware so that it can perform computations.  This 

partitioning is similar to the fork-join approach of parallel computations previously discussed, with data 

movement happening between PC and FPGA rather than externally interconnected compute units.  Hard-

ware/software partitioning provides details on how FPGA applications presently operate on data that is re-

ceived from the CPU and like MPI before it, offers details on API structures that support the application on 

the FPGA, e.g. the interface style that is useful, the memory interface operations that may be required, etc..  

While the use of the traditional hardware/software partitioning that is discussed here is not directly applicable 

to the operations of the FPGA cluster, the need to move data from a single, sequential compute unit to the 

parallel compute units is necessary and the styles of operations that should be performed is helpful.  The re-

duced performance of FPGAs in the hardware/software application partitioning provides some motivation for 

investigating directly interconnected FPGA clusters.  Through directly interconnected FPGAs, the data 

movement overheads present in the hardware/software partition should be reduced as data moves directly to 

the computation logic and not through an intermediary step that increases the cost of moving data. 
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The evolution of FPGAs as application acceleration logic has seen the interface between the proces-

sor and the hardware improve from the slow PCI interface [Mohsenin '04, Callanan '06b] to high speed inter-

connects including PCI-Express [Rousseaux '07], FSB [Schlansker '07] and HyperTransport [Litz '08].  The 

use of these higher performance interconnects affects algorithm hardware/software partitioning operations.  

When slow speed interconnects were used, the volume of data transferred between processor and FPGA 

needed to be large to hide the data transfer overhead costs [Benitez '02], making FPGAs only feasible for 

accelerating the most compute intensive aspects of an algorithm [Woulfe '07, Chavarría-Miranda '08].  As the 

integration of reconfigurable logic and processor resources has advanced, the overheads for accessing and 

using FPGA logic has reduced resulting in more of the available acceleration from using an FPGA being di-

rectly accessible to the processor system [Rousseaux '07].  The overheads of moving data between the CPU 

and the FPGA logic form the motivation for looking at directly interfacing the application logic of the FPGA 

with the hardware API to support the application computations.  The cost of moving data between processor 

and reconfigurable resources is further compounded when the data must be moved back to the microproces-

sor so that it can be communicated with other compute units of a cluster e.g.  Distributed Reconfigurable 

Metacomputer (DRMC) [Morrison '05].  The extra cost of moving data between a PC, the network and 

FPGA logic was motivation for Underwood [Underwood '02] as part of his research.  In this thesis, the re-

moval of the computer from the data movement operations completely is being investigated.  Before present-

ing information on this, an understanding of how applications are presently partitioned provides details for 

both the application API operations that are needed and to show the overheads that exist in the present model 

that this thesis aims to address by allowing an application directly interface with a network.  In this section, 

the requirements for the algorithm partitioning are investigated including the operations that are required on 

the software where the data is located and the FPGA where the acceleration is to be performed.  This section 

details the hardware/software interactions that allow for algorithm partition across the computation resources. 

In the typical hardware/software architecture, the processor has data stored in its local memory that 

needs to be moved to the FPGA before the acceleration hardware is able to perform computations on the 

data.  A number of approaches to moving the data to the FPGA are detailed to show the styles of data parti-

tioning that need to be supported as part of the hardware/software partition.  Tripp et al [Tripp '05] provide 

details on one approach that can be used while providing details on accelerating traffic simulations across a 

microprocessor and FPGA.  Data is moved between the processor and the FPGA through interleaved memory 

accesses, with memory associated with the FPGA shared between the processor and FPGA.  For efficient 

operations, the FPGA is required to write directly to the shared memory to reduce data movement overheads.  

A concern with using an FPGA for the approach used by Tripp et al in accelerating the traffic simulations 

computations is that not all data can reside on the FPGA, rather data has to be moved between the software 

model and the FPGA to perform the computations.  This limits the scale of the traffic simulation on the 

FPGA while software and hardware memory interleaving further impacts the acceleration that is achieved.  

To support this easily, both a hardware and software API are provided which the traffic simulation is written 

against to provide both the hardware and software operations that are used.  Chavarría-Miranda and Márquez 

[Chavarría-Miranda '07] describe similar operations using memory mapping to share FPGA memory between 

the hardware and software portions of a Polygraph computation.  The memory map structure influences data 
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partition that is used in the Polygraph computations, as data locations need to be accessed efficiently by the 

software while independent memory interfaces on the FPGA make it efficient to access memory in a hard-

ware optimised manner.  The interaction of these two approaches need to be integrated into both the software 

aspects of the program and the hardware implementation.  Bondhugula et al [Bondhugula '06] discuss the 

algorithm partitioning that is required for the All-Pairs Shortest Path algorithm, highlighting the use of the 

block partition method to fit different aspects of the algorithm onto the FPGA.  Block partitioning sees the 

use of defined blocks which are computed on the FPGA and then updated with further computation blocks in 

an iterative and cyclic manner, with each block representing a subset of the overall data set that needs to be 

computed.  Using block partitioning, the software of the processor supports and supplies the application data 

for the FPGA to compute, through the use of both the software API and hardware API. Data exchange is per-

formed through pinned memory and accompanying FPGA registers which show when data is available.  For 

the All-Pairs algorithm, the memory layout influences performance and through memory data remapping, a 

more efficient implementation is realised.  To improve performance, data uploading and register accesses are 

overlapped, reducing the accessing cost overheads.  To know when the computations are completed, the 

software polls shared registers on the FPGA which report the state of the computations.     

While the hardware/software partition influences which aspects of the application are run on the 

hardware and which are run in the software, a concern from the fork-join approach to the computations is the 

ability to use both the microprocessor and the FPGA for computations concurrently.  Zhuo and Prasanna 

[Zhuo '06] look at how best to use both the hardware and software resources to achieve an application accel-

eration by looking at accelerating linear algebra computations.  They aim to use the microprocessor and 

FPGA logic concurrently such that the correct balance between computations performed on the software and 

hardware should result in near optimal performance for the platform.  Their results show that while the FPGA 

provides a solid acceleration platform in isolation, it is not able to achieve the same accelerations as possible 

on the processor for matrix multiplication.  This is reflected in the algorithm partitioning which sees twice as 

much computations run on the microprocessor as on the FPGA.  While the drop in performance is expected 

between the microprocessor and FPGA [Rousseaux '07], the data partition ratio between software and hard-

ware was not expected.  This reflects the data movement overheads that are present both from the Operating 

System and the data communication operations across the system bus which result in sub-optimal use of the 

available FPGA resources.  While the movement of data between microprocessor and FPGA influences the 

amount of acceleration and data partition size, Sano et al [Sano '07] look at how the FPGA acceleration logic 

can be made to operate efficiently and show that an autonomous, peer oriented FPGA is able to improve the 

performance of CFD problems.  To achieve this, the FPGA runs independently of the microprocessor and 

rather stores all necessary data locally to the FPGA, only exchanging results data with the microprocessor.  

This autonomous peer approach to the hardware/software partition demonstrates that the application logic 

running on the FPGA should not be hindered by the software operations that are performed.  This approach 

however is not feasible for all algorithms but does show that rather than constant communication between the 

microprocessor and FPGA, fewer more specific communications can aid application acceleration.  Under-

wood and Hemmert [Underwood '06] note another problem that arises in the hardware/software partition 

operations that are presently undertaken.  The typical approach to data partitioning sees either the microproc-
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essor or the FPGA in use at any one time, as the APIs that are used are blocking in nature.  Underwood and 

Hemmert propose a pipelined API that will allow many requests to be generated by the software which the 

hardware processes as it becomes available.  This allows for a non-blocking software API while the hardware 

is not aware of the additional API pipeline operations.  This approach allows for a finer grained access to the 

reconfigurable logic as initialisation overheads which occur to exchange data between the software and the 

hardware can be hidden by the pipelined operations.  This approach to API operations is a direct response to 

scientific computations which need to accelerate multiple small computations as opposed to a few large data 

sets.  By pipelining the operations, more computations can be performed on the accelerator, while the cost of 

accessing the FPGA with many small accesses is not as high as if the pipeline operation was not undertaken. 

The previous solutions detail concerns and issues as well as solutions to how an application is parti-

tioned across hardware and software to realise application acceleration.  Kindratenko and Pointer 

[Kindratenko '06] look further into the steps and operations needed when porting an application from soft-

ware to a reconfigurable computing platform, by investigating the Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD) 

software acceleration system.  To allow for an efficient porting of pre-existing software, parallelism in the 

algorithm needs to be identified so that it can be best mapped across the reconfigurable logic.  If a poor map-

ping is employed, the use of the FPGA will be suboptimal and will remove any performance advantage that 

may be present, while data movement overheads will further reduce the computation performance.  As part of 

this mapping, the software developer must know some of the architectural restrictions that exist on the FPGA 

including memory bank operations and layouts - [Chavarría-Miranda '07].  Mapping only the compute inten-

sive aspects to the FPGA however may not provide all the efficiency that is possible and the partition may 

need to include control operations which while not accelerated by the FPGA would reduce the number of 

data transfers that need to occur between the hardware and software resulting in a more efficient solution.  

This approach to data partitioning is in keeping with that identified Sano et al showing that some level of 

control operations on the FPGA can result in improved application acceleration. 

For the hardware/software partition operations that are presently used, two main concerns arise.  The 

cost of moving data between the software and the FPGA logic and the size of data that is moved, with larger 

sizes offering a better chance at achieving higher acceleration.  These concerns show that for FPGAs to be 

utilised to their fullest, a lower limit to the size of data they accelerate exists.  This lower limit is a function of 

the interface that is used, with Benitez [Benitez '02] and Rousseaux et al [Rousseaux '07] showing that as 

interconnects have progressed, the lower limit has become progressively smaller.  As part of the motivation 

of this thesis, the removal of the microprocessor – FPGA – microprocessor aspect of the algorithm is pro-

posed and rather the hardware application controls all aspects of the data and acceleration logic while data is 

exchanged autonomously with other distributed FPGAs.  From the API operations that have been detailed, its 

development should assist the application by allowing for as much parallelism and concurrent operations as 

possible, rather than restricting the operations that are performed and resulting in reduced performance 

[Underwood '06].  The details of how the application can be partitioned across hardware and software show a 

range of operations that will need to be supported by the hardware API as a contribution from this research.  

The API will need to support both the message passing functionality but also provide easy access to memory 
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operations, including control over how data is structured in memory.  Along with this, from the fork-join 

approach to application parallelism, data exchange between a sequential compute unit and the parallel com-

putation logic of the FPGA will need to be supported with the use of a software based system possible.  From 

the various hardware/software partitions discussed, the API that is used on any software interfaces should be 

similar in operation to that of the hardware to ensure as little new knowledge is required to operate the com-

putation platform.  The application partitioning and acceleration that is achievable has refined the research 

question by providing motivation for directly interfacing the hardware acceleration logic with the API and 

network rather than looking at moving data through different, dedicated devices which would reduce the per-

formance and increase the system complexity. 

2.4 Interconnected FPGA Architectures 

FPGAs provide algorithm acceleration through the use of the hardware primitives that are present as part of 

their reconfigurable logic blocks.  Unlike PCs however, FPGAs and FPGA development boards can be con-

figured in a range of different architectural setups to provide the required hardware logic.  A single FPGA has 

an upper limit to the amount of logic that an algorithm can exploit before no more resources are available.  

While the amount of logic on a single FPGA increases with each new FPGA generation, architectures look-

ing at placing multiple FPGAs interconnected across a single development board have been used from early 

FPGA solutions e.g. Transmogrifier [Lewis '97] to more modern specialised development boards e.g. 

Graphics Cluster Node (GCN) [Brennan '07],  Berkley Emulation Engine 2 (BEE2) [Chang '05].  By placing 

multiple interconnected FPGAs on the same development board support for a larger amount of FPGA logic, 

split across multiple smaller FPGAs is possible.  The amount of logic that is supported by an FPGA devel-

opment board controls the amount of parallel computations that can be performed.  To help understand the 

architecture and limitations of FPGAs, two relevant acceleration architectures of FPGAs are classified, mul-

tiple FPGAs interconnected on a single FPGA development board, Figure 6 and distributed FPGAs intercon-

nected by a network, Figure 7.  For a multiple FPGA solution, unlike a distributed FPGA approach, dedicated 

interconnection interface logic is not required, though can be useful, as the trace wires between FPGAs func-

tion similarly to wires running within the FPGA itself.  As it is not required, it has not been shown in Figure 

6.  The distributed FPGAs however do require this interconnect interface logic as the internal data of the 

FPGA must be translated into structures that are supported by the interconnect network.  As this unit is re-

quired, it is shown Figure 7 to highlight a required difference between each approach. 

The first classification, shown in Figure 6, looks at an FPGA Printed Circuit Board (PCB) develop-

ment system where one or multiple FPGAs can be supported.  Multiple FPGAs on a single PCB are termed 

multi-FPGAs by the literature [Hauck '95, Compton '02] and are used as a means to provide more 

reconfigurable logic on a single device for application acceleration usage [Schott '00].  The wire traces on the 

PCB allow data to be exchanged between the logic on each FPGA efficiently and allow for the development 

of distributed microarchitectures, where each FPGA performs specific computations of the algorithm.  Data 

exchanges between the microarchitectures running on each FPGA support algorithm computation scaling 
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across the multiple interconnected FPGAs.  With the use of appropriate tools, it is possible to develop a mi-

croarchitecture which maps across these multi-FPGA systems without the application developer needing to 

know about each individual FPGA which is present on the PCB [CNP '07].  This allows the multi-FPGA 

system to be viewed as one larger FPGA where no special attention is required for how data is exchanged 

between FPGAs.  When not viewed as a single larger FPGA, they can be used as tightly interconnected dis-

tributed FPGAs which need to exchange data in a similar manner to other distributed systems [Schultz '06, 

Nunes '08].  In a multi-FPGA configuration, dedicated traces on the PCB provide the interconnections be-

tween FPGAs.  Different FPGA connection topologies are possible ranging from crossbar  [Chang '05] to 

systolic array configurations [Fross '98, Mencer '09] with the dedicated traces able to use standard FPGA pins 

or high speed MGTs [Cathey '06].  The style of dedicated connection does not affect FPGA operations how-

ever, the use of PCB mounted FPGAs does limit the scalability of multi-FPGA systems, as new development 

boards need to be created to support additional FPGAs [Eskelinen '04].  While the performance of dedicated 

traces can be very high, the BEE2 uses a 300MHz 138-bit data path between FPGAs [Chang '05], the limited 

scalability and long development times of the specialised development boards demonstrates a large disadvan-

tage to this model for supporting increased computational resources in an efficient manner.  Interconnecting 

development boards across a scalable network where the only operations that are needed to support more 

FPGA logic is the reconfiguration of the FPGA logic itself represents a more scalable solution. 

FPGA Development Board

FPGA 0 FPGA 1

FPGA 3FPGA 2

PCB Trace Wires  

Figure 6: Multi-FPGA Architecture showing PCB 

trace wire links between individual FPGAs on a 

single FPGA development board. 

FPGA 0 FPGA 1

FPGA 3FPGA 2

Network Cables

INTERCONNECTION

NETWORK

Interconnect Interface Logic  

Figure 7: Distributed FPGA Architecture 

showing individual FPGA development boards 

networked together across a cable based 

interconnect. 

The second classification, illustrated in Figure 7, looks at the use of networks to support the applica-

tion logic spread across many interconnected FPGAs.  Networked FPGAs give rise to the idea of a distrib-

uted FPGA cluster, where computations are performed on the FPGA and the data exchanged using a pro-

gramming model with other connected FPGAs.  Distributed FPGAs create an FPGA cluster where resources 

on the FPGA provide direct FPGA-FPGA communications across a scalable medium [Eskelinen '04, Comis 

'05, Brennan '07, Creedon '08].  This approach of direct FPGA-FPGA communications removes the bottle-

neck that would otherwise be present if cluster communications between FPGAs proceeded through a host 

computer as discussed in Section 2.3.2.  The scalability of distributed FPGAs is a direct advantage over a 
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multi-FPGA system, reducing cost [Eskelinen '04] and development overhead, with the time to reconfigure 

an FPGA considerably lower than the time to re-design, implement and manufacture a new development 

board.  So while the communication performance between PCB mounted FPGAs is higher than between 

networked FPGAs, the scalability, ease of use and improved turn around time of the distributed network so-

lution outweigh this performance concern.  Additionally the movement of data between PCB mounted 

FPGAs can still require the use of some form of data exchange mechanism [Nunes '08] which can be imple-

mented using message passing where applications performance is abstracted from the interconnects perform-

ance.  For distributed FPGAs, it is possible for the individual FPGA nodes to be implemented as single 

FPGAs [Comis '05, Brennan '07, Creedon '08] or multi-FPGA architectures [Schultz '06, Belletti '09, Mencer 

'09].  In either instance, a method to exchange data between the FPGAs is required which abstracts the appli-

cation from knowing how the underlying interconnect exchanges data between FPGAs. 

While both approaches detailed provide additional resources to support application parallelisation, 

there is an upper limit to the amount of parallelism that is present in a given algorithm.  From the fork-join 

approach to algorithm parallelisation, there is both the sequential and the parallel aspects of the code.  While 

acceleration is achieved through the concurrent execution of the parallel segments, Amdahl’s law [Amdahl 

'67] shows how much faster the overall application can expected to be through this parallel operation.  Fur-

ther, while these interconnected FPGA architectures increase the amount of logic that is available for a given 

algorithm, there is a limit to the range of algorithms an FPGA will provide acceleration for [Morrison '05].  

Inappropriate algorithms typically do not display a large amount of parallelism, rather they can be more se-

quential and control based which does not map well to FPGA resources.  For FPGA based solutions, one of 

the major bottlenecks in computational performance which limits the amount of parallelism is the architec-

tural interface between the computation logic and the host interface operations [Benitez '02, Underwood '06].  

The movement of data between where it is and where the computations will occur is a function of the archi-

tecture of the FPGA environment and can not be readily addressed through FPGA optimisations.  Although 

this work investigates the API interface between hardware applications and the network, the restrictions as-

sociated with previous interfaces have shaped the FPGA hardware logic that is available and algorithm 

classes that are implemented on FPGAs.  As the interface logic between the compute logic and the 

reconfigurable resources has improved, so too have the styles of computations that are performed on the 

FPGA. 

  From these two approaches to increasing the FPGA computation logic that is available to an appli-

cation, the scalability of a network based solution provides a clear advantage through the increased scalability 

that is supported for an algorithms required FPGA resources.  While the networked approach has higher 

communication overhead than a dedicated trace wire solution, it scales more readily.  From parallel algo-

rithms that have been investigated, the use of message passing and MPI as the means to parallelise the algo-

rithm have already factored in the additional communication time of the network data exchange operations as 

part of the computation flow.  These facts make the use of a scalable, message passing solution a more robust 

choice and motivate the use of a networked interconnect against any more rigid solutions that are possible. 
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2.4.1 Networked FPGAs 

For the distributed FPGA approach, the issue arises as to how best exchange data across the interconnect 

network between distributed hardware application microarchitectures, and interconnects that would be ap-

propriate.  As seen previously in Section 2.2.4, the use of offload and network processors do provide an ad-

vantage in moving data between devices once the difference in performance between the network and the 

computation platform is large enough.  Using the FPGA as a network acceleration platform for exchanging 

the application data, a few approaches are possible.  The first is that the FPGA as a hardware platform can 

implement the network operations at any location between the network interface and the application inter-

face.  A second, is how should this acceleration logic be developed and implemented, should dedicated 

hardware be used or a processor running software.  While the operations of networked FPGAs can be seen as 

similar to that discussed and presented for network acceleration operations of PCs, the details here look at 

how FPGA solutions to implementing the network operations have been performed and to show that FPGAs 

are able to operate correctly on a number of different interconnects.  In this section, networked FPGAs are 

investigated and how these have been used for both network acceleration and as part of the network stack.  

Since the earlier work of Fallside and Smith [Fallside '00] demonstrating the practicality of Internet enabled 

FPGAs, the use of FPGAs on the network has increased with them applied both in different operations and a 

number of different architectural configurations.  The addition of FPGAs to the network stream allows for the 

use of reconfigurable logic to improve the movement of communication data while not compromising the 

operations that can be performed. 

Underwood et al [Underwood '01b] demonstrated the integration of FPGA logic into the network 

path as a means to provide network and application acceleration directly at the network interface, creating an 

Intelligent NIC (INIC).  This has been undertaken to investigate the implementation of augmented Beowulf 

clusters so that both efficient networking and reconfigurable logic accelerators can be used on commodity 

compute clusters efficiently.  The work of Bellows et al [Bellows '02] and Jaganathan et al [Jaganathan '03] 

extend this work and look at particular aspects and operations that the direct integration of reconfigurable 

logic at the network offers.  Bellows et al show the performance that is achieved when using the INIC for 

Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) and network intrusion detection operations.  Jaganathan et al have investi-

gated the use of different protocols on the hardware to show that different protocols can be used but also to 

look at the costs of different approaches.  This work is looking at where protocol partition operations can be 

performed for network offload operations while also demonstrating the flexibility the use of reconfigurable 

logic provides in creating the communication protocol.  For each of these projects, the use of a dedicated 

hardware communication microarchitecture is used but no programming model is detailed.  Like Freimuth et 

al [Freimuth '05], Jaganathan shows that the communication costs between the processor and network offload 

operations reduce the achievable performance and that as much of the protocol as possible should be run on 

the FPGA.  The work on the INIC shows the use of dedicated network logic running on the FPGA and opera-

tions that can be applied to reduce the cost of communicating data between interconnected compute units.  As 

part of the INIC work, the use of at-wire protocol processing is demonstrated.  This implementation style aids 

network protocol operations that are necessary. 
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While INIC has looked at the use of the FPGA logic for performing network operations, a number 

of projects have looked at both the implementation and integration of an FPGA network card and controller 

into the operations of the computer.  Virtualized Engine for Low Overhead (VELO) [Litz '08] provides a 

HyperTransport enabled network card for investigating message passing offload operations.  The VELO pro-

ject uses the reconfigurable network card to reduce the message passing communication latency by avoiding 

DMA transfers, which can be costly to configure for a host processor when the amount of data being moved 

is small.  This makes the system suited to small messages which use Programmed I/O to transfer data be-

tween the network and the processor.  This however is expensive on processor operations when the size of 

data being exchanged is large.  The Joint NIC (JNIC) [Schlansker '07] project uses the Intel FSB to interface 

an FPGA network controller directly into a multi-processor system to evaluate tightly coupled network solu-

tions for future data centre communication requirements.  The JNIC shows that the use of dedicated FSB 

enabled devices allows for a range of dedicated operations which may be too costly for a single processor to 

perform.  RiceNIC [Mohsenin '04, Shafer '07] is a NIC developed by Rice University to allow for investigat-

ing different network operations and how these can be supported by a NIC, with the integration of virtual 

machine network operations and a NIC investigated.  The use of the RiceNIC system allows for real world 

tests of different virtual machine network approaches ensuring a realistic test architecture against using pure 

software based simulations which can hide issues that are present in implemented systems.   

The above projects look at the interface of the hardware at the network ingress/egress point.  This is 

not the only location in the network that FPGAs have been used, with the following projects look at the use 

of FPGAs in more core, packet routing operations that need to be performed.  These research projects again 

show the use of FPGAs as part of the overall network structures while showing optimisations that are possi-

ble and which will aid the development of the experimental architecture.  Lockwood through the Field Pro-

grammable Port eXtender (FPX) [Lockwood '00, Lockwood '01] and NetFPGA [Lockwood '07, Gibb '08, 

Naous '08b] look at different ways of performing and operating at Gigabit data rate communications.  The 

FPX implements reconfigurable logic within a network switch, enabling similar operations to that of the 

INIC but within core network equipment.  The FPX enables investigations into different protocols and queue 

operations to see how they affect and impact switch packet flows.  Particular attention is paid to Internet Pro-

tocol (IP) routing and how the FPX can be used to accelerate these operations across the switch.  Further uses 

of the FPX system see it implement Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) Intrusion Detection [Schuehler 

'03a, Schuehler '03b], where the reconfigurability of the FPGA is used to support network testing and check-

ing operations along with allowing for the ability to easily apply intrusion detection scan list updates.  The 

NetFPGA is an expansion of the FPX structure and has been developed to support switch research directly at 

the PC interface as opposed to as part of the core network equipment [Gibb '08].  The NetFPGA is a 4-port 

Ethernet PCI/PCIe card which can implement either a 4-port switch, 4 network ports on the computer or 

combinations of these.  The use of the NetFPGA allows for investigations of different switch topologies and 

operations from the host computer while with the use of OpenFlow [McKeown '08], different control and 

network operations can be investigated [Naous '08a].  The FPX and the NetFPGA demonstrate the use of 

FPGAs within the network fabric to accelerate multiple internode communications and not just acceleration 

operations at an individual node.  As part of these projects, the reconfigurable logic of the FPGA has been 
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used to support testing and checking of typical network streams at high speed through the interconnect.  This 

has been achieved in a number of ways but primarily by splitting the network stream into its various parts, 

testing the data and based on this updating associate buffers and control structures.  Brebner [Brebner '02] 

has implemented an Ethernet mixed mode IP router using the PowerPC of a Virtex2Pro to demonstrate the 

operations needed to support both IPv4 and IPv6 using reconfigurable logic.  By using an FPGA, Brebner 

allows the operations of the controller to change over time while the processor is used to perform infrequent 

operations which do not benefit from a reconfigurable logic implementation.  For moving data across the core 

network logic, one of the main operations is the network testing that must be performed and a large amount 

of operations are required to support standard network protocol operations.  While a network protocol is en-

visaged as part of this thesis, the isolated nature of the platform will allow for a more FPGA oriented, light-

weight protocol which will reduce the on-FPGA network operations requirements. 

Further to router operations, FPGAs have also been used as IP network end points.  Fallside and 

Smith [Fallside '00] show it is possible to have a small webserver running on an FPGA end point.  Chaubal 

[Chaubal '04] looks at the requirements for a reconfigurable Ethernet network node which will support dy-

namic reconfiguration of the communications protocol, with both TCP and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

operations discussed.  The network logic is located on an external ASIC and the FPGA implements the net-

work protocol operations.  Löfgren et al [Löfgren '05] demonstrate an embedded UDP communicating across 

an Ethernet network that allows either embedded processors or a hardware application communicate on an IP 

network.  In the protocol implementation, they discuss how to reduce the UDP operations that need to be 

performed as a means to reducing the logic footprint that is needed and what style of applications may benefit 

from this approach.  McKechnie et al [McKechnie '09] while detailing a transactional model for debugging 

an FPGA, use an FPGA webserver running on the Xilinx MicroBlaze FPGA processor as a test for their 

model.  They detail the logic and software requirements for a full IP software based FPGA solution.   

The projects that have looked at using the FPGA for network acceleration operations show that 

FPGAs can be applied as end points for cluster computing as they are able to support the necessary network 

operations that will arise.  From the detailed projects, a number of similar approaches arise for developing the 

network acceleration and the communication offload operations. The main approach is that the use of an ac-

celerator does reduce the cost of performing the communications but this performance is only relevant if the 

cost of implementing it is low.  Implementation costs include the exchange of data with the accelerator logic 

and the software modifications that need to be made to support these operations.  In this project, the informa-

tion presented for both communication and FPGA accelerator systems is used when designing and imple-

menting the communication operations.  Some of the interfacing cost overheads and communication opera-

tions that are an issue with the discussed platforms are overcome in this work as the FPGA contains both the 

digital logic application and the communication control structures.  This removes the interface bottlenecks 

that prevent the efficient use of the accelerators while still allowing for the tailoring of the communication 

mechanism through the use of reconfigurable logic.  From these projects, some refinements to the develop-

ment of the experimental system are relevant including the use of the FPGA to perform network operations 

as early as possible and the operations that can be expected of the FPGA to ensure correct network communi-
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cation operations are supported.  For the message passing operations discussed for VELO, the use of PIO for 

the movement of data may be a possible approach.  The VELO solution looked at small packet sizes though 

the investigations into different NPB show a range of different data sizes will need to be supported making 

DMA a more ideal fit along with reducing the number of data movement operations that could arise 

FPGA Ethernet Controllers 

While a range of interconnects are possible and have been demonstrated to various extents on FPGAs, this 

thesis is looking at using switched Ethernet to provide the network both because of its predominant use by 

computers on the Top500.org list of supercomputers [SC '09] and availability of the required FPGA devel-

opment boards and interconnection hardware.  The previous sections’ details looked at networked FPGAs 

and the operations that they have been applied to in supporting network communications.  To support 

Ethernet communications, an Ethernet controller is required, however its development is not part of the re-

search of this thesis and as such, a pre-implemented controller which provides the base operations that are 

needed is used.  While external controllers to the FPGA are possible, the operation of at-wire protocol proc-

essing and testing would not be possible with this approach so the details here relate only to on-FPGA 

Ethernet controllers.  A number of possible controllers which can be used for this work are detailed along 

with their characteristics which range from open source, modifiable and updatable controllers to pre-built, 

dedicated controller microarchitectures where the controller can be added but not changed. 

The Gaisler Ethernet Controller, GRETH, is an Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture 

(AMBA) interfaced Ethernet controller which supports all required operations of the Institute of Electrical 

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.3 Ethernet standard [Gaisler '06] except for control packet operations.  

Two versions are available, the 10/100 Mbps version which is fully open source and a 10/100/1000 Mbps 

version which is only available through a commercial license and does not provide access to the underlying 

implementation code.  For this project, only the 10/100 Mbps version is appropriate though to support higher 

frequencies, this controller would need to be updated.  For performing communication operations, registers in 

the controller are used to provide details about where a packet is located in memory with DMA used by the 

communication path to move data onto and off of the network buffers.   

Xilinx through the CoreGen system, provide a range of closed source, pre-built Ethernet controllers 

which operate across a range of network speeds, including tri-mode (10/100/1000 Mbps) Ethernet controllers 

[Xilinx '09d].  Modern Xilinx FPGAs can also come with pre-fabricated embedded tri-mode Ethernet con-

trollers [Xilinx '07b].  While the controllers that are provided will support the communication requirements 

of the Ethernet network, the pre-built nature of these controllers makes them impractical for use within this 

project.  While these controllers may not be of use to the research, a few operational approaches are applica-

ble as they pertain to FPGA architectural features that different projects are using to support high speed serial 

links, notable MGTs on the FPGA.  Operation of the MGTs is supported through the Aurora [Xilinx '08a] 

controller which allows for the easy deployment of a range of different interface operations including PCI-E, 

Infiniband and 10 Gigabit Ethernet.  To support Ethernet operations, the control logic needs to be imple-
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mented around the MGTs while restrictions on the FPGAs that can be used will limit scalability against the 

other approaches that use FPGA logic resources to implement all control operations.  The use of the Aurora 

core has been ruled out as part of this project however, is included as part of the discuss as it is used by a 

wide range of similar projects to this work [Comis '05, Schultz '06, Sass '07, Pedraza '08]. 

The OpenCores Ethernet Media Access Controller (MAC) is an open source Ethernet MAC which 

complies with the IEEE 802.3 standard for 10/100 Mbps Ethernet [OpenCores '07a].  The module is operated 

through the Wishbone Bus.  All network communications operate based on buffer descriptor control registers 

which control packet operations.  The descriptors direct the transmit and receive operations by controlling 

when communications are active and by providing details on where the communication data is located.  Data 

movement operations use DMA, with the network packet data pre-built in external memory before a commu-

nication occurs.  Control registers are present to provide additional functionality over the operations of the 

network controller including Media Independent Interface (MII) operation registers and control and operation 

registers.  Operation of the registers and descriptors is driven through the Wishbone Bus interface and is de-

veloped to interface with a processor and memory cells across a system on chip interconnect.   

Of these controllers, the OpenCores Ethernet MAC is being used for the project.  This controller 

supports all operations that will be needed including standard packet generation and control packet opera-

tions.  The ability to access the code will allow for specific at-wire operations to be applied while other per-

formance related optimisations can also be employed as part of the overall message passing and communica-

tion protocol development.  While this controller will need to be updated to support 1000 Mbps operations, 

the same operation will be required on the GRETH controller while the Xilinx modules will not be updatable.  

Additionally, through the OpenCores website, a number of projects looking at 1000 Mbps and higher net-

work speeds will be of use in this upgrade operation and the code approaches of these are similar in style to 

the 10/100 Ethernet MAC.  This will aid in reducing the upgrade operations that need to performed. 

2.5 Algorithms over Multiple FPGAs 

This thesis is concerned with how an algorithm will be parallelised across multiple interconnected FPGAs 

with data exchange operations performed using message passing.  Details on parallel implementations of the 

NPB have looked at the high level, software requirements that are needed, software programming models 

that are appropriate and FPGA solutions looking at single FPGAs which have been able to apply the software 

parallel implementations to the hardware resources of an FPGA.  The operations and structures of these par-

allel FPGA implementations have been detailed in Section 2.3.  From the previous section, it is possible that 

parallel implementations of these algorithms will be implemented both across multi-FPGA solutions and also 

between network interconnected FPGAs.  The discussion and background details now looks at what an appli-

cations’ requirements are when parallelised across multiple FPGAs, be they multi-FPGA or networked 

FPGAs so that refinements of the hardware message passing API can be applied.  This will ensure that a 

hardware oriented, efficient remote register transfer operation using message passing principles is researched, 

developed and evaluated.  Following the structure of previous sections, a number of different multiple FPGA 
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solutions are present that implement the NPB, looking at EP, MG, CG and FT algorithms.   

Parallel matrix multiplication is a commonly investigated EP algorithm with Zhuo and Prasanna 

[Zhuo '04] discussing considerations to scale a one-dimensional systolic array across a multi-FPGA solution.  

While no programming model is provided, the systolic array implementation reduces the amount of wiring 

between FPGAs allowing for the replication of the processing element structure across each successively 

interconnected FPGA.  The approach of Zhuo and Prasanna is an extension on the work presented by Kumar 

and Tsai [Kumar '91].  While the systolic array approach for parallelisation reduces the I/O pin count [Sano 

'07], it does not reduce the amount of data that is exchanged between devices.  Expanding on the operations 

of the multi-FPGA solution, Creedon and Manzke [Creedon '08] have demonstrated the use of systolic array 

principles across networked FPGAs.  Each FPGA uses a systolic array to perform the computations while 

data exchange operations use message passing across a unidirectional ring topology to ensure all computa-

tions are performed.  Each node transmits data to the next connected node with the same communication pat-

tern used for all communication iterations of the algorithm.  EP algorithms although they perform only a few 

internode communications can require large data exchanges between nodes, with Creedon and Manzke ex-

change more than 100MB of data between nodes per iteration.  Access to this memory should be efficient to 

reduce data exchange overheads while concurrent computation and communication operations can be neces-

sary.  The data parallelism techniques of EP computations allow for efficient overlapping of computation and 

communication operations once data buffering can be supported on the different nodes.     

Multigrid computations, as typified by Heat Equation [Fuentes '06], partitions the initial two-

dimensional data grid into multiple two-dimensional sub-grids which are distributed across the compute 

units.  To reach a state of equilibrium, edge boundary sub-grid data is exchanged between neighbouring 

nodes during each iteration ensuring the state data propagates across the data grid [Fuentes '06].  While the 

two-dimensional MG computations are similar to the systolic matrix multiplication approach, a main differ-

ence is that communications occur in both directions between neighbours, requiring bi-directional communi-

cations between both neighbour nodes.  This is unlike matrix multiplication where data moves through the 

systolic array in one direction only.  As with EP algorithms, the same principles that support parallelisation 

between compute units are applied to the computation logic running on the FPGA with Gu et al [Gu '07] de-

tailing these operations.  While EP algorithms perform a few large communications, MG algorithms perform 

as many communications as are required to reach a state of equilibrium with the size of data to be exchanged 

dependent on the size of the grid and application domain.  Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02], demonstrate an aver-

age communication size in MG computations as 35.7 KB while Comis [Comis '05] shows that for Molecular 

Dynamics, data exchange size is typically less than 2 KB.   

Parallel CG as defined for NPB [Bailey '94], is concerned with solving linear equations consisting of 

matrix-vector computations, in a manner similar to that of MG.  Applications can consist of both sparse and 

dense matrix data.  For correct parallel computations, both short and long distance communications occur 

between nodes, based on the data partition and access pattern.  Callanan [Callanan '06a] demonstrates parallel 

CG, using two FPGAs in a multi-FPGA architecture, as part of Lattice QCD computations.  The vector data 

is partitioned between the FPGAs while the sparse matrix data is duplicated on each FPGA.  Only vector data 
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is communicated between the FPGAs, though only a two FPGA structure is used making descriptions on the 

data exchange pattern hard to generalise.  Callanan also highlights characteristics that are needed to achieve 

good parallel performance including low latency, good bandwidth and the ability to parallelise computation 

and communication operations.  For Lattice QCD, low latency is more critical than bandwidth as the band-

width requirements are not too large.  Dickenson [Dickenson '04] discusses the parallelism of CG across mul-

tiple tightly coupled embedded microprocessing units.  To perform the parallelism, the sparse matrix data is 

partitioned across the computation logic while the vector data is duplicated, the opposite of Callanan’s ap-

proach.  For parallel CG, a low latency communication solution is as much a priority as high bandwidth, 

while the communication pattern consists of both data exchanges between near and far nodes.  Faraj and 

Yuan [Faraj '02] shows an average CG communication size of 49.8 KB for the NPB. 

Fourier Transforms, as present in FFT applications, use a defined communication pattern which is 

based on the depth of the present computation cycle.  Communications occur between both near and distant 

nodes, with the communication distance a function of the number of nodes and the computation depth that is 

being performed.  Dick [Dick '96] showed the applicability of a systolic array on a single FPGA for perform-

ing one dimensional FFT computations as opposed to a butterfly network approach.  As seen with EP algo-

rithms, the communication structure between processing elements of a systolic array can be extended to op-

erate between FPGAs, with the same operations performed.  For butterfly networks, a slightly different com-

munication structure is required which consists of two phases [Quinn '94, Na'mneh '04].  The first, a bit re-

versal is used to distribute the FFT point data across the compute units in a specific order.  The second phase 

consists of a binary exchange algorithm which exchanges the data during the computation phases.  The 

communication pattern of the binary exchange algorithm creates a butterfly network with the distance be-

tween communicating pairs doubling every cycle.  Underwood et al [Underwood '01c], show the communi-

cation and computation requirements for performing a two dimensional FFT across an FPGA augmented 

Beowulf Cluster.   

From investigating the computation and communication requirements of the NPB to look at how the 

computations can be partitioned across multiple FPGAs, a number of features can be seen which the hard-

ware API will need to support.  While these features are similar to what has been seen previously from the 

software versions of these applications, the FPGA implementations show the specifics of what needs to be 

supported.  These features include variable sized data exchange mechanisms, bi-directional communications 

and the ability to choose the distributed hardware application microarchitecture that data is being exchanged 

with.  Further to the data sizes that need to be provided for, a large number of communication patterns need 

to be supported, including one-dimensional rings (matrix multiplication), counter rotating rings (heat equa-

tion) and butterfly networks (FFT).  The hardware API will need to be able to setup and operate these topolo-

gies to support a diverse range of application types.  Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02] has shown that it is not possi-

ble to create these links before starting the computations meaning the algorithm must be able to select and 

create the communication patterns during algorithm execution.  To correctly support the computations on the 

FPGA, an application microarchitecture will require access to arbitrary sized memory to store intermediate 

data while access to local memory structures aids efficient computations.  The structures of a distributed 
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hardware application microarchitecture show that while message passing is able to support the exchange of 

data between the compute units, some additional data access patterns arise with the ability to exchange data 

between hardware application microarchitecture registers one that will aid computation operations.  This pro-

vides additional research motivation by aiding in requiring the development of a hardware message passing 

API that supports a range of data communication approaches which are suited to FPGA architectures but 

support the different message passing mechanisms already discussed. 

Parallel Matrix Multiplication 

As part of the system verification and evaluation operations, parallel matrix multiplication has been imple-

mented to test the communication and computation operations of the FPGA cluster.  Matrix multiplication 

forms a standard test used on parallel compute clusters as it models both the computation and communication 

configurations of different real world applications [ScaLAPACK '09].  To ensure a robust test of the compu-

tation logic, the memory interface operations and the network communication structures, efficient parallel 

matrix multiplication has been investigated.  The main approaches for performing efficient parallel distrib-

uted matrix multiplication are detailed by Choi et al [Choi '94] as the Parallel Universal Matrix Multiplica-

tion Algorithms (PUMMA) configuration while details presented by Geijn and Watts [Geijn '97] and Krish-

nan and Nieplocha [Krishnan '04] look to improve on the PUMMA operations and to address deficiencies 

that exist within PUMMA.  Equation (1) shows the operations that are performed in a matrix multiplication 

where A,B,C are matrices.  For the discussion on matrix multiplication we will assume square matrices but 

the computations are such that an NxI A matrix multiplied by an IxM B matrix will result in an NxM C ma-

trix.  Matrix multiplication performs O(n3) computations against O(n2) memory accesses. 

 
(1) 

Matrix multiplication on FPGAs is an area of continuous research with a wide range of implementa-

tions presented in the literature [Zhuo '04, Dou '05, Rousseaux '07, Creedon '08, Kumar '09].  Most look to 

use matrix multiplication as an easy to use and implement compute unit while others look at ways to improve 

its performance on FPGA resources [Zhuo '04, Dou '05].  Matrix multiplication is ideally suited to FPGAs as 

it is an EP computation where the hardware resources of an FPGA can be used to perform as much computa-

tion in parallel as possible once data accesses avoid introducing memory access collisions [Zhuo '04] i.e. read 

after write accesses.  The data access patterns of a parallel implementation of matrix multiplication look to 

ensure no computation unit shares data from the same row of matrix A or column from matrix B in a given 

computation access.  The basic operations are a multiplication and an addition, with these two operations 

merged as the basic processing element of a matrix multiplier.  With data distribution and decomposition 

operations, multiple processing elements can be connected in parallel to perform computations concurrently 

using a systolic array of processing elements [Kumar '91, Dou '05, Kumar '09].  The more processing ele-

ments that can be connected in parallel, the greater the amount of computation an individual FPGA can per-

form, as long as the processing elements can be kept busy. 
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Parallel matrix multiplication decomposes a single large matrix across multiple compute nodes so 

that matrix multiplications can be performed concurrently across all compute nodes.  Two aspects to cor-

rectly performing parallel matrix multiplication are the data decomposition that is used [Schmollinger '02] 

and the communication topology used with that data decomposition [Quinn '94].  Further to the data decom-

position that is performed, a secondary aspect is the manner that the data is distributed to the compute nodes 

[Choi '94] e.g. block or cyclic distribution.  Parallel configurations for performing matrix multiplication look 

to split the computation operations over multiple processing units so that the computation overheads for a 

single processing unit are O(n3/x) across x nodes [Dou '05] with data accesses increasing to O(x.n2) because 

of the addition of network memory accesses to exchange data with distributed compute units.  Data decom-

position is used to divide the matrix across the compute units, with three approaches possible: Vertical strip-

ing, Square Blocks and Horizontal striping [Schmollinger '02].  Vertical striping operates on the columns of 

the A matrix and the row data of the B matrix.  Square Blocks breaks the A and B matrix into square sub-

matrices.  Horizontal striping operates on the rows of the A matrix and the columns of the B matrix.  Data 

distribution looks to take the given data decomposition matrices and spread the data across the computation 

units with two approaches used, block-striped and cyclic-striped [Choi '94].  These are only applicable with 

the vertical and horizontal striping data decomposition approaches.  Block-striped distribution keeps all adja-

cent matrix rows/columns together as one large sub-matrix which is communicated between nodes.  Cyclic-

striped decomposition cycles across the original matrix data and sends adjacent vectors to adjacent nodes and 

has a period equal to the number of compute nodes in use.  Data decomposition influences the parallel matrix 

multiplication communication topologies that are used.  For either the vertical or the horizontal decomposi-

tion approach, the communication flow can follow a ring topology with the matrix data sent to the next node 

in the ring and received from the previous node. 

FPGA implementations of matrix multiplication use both the data decomposition and data distribu-

tion techniques detailed above, with an individual computation unit on an FPGA representative of a distrib-

uted compute unit from a microprocessor cluster.  This allows on-chip operations to use the parallel approach 

of Choi et al [Choi '94] for both efficient on-chip computations and between interconnected FPGAs.  Using 

FPGAs as the compute logic for the matrix multiplication does allow a number of optimisations to be applied 

to the computations, firstly the use of an arbitrary amount of compute units once resources are available and 

secondly, the ability to merge the base operations in matrix multiplication, multiplication and summation, as 

a single operation [Dou '05].  Although no data dependencies exist between different row/column computa-

tions, care is required when accessing data as floating point pipeline latencies introduce data dependencies 

between the computations on the same row/column values that would not be there for integer only computa-

tions [Zhuo '04].  To avoid data dependencies that the floating point pipeline introduces, the order of compu-

tations that are performed are modified to ensure no data from the same row/column will be in the floating 

point pipeline at the same time.  This ensures an efficient computation is performed at all times [Zhuo '04, 

Kumar '09] while data pre-fetching can be used to ensure data is always available for the next computations 

that are to be performed.  Once the result of an individual computation has been generated, the data may need 

to be written back to memory temporarily as new computations are performed.  If horizontal data decomposi-

tion is used, the data only needs to be written back to memory once as the final result for that location in the 
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result C matrix, while using either square or vertical decomposition, this data will need to be written and read 

back from memory a number of times to ensure the correct result is generated [Schmollinger '02]. 

2.6 FPGA Message Passing 

The previous sections have detailed the motivations for looking at message passing between distributed 

FPGAs along with the use of switched Ethernet as the communication medium.  While discussing the various 

requirements of the hardware API, details on message passing and other similar FPGA oriented solutions 

have been presented.  Details on similar projects which have looked at using FPGAs and message passing to 

parallelise computations across interconnected FPGAs is now presented.  Projects which are more closely 

related to the work of this thesis are further detailed in the Section 2.7, where a closer look at their architec-

tures and operations is given.  As part of the details presented here, the use of FPGAs to improve the per-

formance and operations of MPI systems running on PCs is also described as this provides additional infor-

mation about what operations an FPGA may require to support message passing. 

MPI PC solutions look to support both expected and unexpected messages, with an unexpected mes-

sage one that arrives at a node before an associated communication has been asserted by the application.  To 

ensure correct communications are performed, unexpected messages must be stored and then searched when-

ever the node asserts a communication.  Searching of these queues can be costly when the size of the com-

pute cluster is large.  Underwood et al [Underwood '05] look at using FPGAs to perform the search opera-

tion, removing this operation from the compute unit, with the FPGA performing queue test and traversal op-

erations on the network interface as data arrives.  Each arriving message is tested and stored while the host 

processor queries these results to know which queue to use.  A problem with this approach arises from the 

overheads of the processor accessing the FPGA values making the use of FPGAs to accelerate queue opera-

tions on a typical cluster only applicable when the number of nodes is large and the processor overheads on 

searching these queues would be great.  This is a similar issue as arises with data partitioning operations and 

the size of data that is exchanged with the FPGA to ensure acceleration is achieved, Section 2.3.2.  Imple-

menting queue searching at the network interface as data arrives while removing the bottleneck of exchang-

ing the result with the computer processor would aid message passing communication performance. 

Message passing is not confined to data exchange between interconnected compute units, with the 

development of FPGA CMP systems and message passing solutions an area of on going research.  In a CMP 

system, multiple embedded and reconfigurable processors are interconnected on an FPGA and exchange data 

using message passing principles.  Williams et al [Williams '06] details a CMP solution where data is ex-

changed between processors using FIFO buffers as point-to-point links.  Multiple FPGA processors are used, 

with one processor acting as a master and other processors acting as computational slaves with limited access 

to external memory.  The use of point-to-point FIFOs limits the scalability of the system to the number of 

FIFO links that each processor can support, which is limited to eight.  Williams et al’s approach is based 

solely on exchanging data on the FPGA using MPI with no off chip communications detailed.  While Wil-

liams et al look at using a cut down version of MPI, similar to eMPI, the TMD-MPI [Saldaña '06a] project 
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looks at implementing a lightweight version of MPI which is tailored to FPGA processors.  Like Williams, 

TMD-MPI uses FIFOs to exchange message passing data between interconnected FPGAs but rather than 

point-to-point links, a Network-on-Chip (NoC) interconnect is developed which provides for a greater degree 

of scalability.  TMD-MPI is implemented with a layered approach with the message passing operations built 

on top of dedicated NoC hardware.  Only a subset of MPI is implemented by TMD-MPI but both point-to-

point and collective communications are supported.  TMD-MPI supports communication between processors 

on the same FPGA and also to processors on interconnected FPGAs.  The lightweight MPI version that is 

implemented does not provide network protocol operations, instead it lets dedicated hardware logic handle 

the inter-FPGA operations.  Inter-FPGA communications are supported through the Off Chip Communica-

tion Core (OCCC) interface link [Comis '05].  The NoC structures handle the exchange of messages between 

the processors regardless of whether they are on the same FPGA or not with node identities used to say 

which FIFO and processor is the egress point.  Along with the NoC approach, the use of System-on-Chip 

(SoC) interconnects and MPI have been developed.  SoC-MPI [Mahr '08] looks at an FPGA processor im-

plementation with FPGAs interconnected across a range of different SoC structures.  SoC-MPI uses a two 

layer approach, a network independent layer for performing message passing operations and a network de-

pendent layer which is responsible for interfacing with the SoC.  The structures of SoC-MPI support the ex-

change of data between processors on the FPGA but no details on off FPGA communications are described.  

Although MPI is the predominant programming model used for both portable cluster programming 

and between interconnected FPGAs, it is not always suitable to specific application domains, in particular 

Signal Processing.  Signal processing applications use a dataflow structure for exchanging data between 

computation units and MPI is not always suitable to this type of data exchange.  Saha et al [Saha '06, Saha 

'08] propose a domain specific Signal Processing Interface (SPI) which uses message passing techniques but 

is suited to the dataflow exchange operations more typical in Signal Processing algorithms.  SPI is developed 

as an easy to use software library which the application uses to exchange data between interconnected FPGA 

processors.  SPI is a cut down version of MPI such that the principles are similar but the support for dynamic 

packet sizes and arbitrary communication patterns are not as necessary as the flow of data is not as dynamic 

as typical MPI applications require.  All operations of SPI appear to be for CMP based systems, with no com-

munications going off chip to distributed or remote FPGAs. 

The different FPGA message passing approaches show that a range of possible configurations are 

applicable for exchanging data between processors running on the same FPGA and also between networked 

FPGAs where dedicated communication logic can reduce the software requirements running on the proces-

sor.  From these works, additional thesis motivation arise including the use of both software and hardware 

based approaches to supporting the message passing operations.  The use of processors for performing mes-

sage passing operations are based mainly on the use of applications running on the processor though TMD-

MPI does detail the use of dedicated hardware units to support inter-FPGA communication.  The layered 

approach to implementing message passing is also a requirement.  While MPICH and other software based 

MPI solutions discuss the use of layers, the FPGA processor solutions show that this is practical for the 

FPGA and does not increase either complexity or resources requirements.  While message passing is used to 
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exchange data between interconnected processors, no details are given on hardware APIs that may support 

the exchange of data.  This can be seen as apart from TMD-MPI, the other implementations all target soft-

ware solutions and do not detail how hardware applications can be interfaced with the message passing struc-

tures.  The limited details on the use of a hardware oriented API which supports message passing remote reg-

ister transfer operations between distributed hardware application microarchitectures is an area that is not 

actively being researched.   By supporting distributed hardware application microarchitectures, the resources 

of an FPGA can be used to their fullest in support of application parallelisation while the direct interfacing of 

the application logic with the communication structures removes the data movement overheads that are pre-

sent in more traditional FPGA-PC architectures. 

2.7 Related Work 

Details on a range of topics which have contributed to the research of this thesis have been presented, with 

contributions and motivations of each aspect described.  While knowledge of each of these areas helps gain 

an understanding of the research that is being undertaken, there are a number of projects that would more 

closely detail the operations and ideas that are present in this thesis, and these projects are further detailed 

with more specific information on how they operate.  This helps identify the strengths, weaknesses and con-

tributions of using message passing and switched Ethernet to support remote register transfer operations be-

tween distributed hardware application microarchitectures. 

2.7.1 TMD-MPI 

The TMD-MPI [Fuentes '06, Saldaña '06b] is an FPGA message passing implementation which uses the mes-

sage passing programming paradigm to exchange data between computation logic, FPGA processors and 

application microarchitectures, both on the same FPGA and with point-to-point interconnected FPGAs.  

TMD-MPI is a progression on work that was undertaken at the University of Toronto into communication 

between interconnected FPGAs to accelerator MD computations [Azizi '04, Comis '05].  TMD-MPI applies 

message passing on top of inter-FPGA communication logic while also developing a NoC architecture to 

support communications between compute units on the same FPGA [Benini '02, Saldaña '06c].  TMD-MPI 

supports two compute structures, a CMP architecture and distributed hardware microarchitectures through 

the use of dedicated NoC interface logic.  The hardware microarchitecture has been developed as a Message 

Passing Engine (MPE) using dedicated logic which accepts hardware application requests and performs mes-

sage passing operations.  The operating structure of the hardware and processor approaches are shown in 

Figure 8, along with the OCCC which is used to support inter-FPGA communications.  While the OCCC 

supports inter-FPGA communications, the NoC supports the exchange of data between all TMD-MPI en-

abled devices on the FPGA, allowing both processors and hardware applications exchange data using mes-

sage passing principles. 
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The FPGA processor TMD-MPI uses software for all 

message passing operations, with the application written to 

function on the processor rather than dedicated hardware logic.  

Support for both MicroBlaze and PowerPC processors is pro-

vided through a lightweight layered message passing library 

[Saldaña '06a].  The hardware TMD-MPE uses dedicated state 

machines to generate all message passing operations – packet 

building, message fragmentation, etc.  Both approaches share 

the NoC and OCCC [Comis '05] link that provides inter-FPGA 

communications.  The interface logic between all FPGA com-

ponents is based on exchanging data using the Xilinx Fast Sim-

plex Links (FSL) [Xilinx '07c] FIFOs.  

TMD Implementation 

Message passing operations are implemented as layers with the lowest layers dealing with putting data onto 

the NoC while upper layers handle message passing point-to-point and collective functions.  This allows the 

FPGA processor and hardware microarchitecture to build on the operations performed by the different layers, 

reducing the implementation complexity of any one layer.  The FPGA processor is the more advanced ap-

proach, supporting both point-to-point and collective communications.  The TMD-MPI library has been im-

plemented using 8.7KB to store the message passing software code, with the OCCC performing all inter-

FPGA communication protocol functions in hardware.  The FPGA processor implementation reads message 

data and packetises it for communication to other computation elements through the use of the FSL FIFO 

links.  The hardware microarchitecture uses the FPGA logic for all message passing operations.  Unlike the 

FPGA processor, the hardware microarchitecture only supports point-to-point Send and Receive unidirec-

tional communications. 

TMD-MPI details the operations to exchange data using message passing between NoC intercon-

nected processors.  Through the use of the NoC and the identification of different processors, the OCCC 

[Comis '05] can be interfaced to support the exchange of data between interconnected FPGAs.  The OCCC 

provides all inter-FPGA communication operations including a communication protocol which is built on top 

of the Xilinx Aurora [Xilinx '08a] core and MGT links.  The OCCC was developed to support MD computa-

tions across multiple FPGAs and its operations are based on how MD is parallelised.  MD computations are 

based on three-dimensional data point interactions, resulting in the exchange of three data point blocks be-

tween devices, the X,Y,Z co-ordinates of the data.  To improve the performance of the OCCC communica-

tion and the communication protocol operations, data exchange is overlapped with protocol operation ac-

knowledgements giving a pipelined, channel oriented communication operation.  The OCCC has been devel-

oped to use point-to-point communications, as illustrated in Figure 9, without any structures to support multi-

access networks.  This is reflected in the communication protocol that has been developed which does not 

support intermediate communication switches or network equipment.  The OCCC implements a custom 
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Figure 8: TMD Architecture 
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communication packet with a maximum size of 2048-bytes.  An 

inter-FPGA bandwidth of 1.92Gbps is recorded by the OCCC 

though inter-FPGA communications using TMD-MPI achieves a 

maximum bandwidth of approximately 53Mbps.  The reduced per-

formance is caused both by copy operations that are present in the 

TMD-MPI system and the reduced processor speeds that are used.  

No inter-FPGA performance figures are given for hardware applica-

tions exchanging data across the OCCC, rather only processor based 

figures are provided. 

Communication Flow 

The message passing operations of the TMD-MPI use rendezvous, blocking communications.  Rendezvous 

communications require nodes synchronise with each other before exchanging data.  An initial request-to-

send message provides details on the message communication and is sent before the message data.  When a 

corresponding receive is called, the sending node is informed and the message passing exchange is per-

formed.  As all communications are blocking, this reduces the overlap that is present for computation and 

communication on each node.  For the FPGA processor this poses a problem as the processor performs both 

computation and communication operations.  This problem does not arise for the TMD-MPE as it runs in 

dedicated hardware.  However, it does not provide the complete functionality of the TMD-MPI, meaning that 

for some communications, the processor is still necessary. 

TMD Updates 

The initial TMD-MPI implementation system used commodity PCI mounted FPGA cards, with MGT links 

used between FPGAs with TMD-MPI updated and ported to run on the BEE2 platform [Nunes '08], see Sec-

tion 2.7.5.  Nunes et al [Nunes '08] developed a profiling application for TMD-MPI to see how the computa-

tion and communication operations perform.  This was implemented on the BEE2 platform demonstrating 

portability of the TMD implementation as all inter-FPGA operates continue to use the MGT links and the 

Aurora module for communication operations.   

Ramalho [Ramalho '08] uses TMD-MPI and TMD-MPE to implement LINPACK computations 

across the FPGAs of the BEE2 platform.  LINPACK [LinPack '09] is a high performance benchmark used to 

test the performance and efficiency of distributed, interconnected compute units and performs vector-vector 

and matrix-vector computations.  Ramalho looks at the use of a single FPGA running multiple compute units 

to perform LINPACK computations while not directly presenting the movement or exchange of data between 

computation units on the same FPGA or between FPGAs.  Comparative performance between the FPGA 

solution and a computer solution show the FPGA solution to perform better on smaller sizes, but from ex-

periments in this thesis, this does not scale when the size of the matrix is larger.  Logic usage resources are 

also not as good as should be expected, with the number of compute units on a single Virtex2Pro70 FPGA 
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Figure 9: OCCC Link Structure 
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not as high as achieved in experiments in this thesis on a Virtex2Pro30, even though both use single precision 

floating point data.  The additional interface overheads for connecting the computation units across the TMD-

MPI/MPE structures reduces the achievable performance while not reducing the implementation complexity 

against a systolic array architecture. 

TMD Restrictions 

TMD-MPI performs communications between compute units through the use of both FPGA processor and 

hardware microarchitectures however, restrictions exist for its correct use and operation.  A major restriction 

is the need to reconfigure the complete cluster for each new FPGA that is added [Saldaña '06b].  This is the 

result of the hardcode NoC communication structures and results in the TMD-MPI only operating at 40MHz 

to reduce the rebuild time for different topologies and per FPGA compute unit counts. 

The TMD-MPI implementation requires the presence of at least one processor, which provides ac-

cess to external memory.  The requirement of the processor increases resource usage while reducing the 

amount of processing logic that can fit on each FPGA.  The software implementation shares application 

memory and message passing control memory.  This limits application memory, while to support a large 

number of processors on an FPGA, an upper limit of 64KB is applied to the amount of memory accessible to 

each processor.  Although the hardware microarchitecture can accelerate the FPGA processor communica-

tions, its limited message operations mean the software must still support and implement non-supported mes-

sage operations.  The range of hardware message operations further limits the porting of an application to the 

communications hardware microarchitecture if some of the required communications are not supported.  The 

use of a custom communication medium although well matched to the operations of the OCCC and NoC, 

limits the ability to interface the nodes with a commodity computer system [Patel '06].  This is demonstrated 

by the initial TMD-MPI architecture as data is moved to the FPGAs through the PCI bus on which they are 

connected.  To support communication with non-TMD-MPI and non-MGT compliant nodes, a bridging node 

would be required to provide communication translation operations [Patel '06]. 

While the operations of TMD-MPI are similar to the operations that are being researched in this the-

sis, a number of specific and critical differences exist between them.  The first is the use of switched Ethernet 

against point-to-point MGT links between FPGAs.  While point-to-point links are used by a number of re-

lated projects, they reduce the scalability of the system by increasing the need for routing logic on the FPGA 

along with the prospect of increased communication delay for different algorithms which do not suit nearest 

neighbour communications.  The use of a dedicated and specific interconnect also increases the complexity of 

interfacing the FPGAs with other non-OCCC based devices as bridging devices must be employed to inter-

connect the systems.  Again, the ubiquity of Ethernet removes this overhead and allows for direct data ex-

change between commodity PCs and FPGA application logic.  Secondly, the TMD system to operate cor-

rectly requires a large amount of data copying between the application and the NoC and then across the 

OCCC link to interconnected FPGAs.  The larger number of copies reduces the performance of TMD-MPI 

and motivates the use of zero copy within this thesis’s research.  For TMD-MPI to operate correctly, it re-

quires unique builds per board and this reduces the scalability of TMD-MPI as either lower clock frequencies 
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are required to reduce the time to implement a node or a limited number of nodes can be used.  This gives 

rise to a third difference between the approaches as the idea of scalability through both the switched Ethernet 

network but also through a more dynamic approach to adding nodes is a distinct difference between the ap-

proaches.  While TMD-MPI supports both hardware and software applications, its focus is more on how mes-

sage passing operates against how the application will use these resources.  This is seen in the additional 

copy operations that are required along with the reduce communication operations that are available for 

hardware applications against software applications.  The developed hardware API of the HDL MP API of 

this thesis supports remote register transfer, independently of how the data exchange operations are per-

formed, providing another difference that exists between the solutions.  Applications are able to exchange 

data from both FPGA memory and application memory without needing to perform any additional opera-

tions.  This more application against communication focus provides additional motivation for the develop-

ment of the hardware API.  The structures of this thesis look to ensure only a single API needs to be used by 

an application, with the development of a parametric interface to allow communications to be included or not 

an additional contribution of the thesis.  This ensures only a single interface is used, while TMD-MPI uses 

two interfaces depending on whether software or hardware is used to provide the message passing data ex-

change operations.  This means that different structures and testing operations are required to ensure an ap-

plication functions correctly and that modifications can be required to ensure an application that functions on 

the processor will work correctly with the reduced amount of communications that are now available. 

2.7.2 Reconfigurable Compute Cluster 

The Reconfigurable Compute Cluster (RCC) is an investigation into creating a cost effective PetaScale FPGA 

compute platform [Sass '07, Schmidt '08].  The RCC development is an extension of the Adaptable Compute 

Cluster (ACC) project, which saw the development of the INIC for Beowulf clusters [Underwood '02].  The 

investigations of the RCC solution look at the requirements for a PetaScale FPGA platform built of intercon-

nected distributed compute units. 

Each node of the RCC is implemented as an FPGA which can use an FPGA processor or hardware 

microarchitecture to perform computations and inter-FPGA communications.  The message passing paradigm 

is used for inter-FPGA communications with MGT point-to-point links connecting the distributed FPGAs.  

As well as MGT links, an Ethernet network is present to allow a management computer interface with the 

compute units of the cluster.  The Ethernet network is also used by the FPGA communication logic to per-

form message passing operations which are not efficient on the MGT links e.g. broadcast.  To reduce the ex-

pense of implementing the MGT point-to-point network, two novel ideas are present with the RCC.  The first 

sees the use of  Serial Advanced Technology Attachment (SATA) cabling as the network fabric while the 

second sees the development of an 8-point SATA attachment unit which provides each FPGA with a point-

to-point link to up to eight other compute units.  The routing logic between compute units is implemented on 

the FPGAs, removing the need for a costly high speed switch, reducing the cost of implementing the RCC 

PetaScale FPGA cluster.  However, using the reconfigurable logic of the FPGA in this way reduces the 
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amount of logic that can be used for algorithm computations.  To provide performance, each FPGA node is 

developed to contain a large amount of independent memory which is directly accessible to the FPGA.  Both 

memory accesses and network accesses are supported across the Processor Local Bus (PLB) and On-Chip 

Peripheral Bus (OPB) SoC busses. 

RCC Restrictions 

The present RCC compute cluster architecture requires on-FPGA switching logic to allow an FPGA node 

communicate with other FPGAs in the cluster.  This consumes FPGA resources that could otherwise be per-

formed by commodity components.  This is noted and investigations into using off-chip switches are pro-

posed.  For correct operation, the RCC requires two networks, the MGT point-to-point network and the 

Ethernet network.  The use of two networks requires additional logic either on the FPGA or on the FPGA 

development board to support both networks.  The use of two networks pose a problem for the message pass-

ing applications as either an explicit communication is called for a given network or decision logic is used to 

select which network a communication is to use based on the message passing communication that is re-

quested.  This increases complexity of the interconnect and motivates looking at using a single interconnect 

to support inter-FPGA communications. 

2.7.3 SMILE 

Scientific Parallel Multiprocessing based on Low Cost Reconfigurable Hardware (SMILE) [Castillo '08, 

Pedraza '08] looks at using FPGA compute nodes for accelerating scientific data processing, in particular 

content-based retrieval.  Each SMILE cluster node is an XUP-V2P development board [Xilinx '05] intercon-

nected with neighbouring FPGAs using MGT point-to-point links across a SATA network.  The message 

passing programming paradigm is used across the FPGAs though only send and receive operations are sup-

ported.  Message passing operations use the FPGA embedded PowerPC processor running Linux and 

LAM/MPI.  Dedicated hardware microarchitectures are used to accelerate the content-based image retrieval 

operations but the reconfigurable logic is not used to accelerate or perform message passing communications.  

Data is exchanged between the processor and the hardware microarchitectures through FIFOs. 

SMILE Interconnect 

Each SMILE node consists of three point-to-point links which create a pseudo two-dimensional torus.  Three 

Aurora cores are used with routing logic between links provided using FPGA logic, creating a SMILE Com-

munication Element (SCE).  The processor interfaces with the routing logic through the OPB bus with all 

message data communicated across the links.  No details on packet or node identity are present and the use of 

a custom packet can be assumed.   
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SMILE Restrictions 

The overall architecture of SMILE sees the use of a standard computer approach on an FPGA with the 

reconfigurable logic used to accelerate computations when possible.  This introduces inefficiencies to the 

operating system and support for a complete implementation of LAM/MPI.  The inter-FPGA routing logic 

implementation requires reconfigurable logic that could otherwise be used to accelerate the application run-

ning across the SMILE FPGA cluster.  The limited routing of three point-to-point links limits the SMILE 

cluster to 32 FPGAs while the use of SATA connectors limits the ability to interface the cluster with com-

modity computers.  

2.7.4 FHPCA 

The Field Programmable High Performance Computer Architecture (FHPCA) is a 64-node FPGA-based par-

allel supercomputer [Baxter '07, Baxter '08], similar in architecture to RCC.  The FHPCA investigates the use 

of commodity components for developing an FPGA supercomputer which is able to process real world high 

performance computations, while not introducing a large learning curve to use the available performance.  

The FHPCA has been used to accelerate a number of different algorithms including Molecular Dynamics and 

Genome Sequencing [Storaasli '08] as well as Monte Carlo financial computations [Tian '08].  

FHPCA consists of 32 compute nodes split into two sets of 16, with each compute unit in a set con-

sisting of two Virtex4 attached FPGA drop-in cards attached to a computer across the system bus.  Each set 

consists of a different FPGA either a Nallatech Virtex4 LX160 or AlphaData Virtex 4 FX100, and all com-

pute nodes are housed in a blade centre.  The microprocessor of the compute node runs Linux and uses MPI 

for internode communication.  The FHPCA consists of two networks, a point-to-point high speed FPGA net-

work and an Ethernet network to exchange data between the microprocessors of each compute unit.  The 

point-to-point network is a 2D torus with MGTs used to directly exchange data in the absence of any special 

routing logic on the FPGA.  This allows both networks operate independently however, the FPGAs are con-

figured as accelerators rather than compute nodes in the FHPCA.  The point-to-point links only support near-

est neighbour communications and rely on the Ethernet network for all non-nearest neighbour communica-

tions.   

FHPCA Communications 

The FHPCA uses MPI as the communication model across the cluster however, details on the MGT network 

communications are not reported only that point-to-point links provide the communication medium.  The use 

of message passing for the MGT links has to be assumed however no details on how data is exchanged on the 

MGT is provided – hardware microarchitecture or FPGA processor.  Tian and Benkrid [Tian '08] discuss the 

FPGA communications and detail the use of the Co-Processor Development Kit that is used in connection 

with the AlphaData FPGA nodes.  This development kit abstracts the implementation from the physical op-
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erations of the FPGA and as part of this abstraction, the use of MPI as the communication method is detailed.   

FHPCA Restrictions 

The limited amount of routing present on the MGT links limits its operation to nearest neighbour communi-

cations.  If an algorithm requires a different communication pattern, either routing logic would be needed on 

each FPGA, a different communication topology configured or the communications performed across the 

Ethernet network.  This requires the use and operation of two networks, with the Ethernet network required 

to operate the host computers while the high-speed network only provides point-to-point FPGA communica-

tions.  The Nallatech FPGAs require an additional FPGA per board to provide the MGT links as the Virtex4 

LX chips do not provide MGT FPGA primitives.  This is a further restriction within FHPCA, the need to 

ensure each FPGA provides MGT links.   

2.7.5 Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors 

The Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors (RAMP) [Wawrzynek '07] is a multi-phase research pro-

ject investigating the programming of massively parallel multiprocessor systems [Wee '07].  RAMP Blue 

[Schultz '06, Burke '08], the phase relevant to this thesis, looks at programming multi-board, multi-FPGA 

CMP systems.  RAMP investigations are motivated by the continuing rise in the number of processor cores 

on a single chip die and the programming models that can be used to efficiently utilise these resources, when 

10’s and 100’s of cores are present.  To test this, RAMP Blue uses Unified Parallel C (UPC), an offshoot of 

GASNet, (Global Address Space Network) [Bonachea '06] as the parallel programming language, with MPI 

functionality supported.  UPC supports shared memory programming principles while also allowing for ex-

plicit communications as part of the programming model.  Burke et al [Burke '08] have looked at using MPI 

as the programming model and found that although it does allow existing code operate across RAMP Blue, it 

does not scale as efficiently as UPC.  

To implement a 1,024 processor RAMP CMP system, the BEE [Chang '05] hardware has been de-

veloped, with multiple BEE nodes interconnected with each other across high speed point-to-point MGT 

links.  Each BEE node consists of five FPGAs, one control FPGA and four user FPGAs, with each user 

FPGA designed to contain up to 16 MicroBlaze processors each running a copy of uCLinux [Dionne '08].  

Each user FPGA is connected to two other user FPGAs and the control FPGA as well as up to four other 

BEE FPGA nodes across 10GBase-CX4 Ethernet links, Figure 10.  Each 10GBase-CX4 Ethernet link is im-

plemented by 4 bonded MGT links supported by XAUI (10Gb Attachment Unit Interface) interfaces allow-

ing for the use of commodity 10 Gigabit Ethernet switches in the future.  Internode communications are built 

on top of the communication libraries provided by uCLinux with both TCP and UDP packets supported 

across RAMP.  Each FPGA has access to external Dual Data Rate (DDR) Dual Inline Memory Module 

(DIMM) memory modules which are used to store both data and operating system code for each FPGA proc-

essor.  To achieve this and enforce the UPC programming model, the memory is segmented by hardware 

memory interface logic into 256 MByte blocks for each processor. 
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Figure 10: BEE2, RAMP node configuration showing FPGA communication topologies. Not shown are 

the Control FPGAs off chip communication links nor the DDR memory banks of each FPGA node.  

Further to memory segmentation hardware, each CMP node is implemented using a pseudo NoC, 

SoC approach, with each processor interfaced to other processors across a crossbar switch.  This switch uses 

static routing to move Ethernet encapsulated packets between processors and across the XAUI interface and 

multi-FPGA links.  FIFO buffers are present at the ingress and egress of the crossbar switch to ensure packets 

are not dropped as the crossbar becomes loaded with traffic.  All communication packets are generated across 

the FSL interface with FIFO buffers storing the data as it is routed onto the crossbar. 

Control of each RAMP node is performed through the Control FPGA.  The control FPGA provides 

the interface to the user FPGAs for programming, monitoring functionality and application data uploading.  

This is performed across an Ethernet network.  This operational configuration is needed as no direct interface 

is present between the user FPGAs and a management compute node however, the possible use of a 

10Gigabit Ethernet switch is detailed as one of the reasons for choosing the XAUI interface. 

RAMP Restrictions 

No DMA operations are supported by the network control logic [Schultz '06], though support for this is being 

examined by Burke et al [Burke '08].  Data is transferred through the processor to the network buffers for 

communications.  The use of DMA based network operations would increase the network bandwidth and 

reduce communication latencies.  The complexity of an individual RAMP node increases the time to build 
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and test the architecture.  The building overheads have resulted in the system only operating across eight 

nodes as opposed to the sixteen nodes that have been targeted.  All interface operations are performed 

through the control FPGA which acts as a bridge between an Ethernet network and the RAMP Blue envi-

ronment.  To reduce the resource usage of each node and to support as many processors as possible, floating 

point computations logic is shared between processors.  This reduces the amount of floating point computa-

tions that can be performed on each node while sharing the resource will incur a further drop in the maximum 

achievable performance. 

2.7.6 Janus  

Janus [Belletti '09] is a parallel multi-FPGA scientific platform dedicated to solving Monte Carlo computa-

tional physic simulations, specifically Spin Glass experiments.  The Janus project is an update of the Spin 

Update Engine (SUE) project [Cruz '01] which first proposed an FPGA solution, with its high parallelism, as 

a platform that can make the Spin Glass experiments computationally feasible for very large simulations.  

Spin Glass computations are embarrassingly parallel however, they are not efficient on commodity proces-

sors, taking years to compute practical simulations with this time reduced to months by using FPGAs. 

A Janus node consists of sixteen computation Virtex4’s and a seventeenth communication FPGA 

[Belletti '08].  The Spin computations are performed on variable bit width data ranges (3 to 10 bits) depend-

ing on the algorithm requirements.  No floating point operations are required while with appropriate data in-

terleaving a high degree of parallelism is exhibited [Belletti '08].  Computation FPGAs are configured as a 

4x4 grid with each FPGA directly connected to its nearest neighbour in a torus architecture as well as to the 

communication node FPGA.  The communication FPGA links a Janus node with a control computer across 

Gigabit Ethernet.  The communication FPGA is responsible for exchanging computation data with the man-

agement microprocessor which tabulates and computes new updated results that each FPGA processing ele-

ment will require to operate correctly [Cruz '01].  The management microprocessor directs the Spin computa-

tions by performing complex operations with communication using raw Ethernet packets.  Apart from the use 

of raw Ethernet packets, no details on a communication model are provided although to allow other algo-

rithms use the Janus platform, investigations into the use of a model are ongoing [Belletti '06] 

Janus Restrictions 

Presently, Janus does not provide a communication model that will easily allow different applications to 

communicate with each other or to map across the FPGA logic.  FPGA nodes are not connected with external 

memory, instead relying on the Block RAM memory of an FPGA.  This limits the scope of algorithms that 

can be accelerated with Janus while Spin computation details talk about the need to exchange data with the 

management microprocessor frequently to perform the computations.  This would limit the scalability of the 

Janus environment and the number of nodes that can be connected to each other.  As the management micro-

processor is necessary for Janus, no details are given on whether each Janus node can communicate with each 

other; though the use of Ethernet would suggest, this should be feasible if not yet investigated. 
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2.7.7 Related Work Discussion 

The different related work projects have highlight additional areas of interest and motivation for looking at 

the use of switched Ethernet to interconnect the distributed hardware application microarchitectures, the need 

to only support a single network across all interconnected devices.  While the use of MGTs is becoming the 

interface of choice, additional interconnects are required to operate and interface with the FPGAs – PCI inter-

face for TMD-MPI, switched Ethernet control network for RCC, RAMP, FHPCA.  The overheads of operat-

ing two interconnects increases the implementation cost of these solutions while scalability is hindered as 

each additional FPGA needs to interface with multiple networks, which may have different scaling character-

istics.  By removing the overheads of additional networks, the feasibility of using switched Ethernet to sup-

port distributed computations while also reducing operational complexity will be demonstrated.  This pro-

vides a contribution for the research of this work.  Reducing the number of interconnects makes the use of 

switched Ethernet and its ubiquity a useful feature.   

The use of FPGA logic to support the networking logic also allows for scalability in the range of 

FPGAs that can be used.  MGT links while able to operate at a higher frequencies as they are pre-fabricated 

primitives of the FPGA, are not present on all FPGAs which results in the need to use specific FPGAs.  By 

using switched Ethernet, the range of FPGAs that are usable is increased, increasing the scalability and appli-

cability of its use.  The implementation of an Ethernet MAC on an FPGA will use a certain amount of the 

available logic however, these overheads are offset against the use of MGT links as there is a need to imple-

ment interface and possibly routing logic with MGT links for their correct operation.  Along with the re-

source usage requirements, a further issue with using MGTs, as highlighted by the FHPCA project, is the 

need to use specific FPGAs to ensure inter-FPGA communications are supported.  For the FHPCA project, 

this increases the number of FPGAs that are needed with a special FPGA included for communication pur-

poses only.  The need to support additional FPGAs increases the complexity of using and operating the inter-

connected FPGAs.  Along with requiring additional FPGAs, there is an increased risk of failure as the more 

devices that are needed, the greater the risk that one will not function correctly. 

From the related projects, FPGA processors are the main approach used to support message passing 

operations, while projects looking at using dedicated message passing hardware solutions are not as common.  

This is against details presented as background information related to the use of network offload operations 

which would suggest that the use of the hardware approach would provide performance advantages.  The 

decision as to which to use provides additional motivation and contribution for this research, allowing for an 

investigation into both approaches to see how they operate and behave across switched Ethernet.  A compari-

son of each approach and its performance for supporting distributed hardware application microarchitectures 

is of interest so that it is possible to know the performance differences that are present and what consequence 

these differences may have on an applications performance.  There is a need for this information as each of 

the related work approaches is looking to use high speed MGT networks yet are not able to say if the ap-

proach they are using for exchanging data across them is appropriate and efficient.   
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From TMD-MPI, a scalability issue arises if static structures are used to support the routing of data 

between FPGAs.  For TMD-MPI this required the use of slower clock frequencies and increased place-and-

route operations.  Using a more dynamic approach to informing the FPGAs of there identities and routing 

structures should reduce this problem.  From the other projects, no details on the use of a dynamic approach 

to node identity is provided so the use of a static approach is assumed.  This would impact scalability as each 

FPGA would require a specific implementation and with the overhead of design implementation times, only a 

limited number of FPGAs could be supported.  This is a further problem for FHPCA where the increased 

number of FPGAs results in higher implementation overhead.  As part of the research, the use of a more dy-

namic approach, similar to that of MPI, will be looked at to see if it is possible to use the same FPGA design 

on multiple devices without the overhead of unique builds to support different architectures.   

2.8 Summary and Motivation 

Details presented for background and related work provides the motivation for the development of the re-

search question of this research, FPGA cluster architecture using Message Passing and switch Ethernet is a 

realistic and scalable architecture for performing remote register transfer operations between distributed 

hardware application microarchitectures.  This question has been developed through the different projects 

that have been researched which look at parallelising applications across multiple compute units to increase 

the computation performance that is achieved.  The methods used to support this parallelism have also been 

investigated, with message passing chosen as the programming model for exchanging data between the dis-

tributed hardware application microarchitectures.   

Message passing through the provision of a standardised communication interface, MPI, provides 

for a range of implementation approaches once the interface is similar.  The provision of an interface aids the 

development of a hardware API which can be used by a hardware application to access resources of an FPGA 

along with exchanging data with distributed microarchitectures in a reliable and robust manner.  Along with 

the use of message passing, a number of different approaches for implementing MPI have been discussed 

with a layered approach selected as it is suitable for both a hardware and software approach, along with not 

overly burdening the resources of an FPGA.  A layered approach also suits the inclusion or not of communi-

cations as once lower layers which are required implement necessary features, higher layers can either use 

the features or not be included.  As part of the interface for a hardware application, the ability to select the 

communications which are available on an application by application basis further improves the scalability 

and usability of the solution as resources are not ideally used, rather they are used as they are required for the 

correct parallelisation of the application.   

While a range of interconnects are possible between FPGAs, switched Ethernet has been chosen as 

no research has been undertaken into using it as the sole interconnect between distributed hardware applica-

tion microarchitectures using message passing for supporting remote register transfers.  While the use of spe-

cialised and dedicated interconnects based on MGTs have been detailed, the use of one of the predominant 

interconnects in supercomputing [SC '09], was an area that has not been explored fully.  This motivated re-
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searching the use of switched Ethernet while features present with this solution including scalability and ro-

bustness were further reasons to look at using it against more dedicated MGT solutions. 

Details on the motivation, contribution and direction of the research of this thesis have been pre-

sented.  To perform this research, the design of a system which supports the message passing and communi-

cation requirements is necessary, with the next chapter detailing the design taking on board the range of dif-

ferent approaches that have been researched.  Along with the message passing and communication require-

ments, the application interface requirements and experiments that are to be undertaken are also detailed.  To 

address the research question, two approaches to supporting remote register transfer operations are investi-

gated and compared, a dedicated hardware and dedicated processor approach, with design trade-offs and con-

cerns of each discussed as part of the overall experimental system design. 
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Chapter 3  

Design  

The background chapter has discussed the FPGA requirements of distributed hardware application microar-

chitectures along with detailing the motivation for looking at message passing and switched Ethernet as the 

platform for supporting this.  As part of motivation for why message passing and switched Ethernet were 

chosen, details on how a range of systems which support distributed hardware application microarchitectures 

and also typical FPGA acceleration platforms have been described.  These solutions provided details on a 

number of different aspects that a hardware application would expect of an FPGA platform including the 

provision of an interface between the application logic and the board structures, and an easy to use interface 

which supports the message passing transfer operations.  Taking these details and those presented in the lit-

erature, this chapter describes the design of the platform which supports message passing across switched 

Ethernet by distributed hardware application microarchitectures including the development of a hardware 

application microarchitecture interface that supports the exchange of data and synchronisation between the 

distributed application microarchitectures, with the interaction of the overall system illustrated in Figure 11. 

To help with the design and operations of the overall remote register 

transfer operations, a top down design style is used which starts by looking at 

the operations of the hardware application microarchitecture interface, the 

HDL MP API, before proceeding to look at the lower layers and operations 

that these need to perform to support the exchange of data between the dis-

tributed hardware application microarchitectures. 

To correctly support an applications operations, the HDL MP API 

needs to provide a number of features including access to the memory of the 

FPGA system, both external and internal, and to the communication system 

which will perform the exchange and synchronisation of data between a de-

fined set of registers in remote FPGAs and commodity processors.  Applica-

tion data needs to be transferred between memory structures and the control 

logic of the two remote data paths need to be synchronised.  These require-

Application

HDL MP API Interface

Message Passing 
Protocol Operations

Interconnect 
Protocol Operations

Interconnect  

Figure 11: Architectural 

operation design 
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ments drive the design of a message passing API for an algorithm that is implemented across several FPGAs.  

To support this from a programmer’s perspective across multiple FPGAs, the ability to create, control and 

distribute data is required which is easy to use and follows the operations provided by the hardware digital 

logic application interface.  As well as supporting the exchange of data between distributed application mi-

croarchitectures, the use of a management node which is developed to support the sequential operations of a 

fork-join algorithm is also detailed.  To ensure usability, scalability and overall system robustness, a single 

parallel programming model is used across the FPGAs and management node. 

Parallel algorithms run across multiple computational elements require certain features to operate 

correctly.  These include the ability to easily send and receive messages between multiple interconnected 

application microarchitectures, an ability to access and store large amounts of data, dynamic communication 

operations as each algorithm has a different communication pattern, local memory storage as portions of the 

data are reused frequently, arbitrary communication sizes from very small to very large and an ability to scale 

easily for a given problem size.  The HDL MP API has been developed to support these operations through 

the provision of two operational interfaces, the interface signals which support message passing – the com-

munication interface – and the interface signals for local memory – the computation interface. 

This thesis is concerned with investigating the feasibility of using switched Ethernet in conjunction 

with message passing to support distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  To support these op-

erations, two main approaches have been identified, a dedicated hardware communications microarchitecture 

and a software FPGA processor.  Through the use of the HDL MP API, which abstracts the programmer from 

the underlying data exchange mechanism, it has been possible to investigated both approaches while not re-

quiring modifications to either the application of the interface.  This is an advance on the operations of other 

FPGA message passing approaches where distinct interfaces are required depending on whether a software or 

hardware approach was being taken.  Investigating hardware and software approaches allow for measuring 

the feasibility of using message passing and switched Ethernet by providing details on the performance and 

resource overheads across a range of implementations.  If low performance is recorded against the use of 

other solutions, this will influence the applicability of this approach to different applications while if the re-

source usage is too high, the ability to parallelise an application across a large number of FPGAs will be off-

set by the amount of parallel computations that can be performed on any one interconnected FPGA.   

To evaluate the research question and allow for conclusions to be drawn, the following experimental 

setup is being designed which will allow for experiments to be performed and measured.  The setup consists 

of multiple Ethernet enabled FPGA development boards interconnected by switched Ethernet, with a com-

modity PC management node used to talk to, initialise and perform any sequential operations that arise as 

part of the algorithm.  Experiments will look at measuring the performance of both the hardware message 

passing microarchitecture and the software FPGA processor approaches.  All operations are supported by the 

reconfigurable logic of the FPGA.  For the hardware microarchitecture this sees all message passing opera-

tions performed by the FPGA digital logic.  For the software FPGA processor, the Xilinx MicroBlaze soft 

FPGA processor is used with all message passing code written in C.   
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This chapter details operations each approach must perform to function correctly and allow for ex-

periments which are used to evaluate the research question.  As part of the operations that are detailed, the 

following aspects of the architectures are original to the design and aid in its operations and efficiencies 

• The development of a scalable and parametric hardware API which can be tailored to the require-

ments of a hardware application, including the development of a hardware oriented API which can 

include as required a range of collective communications.  The provision of collective communica-

tions as needed on an application by application basis has not been demonstrated in hardware be-

fore. 

• The development of a novel fragmentation algorithm which both improves and reduces the opera-

tions that need to be supported for exchanging messages between compute units. 

• The use of direct memory access operations as part of the hardware microarchitecture which al-

lows both applications and the network access external DDR memory.  This operation has been 

discussed as part of both Underwood et al [Underwood '01c] and Fuentes [Fuentes '06] though nei-

ther have demonstrated it.  This work demonstrates the operations and use of this approach. 

• The general description and discussion of the architectures which support the remote register 

transfer operations for a hardware application across switched Ethernet.  Within the hardware ar-

chitecture, the use of direct packet insertion for control packets has not previously been detailed as 

an approach to take.  Details on performing this are provided along with concerns that arise when 

using this approach. 

3.1 Message Passing 

Message passing is used by parallel algorithms to exchange data and perform synchronisation across multiple 

application microarchitectures and will be used to perform the remote register transfer operations.  The 

FPGA’s digital logic performs message passing operations as directed by the application through the com-

munication interface of the HDL MP API, with different communication approaches that will be supported 

shown in Table 1.  The communication interface abstracts the interconnect from the application microarchi-

tecture through the provision of a range of message passing remote register transfer operations including 

• Send and receive message functionality between microarchitectures on arbitrary compute units, 

based on the communication patterns of the algorithm. 

• Message passing communications exchanging application Block RAMs, application registers and 

arbitrary sized messages. 

• Ability to add or remove nodes easily to support different algorithm computation requirements. 

• Collective communications which can be included on a per application basis. 

As part of the message passing operations, two communication types are supported, point-to-point and col-

lective communications.  Collective communications are built on top of the functionality of point-to-point 

communications and are designed to be optional in the operations of the message passing data exchange op-

erations.  Collective communications will be includable on an algorithm by algorithm basis to ensure an as 
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efficient as possible approach will be used for each computation.  Efficiency in this case is a measure of the 

FPGA logic resources that will be used.  As they are optional and included through the HDL MP API, the 

specific operations of the collective communications are discussed in Section 4.1.1, while the design of the 

point-to-point communications are discussed in this section as a range of options and operations are possible 

and structured into their development. 

Message Passing 

Communication 
Message Passing Description and Operation Aim 

MP_Init 

Used as part of a global FPGA node initialisation operation to support scalability 

by allowing the easy addition and removal of nodes on a per application computa-

tion.  As this operation is performed across all nodes concurrently, it can be clas-

sified as a collective communication however, it is integral to the correct opera-

tion of the FPGA nodes and as such will be included at all times. 

MP_Reset 

Used to reset an FPGA node and set it back to a pre-initialisation configuration 

and operation.  This should only be used once an application computation is com-

plete and all data results have been gathered. 

Point-to-Point 

Communication 

Support the exchange of data between two hardware application microarchitec-

tures only. 

MP_Send 
Support the remote register send operation from one FPGA to another.  As part of 

its operations the node to send data to will be selectable. 

MP_Recv 
Support the remote register receive operation from one FPGA to another.  The 

node to receive data from can be selected on a per iteration operation. 

MP_SendRecv 
Allow for concurrent remote register transfer send and receive operations between 

FPGA application compute logic. 

Collective 

Communications 

Support the exchange of data between two or more hardware application microar-

chitectures concurrently. 

MP_Barrier 
Supports the explicit synchronisation of all FPGA nodes involved in an algo-

rithms computation. 

MP_Broadcast 
Supports the distribution of one nodes data to all other nodes that are involved in 

the algorithm computations. 

MP_Scatter 
Take a defined amount of data on a single node and distribute distinct ranges of 

the data, based on node identity, to all other nodes that are present. 

MP_Gather 
Take a defined amount of data from all nodes and merge it together on a single 

node. 

MP_AllGather 

Extension on MP_Gather operation, where all nodes perform the merge operation 

such that at the end of the communication all nodes will have the same format and 

structure of data local to the node. 
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MP_AllToAll 

Combination MP_Scatter and MP_Gather operation so that all data in a particular 

range will be stored on the same node e.g. node 2 will have all data from the sec-

ond range. 

Table 1: HDL MP API Communication Commands 

The experimental setup allows for the evaluation and performance measurement of these features in 

terms of the hardware microarchitecture and the FPGA processor.  The next sections detail how the above 

features are supported by the HDL MP API and what experiments should be undertaken to test and verify 

correct operation of these features.   

3.1.1 Message Communication 

A message passing system requires the ability to perform remote register transfers between parallel applica-

tion microarchitectures that perform the algorithm computations.  A message is classified as application data 

that one application microarchitecture will communicate to another application microarchitecture that re-

quires that data for future calculations and operations.  The message data exchange allows the parallel algo-

rithm computations to continue.  A message exchange requires a send/receive pairing where one application 

microarchitecture is sending data and another application microarchitecture is configured to receive the data.  

With only one send and receive application microarchitecture, co-operating application microarchitectures 

perform a point-to-point communication.  Collective communications, when multiple nodes are involved in a 

single communication, are discussed later however, they are built on top of the point-to-point operations.   

To perform message passing communications the API requires a number of interface features to al-

low for the generation and completion of message passing operations.  These features are the ability of an 

application to request a communication operation – allowing it to control when a communication is called – 

which node to communicate with – allowing the application create unique communication pairs – and access 

to the data to be exchanged as a message.  The operations of the HDL MP API require the hardware applica-

tion microarchitecture to set application registers, connected to the HDL MP API, which specify the structure 

of the message passing remote register transfer operation that is to be performed – communication command, 

local data address, amount of data to communicate, device to communicate with.  The values to perform 

these operations will be implementation specific however, the signals will be a combination of single bit val-

ues and vector register data.  When designing the interface between the application microarchitecture and the 

HDL MP API, a range of options exist for how long the data needs to be set active for.  These options include 

either setting data in a register for a single clock cycle or maintaining it until the communication is complete.  

As either approach will work, both approaches are taken into account for the design of how the application 

will operate and interact with the HDL MP API.  Message passing communication occurs when a 

send/receive pair has been created, allowing the sending microarchitecture to know a receiving microarchi-

tecture is active.  The occurrence of these requests will be different across each computation unit and the 

FPGAs, leading to the use of a message passing exchange protocol which handles the message exchange cor-
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rectly.  The design of the message passing exchange protocol allows for two approaches, one which is driven 

by the activation of receive operations on a compute node or another which is driven by the activation of a 

send.  In this thesis, the send driven approach to message passing exchange is followed and designed. 

Message Passing Send Protocol 

Message exchanges are explicitly called by the application microarchitecture through the communication 

interface of the HDL MP API.  A message passing send request calls the send protocol operations, shown in 

Figure 12, which are responsible for performing all sending operations.  A message passing receive request 

calls the receive protocols, shown in Figure 13.  The message passing operations are designed to be imple-

mented either by a dedicated hardware microarchitecture or as software running on an FPGA processor.  

The send protocol is started once an application microarchitecture enables a send.  For a synchro-

nous send, the message passing send protocol generates a request-to-send which is sent to the receiving ap-

plication microarchitecture for this communication.  The details on how this data is exchanged is dependant 

on how the FPGAs are interconnected, meaning it is implementation specific.  After the request-to-send re-

quest has been generated, the send protocol must wait for a response from the receiving node, to signal that 

the communication can proceed.  The send protocol remains waiting for this indefinitely as until the response 

is present, no guarantees on data delivery can be taken.  Once the receiving node has responded that it is able 

to receive data, the message is sent across the interconnect.  Once the message has been completely sent, the 

message exchange is completed, the application microarchitecture informed the data has been exchanged and 

the send operation returns to an ideal state. 

These operations describe a rendezvous, synchronous send and represent the most secure and stable 

message passing exchange between application microarchitectures.  It is possible to modify the states that a 

send operation will use allowing it to bypass the ready-to-send operation.  This allows for a ready mode send 

where once the communication is activated, the 

data is sent regardless of whether the receiving 

node is available to receive the data.  Ready 

mode message exchange is supported where the 

algorithm can know for certain that the receiv-

ing compute unit is ready for the data in advance 

of the message exchange e.g. after a collective 

operation or with the management node while it 

is awaiting computation results.  The limited 

functionality and stability of ready mode send 

communications mean it should not be used 

frequently.  
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Figure 12: Message Passing Send Design 
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Message Passing Receive Protocol 

For a message passing exchange to occur, a 

send/receive pair must be created with one ap-

plication microarchitecture sending data that 

another application microarchitecture will re-

ceive and use in future operations.  For the cor-

rect exchange of data, the receive microarchitec-

ture needs a protocol which allows it to under-

stand and communicate with the send protocol.  

To achieve this, the protocol operations as 

shown in Figure 13 are used.  As with the send 

protocol, the receive protocol is activated once 

an application microarchitecture calls a message 

passing receive through the communication interface of the HDL MP API.  As the message passing opera-

tions are send unit driven, the receive protocol is required to wait and test queues to know what condition the 

receive operation is in.  These operations are performed in the Rx Sync Test state where message queues are 

tested to know if the request-to-send has been previously received or if it is still being waited for.  The re-

ceive message queues need to be designed to be easily searchable, as highlighted by Underwood et al 

[Underwood '05] to reduce the overhead when a large number of compute units are performing message 

passing communications.  For a message passing communication, all operations of the distributed application 

microarchitectures occur independently of each other meaning synchronisation is required to control the 

communication orders.  As the units operate independently of each other a request-to-send can be received 

before the receive unit is performing that communication.  For this reason, memory storage is used to hold 

outstanding and as yet not completed message passing communications. 

As with the send protocol, the receive protocol supports both synchronous and ready mode opera-

tions.  In a synchronous receive, the receiving compute unit awaits the ready-to-send information from the 

sending compute unit.  Once this is received, a clear-to-send is generated to the sending compute unit, in-

forming it that application memories are set to receive data.  Once all message data has been received, the 

application microarchitecture is informed that the receive is done and that further receive operations can be 

performed. 

The design of the send and receive protocols need to be supported across all interconnected compute 

units to ensure messages can be exchanged properly.  This sees the same message passing protocols imple-

mented by the hardware message passing microarchitecture, the software FPGA processor and the manage-

ment node commodity microprocessor.  A high level view of the exchanges that occur for the exchange of a 

message between a send/receive pair is shown in Figure 14.  A restriction on using the synchronous and 

ready message passing communications requires each send/receive pair to use the same mode of message 

exchange.   
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Figure 13: Message Passing Receive Design 
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3.1.2 Compute Unit Message Passing Identity 

A send/receive pair in a message passing application specifies two nodes that are to exchange messages dur-

ing an algorithm.  From the communication pattern of the NPB, the send/receive pairs that will exchange data 

are not known at implementation time and are rather generated as the algorithm progresses [Faraj '02].  To 

ensure all message passing exchanges will occur, the send/receive pairs need to be created and destroyed 

between the interconnected microarchitectures.  To support this with the HDL MP API, compute units re-

quire the ability to choose who they are communicating with when they request a message passing operation.  

The ability of each node to choose who they are communicating with allows different send/receive pairs to be 

easily established.  The support for this dynamic send/receive pair generation requires support for compute 

unit identity as well as some means to assign each compute unit a unique identity.  The unique identity at the 

HDL MP API should not be tied to some physical attribute of a node and rather should be abstract so that it 

can be updated and modified depending on the hardware that is used.  This allows the application microarchi-

tectures which use the HDL MP API to remain abstract from the physical structures of the interconnected 

FPGAs.  From the send and receive protocols, the synchronisation state is responsible for starting the crea-

tion of the send/receive pairs by exchanging data with the required compute units based on the identities of 

the message passing communication. 

The message passing API provides access to the compute unit node identity.  As the node identity 

will be abstract to the physical addresses of the interconnect, a unique integer number is used to represent 

each node, with the number provided as signals on the HDL MP API interface.  Once established, the node 
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Figure 14: Message Passing Send/Receive Protocol Operations 
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identity is not expected to change during an algorithms execution.  To support the abstract node identities, 

specific operations need to be performed by the message passing and communication protocols to convert the 

HDL MP API node identity integer number into network compatible addresses.  The conversion operation 

must occur transparently to the algorithm to ensure the abstract communication operations can be maintained.  

The design and operations of this translation functionality must be efficient, not costly on FPGA resources 

and scalable.  With scalable node identity generation, nodes can be added and removed as the algorithm re-

quirements change.  This aids message passing design scalability while refining the algorithm flexibility and 

operations across the FPGA computation logic.  By allowing for dynamic compute unit node identity, scal-

ability is supported as a single node build can be used as opposed to static node identity solutions which re-

quire multiple and unique builds for an FPGA cluster to operate correctly.  Dynamic operations remove this 

overhead and reduce the time to implement an FPGA cluster. 

Compute Unit Identity Generation 

For this research, the abstract compute unit identities are built on top of the network addresses of each com-

pute unit.  Ethernet networks use a MAC address to identify each network point uniquely.  This information 

along with an initialisation of the message passing communication system are used to create the unique com-

pute unit identities that the HDL MP API presents to the application microarchitectures.  The steps performed 

in the initialisation are shown in Figure 15, while Figure 16 shows the FPGA operations that need to be sup-

ported.  The initialisation is designed to allow new compute units to be added to the available computation 

structures without requiring a rebuilding and re-synthesis of all computation units.  By avoiding this over-

head, a larger number of nodes can be added quickly while not impacting on the clock frequency used by the 

compute units [Fuentes '06]. 

The initialisation operations are a collective communication with all interconnected compute units 

performing the same communication concurrently.  When the compute unit is turned on initially and before 

the microarchitecture can start computation, it needs to be aware of other units that it will communicate with 

and how many other units are performing the same computation.  The initialisation routine is designed to 

generate this information and further abstract the application microarchitectures from any physical properties 

of the interconnected FPGAs. 
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Figure 15: Message Passing Communication Initialisation 
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As part of the initialisation 

routine design, a conversion is re-

quired between the abstract HDL 

MP API compute unit identity and 

the physical address of the intercon-

nect.  This conversion can be per-

formed in a number of ways but in 

this work it is designed to be 

efficient with a minimum overhead 

in performing the conversion.  To 

reduce the overhead, the design 

stores the network physical address 

in fast memories based on the compute units identity address, Figure 17.  This means when communicating 

with the application microarchitecture at compute unit 1, the HDL MP API requests a communication with 

unit 1 while the conversion logic accesses the data stored at address 1 and returns the physical network ad-

dress. 

The design of the compute unit identity conver-

sion operations need to be tested to firstly show they sup-

port different FPGAs and microarchitectures along with 

how differences in the implementation of the hardware 

microarchitecture and the FPGA processors behave for 

performing these operations.  Testing of the compute unit 

identity conversion measures the overheads that the ini-

tialisation introduces to the message passing communications and also the applicability of generating node 

identities based on the network address of each compute unit.  Along with testing performance differences 

between the hardware and software approaches, compute unit identity testing also tests the operations of the 

sequential phase of a fork-join parallel algorithm by showing how the compute units interact with a single 

node as part of the cluster operations. 

3.1.3 Message Data  

Two phases make up a message passing remote register transfer operation – the synchronising operation and 

the data exchange.  The unique nature of an FPGA platform allows message data to be in a variety of loca-

tions including hardware registers, Block RAM and node-specific local memory.  When an algorithm is 

mapped onto the hardware resources of an FPGA, it should make best use of the available memory to ensure 

efficient computations.  As data can reside in any memory, it is important for the HDL MP API to support 

remote register transfer from any attached memory.  This allows the application microarchitecture to be de-

veloped for computation operations while the communication system is developed to perform the remote 

register transfer operations. 
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To achieve this, the API is required to provide an application with the ability to specify where data 

is located.  As data can be located as part of the algorithm implementation, the API must provide the ability 

to interface this memory with the communication system.  This interface should be easy to use while remain-

ing abstract to the physical communication interconnect.  To allow data to reside in node local memory, the 

message passing communication operations must be able to read the memory, while an application needs an 

ability to specify which memory is to be communicated.  By allowing data reside in either location, an algo-

rithm can use the best suited approach for its send/receive pair while not enforcing a single communication 

approach.  The ability of an application microarchitecture to specify a range of addresses for data requires the 

ability to identify which is in local memory and which is in Block RAMs or registers of the application mi-

croarchitecture.  The design of direct access to all memories of an FPGA stems from observations made by 

Underwood et al [Underwood '01c] and Fuentes [Fuentes '06].  They observe that access to different memo-

ries would be advantageous in terms of performance and the amount of data that can be readily supported by 

the microarchitectures. 

3.1.4 Interface Communication Tailoring  

The HDL MP API provides the message passing protocol which an algorithm employs through application 

microarchitectures to perform parallel computation.  Different algorithms will place a different emphasis on 

the message passing communications that need to be supported [Faraj '02].  This can be seen as some algo-

rithms will require only point-to-point communications while others use different combinations of collective 

and point-to-point communications.  To meet these additional communication requirements, the HDL MP 

API needs to be extensible, allowing new functionality to be added without requiring the modification of pre-

existing applications.   

To support additional communication requirements above the typical point-to-point, the API needs 

to be adaptable on an algorithm by algorithm basis.  This allows each algorithm to choose additional commu-

nication operations, mainly collective operations, which are used solely by that algorithm.  Collective com-

munications are a single communication which involves multiple compute units, e.g. Initialisation.  The basic 

operations of a message passing application use the send and receive operations to exchange data between the 

application microarchitectures.  Collective communications can be viewed as specialised operations which 

extend send and receive functionality to support specialised communications across multiple compute units 

concurrently.  Each collective communication can be seen as a unique communication algorithm which con-

trols the send and receive state machines to support the collective communication. 

Interface adaptability allows for the best use of the digital logic of an FPGA.  As the resources of an 

FPGA are limited, the ability to decide whether or not to include a communication operation allows for better 

tailoring of the implementation to the communication requirements.  As a given collective communication 

operation may not be needed by an algorithm, its inclusion as part of the HDL MP API system increases the 

logic resource usage of the message passing environment without directly benefiting the algorithms opera-

tions.  To remove this, the HDL MP API is designed to be programmable so that for a given algorithm only 
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necessary communication functionality is used and provided.  This can be achieved by implementing the 

collective communication as unique hardware components that can be included or not depending on the algo-

rithm requirements.  The HDL MP API is designed to function correctly with or without the collective com-

munications inclusion. 

To support the varied operations that an algorithm will need along with the different communication 

operations that may or may not be included, the API requires a means to allow the algorithm to chose which 

communication operation it is performing at any given time.  The API is also required to inform the algo-

rithm when the communication is completed correctly, so that any further communications can be undertaken 

while the completion of the communication allows the application microarchitecture reuse the message pass-

ing memory as it is no longer reserved for communications. 

3.1.5 Communication Scalability 

Scalability is an underlying requirement of parallel algorithms and implementations, with support for this 

designed into the HDL MP API.  For reconfigurable logic, scalability occurs in a number of ways from both 

how the algorithm is implemented on the digital logic to the ease of scaling the algorithm across multiple 

compute units.  Scalability is required in a number of forms with the most common being the ability to add 

and remove compute units as the algorithm requirements change.  The ability to add compute units has been 

described in Section 0.  Other features that aid scalability relate to both the hardware application microarchi-

tectures and features that are supported by the HDL MP API. 

The HDL MP API supports scalability through the send/receive communicating pairs that can be 

created during the algorithm execution.  This allows a single instance of an application microarchitecture be 

configured to operate regardless of the number of connected compute units.  With correct design, the compu-

tation logic only needs to be implemented once.  For correct design, the application microarchitecture should 

use the number of compute units present, as well as its own unit’s identity, to know who communications are 

to be performed with.  The extensibility of the HDL MP API allows a multitude of application microarchitec-

tures to use the same interface without requiring specific interfaces that would make them incompatible.  This 

design supports scalability as once the interface is understood, there is no additional learning or knowledge 

required to utilise it to its fullest.  Finally, scalability is supported by the different data memory locations that 

are supported.  This allows an application microarchitecture to be implemented to use the available memory 

efficiently while the HDL MP API accesses the memories that exist on a given compute unit. 

With these requirements in mind, the HDL MP API is designed to provide a parallel algorithm the 

necessary features to allow it map and use the message passing communication paradigm running across 

multiple interconnected FPGAs.  The API provides the following features: an easy to use command and con-

trol interface which allows an algorithm select both the communication operations to be performed and to 

whom the communication will occur with, an abstract environment where the application has no knowledge 

of how the message passing exchange will proceed and an ability to communicate data from multiple differ-
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ent memory locations as best suits the algorithm’s parallel requirements.  These features have been identified 

as required to allow an algorithm easily and efficiently map to the message passing paradigm running across 

multiple FPGAs.  Only point-to-point design requirements have been presented in-depth to this point.  The 

operations of collective communications are layered on top of those provided by the point-to-point function-

ality.  Before presenting the design of a number of collective operations, the design which supports point-to-

point communications across Ethernet interconnected compute units is first detailed.   

3.2 Interconnect Communication Operations 

The described message passing operations are based on an abstract notion of how data is exchanged between 

nodes.  No single communication medium is expected or catered for, rather the operations are abstract but the 

presence of an interconnect mechanism that will exchange the messages is assumed.  To support these opera-

tions and to allow for experiments on the message passing system, the compute units and application mi-

croarchitectures need to be implemented to use an interconnect.  For this research, the message passing op-

erations are built on top of switched Ethernet.  Ethernet is used as it is a standardised commodity network 

which has been shown to work and operate across FPGAs [Fallside '00, Lockwood '07].  Ethernet is a best 

effort interconnect meaning it does not guarantee that data is exchanged correctly between compute units.  

Using a switched interconnect supports scalability by making it easy to add compute units.  However, unlike 

point-to-point based message passing systems (TMD-MPI [Fuentes '06], RCC [Sass '07]), the switch in-

creases the complexity of exchanging messages between compute units. 

From the message passing communication requirements, Ethernet requires two main features, the 

ability to accept, communicate and decode message passing control data, synchronisation states from the 

send and receive designs, Figure 12 and Figure 13, and the ability to access and stably transport all message 

passing application data, data receive/transmit from Figure 12 and Figure 13.  These requirements influence 

the design and development of the internode communication solution.  To reduce design complexity, certain 

assumptions have been made including the use of a closed network consisting solely of the FPGAs and man-

agement node and that the only communications on the network are those generated by these interconnected 

compute units as part of the parallel algorithm computations.   

3.2.1 Communication Protocol 

Ethernet is a best effort communication medium which requires the use of a communication protocol to pro-

vide guaranteed packet delivery.  To ensure switches can be used as the interconnect medium, a protocol 

which operates with Ethernet and provides the functionality discussed for the Message Passing protocols is 

advantageous.  Protocol choices include link layer protocols e.g. High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) [ISO 

'07] or transport layer protocols e.g. TCP [Postel '81a].  The basic functionality provided by TCP – reliable 

communications, packet order numbering operations – meet the communication requirements for exchanging 

messages across Ethernet switches.  This allows TCP operations to be used as the template for the develop-
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ment of a custom communication protocol for use by the communication system.  A custom communication 

protocol is developed as some of the operations of TCP are not needed based on the assumptions of the 

communication domain.  TCP supports port numbers to select applications that will communicate with each 

other.  The FPGA compute units are designed to support a single application microarchitecture.  TCP has 

support for out of order packet delivery.  This is not practical on the FPGAs as too much information about 

the communications would need to be maintained, reducing the amount of reconfigurable logic available to 

the application microarchitectures.  Other systems have also employed custom communication protocols to 

improve communication efficiency without compromising the integrity of the data exchange e.g. Bruck et al 

[Bruck '95] for the User-level Reliable Transmission Protocol (URTP).  Aspects of the communication proto-

col are also based on scenarios that have been identified by Comis [Comis '05] for point-to-point data ex-

changes.  This protocol takes into account algorithm communication patterns that have previously been iden-

tified.  The communication protocol includes the following design characteristics: 

• Sliding window communication protocol with defined window sizes  

• In-order packet communication operations  

• Window acknowledgement, error negative acknowledgement 

• Explicit control packet generation 

• One message data exchange at a time, many outstanding message requests 

For the communication protocol to operate correctly, certain operations need to be performed on 

messages that are communicated.  Each message is split into communication windows with each communica-

tion window consisting of multiple packets.  Splitting the data in this manner aids communication stability 

while reducing the amount of data that needs to be exchanged if communication errors are discovered.  A 

communication window in this work is defined as a message segment such that a message is made up of one 

or more message segments.  Each message segment is made up of one or more network packets.  To reduce 

communication complexity, a message segment has a defined size which is common across the FPGA clus-

ter.  The size of a message segment reflects both the need for efficient communication and the restricted 

amount of resources present on the FPGA for handling and processing multiple packets.  The communication 

protocol details the exchange of network packets and message segments, with acknowledgement based flow 

control used. 

For a message passing exchange, both a sending and a receiving node are required to exchange data.  

For the communication protocol, this requires the design of both sending and receiving operations which will 

guarantee the exchange of message data.  Each node’s operations occur asynchronously, with state informa-

tion exchanged as both explicit control packets and as packet header control information.  Control data is 

used to identify a given packet and its message segment. 

This decouples the communication protocol from the physical interconnect implementation.  For 

both sending and receiving operations this results in a number of communication scenarios.  The following 

communication protocol scenarios have been identified for receive operations: 

• Correct Segment Receive 

• Control Packet Flow 
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• Packet Data Error 

• Dropped Packet 

• Receive Overflow 

• Resent Message Segment 

• Unexpected Resent Packet 

Scenario 1 – Correct Segment Receive: A complete message segment has been received and processed.  An 

acknowledgement packet is generated to inform the sending node that the receiving node has received all 

packets correctly.  If there are no more outstanding message segments, the communication channel is 

removed, awaiting the next communications.  

Scenario 2 – Control Packet: Control packets are removed and decoded by the network operations.  Two 

main control packets are expected, those related to the message passing state machines and those related 

to the network operations.  All decoded message passing information is passed to the message state ma-

chines, while all network control packets update the communication state. 

Scenario 3 – Packet Data Error: Data errors in packets can arise when data is being moved across the net-

work medium, with the packet information corrupted.  A packet error, as caught by an error in the  Cy-

clic Redundancy Check (CRC) field, says some data is wrong in the packet.  In Ethernet packets, it is not 

possible to tell what error has occurred.  This makes the packet worthless and it is silently dropped while 

the resending of the correct packet is awaited.  Silent packet dropping is caught by the communication 

protocol as either no acknowledgement will be generated causing a message segment resending or the 

next packet that is received will be an out-of-order packet. 

Scenario 4 – Dropped Packet: Dropped packets occur for a number of reasons including interconnect con-

gestion and packet bit errors.  Like packet data errors, dropped packets must be identified and the correct 

packet resent.  To identify out-of-order packets, each packet requires a packet number which identifies 

the packet within the message segment.  To reduce the overhead of dropped packets, negative acknowl-

edgements are generated once an out of order packet has been received correctly at the node.  A negative 

acknowledge improves communication performance by reducing idle time.  Limited FPGA resources 

mean no out-of-order packet information is stored, rather the complete retransmission of the data is re-

quired. 

Scenario 5 – Receive Overflow: A receive overflow occurs when the network receives more data than it is 

able to store.  The issue relates to buffers within the network which temporarily store data before it is 

written to the final buffers.  As message data is lost, a receive overflow is handled in the same way as a 

dropped packet requiring a resend of the entire packet.  Packet testing can be maintained, so that packet 

data can be checked and a negative acknowledge generated immediately, without needing to wait to re-

cord an out-of-order packet. 

Scenario 6 – Resent Message Segment: Dropped packets must be retransmitted to ensure all message data 

is communicated correctly.  The receiving node waits for the packet to be resent before proceeding with 

any further receive operations, enforcing an in-order packet operation.  Resent packets should be identi-

fied as such to ensure the same packet is not received multiple times.  This problem arises when the 

transmitting node believes a dropped packet has occurred and retransmits its packets data. 
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Scenario 7 – Unexpected Resent Packet:  Dropped network packets can be either data packets or control 

packets.  When the dropped packet is a flow control acknowledgement packet, this can cause the trans-

mitting node to resend a message segment.  The receiving node has already generated the acknowledge-

ment so it has deemed the communications complete.  Upon receiving unexpected resent message seg-

ments, the acknowledgement must be regenerated.  All unexpected packets are dropped as the communi-

cation they are associated with is complete. 

The receive operation scenarios have been identified to allow for reliable message data communica-

tions across Ethernet.  Transmit operations have also been identified which match up with and ensure a reli-

able message exchange between connected devices.  Like the receive operations, certain scenarios have been 

identified that the transmit operations must handle: 

• Correct Segment Transmission 

• Transmission Timeout 

• Transmission Underrun 

• Negative Acknowledge Receive 

• Unexpected Resend Acknowledgement 

Scenario 1 – Correct Segment Transmission: All packets within a message segment have been transmitted 

and an acknowledgement has been received, signalling the correct transmission of that segment.  If fur-

ther message segments need to be transmitted, they are configured and communicated otherwise the 

communication channel is closed awaiting new communication operations. 

Scenario 2 – Transmission Timeout: To help identify transmission errors, a timer is used which times out if 

an acknowledgement is not received.  Once a timeout event occurs, the message segment is retransmitted 

from the last acknowledged packet.  Negative acknowledgement packets implicitly acknowledge all 

packets up to the packet they are signalling they did not receive.   

Scenario 3 – Transmission Underrun: Transmitting data is a burst operation where all packet data must be 

transmitted as a single block, with a gap only feasible between packets.  If a gap in available transmis-

sion data occurs, a transmission underrun results.  In a switched environment this results in a runt packet 
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Figure 18: Receive Flow Operations 
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which is removed by the switch.  As the transmitting node is immediately aware of a problem with the 

transmission, it must regenerate and retransmit the packet. 

Scenario 4 – Negative Acknowledge Receive: A data transmission error has occurred.  As the receive si-

lently dropped corrupted packets, this means an out of order communication has been received.  Re-

transmit all packets from the negative acknowledge up to the end of the message segment. 

Scenario 5 – Unexpected Resend Acknowledgement: An acknowledgement is received which signals an 

ongoing retransmission does not need to occur.  The generation of a resend acknowledgement says the 

previously generated acknowledgement was dropped by the network.  Appropriate action should be 

taken that matches that of correct segment transmission. 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate the relationship between the different scenarios that have been 

identified.  Each illustrates the communication operations that occur to exchange the message data between 

two communicating nodes.  The operations and communications of control packets are not shown, reducing 

diagram complexity.  Communication decoupling requires the generation of appropriate control packets be-

tween communicating nodes to ensure they maintain the correct state relative to each other.  Overall, the dif-

ferent scenarios are broadly in line with functionality supported by TCP.  The major difference between the 

custom communication protocol and TCP is the robustness of communication that is supported.  The assump-

tion in the design of the communication protocol is that at any one time only one compute unit will be ex-

changing application data.  This reduces the design complexity as either application data is received which is 

for the present message exchange or control packets are received which should not be moved to the applica-

tion memory.   

To evaluate the performance of the communication protocol, a number of different approaches have 

been used.  Simulations have been used where it is possible to create corrupted packets which test the state 

transitions that are performed.  The other approach that has been used to evaluate the operational behaviour 

of the communication protocol has been the execution of different message passing applications which re-

quire a range of data exchange and communication sizes.  As the communication protocol is integral to the 

correct exchange of data between application microarchitectures, it has not been possible to devise experi-

ments that function at the lowest level on the communication protocol alone.  Rather higher level message 

passing experiments use the communication protocol to ensure the correct exchange of messages. 
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3.2.2 Control Packet Operations 

To ensure the protocol operates correctly, control packets must be generated and communicated between the 

compute units.  Two approaches can be used, an implicit method where packet headers contain flow control 

information or an explicit method where defined control packets are generated and exchanged between 

nodes.  To reduce implementation complexity, the design uses explicit control packet operations.  This design 

reduces the complexity of network specific data packets and reduces the complexity of the communication 

protocols.  For implicit control packets, the communication protocol would need to know that the compute 

unit data is being exchanged with is the correct unit before it would append data to the packet header.   

For implicit operations to function correctly, the 

two compute units need to exchange data with each 

other, so that the packet header information can be read 

and tested.    In a message passing application, this case 

does not always occur.  From Riesen et al [Riesen '06] 

and Faraj et al [Faraj '02] and the ring communication 

topology that can be used in matrix multiplication, it is 

not possible to assume two compute units are exchanging 

data to allow an implicit method operate correctly.  With 

multiple compute units present, the message passing ex-

change can create communication rings, as illustrated in Figure 20, where each node is transmitting data to 

the next node without communicating any data back.  So for the design, rather than supporting an implicit 

approach that could introduce control packet generation delays2, an explicit approach is used at all times as 

part of the communication protocols. 

3.2.3 Ethernet Control Logic 

Switched Ethernet is being used as the communications medium.  To implement this correctly, an IEEE 

802.3 standards compliant network controller is used.  By using a compliant controller, it is possible to use 

Ethernet switches as the interconnect medium as opposed to specialised point-to-point communication inter-

connects.  With each compute unit implemented on an FPGA, this allows the network controller to be im-

plemented on the digital logic, rather than using a network ASIC controller.  The use of a network controller 

on the FPGA logic allows for a refinement of operations and investigations into the implementation of the 

communication operations e.g. inline packet building, at-wire protocol processing [Jaganathan '03, Jiang '09].  

Design trade offs however do exist by implementing the network control logic on the FPGA, with some of 

the trade-offs between a dedicated ASIC controller and an FPGA implemented controller detailed in Table 2.  

Network controller operations are independent of the higher layer operations however, the interfacing of 

                                                           
2 To know whether to generate a control packet or not, the implicit approach would need to wait for a defined 
time and know which compute units are communicating.  
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these layers with the Ethernet controller will depend on how the controller is implemented.   

To evaluate the thesis hypothesis, the Ethernet controller is designed to be implemented on the 

FPGA resources.  Implementing the controller on the FPGA addresses some of the message passing scalabil-

ity concerns by allowing the same system design to be run across a wider range of Ethernet enabled FPGA 

development boards than would have been the case if an external controller had been picked.  The use of 

MGT links was considered as part of this work.  However, building the network controller to utilise these 

interfaces limits the FPGAs that can be used as if an FPGA does not have an MGT, it will not be able to pro-

vide the necessary communication links.   

Two approaches for implementing the message passing protocols are presented in this research, a 

hardware message passing microarchitecture and a software FPGA processor.  The use of the Ethernet con-

troller on the FPGA poses a few questions for each approach.  For the FPGA processor, locating the Ethernet 

controller on the FPGA does not provide any direct benefit.  The software running on the FPGA processor is 

designed to query and access the control logic of the Ethernet controller but has not been designed to use any 

specialised logic that is present.  Apart from the TMD-MPI, none of the other FPGA processor based mes-

sage passing solutions have used specialised architectures to support communication e.g. RCC, SMILE, 

RAMP.  For the software FPGA processor solution, the use of an on-FPGA controller poses a disadvantage 

as it requires the use of reconfigurable logic that can not be used in a specialised manner.  Limitations of the 

available hardware for this project have prevented investigations into using an off-FPGA Ethernet controller 

as part of the evaluation. 

The hardware microarchitecture on the other hand is able to take advantage of the Ethernet control-

ler if it is located on reconfigurable logic.  To reduce the complexity of the communication protocol, all op-

erations and decisions on the movement of data between the network and memories are taken as early as pos-

sible.  To support early accessing and testing operations, at-wire testing operations are designed into the hard-

ware microarchitecture.  This means that as data is received by the network controller, the packet information 

is also tested to know the type of data that is being received and whether or not it is the correct data.  By op-

erating in this manner, the overall complexity of the hardware microarchitecture is reduced.  From previous 

research into hardware optimised communication controllers [Bellows '02, Jaganathan '03, Comis '05, 

Schlansker '07, Jiang '09], it is expected that the hardware microarchitecture will benefit from operating on 

the communication data directly as it is received at the network interface.  Performing the communication 

protocol operations as close to the wire or on a processor, does not change the operations that need to be per-

formed as the communication operations are separate and distinct to the message passing protocol operations 

that exchange data between the application microarchitectures.   
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External Network  Controller 
 

Internal Network Controller 

Advantages 

1.  FPGA resources not used 

2.  Commodity Component 

3.  Easily interface multiple network channels 

with the FPGA 

 1.  Better network to application integration 

2.  Standardised Network to physical layer 

interface e.g. MII for Ethernet 

3.  Can operate at network ingress reducing 

higher layers function requirements 

Disadvantages 

1.  More complicated PCB, more components  

2.  Requirement to rework FPGA-Ethernet 

interface logic for different Network chips 

3.  Required to use functionality of the net-

work chip without ability to modify its be-

haviour 

 1.  Consumes FPGA logic resources 

2.  Increases place and route times 

3.  Impact application clock frequencies 

Table 2: Network Controller Design Location Considerations 

3.2.4 Network Fragmentation Design 

When communicating a message across the network, the data has to be packetised and fragmented so that it 

will comply with network packet structures and the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the given inter-

connect.  Table 3 lists the MTUs for a number of different networks.  Packetisation is the operation of encap-

sulating data in a network compliant structure.  As the amount of communication data can exceed the MTU, 

the data is fragmented into compliant sizes and then packetised.  Fragmentation is typically performed by 

continuously splitting the data into maximum sized packets, with the final packet containing any outstanding 

communication data e.g. IP [Postel '81b], TMD-MPI [Fuentes '06].  An updated design to the typical frag-

mentation approach is used by this work.   

 
 Maximum (Bytes) Minimum (Bytes) Control Data Size (Bytes) 

10/100 Ethernet 1500 64 18 

1 Gigabit Ethernet 9000 64 (512 Slot size) 18 

Infiniband 4096 24 up to 126 

SCI 256 24 32 

Table 3: Interconnection Communication Sizes 

To reduce the computational requirements of a receiving node and to remove padded packets from 

the network, the fragmentation policy has been updated for the last two fragments.  Typically, the last two 
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fragments are split into a maximum sized packet and one containing the remaining data.  This work modifies 

this to split the final two packets evenly so that no padding is required on the last packet.  The fragmentation 

operations are performed as data is packetised for the network so all fragmentation operations occur transpar-

ently to the algorithm. 

The design of the message and communication protocols used within this work require two frag-

mentation operations.  The first fragmentation operation splits the data into message segments, while the sec-

ond splits the data into two evenly sized packets once the amount of outstanding message data is less than 

twice the MTU.  The algorithm for this fragmentation approach is presented in Equation (2).  The develop-

ment of this fragmentation approach removes a final padded packet from the network which typically occurs 

if the amount of data to be communicated just exceeds the network MTU but is not large enough to fill the 

next minimum sized packet.  When the last packet is padded, a saw-tooth network bandwidth performance 

characteristic is visible at the packet transition [Shivam '01, Barczyk '06]. 
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where x is the remaining message data to be communicated 

The fragmentation approach of Equation (2) is a modification on the typical fragmentation policy 

used in IP [Postel '81b].  Preliminary evaluations of the performance of the updated fragmentation algorithm 

and its impact when padded packets are required are given in Figure 21 and Figure 22.  These calculations 

use raw Ethernet packets with an MTU of 1500 bytes and a packetisation overhead of 18 bytes, as shown in 

Table 3. 

Example 1:  A request to send a message of 1510 bytes between 2 nodes 

1582

1510

64

10

1518

1500 =+  
1546

1510

773

755

773

755 =+  

A: IP packet transmission B: Split packet transmission 

Figure 21: Padded Algorithm Comparison example 

For the IP fragmentation approach, Figure 21 (A), 1582 bytes are required to communicate 1510 

bytes of data, giving an efficiency of 95.5%.  For the split packetisation approach, Figure 21 (B), 1546 bytes 

are required to communicate the same amount of data, giving an efficiency of 97.7%.  These figures do not 

include interframe gap values, which if included changes the efficiency to 94.7% and 96.9% respectively.   
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Example 2:  A request to send a message of 1600 bytes between 2 nodes 

1636

1600

118

100

1518

1500 =+  
1636

1600

818

800

818

800 =+  

A: IP packet transmission B: Split packet transmission 

Figure 22: Non-Padded Algorithm Comparison example 

From Figure 22 (A) and Figure 22 (B), both fragmentation operations communicate the same 

amount of data, 1636 bytes to exchange message data of 1600 bytes, giving an efficiency of 97.8 %.  These 

figures demonstrate no additional overheads are present by applying the algorithm.  These figures demon-

strate that at a high level, the split approach to performing network fragmentation yields a better performance 

than the typical IP fragmentation approach. 

3.3 Algorithm Data Interface 

The HDL MP API supports access from the application microarchitectures to memory.  This is supported 

through a memory interface which allows access from the microarchitectures to memory that is present on 

each compute unit e.g. Dynamic RAM (DRAM), SRAM or on-chip Block RAMs.  By supporting access to 

the different memories through the HDL MP API, the application microarchitecture does not need to know 

how the memories are implemented but rather that they are present and can be easily accessed.  The design of 

the memory interface mirrors that of the message passing interface, reducing the learning curve of the two 

interfaces while still offering an easy to use memory abstraction.  The memory abstraction maintains applica-

tion portability across a wide range of memories.  The design of the HDL MP API memory interface is in 

keeping with the data access requirements that have been identified as part of the NPB applications.  A wide 

range of requirements have been identified including different memory access sizes, the patterns in which 

memory will be accessed and the operations that need to be supported.  From looking at matrix multiplica-

tion, the amount of data that can be used in a computation is limited by the amount of memory present on a 

compute unit while for MG computations, a more linear access pattern is used where locality of data is 

higher.  By supporting a range of different problems, it is possible to implement different applications with-

out concern for the physical memory that is present on an FPGA compute node. 

The memory interface provides the algorithm with the ability to read and write memory in a con-

trolled manner.  The interface is required to allow an application access to an arbitrary amount of data, as 

best suits the algorithms needs.  This allows the different algorithms use the interface as works best, with 

both large and small accesses supported in the same manner.  Two interface ports are present in the memory 

interface, the first providing the control operations and the second providing the actual data that is being 

read/written with memory.  The control operations include allowing arbitrary sized memory read/write in one 

command and signals for the readiness of the data that is being accessed.  To maintain the abstract nature of 

the HDL MP API memory interface, memory accesses are designed to use an acknowledgement signal which 
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says when data is valid.  Support for different RAM types means data will not always be valid on every ac-

cess clock cycle nor will the time overhead to access the memory be known in advance.  This requires the 

memory interface to signal valid data and when a memory access is complete so that any new algorithm ac-

cesses can be performed.   

3.4 Management Node 

For an algorithm mapped across the FPGAs, a means to access, transfer and manage the computations is re-

quired as seen with the sequential aspects of fork-join algorithms.  This functionality is provided by the Man-

agement Node which provides a software microprocessor based interface to the FPGA nodes.  Operations on 

this compute node are designed to be lightweight in nature, such that the node provides a means to supply 

computation data and display computation results.  This requirement is met by a commodity PC, with all op-

erations written as software libraries that an application programmer can use.  The design of the management 

node software allows for the exchange of data between both systems.  To support this, the send and receive 

operations that have been detailed are supported as are some collective operations e.g. initialisation, barrier, 

broadcast.  The use of Ethernet as the system wide interconnection network aids the use of a PC as it is able 

to directly interface and communicate with the FPGA nodes without the use of additional bridging logic.   

Although the design of the management node sees it used to allow an application programmer com-

municate with the FPGA nodes, it does not mean it can not be used as part of the computations and system 

wide operations.  The provision of the management node means it can be used to perform operations that 

would be very complex and resource intensive on an FPGA e.g. initialisation operations.  This can be seen in 

Figure 15 where the exchange of initialisation data assumes the presence of some form of management node.  

Integration of the management node with the message passing operations supports scalability of the nodes 

that are present and allows for an evaluation of the overheads of having the management node for both the 

hardware microarchitecture and the software FPGA processor solutions.  The microprocessor software mes-

sage passing API running on the management node allows for the exchange of data between the application 

microarchitecture and itself.  For a message passing solution, an assumption in the model is that only a single 

node is responsible for managing the overall algorithm computations.  This can be seen in the fork-join paral-

lelisation of an algorithm where one node must perform the sequential aspects of the code.  For a message 

passing system, only one compute unit can get node identity zero, as the first identity of an MPI application. 

3.5 HDL MP API Evaluation Design 

To measure the performance of the application programming interface and the remote register transfer opera-

tions, a number of experiments have been designed.  These experiments measure the remote register transfer 

operations that are provided by the HDL MP API as well as measuring the performance of both the dedicated 

hardware microarchitecture and the software FPGA processor solutions that are used.   
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For all experiments that are undertaken, an implicit aspect is the operations and support that the 

HDL MP API provides the hardware application microarchitectures that are used in the tests.  A direct ex-

periment to measure this is not possible apart from the diverse range of tests that have been undertaken 

through its use.  This sees the use of the same hardware application microarchitecture for each experiment 

independently of the solution that is used to perform the remote register transfer operation.  The hardware 

application microarchitecture creates the experiments that are used to evaluate the performance of the imple-

mentation architectures.  A wide range of experiments have been performed which attempt to measure spe-

cific operations and aspects of each architecture approach.  The experiments can be classified into a number 

of areas based on the aspects of the architectures that they measure. 

The first set of experiments look at measuring the underlying operations and ability of the architec-

tures to support the exchange of data between the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  These 

experiments stress test the various aspects of these operations including the operations of the network con-

troller and the message passing state transitions.  These are performed first as the operation of the different 

layers of the platform needs to be shown as operational before the other experiments can be undertaken.  The 

two stress tests measure the ability of the Ethernet controller to exchange data across the Ethernet switch and 

the operations of the message passing protocol in exchanging message data between the interconnected nodes 

using the architecture communication structures. 

Interconnect Stability: Measurement of the stability and error / dropped packet rate of the Ethernet control-

ler across a range of switches, showing that it operates and functions correctly (Section 5.1.1). 

Message Passing Protocol Experiment: Test of the message passing protocol, to see how it behaves under a 

more randomised load and communication approach to test its ability to exchange application messages 

(Section 5.1.2). 

The second experiment set looks at the performance of the architectures over a range of benchmarks   

Latency Measurement: Measurement of the latency to exchange minimum sized information between two 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures (Section 5.2.1). 

Message Passing Block RAM Exchange: Measures the performance of the HDL MP API to exchange ap-

plication specific Block RAM memories between two interconnected compute units (Section 5.2.2). 

Bandwidth Measurement: Evaluate the performance of the HDL MP API and the architectures for support-

ing the exchange of arbitrary sized messages between two application microarchitectures (Section 5.2.3). 

The scalability and programmability of the HDL MP API is tested.  For this, a range of experiments 

have been undertaken which are classified as operation experiments as they look at how the architectures 

operate under increased node counts and communication approaches.  As part of these experiments, collec-

tive communications are investigated. 

Message Passing Initialisation: Test to see how well each system performs when data processing is per-

formed as part of the environment initialisation (Section 5.3.1).  This experiment also shows how each 

approach behaves when communicating with the management node. 

Collective Operation Experiments: Additional tests that look at the scalability and expandability of the 

HPL MP API interface.  These experiments also measure the programmability of the HDL MP API in 
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supporting additional remote register transfer operations (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3).  The design and im-

plementation of a range of collective communications are discussed in the next Chapter in Section 4.1.1. 

Experiments on the fragmentation algorithm detailed in this chapter have been undertaken (Section 

5.4.6).  Preliminary experiments on this fragmentation approach showed it operated more efficiently than the 

traditional approach.  As a result of this, further experiments on the fragmentation algorithm were performed 

on a range of microprocessor systems.  These additional experiments look at the applicability of the algo-

rithm for use on microprocessor systems with the custom microprocessor management node code updated to 

perform these experiments.  The use of TCP/IP communications in connection with the fragmentation algo-

rithm was also undertaken to again measure its applicability to standard network communications. 

3.5.1 Matrix Multiplication Design 

To test the performance of the HDL MP API under application load requirements, parallel matrix multiplica-

tion has been implemented (Section 4.5), while results from experiments using the parallel matrix multiplica-

tion are presented in Section 5.3.4.  Classical matrix multiplication, shown in Table 4, is used to perform all 

computations for a complete matrix by matrix computation.  Two matrices – A, B – are multiplied together to 

give a result matrix C.  The classical approach does not take on board any optimisations that can be applied 

to matrix multiplication given it is an EP computational problem.  For FPGA implementations, the algorithm 

shown in Table 5 more closely matches the approach that is taken.  From the approaches of Zhuo and 

Prasanna [Zhuo '04], Dou et al [Dou '05] and Kumar et al [Kumar '09], a one dimensional systolic array of 

interconnected multiply-accumulate processing elements are used in the design.  This approach sees a num-

ber of interconnected processing elements exchanging data with each other, performing computations with a 

subset of each matrix.  Computations are performed in parallel across all the interconnected processing ele-

ments.  Result data from each processing element needs to be written back to memory once it is complete.  

Depending on the parallelisation approach that has been taken, the memory writeback can either be a com-

  for( n =0; n < RowADim; n++) 

 { 

  for( m =0; m< ColBDim; m++) 

  { 

   C = 0; 

   for(i = 0; i< sharedDim; i++) 

   { 

    C = A[n,i] * B[i,m] + C 

   } 

   C[n,m] = C 

  } 

 } 

Table 4: Classical Matrix Multiplication Algorithm 
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plete result or a partially complete result that must be read back later.  For ease of operation, the matrix mul-

tiplication performed in this thesis uses complete result writebacks.  This reduces the number of memory 

reads and writes that will occur, reducing the memory access overheads.  

From the algorithm shown in Table 5, the design uses memory pre-fetching where data for a future 

computation iteration is read in while no other memory access operations are ongoing.  This hides memory 

access latencies but does require memory buffers on the FPGA to store the pre-fetched data.  The design re-

quires two memory buffers per processing element, one each for the A and B matrix data.  For efficiency, the 

memory buffers are part of the processing element to support the independent and concurrent accesses that 

are required.  For the computation results, data is stored in memory local to the processing elements to reduce 

access overheads for the continued cycling of results data between the multiply-accumulate logic and the 

partial result storage.  Each processing element consists of a memory buffer which is used to store partial 

result computations between iterations.  The linear array consists of multiple processing elements which will 

perform the computations.  The design supports a single interface between the linear array and HDL MP API 

memory interface.  This reduces interface complexity and enforces an on chip shared memory style operation 

where all computation logic shares access to the same memory at a high level.  Internally in a processing 

element, the operations reflect independent computation units that perform a defined set of operations on its 

own data, independently of any other processing element.  The operations of the linear array are shown in 

Figure 23.  Data reading is based on a transposed access from the standard configuration with the A matrix 

    wait(start) 

       read in B1[i…x-1] 

       for ( i = 0; i < Iteration Count - 1; i++ ) 

       { 

          CONCURRENT 

                                 { 

                                     read B2[x…2x] 

                                     read in A[i… y-1] 

                                      for ( j = 0; j < y - 1; j++ ) 

                                     {     

                                          compute A*B1[i…x-1] 

                                     } 

          }  wait ( computation done && B read in complete) 

          B1 = B2  

       } 

       read in B 

       read in A 

       wait(computation complete) 

       write back C 

Table 5: Linear Array Matrix Multiplication Algorit hm 
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column data read and the B matrix row data read, see Figure 23, where the red blocks represent this itera-

tion’s data and blue boxes represent the pre-buffered next iteration’s data.   

A
B

A
B

A
B

Single result Matrix C 
computations that need to be 

performed. This sees the 
multiplication and accumulation
of a row of A with a column of B

Linear array architecture with
multiple rows and columns being 

computed on at the same time

Iteration 1: The red box shows
which data is being worked with

in this iteration.
The blue box shows

which data is being read in 
and pre-buffered

Iteration 2: The red box shows
which data is being worked with

in this iteration.
The blue box shows

which data is being read in 
and pre-buffered

 

Figure 23: Compute unit computation ordering. The information shown expands from a single 

row/column operation out to those performed across multiple processing elements operating 

concurrently and in parallel on the matrix data. 

All matrix multiplication computations are designed to use floating point numbers.  From Dou et al 

[Dou '05], the most efficient means to support floating point multiply-accumulate operations is through the 

use of a fused multiply and adder logic circuit.  The design looks to use this while bearing in mind the im-

plementation of a floating point unit is not part of the research of this thesis.  From Zhuo and Prasanna [Zhuo 

'04], the issue of read after write hazards need to be dealt with.  The issue is for one set of computations, data 

that is being accessed can be present in the floating point pipeline.  To remove this issue, the system is de-

signed to halt awaiting computation completion if the data is present in the floating point pipeline.  This is 

not expected to occur often as the ratio of the depth of the pipeline to the amount of data that will be com-

puted on should prevent this from happening.  

The above looks at the design for a single FPGA.  The reason for performing the computations is to 

test the HDL MP API using an application across multiple interconnected FPGAs.  Each matrix multiplica-

tion linear array represents the application microarchitectures that have been discussed throughout this thesis.  
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Using the HDL MP API, these microarchitectures will be interconnected to exchange computation data with 

each other to perform a complete parallel matrix multiplication computation.  The first aspect of a parallel 

matrix multiplication is the manner in which data will be exchanged between microarchitectures.  This influ-

ences the application microarchitecture as care is needed to support where data will be located.  To ensure 

support for a single result write back, data needs to be exchanged in a specific manner to support this.  From 

Schmollinger and Kaufmann [Schmollinger '02] the horizontal data decomposition supports this operation.  

For inter application microarchitecture communication, a horizontal data decomposition allows for a ring 

communication topology where every compute unit exchanges data with its neighbour, moving data in a ring 

between compute units.  To reduce the communication overheads, data exchange is performed concurrently 

to the computations.  This ensures that the next iteration’s data is already present before the next computation 

commences and allows for more efficient computations.  Matrix multiplication consists of two matrices that 

are being multiplied.  To support parallel computation, these matrices are divided across the available com-

putation resources as shown in Figure 25, for this work using the horizontal data decomposition.   

FPGA2

FPGA1

FPGA0
A0

A1

A2

B0 B2B1

A0 * B0 A0 * B1 A0 * B2

A1 * B0 A1 * B1 A1 * B2

A2 * B0 A2 * B1 A2 * B2

B Matrix, divided
into 3 sub matrices

A Matrix, 
divided 
into 3 

sub 
matrices

 

Figure 25: Matrix Computation Ordering. Computation s of the same colour are performed 

concurrently across all FPGAs.  For the design of the parallel matrix multiplication, the A matrix dat a 

is maintained on the same FPGA while the B matrix data is exchanged across the ring topology to the 

connected hardware application microarchitectures 

For the matrix multiplication evaluation, a number of experiments have been performed.  The initial 

experiment saw the design of the classical approach, Table 4, which allows for testing of the HDL MP API, 

application abstraction and the communication operations to ensure the ring topology, shown in Figure 24, 

and the data decomposition are supported by the FPGAs.  The second design sees the use of the linear array 

as the computation microarchitecture, which is designed to use the communication topology and data decom-

position from the classical approach.  Finally, an MPI version has been designed which is used to aid 

Compute

Unit 0
Compute

Unit 1

Compute 

Unit n

 

Figure 24: Ring topology layout 
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verification and provide a performance comparison between the HDL MP API solution and a commodity 

compute cluster solution. 

3.6 Algorithm Design Considerations 

When mapping an algorithm on to the computational resources of a processor and multiple interconnected 

FPGAs, certain considerations should be given as to how this is done.  All communications using the HDL 

MP API exchange data using message passing.  The message passing communication paradigm though may 

not be the best approach for on-chip operations.  The design and development of the HDL MP API has aimed 

to maintain a large degree of freedom in how the algorithm is implemented on the computation resources, 

with the programmer free to implement as efficient an approach as possible.  This is achieved as the internal 

computation operations of an algorithm are not restricted to using message passing to exchange data between 

co-operating processing units running on the same FPGA.  To allow the algorithm to scale, the programmer 

can design and develop a single chip solution which uses the HDL MP API to interface with memory and 

other board specific features.  This implementation is then scalable through the message passing communica-

tion interface which allows the algorithm to exchange message data between compute units.    This approach 

can be seen from the matrix multiplication where messages are exchanged between compute units but the 

linear array exchanges data between processing elements directly. 

To provide an algorithm mapped onto multiple FPGAs, two features persist which can reduce the 

computational performance.  The first is the amount of FPGA digital logic an application has available for 

performing parallel computations.  The second is the manner in which data is laid out across both the mem-

ory and multiple nodes.  The second aspect is specific to each algorithm and is not dealt with directly in this 

work.  However, the HDL MP API supports an efficient data layout through allowing both direct application 

buffer message passing and access to the external memory of each FPGA node.  To address the first parallel 

aspect, the underlying operations of the HDL MP API are designed for efficiency, both in operational latency 

overheads and logic resource usage.  This latter option is evident from allowing the inclusion or not of collec-

tive communications depending on the algorithm’s communication requirements.  

3.7 Summary 

The design chapter has detailed the operations and structures that need to be developed to test the research 

question.  To provide a realistic, feasible and scalable approach to interconnecting FPGAs so that they sup-

port parallel algorithms, a range of different operations have to be supported.  Details on the operations of the 

message passing and switched Ethernet approaches including the protocols that are needed to support the 

exchange of data in a scalable manner have been detailed.  The structures and approaches that are being taken 

reflect structures and approaches that have been presented as part of the background chapter, with operations 

and concerns of a range of different systems integrated to develop the overall design of a realistic, feasible 

and scalable message passing FPGA cluster which is interconnected across switched Ethernet.  As part of the 
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design requirements, the structures of the HDL MP API which is used to abstract a hardware application mi-

croarchitecture from the physical structures that perform the message passing operations has been detailed.  

These design requirements include the interface operations that will let an algorithm scale to multiple FPGA 

nodes while not restricting application operations.  As part of the HDL MP API operations, memory interface 

operations have been presented along with details on how it allows a parallel algorithm to access different 

memory resources for the storage and mapping of data. 

The information within this chapter details the design of the different aspects and how they are ex-

pected to be used for parallelising an algorithm across the FPGA logic.  As well the structures that are re-

quired, details on a range of different evaluation experiments which will be used to answer the research ques-

tion have been presented.  Each test evaluates different operations that have been identified for a range of 

applications, while the design of a parallel matrix multiplication microarchitecture has been described which 

looks to test the overall structures operations.  The next chapter details the specific implementation concerns 

for both the hardware and soft-processor approaches which allow an application to use the HDL MP API to 

perform parallel computations.   
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Chapter 4  

Implementation 

The design to support feasible, realistic and scalable operations between distributed and interconnected 

FPGA compute units using message passing and switched Ethernet has been presented in the last chapter.  To 

evaluate if this design will function and operate correctly for supporting distributed computations, it has been 

implemented using both a hardware microarchitecture and a software processor approach.  This chapter de-

tails the implementation operations along with some concerns and issues that have arise as part of this opera-

tion.  The implementations look to take the hardware application microarchitecture remote register transfer 

operations and exchange them with the different FPGA compute units that are interconnected to perform the 

parallel computations.  Two architectures have been implemented, a dedicated hardware message passing and 

communication microarchitecture and a software FPGA processor architecture using the Xilinx MicroBlaze 

processor [Xilinx '08b].  Each architecture interfaces with a HDL MP API enabled hardware application mi-

croarchitecture to support the remote register transfer operations of the parallel algorithm.  

In this chapter, the implementation of each architecture is presented.  The implementation of the 

message passing operations can be layered on top of the communication operations that exchange the data.  

The layered approach is used in this work, with the HDL MP API enabled application requesting various 

remote register transfers as required by the algorithm.  The two architectures used in this work are then re-

sponsible for exchanging this data between the interconnected FPGA nodes.  Differences exist in the ap-

proaches that can be supported on the hardware and the software architectures in performing the register 

transfer and communication operations.  This work looks to implement efficient solutions for the given archi-

tecture to ensure a fair comparison evaluation can be made between the dedicated hardware microarchitecture 

and the software FPGA processor.   

To discuss and detail each implementation, this chapter is broken into a number of sections.  

Through the use of the HDL MP API, it has been possible to have common operations that are performed 

independently of the architectures themselves.  These are detailed first as they must be known before discuss-

ing implementation specific architecture optimisations.  From these common features, details of the message 

passing and communication architecture are presented.  This looks at how each architecture has been imple-
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mented to support the remote register transfer of data between distributed application microarchitectures us-

ing only the available hardware of the FPGA compute nodes.  The software architecture and structures that 

are used for the evaluation experiments are then detailed.  This looks at how the MicroBlaze softprocessor 

can be integrated with the HDL MP API to support remote register transfer between the distributed hardware 

application microarchitectures.  Matrix multiplication is being used as an evaluation application to test the 

operations and performance of the HDL MP API in supporting a large parallel application which requires the 

exchange of data between distributed application microarchitectures.  As part of this, a high performance 

linear array architecture has been implemented and detailed here.  Finally, as part of the implementation, both 

to support the benchmark experiments and the application evaluation the memory interface has been devel-

oped to support large external memories.  The architecture and evaluation of this interface are presented. 

4.1 Common Implementation Features 

As part of the implementation which supports remote register transfer operations using message passing, a 

number of features of both the hardware and software approaches are the same.  The first of these is the HDL 

MP API which is the hardware API between the hardware application microarchitecture and the message 

passing and communication structures which exchange the application data between the distributed applica-

tions.  To support this communication along with providing access to memory structures on the development 

board, the HDL MP API has been implemented as a three channel interface, consisting of two communica-

tion interfaces and one memory interface.  The communication interface allows for independent send and 

receive operations while the memory interface supports access from the application microarchitecture to the 

memory buffers of the FPGA.   

For a remote register transfer operation to occur, the hardware application must request the neces-

sary communication – send, receive, barrier, etc. through the communication interface.  The communication 

interface consists of signals to support the send and receive remote register transfer operations – the size of 

the data, who it is being communicated with, where the data is located – and command signals which select 

the method of remote register transfer operation to be performed – send, receive, barrier, etc.  While inde-

pendent send and receive signal interfaces are present for setting the communication parameters, a single 

command interface is present for specifying the type of remote register transfer that is to be performed.  A 

single interface is presented as hardware restrictions require a hardware register to be update in a single func-

tional block – process or always statement.  The use of a single command interface provides a more MPI like 

communication interface along with supporting a range of communications more easily but results in a re-

duced ability to run many concurrent communications.  The single command interface allows the program-

mer use the interface in a more programmed manner as for a given remote register transfer operation, only a 

single interface needs to be understood and operated.  To further reduce the interface complexity, Verilog 

HDL pre-processor statements can be used to define the signal properties, allowing for a more software inter-

face feel to performing a remote register transfer, with Table 6 presenting some sample code used to perform 

a message passing ready send.   
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 `MP_RSEND 
 tx_node_id <= #Tp 'h2; 
 tx_comm_size <= #Tp msg_size; 
 tx_comm_addr <= #Tp 'h80000000; 

Table 6: Sample Verilog Communication interface code 

The single communication interface does aid programmability of the interface through the ability to 

easily add new communication operations.  These can be added to meet specific algorithm remote register 

transfer operations.  From the hardware application microarchitecture’s perspective, the use of a single com-

munication command interface allows it to use the same interface without requiring use of the additional 

communications.  To support and test this feature for remote register transfer operations, a number of collec-

tive communications have been implemented.  These perform specific communications which occur between 

multiple FPGAs at the same time.  Collective communications are built on top of the point-to-point send and 

receive remote register transfer operations.  This allows them to be included or not depending on a given al-

gorithm’s requirements.  In this thesis, all operations take place on the FPGA reconfigurable logic so the 

more communication operations that are included, the less resources are available for application computa-

tions.  With this in mind, the programmability of the HDL MP API interface allows for selective inclusion of 

the collective communication operations, based on parameters specified at synthesis time in relation to the 

communications to include.  The details on the collective communication architectures are presented in the 

next section, while a detailed description of the HDL MP API interface signalling is presented in Table 7. 

Command interface signals: 

Init:  The initialisation signal, driven by the message passing environment signalling when it is config-

ured and operational.  This is an active high signal and remains active until a message passing environ-

ment reset is called – hard reset or MP_Reset. 

MP_Reset: Application driven FPGA wide reset signal.  This is used to reset and restart the FPGA once 

an applications computations are complete. 

MP_Op: A 13-bit wide communication command signal.  This specifies the communication that is to be 

performed.  The necessary operation decoding is performed by the message passing environment.   

MP_Op_En: The message passing command enable signal.  This signal is asserted once all necessary 

communication interface signals have been set.  In blocking mode, this signal should remain active 

throughout the communication.  In non-blocking mode, this signals should be deactivated once the ap-

propriate completion signal is pulsed – mp_op_done. 

MP_Op_Done: Active high, pulsed signal that is driven by the message passing environment signalling 

the completion of the requested communication operation.  For blocking communications, this signalling 

is pulsed once all necessary message data has been communicated correctly.  For non-blocking commu-

nications, this signal is pulsed once the communications have been stored appropriately in communica-

tion buffers.   

MP_Node_ID: This nodes identity within the message passing environment.  It is in the range 1 to 

mp_node_count.  This data is stored as an integer value in a 16-bit register. 
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MP_Node_Count: The node count for the number of FPGAs present within the message passing envi-

ronment.  It will always start at 1, if the message passing environment has been correctly initialised. 

The transmit interface signals: 

Tx_Comm_Enable: Active high signal that is asserted by the network when communications are being 

performed on the transmit data. 

Tx_Comm_Complete: Active High, pulsed signal that is asserted when the end of the packet has been 

reached.  The assertion of this signal is used to inform the application that an individual packet of the 

message has been transmitted and that it should behave accordingly.  This signal is used when the appli-

cation has been charged with configuring and moving the data between the FPGA communication nodes. 

Tx_Comm_Source: The base pointer to the node local buffer space that is to be used for the transmit 

communication.  This signal is latched concurrently to Tx_Comm_Enable. 

Tx_Node_ID: The remote node identity that is to be communicated with.  The necessary address trans-

lations are performed on this signal by the message passing control logic.  A tag value can be associated 

with the tx node identity to allow multiple remote register transfers with the same node. 

Tx_Ready: Active high signal that informs the message passing system that the necessary data is present 

and can be accessed accordingly.   

Tx_Comm_Addr:  Pointer to the starting address of the communication data.  This is 32-bits wide with 

any address above 0x80000000 assumed to reference local application buffers 

Tx_Comm_Data: Local data buffer interface.  The communication structures read the data from this 

interface port.  This is a 32-bit data signal. 

Tx_Comm_Size:  The message size in bytes that is to be communicated between the nodes.  This is a 

32-bit signal, allowing a message passing application to communicate any amount of data that may be 

required. 

Tx_Data_Delay: Not all connected memories present data immediately so to ensure correct data is 

transferred, the application can specify the memory access delay ensuring correct data is operated on.  

This is required if Block RAMs are interfaced with the transmit logic.  A one cycle read delay is present 

for all Block RAM data. 

The receive interface signals: 

Rx_Comm_Enable: Active high signal that is asserted by the network saying that data is being received 

from the network and being written to the appropriate address, as specified by the original register trans-

fer request. 

Rx_Comm_Complete: Active High, pulsed signal that is asserted when the end of the packet has been 

reached.  The assertion of this signal informs the application that an individual packet of the message has 

been received.  This signal is used when the application has been charged with configuring and moving 

the data between the FPGA communication nodes. 

Rx_Comm_Source: The base pointer to the local buffer space that is to be used to store received com-

munication data.  This signal is active while Rx_Comm_Enable is asserted. 
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Rx_Node_ID: The remote node identity that data is to be received from.  The necessary address transla-

tions are performed on this signal by the message passing environment.  A tag value can be associated 

with the rx node identity to allow multiple remote register transfers with the same node. 

Rx_Ready: Active high signal that informs the message passing system that the receive logic is active 

and that the data will be written in memory elements.   

Rx_Comm_Addr: Pointer to the starting address of the communication data.  This is 32-bits wide with 

any address above 0x80000000 assumed to reference local application buffers 

Rx_Comm_Data: Local data buffer interface.  The communication data that is to be written into the 

application local data storage structure.  This is a 32-bit data signal. 

Rx_Comm_Size: The amount of data, in bytes, that are to be received by this node as part of the re-

quested communication.  This is a 32-bit interface port, allowing for arbitrary communication sizes. 

Rx_Data_Delay: Any additional writing delays that will be present when data is being written into the 

application local storage space. 

Table 7: HDL MP API Communication interface signals 

4.1.1 Collective Communication Implementation 

Collective communications are communications that involve multiple nodes communicating with each other 

concurrently to perform a single large remote register transfer operation.  Each collective communication 

operation is implemented as a unique dedicated state machine which controls and operates the point-to-point 

communications to perform the prescribed remote register transfer operations.  The development and imple-

mentation of each state machine has been strongly influenced by the collective communication operations of 

MPICH 1.2 [MPICH '07].  While investigating MPICH implementations, only operations which do not use 

temporary storage or limit the scalability of the system are investigated.  This arises as in certain situations, 

optimised versions based on the number of nodes are possible.  To reduce the digital logic resource require-

ments, the use of optimised solutions based on the number of nodes was not used.  Rather scalability of the 

collective communications was used to choose between implementation methods.  The hardware state ma-

chines, using the algorithm operations of MPICH as a template, have been implemented taking into account 

the limited resources available on each FPGA node.  By including collective communications, the application 

programmer is freed to parallelise the algorithm across the FPGA resources as opposed to implementing 

these remote register transfer operations.  As part of the programmability of the HDL MP API, the different 

collective communications can optionally be included for a given algorithm, ensuring an optimal communi-

cation approach is used.  This is achieved through parameters which can be set on an application by applica-

tion basis at synthesis time.  This supports scalability of the implementation as resources are not used unless 

required and as shown by Faraj and Yuan [Faraj '02], collective communications are not always required but 

are necessary for some algorithms to operate correctly.    
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The collective communications are implemented on top of the point-to-point communication opera-

tions.  This allows the same collective communication hardware to be used with both the hardware and soft-

ware message passing implementations.  This aids in demonstrating the abstractions that the HDL MP API 

supports between the message passing operations and the physical implementation that is used.  The division 

of collective and point-to-point communications also allows the implementations to focus on supporting 

point-to-point communications primarily.  This allows the software to remain lightweight while the hardware 

collective state machines ensure the flexibility of the HDL MP API.   The implementation details on different 

collective communications which have been tested, through simulation, are presented.  The initialisation op-

eration, described in 0, although a collective operation is not included here as it performs specific operations 

that are connected to the hardware and software implementations.  This allows each implementation, hard-

ware and FPGA processor, to most efficiently perform the initialisation operations. 

For the collective communication implementation a number of conditions are enforced across all 

communicating nodes.  When a collective communication is requested, it creates an implicit synchronisation 

point across all the compute nodes as the operation will only complete once all nodes have reached and per-

formed the communication.  On any given node, a collective communication will not commence until all 

point-to-point operations have completed.  If any point-to-point communications are active, this means that at 

least two nodes have not completed communications previous to the calling of the collective communication.  

The operations of the collective communications are independent of the number of nodes that are present, 

instead all operations have been generated, like the HDL MP API, not to enforce a particular limitation on 

their use by an algorithm. 

Barrier 

A barrier communication is used by an algorithm to explicitly synchronise all nodes.  This style of operation 

would be used in fork-join parallelisation before results would be merged back together to ensure all compu-

tations are complete.  A barrier achieves this by preventing further computations until all nodes have started 

the barrier communication.  To ensure this has happened, all nodes call the barrier which sees the exchange 

of a zero sized message.  The exchange of the message is performed concurrently on all nodes, using a mini-

mum amount of communications, based on knowledge of the state nodes are in.  The barrier operation can 

only complete once all nodes have correctly exchanged data with other barrier enabled nodes before they can 

proceed with other operations.  To perform a barrier efficiently, there is no requirement for all nodes to com-

municate with all nodes, rather each node only needs to exchange data with a subset of all the nodes.  To 

achieve this correctly, an iterative approach is used with each new iteration telling a node more about the 

operations of other nodes that are involved.  The iterative approach of barrier operations, limits the number of 

communications to the log of the number of nodes that are performing the barrier  The communication pat-

tern between nodes is based on an iteration mask and the nodes identity, such that each node communicates 

with ((node identity + (2iteration+1 – 1)) % number of nodes).  This operation is performed efficiently by using 

shift operations to generate the mask value and a subtraction operation to perform the modulus if the addition 

result is too large.  After an iteration, a node is aware of what operations have been completed in relation to 
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the barrier exchange on a subset of all nodes.  A new iteration step is required while the number of nodes is 

larger than the mask value that is being used.  Once the last iteration is completed, all nodes have been 

checked in a tree style approach against all others such that further communications can occur knowing the 

barrier has been performed on all nodes.  Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the communication patterns that will 

arise for a three and four node configuration.  In the three node configuration, each node is aware the other 

nodes have performed the barrier operation after a single iteration, allowing the algorithm to proceed after 

only a single iteration.  In the four node configuration, two iterations are required to ensure all nodes have 

entered the barrier communication.  Figure 27 shows the communication pattern that arises in a four node 

barrier to ensure correct operation of the barrier. 

NODE 1 NODE 2

NODE 3

ITERATION 1  

NODE 1 NODE 2

NODE 3 NODE 4

ITERATION 1 ITERATION 2  

Figure 26: 3 Node Barrier Communication 

Pattern 

Figure 27: 4 Node Barrier Communication 

Pattern. The number of communications to be 

performed is a function of the number of nodes, 

with the number of communications given by the 

following equation:  Count Node log2  

Broadcast 

Broadcasts take data from one node and copy it to all other nodes.  Broadcasts are defined with a single root 

node, containing the message data, which sends that data to all nodes.  Distributed data copy operations are 

used to improve broadcast efficiency with multiple nodes involved in the communication concurrently.  This 

is achieved in MPICH by using a two phase approach to the broadcast operation, Phase 1 and Phase 2 in 

Figure 28.  Phase 1 is a Scatter operation, where the roots data is split into sub-sets across all connected 

nodes.  Phase 2 is an AllGather operation, where the data sub-sets are exchanged between all nodes so that 

each will get the complete amount of data.  For the AllGather operation, a ring buffer communication pattern 

is used will all nodes exchanging data concurrently  For the four node structure shown in Figure 28, phase 1 

consists of three unique communications, while phase 2 consists of 2 unique communications per node, with 

all phase 2 communications occurring concurrently on all nodes, giving a total of 5 communications. 

The approach detailed in Figure 28 for MPICH, requires the use of temporary storage on each node 

posing a problem for using this approach across the FPGAs.  To perform the broadcast on the FPGAs, a pipe-
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lined approach is implemented which removes the need for temporary storage while still allowing for concur-

rent communications across the FPGA nodes, reducing the time to broadcast the data.  The root node forms 

the head of the pipeline and performs data splitting operations to create sub-sets which are then moved 

through the pipeline and saved locally on each node.  The size of a given segment depends on the number of 

application microarchitectures that are present and the size of the initial broadcast data.  The FPGA broadcast 

approach sees the message data ripple through the attached units so that concurrent communications can be 

achieved between all attached devices.  Once a node receives a message segment, it retransmits it to the next 

node, Figure 29.  All nodes perform both a send and receive operation apart from the root node which per-

forms only sends and the ‘last’ node3 which performs only receives.  In the FPGA approach, for a four node 

configuration, shown in Figure 29 each node performs three communication operations resulting in a total of 

five communication operations to perform the broadcast operations, no worse than the MPICH approach. 

Two implementation approaches were developed for generating the message sub-set blocks.  The 

first looks at efficient use of the hardware and splits the data into message blocks using shift operations.  This 

approach created an imbalanced communication pattern with some message blocks a lot smaller than others.  

The second approach uses a hardware divider to generate the message block sizes.  This approach results in a 

more balanced communication pattern but increases the hardware resource utilisation.  The hardware divider 

based broadcast approach is used by the HDL MP API when a broadcast is required as it provides for more 

efficient communications while the additional hardware requirements are offset by the communication per-

formance improvements. 

Root

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

1

1

1

2 2

2

PHASE 1: Data Scatter Operation
PHASE 2: Data Gather Operation  

Figure 28: MPICH, broadcast communication 

structure, shown as two phase operations. Each 

phase consists of multiple communications 

Root

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Completed Communications
Remaining Communications  

Figure 29: FPGA stream pipeline broadcast 

communication structure.  Each communication 

exchanges a sub-set block of the larger message. 

Continuous block is the original message. Dashed 

lines represent the message segments 

Scatter, Gather 

Scatter and Gather are complementary operations with scatter taking a block of data from a root node and 

distributing it in an even manner across all nodes.  A gather operation performs the reverse, taking distributed 

data and merging it onto the root node.  Each node apart from the root, operates with a fraction of the total 

                                                           
3 The last node is deemed the root node – 1 with appropriate wrapping of the communication size performed. 
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data that is communicated.  MPICH does not contain an appropriate implementation for use on the FPGA, 

but rather all approaches require the use of temporary storage.  This necessitates the use of a point-to-point 

implementation with each node synchronising and then exchanging data with the root node.  This is not op-

timal nor does it scale efficiently when looking at the communication operations.  However, it is optimal in 

the resource usage of each FPGA while allowing for arbitrary scatter/gather communication sizes across an 

arbitrary number of FPGA cluster nodes.  Figure 30 and Figure 31 illustrate the communication pattern that 

is used for each algorithm, with the numbers showing the communication count.    

Root

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3
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Figure 30: FPGA Scatter Operation 
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2
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1

 

Figure 31: FPGA Gather Configuration 

AllGather 

AllGather as a collective communication looks to take a set amount of data distributed on each node and con-

currently gather this data on all nodes.  Figure 32 shows the operations that are performed.  Each node con-

tains a specific amount of data e.g. 100 single precision floating point numbers, represented as the Before 

values in Figure 32.  For the three node example shown in Figure 32, after the AllGather has completed, each 

node will contain 300 single precision floating point numbers, ordered based on the node that held the data 

originally e.g. Node 1’s data will reside at 0 – 99 on all nodes, Node 2’s data will reside at 100 – 199, Node 

3’s data will reside at 200 – 299.  This is shown in Figure 32 as the After box where the letters represent the 

node that the data has been gathered from and the order shows how the data will be stored on each node after 

the AllGather has completed. 

To reduce the algorithm complexity, two communication phases are used.  In the first phase, the 

data local to each node is copied to the application buffer where the gathered data is to be stored.  This frees 

the original buffer for other operations while performing an efficient movement of this data on each node.  

Phase two involves the concurrent exchange of this buffer between all nodes, with a ring topology used for 

the communication pattern.  For correct operation, phase two always communicates the data it has previously 

received.  For the three node configuration shown in Figure 32, a total of three communications are required 

to perform the AllGather – 1 localcopy and 2 remote register transfers.  Once all communications are com-

plete, each node contains a local copy of all the initially distributed data, with the order of this data the same 

across all nodes. 
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AllToAll 

AllToAll looks to stripe data from each node onto all other nodes in a particular manner, with the order the 

data will be striped based on the node that it originated on.  While an AllGather copied a single block of data 

from each node into a larger block, AllToAll looks to distribute smaller blocks in a pattern across all nodes 

e.g. 3 nodes each with 300 single precision floating point numbers, the first 100 numbers from each node will 

be brought together on Node 1.  The ordering of the data is controlled by the node that generated it, with 

node 1’s data always occupying the lowest address range on all nodes – A1, B1, C1 from Node 1 reside at 

address locations 0 – 99 on all nodes, see Figure 33.  This results in the combined data ordered from lowest 

to highest based on the node the data originated from.  Figure 33 looks to describe the data exchange opera-

tions that are performed in an AllToAll communication with the subscript number representing the node the 

data originates at and the letter representing the message data block and the node the data will be communi-

cated with – Node 1 = A; Node 2 = B; Node 3 = C, ….  In the diagram, the Before block is the data a node 

has before the communication is performed and the After shows the structure of the data after the communi-

cation is completed. 

To perform an AllToAll, a two phase communication pattern is used.  The first phase performs a lo-

cal copy of the data from the source location to the result buffer.  Phase two sees the exchange of data be-

tween the nodes.  A point-to-point communication pattern is used with the specific block of data exchanged 

directly with the node that needs that block.  The number of point-to-point communications that an individual 

node needs to perform is controlled by the number of nodes that are present, with a 3 node configuration re-

quiring two point-to-point communications.  This approach to performing an AllToAll collective communi-

cation follows the MPICH long message approach. 
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PHASE 1: Local Copy Operation

PHASE 2: Ring Buffer Communication  

Figure 32: AllGather Communication Topology 
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Figure 33: AllToAll Communication Topology 
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Collective Communication Limitation 

During testing and development, a number of limitations were identified for both the implementations and the 

overall operations of the message passing systems, in particular the hardware system.  For the correct opera-

tion of the collective communications, a local copy operation is used, which copies data between memories 

on the same node.  The local copy operation needs to be supported regardless of the approach that is taken – 

hardware, software – and is used to reduce the overheads that are required when moving data internally on 

the node.  This operation was not envisaged as part of the overall implementation and it is not directly or eas-

ily implementable within the system.  This requires the use of the network to perform a localcopy operation.  

This approach is non-optimal and increases operational overhead.   

4.1.2 Point-to-Point Communication 

The HDL MP API interface provides direct access to the point-to-point remote register transfer operations 

that a distributed hardware application will use to exchange data.  The physical point-to-point implementa-

tions are specific to both the hardware and FPGA processor solutions ensuring efficient operations however, 

the following modes are possible based on the message passing communication command. 

Ready Mode: Communications occur without requiring synchronisation.  For a receive, the receive struc-

tures are configured immediately while for a send, the data is transmitted as soon as is possible regard-

less of whether the receiving node is active or able to buffer the messages. 

Rendezvous Mode: Communication occurs after node synchronisation has been performed.  In this configu-

ration, additional overheads exist for the synchronisation operations but overall performance stability is 

improved from the synchronisation having occurred.   

Buffered Mode: Communications follow the rendezvous mode of operation with the restriction that the mes-

sage data is located in an application register.  This is in keeping with the idea that buffered data will be 

data that has been read in and buffered as part of the application microarchitecture before performing 

communications. 

The operation of the different point-to-point communications is controlled by the communication 

command interface, with a single communication performed at a time.  Although the command interface only 

supports a single communication at a time, the send and receive operations function independently allowing 

for Send_Recv operations.  This is illustrated in Figure 34 where the interface signals are assigned to the 

communication control logic that will perform the communication operations.  As shown, these units are dis-

tinct entities which operate independently of each other.  This is used in the collective communications for 

nodes that both send and receive data concurrently.   

All collective communications use the rendezvous mode of communication to ensure stability of the 

communication and also to enforce node synchronisation, ensuring all nodes perform the same collective 

communication.  All point-to-point register transfer operations are sender driven which means the node syn-

chronisation operations do not start until the sending node has initiated a remote register transmit operation.  
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Until the receiving node responds, the sending node is stalled awaiting the response.  This approach requires 

the receiving node to always be listening for the synchronisation data even while processing network data. 
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Figure 34: Communication Operation Structure 

4.1.3 Ethernet Network  

Ethernet is used as the communication network as it is easily scalable both for the grade of network that is 

used and the ability to add new nodes through the use of switches, with a MAC required to provide Ethernet 

functionality.  A MAC’s functionality corresponds with the data link layer operations of the Open Systems 

Interconnect (OSI) reference model [Zimmerman '80].  As the direct implementation of an operational net-

work controller is not part of this work, the OpenCores 10/100 Mb Ethernet MAC [Mohor '02] is used.  This 

controller is provided as an Open Source Verilog controller and it is designed to operate in conjunction with a 

microprocessor as part of a larger Wishbone SoC solution. 

The MAC performs all low level data link layer functionality while providing an abstract control 

and operation environment through the use of control registers and network packet Buffer Descriptors (BD), 

which are accessed through a Wishbone Bus interface [Usselmann '01].  The control registers are used to 

direct the operations of the MAC itself, storing information related to a network physical address and allow-

ing access to physical layer registers amongst other things.  Network communications are controlled by the 

BDs which specify specific details for a communication.  A descriptor details the memory to be accessed by 

the communication, the size of the communication4 and control bits detailing additional per packet function-

ality requirements.  The physical implementation of these structures is unique to the OpenCores MAC how-

ever the use of control registers is common across a wide range of Ethernet network controllers including 

Gaisler GRETH [Gaisler '06], Xilinx EMAC [Xilinx '09d] and JNIC [Schlansker '07].  The OpenCores MAC 

                                                           
4 For transmits, the size is how much data is to be sent and this value is set before the communication starts.  
For receives, this is how much data has been received, and this is set once the receive is complete. 
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uses DMA operations to move communication data between application buffers and the network.  The DMA 

operations of the OpenCores MAC are able to read data from any address which is supplied and read from 

the BDs. 

The OpenCores MAC provides the operations necessary to implement a 10/100 Mb Ethernet net-

work.  During the implementation of this work the value of using a Gigabit network for experiments became 

apparent.  This required an update of the controller to provide this functionality.  The availability of the HDL 

code and the on-FPGA implementation allowed this update to be performed.  Operational fixes have also 

been applied to meet the specific requirements of the dedicated hardware microarchitecture and the software 

FPGA processor solutions.  The following section looks at the modifications that are common to both ap-

proaches, before more details on the implementation optimisations for each approach are presented. 

4.1.4 Gigabit Configuration Upgrade 

To enable a larger range of tests and experiments, the OpenCores Ethernet MAC has been updated to support 

Gigabit Ethernet operations while maintaining 10/100 Mb compatibility.  This was required as the original 

version was only 10/100 Mb compatible.  The Wishbone Bus interface operations have been maintained and 

expanded for correct Gigabit operations, removing the need to modify the message passing operations based 

on the interconnect that is used.  To maintain the same interface logic between message passing structures 

and the MAC control registers, all updates and modifications to the controller are performed in the receive 

and transmit control paths, shown in Figure 35.  The structure of the controller is broken into three domains, 

corresponding to different clock domains, the transmit domain and receive domain collectively referred to as 

the communication domain and the operation and control domain which provides the interface for user opera-

tions, illustrated in Figure 35. 

MII to GMII Update 

10/100 Mb Ethernet interfaces with the physical network medium through the MII which defines control sig-

nals and datapath signals.  These signals are specified by IEEE 802.3 [IEEE '05] and allow any MAC to use 

any Physical layer chip once the MII signalling is correctly supported.  For 10/100 Ethernet, the datapath 

signals are 4 bits wide.  For Gigabit Ethernet, an 8 bit datapath is used with an additional gigabit transmit 

clock present.  This updated interface is known as the Gigabit MII (GMII) and for gigabit operations must be 

supported by both the MAC and the physical layer.   
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Figure 35: MAC Update Configuration detailing specific updates which have been applied to the 

different operational units of the MAC controller.  Updates presented along the outside include 

updates present for the hardware only configuration. 

Support for both the GMII and MII interfaces is provided at the lowest level.  Selection of which in-

terface to use is based on the network the controller is connected to.  To select the interface, the Physical 

layer must be tested and the GMII/MII interface selected accordingly.  To support the use of both interfaces, 

an additional control register specifying which interface to use has been added.  This register bit controls the 

operations of the transmit and receive network state machines as well as the communication clock to be used.  

The MII clock signals operate at 25 MHz, while GMII operates at 125 MHz.  For the GMII interface, the 

gigabit clock is generated by on-FPGA DCM modules.  For a gigabit network, the 125 MHz clock is used to 

drive all communication logic while if MII operations are used, the 25 MHz clock of the MII is used by the 

same control logic.  Interface selection requires the reading of physical layer registers to know which net-

work is being used.  Based on the values from these registers, the interface selection register of the MAC is 

set accordingly. 

FIFO Buffer Modification 

FIFO buffers are used to temporarily store communication data between system memory and the network.  

These have been updated to support cross clock domain operations with the implementation presented by 

Cummings and Alfke [Cummings '02] used.  The buffer memory uses dual port Block RAMs as they support 

cross clock domain operations natively.  Block RAMs perform the cross clock domain operations of vector 

data, while standard cross clock domain operations are used for the FIFO control signals.  The use of these 

FIFOs abstracts the interconnect communication operations from the control and interface logic. 
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Receive Buffer Descriptor 

When data is received by the MAC, the BDs are checked to know if and where this data can be stored.  To 

support this, the next active receive BD is read during the receive Ethernet packet preamble.  For 10/100 Mb 

operations, the time overheads of this did not pose a problem.  When moved to Gigabit Ethernet and the 

GMII interface, the access overheads of the original controller created a race condition on reading back the 

data.  To remove this, the receive BD access pattern was modified.  Rather than reading the BD data one at a 

time, the access pattern was modified to using a burst read operation of all necessary data.  To support this, 

the BD memory has been split into two access interfaces, one for the Receive BD access from the network 

logic, and one which supports access from the Wishbone and interface logic.  The BDs are implemented us-

ing dual port Block RAMs to ensure independent operation of the receive BD accesses and the Wishbone 

interface accesses. 

CRC Modification 

CRC is used by Ethernet to test and check that received data is correct and that no bit errors have occurred.  

The transmitting node appends a 32-bit CRC to each packet, with the CRC generated for all data up to a 

maximum size of 1514 bytes.  Once the CRC is appended, the maximum packet size of 1518 bytes is gener-

ated.  On the receiving node, all network data including the CRC passes through the CRC generation logic.  

If no errors have been generated, the resulting CRC will match the magic 32-bit CRC value, regardless of the 

data or the transmit generated CRC that has been appended.  The original MAC uses 4-bit CRC arithmetic.  

To support both MII and GMII interfaces, the CRC logic has been updated to use 8-bit arithmetic with a con-

version required between the 4-bit MII signals and the 8-bit CRC logic.  The interface selection control bit 

selects if additional operations need to be performed on the receive data i.e. converting 4-bit data into 8-bit 

data by concatenating two 4-bit blocks together.  The implementation of the 8-bit CRC unit assumes that all 

communications will be byte aligned. 

Gigabit Controller Modification Limitations 

The controller updates meet experiment requirements of allowing FPGAs to communicate and operate cor-

rectly on a Gigabit Ethernet network.  The updates have been extensively tested but some operational limita-

tions exist, with a lack of Jumbo packet support a drawback.  Jumbo packets are an extension of the IEEE 

802.3 standard where larger than normal packets can be communicated, up to 9,000 bytes.  The use of larger 

packets reduce the cost of generating and processing packets, allowing for reduced overheads and improved 

throughput by an Ethernet network end point.  Jumbo packets use was not seen as necessary for the experi-

ments and this functionality has not been provided.  From the registers and operations of the OpenCores con-

troller, the addition of Jumbo packet support should not be difficult.  Cross clock domain tests show that all 

operations work correctly between a 100 MHz user clock and the required 125 MHz network clock.  As 100 

MHz is the targeted application speed, further testing of the cross clock logic was not undertaken.  
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4.1.5 Packet Control Operations Update 

Packets that are received by the network controller have to be transferred between the FIFO buffers and the 

hardware application microarchitecture register memories.  While implementing the design, certain deficien-

cies were identified with these data movement operations.  Updates that address these deficiencies are pre-

sented here and relate to packet operations that are common for both the hardware and FPGA processor net-

work operations. 

Transmission Watermark 

When performing a transmission, data is read from application memory into the FIFO buffers before it is 

communicated.  The buffers are used to ensure stable communications occur and as such, a transmit buffer 

should not become empty (underrun) before all data has been transmitted.  When testing the controller with 

high latency memory, transmission underruns occurred frequently.  A number of solutions were investigated 

to resolve this including complete packet buffering before transmission.  As efficiency is required for both 

10/100 Mb Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet, and with the ability to read data concurrently to communication 

operations, a complete copy operation was ruled out as introducing too much overhead through reduced net-

work bandwidth performance.  This copy operation is distinct and different to packet buffering where the 

communication data for a following transmission is read and stored in advance of that communication. 

A transmit buffer watermark is implemented to allow for efficient communication with the amount 

of data buffered depending on the communication size.  For different packet sizes, different amounts of data 

would be read in before triggering the transmit operations.  By using different values, different sized commu-

nications are able to operate correctly and efficiently.  Concurrent reading of the remaining data is performed 

while the communication is ongoing.  The use of the transmission watermark stabilises communications 

when external high latency memory is storing the remote register transfer data.   

Memory Aligned DMA Operations 

The OpenCores controller uses DMA to read and write data directly from the network to application specified 

memory, based on the data address supplied by the communication BDs.  When the controller performs the 

DMA operation, it starts at the base address and burst transfers the data between the network buffers and the 

application memory.  This burst transfer however does not take into account memory hierarchies or imple-

mentation architectures.  This means it burst accesses the data it requires regardless of whether more efficient 

approaches are possible.  This architecture proved inefficient when accessing external memory where data 

aligned accesses are enforced.  Non-aligned accesses will be inefficient as different memory banks need to be 

charged and otherwise updated to support the extra access.  The DMA operations of the interface logic have 

been updated to use 32-byte aligned memory reads while supporting shorter bursts up to a 32-byte alignment 

as required.  This architecture supports better memory accesses when interfacing the control logic with exter-

nal DDR memory. 
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Back-to-Back Packet Operations 

The use of commodity switches provides node scalability but introduces issues for the communication con-

troller’s operation.  Back-to-back packet generation is one such scenario that arises when interfacing with 

commodity Ethernet switches.  Back-to-back packets are packets that are separated by only the interframe 

gap, the dedicated gap that must be present between all packets.  Back-to-back packets are generated in the 

network in a number of ways including efficient transmissions where the transmitting node inserts packets at 

a rate requiring only an interframe gap between packets or the switch generates back-to-back packets.  A 

switch can generate back-to-back packets if a new packet is completely received before an ongoing transmis-

sion is complete, as shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37.  As the switch is a commodity component, it operates 

as efficiently as possible while the network controller used for the research experiments only needs to provide 

the minimum requirements for correct and stable communications.  To support and remove the problems 

introduced by back to back packets, the controller buffer interface of the receiving logic had to be updated to 

identify the last data in one packet, and the first data in the following packet. 
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Figure 36: Non Back-to-Back Packets where the 

time for the switch to complete receiving a packet 

is outside the time required to transmit the 

preceding packet 
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Figure 37: Back-to-Back Packets where the time 

for the switch to receive a packet is within the 

transmit operations of the preceding packet. 

Here the switch will generate back to back 

packets. 

The controller’s original operations for identifying the start of a new receive, which causes a new 

descriptor to be read were configured so that all previous receive operations had to have finished before a 

new receive could be activated.  When receiving back-to-back packets, the preceding receive operations may 

not have finished, causing the start of the new packet to be missed and the packet silently dropped.  To fix 

this an update has been applied which sees the de-coupling of the packet testing operations.  Rather than us-

ing the end of the packet to signal when the data has been moved out of the buffer, a special end-of-packet 

signal is used to say when one packet ends and another starts.  This allows the receive BDs to be read once a 

new receive operation starts, while making sure the end of a packet and the associated BD updates can be 

applied correctly.   

The above details the updates that have been applied to the Ethernet control logic as pertaining to 

operations to support both architectures.  Additional updates for use by the hardware only environment have 

also been made to the controller.  These updates are presented while discussing the hardware only implemen-

tation.   
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4.1.6 Communication Packets 

All communications between nodes use defined packets, which encode the different state information from 

the message passing point-to-point protocols, outlined in Section 3.2.1.  Two packet types are present on the 

closed network used for this thesis, Control Packets and Message Data Packets.  Control packets exchange 

both network and message passing protocol control information.  Data packets exchange the message data, 

with a minimal communication protocol header added to ensure reliable operations.  All communications use 

raw Ethernet packets which are augmented with protocol control information.  The control information is not 

specific to Ethernet packets and could be used on different packet based networks, but this has not been tried.  

Control Packet Fields 

Destination Address: The Ethernet destination address for the packet.  

Source Address: The source node address that is generating the packet. 

Control Type:  Specified presently as hex 5FF.  A packet with this control type is decoded as a control 

packet.  For Jumbo packet support, a larger number would be required. 

Control Field:  Specifies control packet type.  Presently four control packets are defined – Request to Send 

� hex 0100, Clear to Send � hex 1100, Acknowledgement � hex C002, Negative Acknowledgement 

� hex C001. 

Control Data: The control packet data.  For message passing protocol communications, this is the node iden-

tity of the sending node.  For flow control operations, this is the message segment and packet number. 

Control CRC:  To aid in efficiency, the control packet has its own CRC that is appended to the packet during 

transmission.  This is used by the hardware only implementation where at wire operations allow for 

efficient packet decoding. 

Padding: To ensure the packet conforms to 802.3 specifications, the control packets are padded to the re-

quired length. 

CRC: The Ethernet CRC value for the entire packet as required by 802.3. 

Data Packet Fields 

Destination Address: The destination address for the packet as required by Ethernet 

Source Address: The source node address that is generating the packet 

Data Size: The total packet size representing the amount of control and data bytes. 

Segment Number: To ensure one stream of packets is readily identifiable from another, a message segment 

number is used.  This identifies which packets are associated with which message segment. 

Packet Number: The packet number within the message segment, presently in the range 0 – 63. 

Packet Control Field: Packet details used to aid identification at the receiving node. The following fields are 

present: First Packet in a Segment � Bit 1, Last Packet in a Segment � Bit 0, Resent Packet � Bit 4. 

Data: The data that is being sent.  A maximum packet data size of 1496 bytes is used. 

CRC: The Ethernet CRC value for the entire packet as required by 802.3 
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Destination Address 6 Bytes  Destination Address 6 Bytes 

Source Address 6 Bytes  Source Address 6 Bytes 

Control Type 2 Bytes  Data Size 2 Bytes 

Control Field 2 Bytes  Segment Number 1 Byte 

Control Data 2 Bytes  Packet Number 1 Byte 

Control CRC5 4 Bytes  Packet Control Field 1 Byte 

Padding 38 Bytes  Data 43 - 1496 Bytes 

CRC 4 Bytes  CRC 4 Bytes 

Control Packet Configuration  Message Data Packet Configuration 

 

Control Packet Operations 

Control packets can be received at a node at any time though unexpected receive message data packets will 

be dropped even though ready mode communications are possible.  A node is able to generate message pass-

ing control packets asynchronously to the operations of other nodes meaning a node can receive a control 

packet before it expects one.  The unexpected receive operations that a node supports are unique to the two 

evaluation approaches.  However, the operations performed on the control packet data are consistent between 

each approach.   

A message passing control packet, identifying the state in the message passing protocol, is received 

and decoded as part of the low level network operations.  The low level network does not have knowledge of 

how a higher layer protocol operates, though it is aware of how to decode the control packet.  Once a mes-

sage passing control packet has been identified, the node identity is decoded and this number passed to the 

message passing protocol.  To remove a costly translate operation, between the Ethernet MAC address and 

the message passing identity, the message passing identity of the sending node is exchanged within the net-

work packet.  This does not increase the communication overhead of the control packet as padding is still 

required to meet the minimum packet length of Ethernet.  As message passing control packets can be re-

ceived at any time, the information contained in the packet may not be used immediately.  Rather, the exis-

tence of this packet is stored and acted upon by a future message passing communication.  The exact details 

of how this is stored are implementation specific, with the hardware only solution storing data in a dedicated 

Block RAM, while the software stores the details in a data array. 

Network flow control packets are used by the communication protocol to ensure the correct ex-

change of message data between nodes.  The operation of these control packets has been presented previ-

ously in Section 3.2.2.  The control data within a network flow control packet details which packet has been 

correctly accepted.  If an acknowledgement packet is received, this data can be ignored as the segment has 

                                                           
5 Hardware only. Not present for software implementation as costly to implement and differences between 
hardware and software systems make this redundant for the software system. 
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been exchanged correctly, while if a negative acknowledge is received, this data represents the packet num-

ber that is expected.  The communication protocol decodes this information and performs the correct opera-

tions as detailed for the communication data exchange protocol, discussed in Section 3.2.1.  No information 

from a network control packet is exchanged with the message protocol information. 
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Figure 38: Hardware and Software Configuration Layout 

 

4.2 Hardware Microarchitecture Implementation 

Further to the common features between the two approaches, there are implementation specific differences 

that are required to ensure correct operations are performed.  This section details the specifics of how the 

dedicated hardware microarchitecture approach has been implemented to test the research question.  The next 

section details the software FPGA processor architecture and how it has been implemented.  For both sec-

tions, the implementation details presented previously as common to both approaches are assumed, with each 

new section detailing implementation specific operations.  The details illustrated in Figure 38 show that cer-

tain implementation differences exist, with the hardware system able to operate on packets as they are re-

ceived at the MAC controller while the processor implementation must operate on buffered packets after they 

have been processed by the network.   

The following information details the hardware only implementation that performs the point-to-

point operations of a message passing communication and other scalability operations that are specific to the 

hardware only implementation. 
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4.2.1 Architecture 

The architecture of the dedicated hardware microarchitecture is bro-

ken into three layers, the message passing operations which store 

message passing protocol information, network specific operations 

which configure the network control structures based on the message 

passing protocol operations and finally, the network flow control 

operations which ensure the correct and reliable exchange of mes-

sage passing data between nodes.  Figure 39 illustrates the first two 

operations that are performed, with the operations of each layer bro-

ken into more defined operations.  The flow control operations are 

performed in the Ethernet controller as additional control signals and 

will be detailed in Section 4.2.3.  Figure 40 illustrates the control 

signal configuration for the message passing specific operations 

while Figure 44 illustrates the network control hardware which the 

message passing system controls to perform communication opera-

tions. 

Message Passing State Machines  

The point-to-point message passing protocols (send and receive) 

presented in Chapter 3 have been implemented as two dedicated hardware state machines, one each for re-

ceive and transmit.  The state machines have been implemented and tested using blocking communications.  

From previously presented details, Section 3.1.1, the message passing state machines accept the HDL MP 

API communication interface requests and control the network specific structures to perform the hardware 

application remote register transfer operations using message passing principles.  For rendezvous mode 

communications, this requires the operation of the synchronisation packet generation while with ready mode 

communications, the state machines must initiate the data communication operation directly. 

The state machines as implemented are used to control the network’s operations, with the network 

DMA unit performing the data movement operations, providing a zero copy approach.  To support a zero 

copy approach, all connected memory must be accessible to the network controller, with the on-FPGA inter-

connect providing a memory mapped scheme that allows DMA accesses to both external memory and appli-

cation specific registers.  To perform the message passing communication, a data address pointer must be 

explicitly provided which defines the base address for the data, with defined addresses used for both external 

memory, starting at hex 0, and application specific buffers, starting at address hex 80000000.  Message com-

munication size is also required which the lower layer implementation specific control hardware uses to con-

figure the network control registers and BDs.  The node identity is used to select the destination network spe-

cific address from the network address list and the MAC address is passed to the lower layer control hard-

ware where it is configured to perform inline packetisation operations. 
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Scalable Synchronisation Implementation 

To provide a scalable synchronisation mechanism that will allow arbitrary numbers of nodes without using 

dedicated state machines for each possible communication, synchronisation requests must be stored in an 

easy to access and scalable structure.  A Block RAM implemented as a 1-bit, 16,384 deep memory is used to 

store whether or not of an active synchronisation request is present.  During message passing synchronisation 

operations, this memory is read with each address in the Block RAM corresponding to a unique node identity 

– the node identity that has generated the synchronisation request.  To set the synchronisation memory, mes-

sage passing protocol packets are decoded at the network and the node identity removed from the packet.  

Using this address, the data bit corresponding to the received node identity is updated.  Once the state ma-

chines record the presence of the synchronisation bit, they proceed with the message passing protocol opera-

tions and perform the remote register transfer operations.  Once the synchronisation has been established, the 

request is cleared. 

A number of different synchronisation memory architectures are possible, supporting a range of 

communication patterns.  With blocking communications, each node can have a single outstanding commu-

nication active, requiring only a single unique bit in the memory corresponding to each node that can gener-

ate a synchronisation request.  To support non-blocking communications where multiple requests can be gen-

erated by a single node, additional storage for each node identity is required, with the Block RAM addresses 

grouped by node identity and a communication tag used to select between communications.  The number of 

nodes involved control the number of non-blocking requests that can be handled.  A lower limit of 1,024 

nodes with 16 outstanding communications is used.  The architecture for the node identity to network address 

translation places an upper limit of 1,024 nodes across the FPGA cluster as it is implemented.   
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Figure 40: Hardware Message Passing Architectural Configuration 
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Message Passing Initialisation Routine 

System design requirements call for the ability to support abstract node identities which allow different nodes 

to be supported independently of the physical implementation that is used.  The implementation sees a link 

between the message passing node identity and the network MAC address such that for each node identity, a 

unique MAC address identifies that node.  The initialisation routine that is employed removes the difficulty 

of identifying different message passing node identities with specific MAC addresses and removes the need 

to use static address generation.  The initialisation routine is responsible for building the node identity to net-

work address mapping so that the remote register transfer operations of the message passing communication 

can be based on an abstract node identity as opposed to a specific network MAC address.  The initialisation 

routine is performed across all nodes, including the host interface node which performs ordering operations 

on the data.  Like other collective operations, the initialisation routine uses the point-to-point send and re-

ceive structures while a specific initialisation algorithm is employed, shown in Figure 41. 

The algorithm needs to be general in operation to support an arbitrary number of compute nodes.  

The number of compute nodes being used for the algorithm are not known in advance by the application mi-

croarchitectures.  The initialisation routine is responsible for generating the number of compute nodes that 

are being used, the message passing to network address translation and also identifying the present unit’s 

node identity for use by the application microarchitecture.  The initialisation routine has been tested up to a 

maximum of five nodes because of restrictions on the amount of available FPGAs, however the design is 

limited to a maximum of 1,024 compute nodes.  To store the network address and support a scalable message 

passing identity to network address translation, dual port Block RAMs are used.  A single Ethernet MAC 

address is 48-bits long and this can be stored in three Block RAMs as 16-bits each.  Each address in this 

Block RAM structure corresponds with that node identity’s MAC address.  Node identity to network address 

translation occurs as an O(1) operation as there is a direct mapping between the node identity and the specific 

network address.  Dual port Block RAM memory is used to store the network addresses so that both send and 

receive operations are able to read the addresses concurrently.  Further implementation restrictions mean 

node zero is always configured as the management node MAC address.  All FPGA addresses range from 1 to 

message passing node count.  During initialisation, the initialisation hardware has sole access to the MAC 

address Block RAM system, performing network address write operations.  To ensure only the required 
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Figure 41: Initialisation Algorithm Operations 
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amount of message passing to network addresses are created, the initialisation routine employs a termination 

value, the Ethernet broadcast address.  Once this is received, no new addresses will be stored and the mes-

sage passing communications are initialised for use by the hardware application microarchitecture. 

Message Passing Queues 

To support the use of multiple concurrent, non-blocking, communication operations from a single compute 

unit, the message passing interface needs to be able to initiate multiple communications.  The synchronisa-

tion logic is able to store multiple communication requests.  To allow the hardware application microarchi-

tecture to generate multiple independent communications, message passing queues have been developed.  

The message passing queues store the individual remote register transfer requests and ensure the different 

protocols are correctly performed.  The queues are implemented using FIFOs with two buffer queues re-

quired to support each message passing communication operation (send and receive).  The message passing 

queue operations have been simulated to ensure they operate correctly, while their use on the FPGA has been 

limited to blocking based communications.  To implement the queues correctly, additional logic resources are 

consumed which if the queues are not required can be freed up for use by the application microarchitecture. 

Two FIFO queues are required to store the message passing communication information, with the 

first queue storing the requests to communicate and the second queue storing those communications which 

will be able to complete as the synchronisation data has been exchanged.    The operational flow is shown in 

Figure 42 and Figure 43, with the first queue referred to as the waiting queue and the second queue referred 

to as the active queue.  The operation of these queues are similar but slight differences exist to support the 

message passing protocols correctly.  The waiting queue stores all outstanding communication data that no 

synchronisation operation has been requested for.  The waiting queue’s operations are based on data cycling 

such that communications where no synchronisation is active are unloaded and reloaded back into the FIFO, 

awaiting the generation of the synchronisation event.  Care is taken with the data reloading to ensure a new 

request can be loaded properly without causing race conditions on the load interface.  By cycling over the 

FIFO data in this manner, an elastic FIFO is generated where the time between data being at the head of the 

queue is proportional to the number of requests in the queue, with an O(n) cycle time.  The active queue 

stores all communications which will be able to complete as the synchronisation event has occurred.  As the 

message passing communication will complete, the head FIFO data is unloaded when the communication has 

completed and the higher layers signalled.  Movement between the queues is based on testing the synchroni-

sation memory, Clear To Send (CTS) and Request To Send (RTS), once a communication request is at the 

head of the wait FIFO. 

The timing of synchronisation packet generation is different between the send and the receive mes-

sage queues.  The difference ensures only one active message passing data exchange is occurring.  For 

transmit operations, the RTS synchronisation operation is generated once a new send operation is at the head 

of the wait queue.  Once the synchronisation event has occurred, the FIFO data is reloaded and updated to 

say the RTS synchronisation packet has been generated.  This additional data differentiates new and old 

transmission requests, ensuring only a single RTS is generated for each message passing communication re-
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quest.  On the receiving node, once a synchronisation event has been received, the communication informa-

tion is loaded into the active queue.  The receive system generates its CTS synchronisation packet once the 

receive is at the head of the active queue.  Generating the synchronisation event when it is at the head of the 

queue ensures that when data is received it is for this message communication operation.   

Fragmentation Operation 

Arbitrary message sizes are supported at the HDL MP API requiring the implementation of fragmentation 

logic which is used to break the message data into network specific sizes that can be exchanged between 

communicating nodes.  As shown in Figure 39, the fragmentation operations occur between the message 

passing control logic and the network specific control logic which configures the network communication 

registers.  Data fragmentation operations are performed by specific hardware which use the algorithm de-

scribed in Section 3.2.4 and implement the computation operations.  Data fragmentation is performed on both 

sending and receiving nodes, with the sending node concerned with taking the large message data and split-

ting it, while on the receiving node the concern is how each packet is merged back to create the original mes-

sage.  Two aspects are required for this, the generation of the packet size to be used for each part and the ad-

dress at which that packet starts.  For efficient FPGA operations, an iterative approach is used with the start-

ing address of each packet, the sum of the size of all packets to that iteration, the upper limit based on the 

subtraction of all data that has been configured and the amount of data to be sent with an additional register 

used to determine when the amount of outstanding data would require only two packets.  To determine when 

the amount of data left to be communicated only requires two packets, a data comparison operation is used 

which looks to compare the amount of outstanding data against both the maximum packet size that is sup-

ported and twice the maximum packet size.  If the data is larger than the maximum packet size but not larger 

than twice the packet size, the data requires two packets to communicate.  Both comparisons are required and 

can be efficiently performed in parallel.  The developed fragmentation logic allows the maximum packet size 

to be specified and by using the comparison configuration, just described, an arbitrary packet size between a 

minimum and maximum can be used to generate the fragmentation requirements.  This aspect was useful 

during simulation testing where an artificially small packet size was used to reduce simulation times without 
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Figure 42: Transmit Message Queue 
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changing the logic.  A pipelined implementation of the fragmentation operations has been implemented to aid 

in meeting timing.  Not all operations can be performed at the same time in the pipeline with some operations 

performed in the next stage but where possible operations are performed concurrently e.g. testing if the 

packet falls in a desired range and performing speculative subtractions can occur at the same time.  The pipe-

line for performing this takes three clock cycles. 

As part of the communication protocols development, discussed shortly, packet exchange stability 

between nodes requires breaking a message into multiple message segments, with each message segment 

containing multiple packets.  To perform this, the message fragmentation operations are updated to segment a 

message into 64 packet segments with the last segment containing all remaining message data.  A message 

segment is configured with 64 packets as in the hardware system’s present configuration, this is the maxi-

mum number of transmit BDs that are available for pre-setting by the fragmentation logic. 

Ethernet Control Hardware 

To operate the OpenCores controller correctly, dedicated hardware state machines have been implemented 

which perform similar operations to that of standard software network drivers, with a major difference being 

that all operations can occur concurrently.  The hardware state machines are responsible for monitoring and 

configuring the network hardware to perform individual message passing network communications.  From 

Section 4.1.3, the OpenCores MAC uses control registers and packet BDs to configure the communication 

operations.  Four dedicated hardware control units have been developed which configure the control registers 

and BDs to ensure correct communication operations are performed.  To ensure each unit is able to perform 

its operations independently of the other units, a priority encoded arbitrator has been implemented to control 

access operations.  The configuration data of each of these units is specific to the OpenCores MAC however, 

the operations of the control hardware would be common across a wide range of different network control-

lers.  These state machine control units, shown in Figure 44, and their operations are: 

Interrupt Control Unit: The OpenCores controller uses interrupts to signal the control environment, typi-

cally a processor, that an event has occurred on the network that needs to be addressed.  To ensure cor-

rect operations are performed when an event occurs on the network, the interrupt control unit is tasked 

with reading the interrupt registers, decoding which unit is to handle and clear the interrupt.  To ensure 

only acknowledged interrupts are cleared, the interrupt control unit writes back the interrupt vector that it 

read out.  While developing the interrupt control unit, certain signals were identified as mutually exclu-

sive and these signals were grouped into single event signals that trigger the appropriate control unit. 

Configuration Control Unit: For correct operation, registers in the Ethernet controller must be set based on 

the network that is being used, including the configuration of the network MAC address.  As the 

configuration operations are independent of the communication logic, a dedicated control unit has been 

implemented.  Part of the operations of this unit are to read the MAC address in from external sources – 

1-Wire Read Only Memory (ROM) chip,  Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 

(EEPROM) – and to set the node address correctly.  To set what network is being used, the external 

physical layer chip is read and the returned results decoded to set the speed and interface (MII or GMII) 
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to use for network communications.  While developing the system operations, this unit was updated to 

wipe the BD fields on a reset.  Block RAM units maintain their data between resets requiring specific re-

set hardware which clears all BDs. 

Receive Control Unit: To perform a communication, the individual receive BDs must be set, detailing the 

specific operations for that individual communication.  The BDs detail the specifics of each individual 

communication with additional registers present for the hardware only configuration to allow at-wire 

flow control packet testing and depacketisation operations.  The receive control units main operations are 

to configure where data is to be stored and how depacketisation is to be performed.  As at-wire flow con-

trol is performed, this unit does not need to read back the size of the received packet.  Development of 

the receive control unit showed that the order registers are set is important to ensure race conditions do 

not occur, such that all control information must be set before the BD is enabled to receive data. 

Transmit Control Unit: Transmit BDs control the operations for performing a transmit operation including 

configuring the destination MAC address to be communicated with and inline packetisation operations.  

When configuring the transmit BDs, the register control information must be set before a transmit buffer 

is enabled to ensure a race condition does not occur.  Unlike the receive BDs, once a transmit BD has 

been enabled, the MAC control hardware commences operations immediately, causing a high likelihood 

of a race condition.  The hardware only BDs have been augmented to include the destination MAC ad-

dress as well as other registers to allow for per packet inline at-wire packetisation operations. 

A priority encoded arbitration unit has been developed which allows each control unit reliably ac-

cess the Ethernet control registers.  As multiple units are attempting to access the same structures across an 

interconnect bus, an arbitration unit is required, while the priority of efficient interrupt resolution necessitates 

the use of a priority encoded arbitrator.  The interrupt control unit has the highest priority, however, this con-

trol unit is called infrequently, in response to network events.  The operation of the other control units is tied 

to events that happen on the network and as such, a portion of their operations are based on event triggers 

from the network.  This makes it unlikely that the interrupt control unit will cause a delay in the other units 

while it exercises its priority access.  The configuration control unit has the next highest priority as apart from 

network initialisation, it does not perform many ongoing operations on a node.  The transmit and receive con-

trollers normally have equal priority, however, transmit operations have been configured with a higher prior-

ity to ensure that resources on the node can be freed through the transmission of network data.  The receive 

control unit has the lowest priority.   
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Figure 44: Hardware Control Logic Configuration 
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4.2.2 Hardware On-FPGA Interconnect 

For the hardware only configuration, an on-FPGA interconnect is used to provide access between the differ-

ent components that make up the dedicated hardware microarchitecture.  The on-chip operations have been 

implemented to use the Wishbone SoC as the OpenCores Ethernet MAC supports this.  A SoC bus uses a 

master/slave data exchange approach where masters start an access with slaves the target for the access, e.g. 

memory reads.  The OpenCores Ethernet MAC is implemented with a Master interface used by the DMA 

control logic and a Slave interface which provides access to the network registers and BDs.  The test envi-

ronment for the OpenCores MAC supplies a bus-based priority encoded SoC interconnect solution, with two 

master interfaces and two slave interfaces, and this has been updated to provide the interconnect functionality 

for the dedicated hardware microarchitecture.  Details on this interconnect are specific to the Hardware only 

configuration, while details on the Software only interconnect are provided in Section 4.3.1.   

To meet the requirements for the hardware solution, a three master – four slave memory mapped 

crossbar SoC has been implemented which uses priority burst accesses, shown in Figure 45.  This solution 

has been developed from the original two master – two slave interconnect supplied as part of the OpenCores 

MAC test environment.  The three masters are the Network DMA logic, the HDL MP API memory interface 

and the Ethernet control logic.  The four slaves are the Network registers and BDs, external memory, the 

message passing synchronisation buffers and network connected hardware application microarchitecture 

buffers of the HDL MP API. 

Priority Encoded
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Ethernet
Controller
Hardware

Network
DMA Logic

HDL MP API
Memory
Interface

Memory
Interface

Network
Slave Interface

Network Connected
Application Buffers

Synchronisation
Buffer Interface  

Figure 45: Crossbar Interconnect Structure 

The interconnect has been implemented using priority based encoding with the following encoding, 

from highest priority to lowest: Network DMA operations, HDL MP API memory interface, Ethernet control 

hardware.  This priority is based on criticality of access for each master.  The network DMA logic has the 

highest priority to ensure correct network operations so that network FIFOs do not enter an invalid state caus-

ing either transmit underruns or receive overflows.  The Ethernet control hardware has the lowest priority as 

it is only responsible for accessing the network control registers and this is not expected to occur as fre-
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quently as other operations.  The use of the crossbar interconnect mitigates against the impact of a priority 

encoded arbitration scheme as once each master is accessing a different slave, no conflict will occur for ac-

cess and thus priority of access does not matter.   

The use of a priority scheme limits scalability as the more master units that are present, the higher 

the chance that starvation will occur for one or more of the masters.  To resolve this, a round robin encoded 

arbitration scheme can be used.  Further refinement to the interconnect can also be undertaken by directly 

connecting the network slave interface with the Ethernet control hardware, bypassing the crossbar entirely.  

For this project, a single external memory device is used, but if more memory units were present which each 

required concurrent access, the number of master and slave interfaces would need to be increased, with each 

new memory requiring a new master interface from the application and a new slave interface to connect to 

the memory. 

4.2.3 Reliable Data Communication Implementation  

System requirements call for a secure and reliable means to perform remote register transfer operations be-

tween distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  Up until now, the architecture has been presented 

in terms of how a message passing operation is generated.  This section details the hardware implementation 

of the communication protocol detailed in Section 3.2.1.  To provide the communication protocol operations, 

an at-wire inline approach is used for the dedicated hardware microarchitecture solution.  This approach fol-

lows other researchers who have looked at using hardware acceleration in the network [Jaganathan '03, Co-

mis '05].  As well as implementing the communication protocol inline, a number of additional communica-

tion operations have been used which are discussed as part of the communication protocol implementation. 

To support the various applications that will run across the FPGAs, a reliable communication proto-

col is used to exchange data correctly across the Ethernet network.  To perform the communication protocol, 

control signals and functionality within the network controller have been updated.  The control operations are 

presented in Figure 46 for receive operations and Figure 47 for transmit operations.  The state machines are 

implemented between the network FIFO buffers and the Wishbone interface with their operations occurring 

as part of the DMA logic operations and BD access control logic such that data is tested as it is moved be-

tween the network and application memory.   

To reduce implementation complexity all communication protocol operations are performed as early 

as possible, directly with the network data stream.  The OpenCores MAC BDs are implemented as ring buff-

ers, with each completed communication freeing a descriptor for a future operation.  As part of the hardware 

only environment, buffers are not freed until a complete message segment communication is complete.  Each 

ring buffer maintains the communication information which can be reactivated if a transmission error occurs,  

as shown in Figure 47.  A similar operation is performed on the receiving node, except it does not progress to 

new descriptors until the data corresponding with that buffer has been accepted, ensuring in-order packet 

delivery.  As the BD stores the write address pointer, this maintains a zero-copy DMA operation for all re-
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ceived data corresponding to the correct packet. Once the correct packet has been received, the receive de-

scriptors are updated and new receive operations are processed, as shown in Figure 46.   

As well as the communication protocol itself, a number of operational decisions have been applied 

to aid communication stability.  To reduce the occurrence of transmission underrun, the transmit FIFO wa-

termark has been implemented, as described in Section 4.1.5.  This ensures enough communication data is 

available for ongoing transmission operations.  As part of the transmit watermark, no packet pre-buffering is 

performed on the hardware only implementation.  This causes the insertion of long idle states but aids stabil-

ity on a receiving node as enough time is inserted to reduce the chances of causing receive overflow.  For 

10/100 Mb Ethernet experiments, the transmit watermark does not adversely affect performance.  However, 

for Gigabit Ethernet experiments, the lack of pre-packet buffer in conjunction with the transmit watermark 

adversely affects the communication bandwidth performance.  For the experimental results for Gigabit 
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Figure 46: Receive Packet Control 
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Ethernet, transmit watermark is disabled, resulting in a maximum unidirectional bandwidth of ~900 Mbps 

against ~700 Mbps when it is enabled.  The disabling of the transmit watermark shows the performance that 

is possible.  To support correct packet operations, packet pre-buffering should be enabled so that the trans-

mission watermark can be enabled while not reducing the achievable communication performance. 

A total of 128 BD descriptors exist within the present implementation.  These are split into two sets 

of 64 descriptors for receive and transmit.  The number of descriptors directly influences the message seg-

ment size that is used between nodes, with the present implementation using a message segment size of 64 

packets.  To increase the number of packets in a message segment, additional Block RAM memory resources 

would need to be added. Apart from increasing the number of BDs that are available, a number of hardware 

only updates have been added to each BD to aid the communication protocol’s operations.  For transmit op-

erations, the ability to perform inline packetisation has been added.  Inline packetisation is the process of 

encapsulating the communication data as it moves through the network, with the update controlling the addi-

tion of the header data as the CRC value is already added to the transmit data.  Performing the operations at 

the network interface reduces the complexity of moving the message data from memory and adding the re-

quired message data packet header information, as described in Section 4.1.6.  Inline packetisation is per-
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formed on a per packet basis allowing for control over how individual packets are generated.  Additional 

updates have been applied to the receive BDs to perform depacketisation, the removal of the header data.  As 

part of the data removal, the communication protocol header data is compared with the expected values, as 

detailed in Figure 46.  As part of the depacketisation process, the CRC value is also removed ensuring DMA 

operations write only message data to application registers.  Control of the depacketisation process is sup-

ported on a per packet basis. 

Communicating nodes need to know each other’s addresses so that packetisation can be performed 

correctly.  The message passing node identity translation gathers the network specific addresses which are 

written into additional BD registers, which record the per packet MAC address that is to be used.   Along 

with knowing the network address and performing the encapsulation operations, an issue arises when the 

communication size is smaller than a minimum sized packet i.e. message data < 43 bytes.  For small packets, 

decapsulation has to take into account the padded data and ensure this is not passed to the application regis-

ters.  To support this, along with the MAC address being written to the BDs, the expected receive size is also 

stored and used for testing incoming data.  When the amount of data is less than a minimum sized packet, the 

receive logic stops receiving new packet data once the expected amount of data has arrived.  This ensures the 

hardware application microarchitecture does not need to care about the size of the remote register transfer 

operation as it will only receive the expected amount of data.  

Further to data packet configuration updates, the use of control packet insertion has been investi-

gated as part of the hardware implementation.  Packet insertion is the ability to insert packets as part of an 

ongoing communication without corrupting any packets.  This is achieved by inserting the control packet 

between data packets once idle time is present on the network.  The IEEE 802.3 standard requires the ability 

to generate pause control packets which are inserted into the communication stream without corrupting any 

transmit operations.  This functionality is present in the OpenCores MAC and has been updated to generate 

both message passing and communication protocol control packets.  Two operations are performed with 

these control packets in the hardware, the first is to accept and decode the packets independently of the re-

ceive BDs that may be configured and secondly to allow for the exchange of flow control packets regardless 

of any ongoing transmit operations.  The first aspect ensures control packets can be received at all times by 

the node as dedicated hardware is provided to receive and decode the data.  Using the dedicated control hard-

ware control packets that are received are removed from the main data stream, ensuring only message data is 

moved between the network and memory.  This is achieved by controlling the receive FIFO so that only mes-

sage data is loaded and processed.  To operate the transmit control packet logic the destination MAC address 

along with the node identity must be loaded into registers which are connected to the control transmit logic.  

The control packet generation hardware uses this data to build and request insertion of the control packet for 

transmission.   
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Figure 48: Hardware System Architecture detailing how the different components are connected with 

each other to provide the hardware only implementation. 

 

4.3 Software FPGA Processor Implementation  

Unlike the dedicated hardware microarchitecture, where all operations and logic have to be implemented, the 

software FPGA processor implementation uses commodity components, in keeping with other software mes-

sage passing solutions that have been looked at [Fuentes '06, Schultz '06, Pedraza '08].  For the FPGA proc-

essor solution, only a soft processor is investigated as this approach allows for more scalability in the FPGAs 

that can be used.  The Xilinx MicroBlaze processor [Xilinx '08b] is used in the implementation, as it is used 

by other similar projects.  The MicroBlaze system comes with a wide range of  development tools – the 

Embedded Development Kit (EDK) – and its implementation is tailored to the FPGA logic. 

This section details how the MicroBlaze processor and additional ancillary logic has been used to 

implement the point-to-point remote register transfer operations in software.  The software implementation is 

developed to interface with and accept the HDL MP API communication operations which need to be con-

verted into software structures which the processor can access.  This operation is performed as the HDL MP 

API has been developed to perform remote register transfer operations between distributed hardware mi-

croarchitectures, independently of the physical mechanism that performs the data exchange.  The interfacing 

of the processor with hardware applications in this manner is different to the other software message passing 

approaches which only look at exchanging data between software running on the processor, not at accessing 

and exchanging data between hardware application microarchitectures. 
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4.3.1 Hardware Architecture 

An FPGA processor node consists of a MicroBlaze Processor, a HDL MP API enabled application, the Net-

work controller, Network Packet Buffer memory and ancillary logic which allows each unit to interact in a 

controlled manner.  This is similar to the architecture presented by Fallside and Smith [Fallside '00] for a 

network connected FPGA.  This section details the architecture that allows these units  to function correctly 

to perform a requested message passing remote register transfer operation.  Only communication from appli-

cation buffers is supported as the implementation environment and required operational overheads of the 

processor remove the ability to support network zero-copy DMA operations with external memory. 

MicroBlaze Processor 

The MicroBlaze processor, v7.10.d [Xilinx '08b], used for the FPGA processor implementation is a soft-

processor that is implemented using reconfigurable logic.  This allows the processor to be implemented on a 

wide range of FPGAs once enough logic exists.  The MicroBlaze processor is a 32-bit RISC processor, im-

plemented using the Harvard architecture.  The use of the Harvard architecture improves processing perform-

ance as both instruction and data can be read into the processor concurrently.  The instructions and data are 

compiled from the implemented control software and are loaded into dedicated memory accessible only by 

the processor across a dedicated burst bus, the Local Memory Bus (LMB).  For the implementation, Block 

RAMs are used to store the processor control program data, with the size of this memory kept as small as 

possible to reduce resource usage.  As the attached memory is only accessed by a single processor in this 

project, the same dual port Block RAM memory is used for both the application and data values, with data 

accessed through one port and instructions through the other. 

The implemented processor uses a 5 stage instruction pipeline, with 16 KB of memory attached to 

the processor, using a total of 8 Block RAMs.  The processor is connected to all system elements by the 

PLBv46 bus [Xilinx '09a].  This bus is designed to be more efficient than the more common OPB bus how-

ever, the MicroBlaze processor as implemented is not able to perform burst operations across the PLB bus. 

HDL MP API Processor Bridge 

The communication interface of the HDL MP API has to be connected with structures that the processor is 

able to read and access.  The communication interface consists of approximately 110 signals for both send 

and receive while the processor is only able to access 32-bits of data at a time.  Two architectures were inves-

tigated for translating the signals – one using FSL links and the other using memory mapped registers that the 

processor reads and tests.  Issues with using FSL links, coupled with additional processor logic overheads to 

use FSL links results in the memory mapped registers approach being implemented to interface the FPGA 

processor with the HDL MP API.  The memory mapped registers have been implemented as a single Block 

RAM which the processor connects with using PLB compliant Block RAM connection elements. 
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The development of the interface logic sees the use of both ports of the Block RAM.  One port is 

connected to the processor where data is accessed, the other is accessed by the HDL MP API translation 

logic.  Based on the data that is present in the Block RAM, the FPGA processor software has been developed 

to perform the directed remote register transfer operations. This logic interfaces three operational units with 

the single port, send and receive command operations and the reading back of any information the processor 

has written into the Block RAM – node identity, node count, communication status, etc.  The logic operations 

at the HDL MP API interface must ensure fair access for the three interface units.  This is performed using a 

round robin arbitration which gives each unit access to the Block RAM interface to update and test the data.  

The operations of the HDL MP API translation logic are transparent to the application as these operations 

occur between the interface and the processor. 

For send and receive operations, the control data must be written into the Block RAM before writing 

the communication request information to avoid race conditions where the communication is active before 

the control data is present.  A total of four memory address data lines are used for both send and receive.  The 

interface Block RAM has been partitioned to reduce implementation complexity with the send, receive and 

processor data all residing in predefined memory locations.  Associated with the send and receive interface 

logic, are dedicated translation state machines which are responsible for serialising the HDL MP API com-

munication signals into the structures loaded into the Block RAM.  The collective communications that an 

application may need are implemented on top of these translation state machines ensuring the necessary con-

trol structures will be generated if a collective communication is requested. 

Processor Network Bridge 

The processor is interfaced with the network control logic in two ways.  The first sees the FPGA processor 

interface with the Wishbone Bus slave interface across a PLB to OPB bridge.  The second interface sees the 

FPGA processor and Wishbone Bus Master interface exchange data through a network packet buffer.  This is 

required as the Wishbone Bus and the PLB Bus are not compatible while the use of the same network con-

troller between the hardware and FPGA processor solution ensures only a single network controller is im-

plemented.  The Wishbone-OPB bridging is possible without much modification however the performance of 

the OPB is limited.  As the slave interface does not require a high performance interface, the PLB-OPB-

Wishbone bridging approach was taken.  The Master interface, however, is more performance intensive as it 

is required to move data from network buffers to system memory.  Operating at gigabit rates, the OPB bus 

does not have enough bandwidth to support the correct movement of data.  This requires the use of the PLB 

bus but the Wishbone and PLB busses are incompatible, while the need to store network data is still required.  

The network buffer supports Wishbone signalling on one interface and PLB memory access on the other.  

This allows the Ethernet controller and FPGA processor to exchange network data.  The software running on 

the FPGA processor needs to read all data that moves between the network and the application microarchitec-

ture so the use of the buffer between the network and the processor does not directly add overheads. 
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The Ethernet controller uses interrupts to signal events that occur on the network.  Using these inter-

rupts with the MicroBlaze processor resulted in an unspecified freezing of the processor while not advantag-

ing the software implementation operations.  Hence, the use of polling operations to read the Ethernet inter-

rupt registers was used to know when a network related event has occurred.  As the processor is only respon-

sible for interfacing with the network and will not be required to support other operations this will not impact 

the overall performance of the application, rather polling operations should advantage the processor response 

time, as polling operations are quicker than interrupt operations [Mogul '97].  

Network Packet Buffer 

While developing the software solution, it became apparent that complete DMA operations were not possible 

between the network and the application memory.  This arises as data copying is required as part of the soft-

ware packetisation operations.  As data must be buffered between the application registers and the network 

MAC, a network packet buffer was implemented.  This buffer is configured to store a total of eight packets 

which are configured as four maximum receive packets, two maximum transmit packets and two minimum 

sized transmit packets.  The difference in packet configuration breakdown reflects the operations that occur 

across the network.  Receive operations can occur at any time and the size of the data being received is not 

always known in advance.  As the amount of resources that should be assigned to the network buffer should 

be kept to a minimum, the use of partitioned memory as opposed to an elastic configuration, was appropriate.  

Using partitioned memory reduces the software complexity as each successive receive is configured to use a 

pre-defined memory address.   

The partitioned space is configured for four receive buffers, with an array set to store the addresses 

that are to be used.  The two maximum transmit buffers are located in the next free memory above the re-

ceive partition.  Finally, as control packets are used and necessary, dedicated transmit buffer memory is set 

aside for these packets again with a preset memory for where they should be stored.   

4.3.2 Software Functionality 

The communication operations running on the processor have been implemented using C.  The software is 

responsible for testing the HDL MP API interface logic and generating the remote register transfer operations 

which support the distributed application hardware operations.  It is also responsible for configuring and test-

ing the network system so that communications behave correctly.  Software code development has resulted in 

generating code with a memory requirement of approximately 13 KB when compiled with the highest opti-

misation levels and without debug information. 
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Figure 49: Software FPGA Processor Architecture highlighting how the different components are 

interconnected as well as the SoC protocols that are used.  BRAM signals are generated by PLB – 

BRAM conversion logic which are not shown to reduce diagram complexity 

Communication Operations 

The principle functionality of the software solution is to perform and configure point-to-point remote register 

transfer operations that the hardware application microarchitecture will request through the HDL MP API.  

As detailed in the hardware architecture (Section 4.3.1), the software accesses the communication buffers 

that are used to translate the message passing HDL MP API interface signals into processor readable values.  

Based on the values that are read, the point-to-point communication request is processed and the resulting 

packets generated and communicated.  The software communication operations follow the message passing 

state machines that have been described (Section 3.1.1), but unlike the hardware configuration, all operations 

are performed in software, requiring the storage of state information between loop iterations.  This is 

efficiently achieved by storing the message passing state information in the interface Block RAMs as this is 

memory that is free to be used while for correct operations this memory is continuously read and processed.  

The processor is configured to continuously loop and test the interface values to see if further operations need 

to be performed.  As part of the testing operations, the network interrupt register is polled to reflect any 

changes that have occurred on the network.  The network state information is used by the processor to know 

if the present communication state is accurate and if new operations are required e.g. the synchronisation is 

now complete, proceed with the data communication.   
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Once the processor identifies that a remote register transfer operation is to be performed, it is re-

sponsible for performing all network packetisation operations for the exchange of data between nodes.  On 

the transmitting node, the processor is responsible for reading data in from application memory and encapsu-

lating the data with packet header data so that the communication can occur.  On the receiving node, the 

processor is responsible for decapsulating the packet and moving the data into the application buffers.  For 

the data copy operations, to try to minimise their overheads, a memory aligned copy operation is used with 

application data copied in 32-bit blocks to the network buffers.  To achieve this, the packet header informa-

tion is realigned i.e. packet starts at hex 0003 but data starts at hex 0014.  Using this alignment for data copy-

ing reduces the number of operations that have to be performed as packet header information can easily be 

byte aligned given the structure of that data, while application data copying, constituting most of the packet 

operations, are more efficiently performed word aligned.  As data copy operations place a high burden on the 

communications, packet pre-buffering is used with a new packet created while the preceding packet is being 

communicated.  This allows packetisation operations to overlap with communication operations. 

As well as performing packetisation operations, the software must also test all packets that it re-

ceives to identify control packets and data packets.  All packets that are received are stored in known ad-

dresses within the network packet buffer, allowing the software to read the packet type information from a 

known buffer address.  If a control packet is recorded in the network buffer, the necessary information is read 

out and stored.  Both flow control and message passing synchronisation packets are possible and along with 

identifying the type of the packet, the control field data is tested to see what the packet data is meant to be 

interpreted as.  In the software solution, packet testing and checking is only performed after the network has 

generated the receive interrupt, telling the processor a packet is present in the network buffer.  As the inter-

rupt is generated after the packet has been received correctly and passed the Ethernet CRC test, the software 

solution does not gain anything from using an internal control packet CRC and as such, does not generate nor 

test for one.  This means, in the present setup, that the hardware and FPGA processor solutions cannot be 

used in a single environment but reduces the overheads of the FPGA processor implementation.  As well as 

testing the packets within the software and updating software state information, the processor must also write 

control information into the HDL MP API interface logic so that the hardware application knows when a 

remote register transfer operation is complete.  To ensure the correct operations are acknowledged by the 

hardware application, distinct values are written by the software into the interface buffers.  The values written 

in are picked up by the hardware and HDL MP API interface signals generated to inform the hardware appli-

cation microarchitecture that the remote register transfer operation is complete.   

All software functionality details presented above relate to how the processor performs message 

passing interface operations and does not detail how it controls the network hardware and configuration reg-

isters.  To support the operations of the network hardware, methods have been developed which configure the 

network registers correctly to setup the communications.  The use of these methods allows the software sys-

tem a degree of flexibility for the network controller that is used as it becomes trivial to update register map-

pings while not requiring a change to higher level operations. 
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Network Control Hardware Operations 

To perform a communication operation, the transmit and receive control registers and BDs of the network 

must be configured.  As this operation is common regardless of whether a data packet or control packet is 

being exchanged, dedicated methods have been implemented which configure the registers as directed by the 

method parameters.  Both a send and receive method have been implemented as slight configuration differ-

ences exist between each communication style. 

As part of the development of the control hardware methods, an issue was noticed during large mes-

sage communications when the system would stop working.  Investigations showed an issue with the inter-

rupt / acknowledgement logic of the send method where it was unable to find the end of a communication 

correctly.  The issue was caused by how control packet transmissions were tested for and removed from the 

BD stream of packets.  To resolve the problem, a free BD bit was updated to record if a transmission was a 

control packet or a data packet.  This update does not affect the hardware solution as the bit location was a 

reserved location not used by the controller previously.   

Initialisation Operation 

The initialisation routines of the FPGA cluster are performed in software, with the address list stored in a 

data array.  This allows data to be stored and read back efficiently from LMB memory during packetisation 

operations.  The use of Block RAMs similar to the hardware solution was examined however, the use of ex-

ternal memory increased the amount of operations on the PLB without any directly discernable advantages as 

the LMB Block RAMs are already implemented and provide a more efficient interface than the PLB Block 

RAM interface. 

Software Limitations 

The software as implemented is able to generate data which is usable as part of the evaluation requirements.  

However, a number of limitations are present in the implementation which reduce the stability of the soft-

ware solution against the hardware solution.  The first major limitation is the limited flow control operations 

that are implemented.  Synchronisation and flow control acknowledgement data is generated as per the com-

munication protocol requirements.  However, the identification of dropped packets is not implemented.  The 

required timer logic is not present as part of the software solution.  The second limitation is the requirement 

of the software to copy data from the application buffers through to the network packet buffers.  Although the 

cost of performing this has been limited by the use of word aligned copies and pre-packet buffering, the 

overheads of performing this operation still reduce the maximum achievable communication bandwidths.   
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Figure 50: Message Passing Implementation Architectures showing the flow of information through 

each architecture and how they compare with each other. This is presented at a high level to show how 

the two architectures compare side by side. 

4.4 Management Node 

The management node is used to provide user interface operations for configuring and accessing the distrib-

uted hardware application microarchitectures as part of the sequential operations of a fork-join parallel algo-

rithm.  The management node supports the exchange of data between the user and computation logic, the 

initialisation operations that facilitate remote register transfer operations between the hardware application 

microarchitectures and parameter operations to direct the computations a hardware application microarchitec-

ture should perform.  The management node provides software methods which are able to communicate and 

exchange data with the hardware application microarchitectures in a controlled manner using the message 

passing and communication protocols.  The management node is implemented on a commodity microproces-

sor, running Linux, and using standard network libraries and methods – sendto, recvfrom – to perform the 

communication operations.  In addition to providing an ability to interact with and initialise data across the 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures, the management node is also used during system initiali-

sation to perform the sorting and organising operations needed to collate the MAC addresses for node iden-

tity generation. 
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4.4.1 Point-to-Point Remote Register Transfer Operations 

The point-to-point communication operations are the most important message passing code that needs to be 

implemented by the management node.  The point-to-point communications facilitate the transfer of data to 

the hardware application microarchitectures, and the microprocessor software implementation must be able 

to exchange data correctly with them.  Like the HDL MP API before it, the operations of the management 

node are abstract from the physical interconnect that is used.  This is achieved through the use of network 

libraries and has been tested through the range of Operating Systems the microprocessor software has been 

run on, Ubuntu 6.06 – Ubuntu 8.10.  A custom implementation of the software has been undertaken to ensure 

the management node is able to exchange data with the FPGA compute units using the custom communica-

tion protocol that is used.  Message data communications are performed using standard SendTo and 

RecvFrom software primitives.  The message passing software is implemented around these operations, sup-

porting correct data communication and exchange operations.  As part of these operations, fragmentation as 

previously present is also supported as is the message segmentation operations that are required to support 

communications between all connected compute units. 

As the objective of the management node is to support sequential operations of fork-join parallelisa-

tion, a means to interface with the computation logic provided by interconnected FPGAs, certain limitations 

exist in the microprocessor software.  The first of these is the limited support for communication flow control 

operations.  While communications between the management node and the FPGA computation logic use the 

message passing and communication protocol information, no support for flow control is present.  This does 

not limit the amount of operations that can be undertaken between the management node and the FPGA 

nodes as Ethernet’s communication stability is high enough for most communication operations that will 

occur between the management node and the FPGA nodes.  As the management node is not used in ongoing 

communication operations, the complete implementation of the flow control operations was seen as beyond 

the scope of the project and has not been implemented. 

4.4.2 Initialisation Role 

As well as providing an easy to use software interface between the user and the distributed hardware applica-

tion microarchitectures, the management node plays a role in the initialisation and data distribution opera-

tions.  Data distribution operations are covered as part of the point-to-point operations above, while the role 

of the management node in the initialisation are described here.   

The initialisation operation across the FPGA compute units commences once the FPGAs have been 

programmed and the microprocessor software interface application is started.  One of the first operations that 

the microprocessor software must perform is the initialisation of the communication interface of the HDL 

MP API of the FPGA nodes.  At the start of the FPGA initialisation operation, the management node is un-

aware of the MAC address of any nodes connected to the switched network.  This requires the management 

node to generate a broadcast packet which all connected compute units listen for and respond to, similar to 
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operations of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).  In response to this broadcast packet, the FPGAs reply 

with their network specific address which the management node stores in a MAC address list which will be 

distributed back to the FPGAs.  As part of this operation the network specific addresses are sorted based on 

the order packets are received at the management node.  This reduces the sorting operation complexity as the 

switched network serialises the data and forces an order on the data that is received.  Once the expected num-

ber of nodes have responded to the initialisation request, and with the MAC address list built, the manage-

ment node distributes the MAC address list to all connected FPGAs again using a broadcast packet.  As de-

tailed previously, the receiving nodes decode this packet and generate the network address to node identity 

translation that is needed to provide an abstract message passing node identity as part of the HDL MP API. 

4.5 Matrix Multiplication Architecture 

Parallel matrix multiplication is being used to test the functionality of the HDL MP API in performing re-

mote register transfers between distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  Design details that can 

be used to perform this have been presented in Section 3.5.1.  The implementation of the microarchitecture is 

detailed here.  FPGA matrix multiplication is concerned with taking the parallel matrix multiplication algo-

rithms and applying it to individual and multiple FPGAs.  To perform this efficiently, FPGA matrix multipli-

cation uses multiple processing elements that are interconnected to perform the computations.  A practical 

configuration for this is to interconnect each processing element as a single linear array [Kumar '91, Zhuo 

'04], where it is possible to add or remove processing elements with minimal design reworking. 

The basic element for FPGA linear array matrix multiplication is the processing element.  The proc-

essing element performs the multiplications and additions, while also providing temporary memory storage 

for both computation and result data.  A processing element consists of the following basic logic units, the 

multiplier, the adder, storage, and the necessary control logic to operate these units correctly.  The processing 

element also requires interface signalling that will allow it to operate as part of the linear array.  The neces-

sary interface signalling must cater for and allow additional units to be added or removed with ease.  Fused 

multiply-accumulate floating point units have been shown to reduce the FPGA logic footprint [Dou '05].  

Fused multiply-accumulate units can also reduce the computation latency as there is no need to perform nor-

malisation on the floating point number between the multiplier and the adder.  Furthermore, floating point 

data processing of the addition number can start before the multiplication is completed. This reduces the 

overall computational latency while also improving the computation times. 

4.5.1 Linear Array Matrix Multiplication Architecture 

Linear array matrix multiplication, based on that presented in [Zhuo '04], has been implemented to perform  a 

system verification when a distributed hardware application is run across the FPGA cluster using the HDL 

MP API to support remote register transfer operations.  The implemented linear array is parameterised both 

at synthesis time, controlling the number of processing elements in the linear array, and during computations.  
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The A and B matrix storage sizes are controlled by run time parameters, uploaded by the management node 

during computation initialisation.  Controlling the number of linear array units with synthesis constraints aids 

verification simulation tests by allowing the easy targeting of smaller linear array sizes.   

Processing Element 

The processing element logic has been implemented as shown in Figure 51.  All storage units in a single lin-

ear array use Block RAM structures.  B matrix data is prefetched when possible, improving the computation 
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Figure 51: Base Processing Element Structure 
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efficiency of the linear array.  The B matrix Block RAM is partitioned into two segments, each to a maxi-

mum size of 256 floating point numbers.  The partitioning, in connection with the dual port Block RAM, al-

lows one port to be used for the present computations while the other port is used to store the next iteration’s 

prefetched data.  The algorithm that is used for the linear array reuses the B matrix data as efficiently as pos-

sible while A matrix data is used only once and re-read from memory if required.  To efficiently reuse the B 

matrix data the Block RAM address structure is directly accessed while the single use of the A matrix data 

allows for the use of a FIFO as an efficient data storage structure.  Processing element control logic ensures 

correct operation of the necessary address pointers and FIFO control signals. 

Computations are performed when appropriate data is present in both the A FIFO and the B memory 

structures.  The computations occur concurrently to the continued loading of additional A matrix data.  B 

matrix pre-fetching is performed once all necessary A matrix data has been read in and stored in the FIFO.  

The computation performance improvement that is possible depends on the amount of B matrix pre-fetching 

overlap that can be performed during the present iteration’s computations.  Ideally, all data for the next itera-

tion of the B matrix should be stored for the most efficient computation operations.  All A matrix data is read 

in before B matrix data pre-fetching is performed to ensure overall operations behave as required throughout 

the computational phase.  For the linear array that is implemented, the compute units read in data every clock 

cycle while main memory reading latency can be up to 50 clock cycles.   

The compute units of the processing element are single precision floating point Xilinx Coregen 

[Xilinx '09b] multiply and addition units .  The multiplication unit has a depth of 5 and the addition unit has a 

depth of 6.  The multiplier and adder are directly connected with each other forming a single multiply-

accumulate unit with three inputs, multiplicands A, B and accumulated C matrix value.  For efficiency, the C 

matrix data is only read in when it is needed by the adder.  This removes temporary pipeline storage that 

would be needed if the adder data were read in concurrently with the A and B data.  This also uses the C ma-

trix storage elements efficiently.  To allow for the efficient use of the C matrix storage, both ports of the 

Block RAM are again used, with new result data written into one port, and the necessary accumulated data 

read from the other.  The horizontal data decomposition allows a processing element to perform all computa-

tions on a row, column of the respective matrices without requiring the temporary unloading and reloading of 

the C matrix data with main memory.  Operating in this manner reduces the main memory bandwidth that is 

needed per processing element. 

Linear Array Architecture 

Each processing element contains interface logic which allows for the interfacing of multiple processing ele-

ments to create the computation linear array.  Data buffering is used by each processing element in the linear 

array to ensure a higher application timing closure is achieved.  Data buffering increases the latency for data 

movement through the linear array however, a higher timing closure allows for more data computations 

across the entire linear array.  The presently active processing element signals subsequent processing ele-

ments once it has performed all necessary data loading.  Control of how much data is processed by each unit 

is controlled by the parameters that are uploaded as part of the overall linear array system operations.  An 
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overview of the linear array configuration is shown in Figure 52.  Data is shifted in from the first processing 

element to the last element with each successive unit enabled once the preceding unit has received all its data.  

The first processing element is that unit which connects to the system memory, here external memory, 

through the HDL MP API.  

Computation results are shifted back through the linear array such that the result data in the first 

processing element is written into memory first.  Unlike the reading in of the data, the result writeback in-

volves all units concurrently shifting data from the last element to the first element and finally out to the cor-

rect memory location where it is to be stored.  The fact that all units shift result data concurrently, requires 

the use of both ports of the temporary storage Block RAMs to efficiently move data through the linear array.  

This configuration removes the ability to perform concurrent computations and data result writeback.  This 

deficiency can be removed if the temporary storage is split into two equal sized memory units, one used dur-

ing the result writeback while the secondary unit stores new computation data.  For correct operation of this 

though, less temporary result storage will be available, reducing the amount of computations that can be per-

formed by a given processing element.  The impact of using a single storage unit versus two storage units 

could be investigated further but for the purpose of system verification, the use of a single storage element for 

the result matrix is acceptable. 

Further to the individual control units present in each processing element, a linear array control unit 

is present which maintains state across the linear array and ensures the correct operations are performed.  

Development of the control logic does not assume any particular number of processing elements will be pre-

sent in the linear array.  Necessary synthesis parameters are used in connection with the uploaded computa-

tion parameters to ensure correct operation across the linear array.  The control logic is responsible for cor-

rectly signalling the interface ports of the first linear array element and controls the matrix data address 

pointers to ensure the correct computations are performed on the correct data.  The algorithm for the control 

unit is presented in Table 5, Section 3.5.1.  Limited storage is available across the linear array, so to ensure 

large matrix sizes can be computed on a single node, a further control unit is present which updates and gen-

erates the appropriate base address pointers for each iteration across the linear array.  This control unit per-

forms the appropriate linear array data decomposition that is used for the computations.  The communication 

data decomposition is based on horizontal data decomposition while, to remove the data dependencies of the 

floating point units, vertical data decomposition is used across the linear array.  To ensure correct operation 

of this data decomposition the outermost control unit decomposes the memory system into appropriate seg-

ments which the linear array then performs computations on. 
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4.6 Memory System Interface Development  

The implementation requirements call for large external memory which can store application data and is ac-

cessible to both the application through the HDL MP API and the network for message passing communica-

tion operations.  From the algorithms that have been investigated, access to large external memory is a typi-

cal requirement of EP computations.  Interface operations allowing for correct access to external DDR  Syn-

chronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) have been implemented, which meet the require-

ments of supporting remote register transfer between any attached memories.  Testing and experiments of the 

external memory have only been performed on the hardware architecture as sharing access between the net-

work, application and memory in the FPGA processor architecture was not feasible because of the need for 

the processor to copy data between memory and the network.  The interfacing of external memory with the 

network logic has been identified as of interest to a number of research projects including TMD-MPI 

[Fuentes '06] and ACC projects [Underwood '01c]. 

The memory interface development of the HDL MP API is the result of a number of different opera-

tional architectures which proved useful and operated correctly but were unable to provide system flexibility.  

The final solution implements abstract interface signals that are independent of the physical system memory, 

with any application microarchitecture buffering performed by the application microarchitecture implementa-

tion.  Details on the interface development are presented in this section, with each successive interface devel-

opment updating the operations of previous versions.  The operational requirements of the interface were 

tested by the parallel matrix multiplication application and a random number generator application. 
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Figure 52: Linear Array Configuration 
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A number of solutions for memory interface development have been explored from a single applica-

tion interface for all memory accesses to multiple parallel accesses through the provision of dedicated appli-

cation memory interface blocks.  The single application interface is used as the preferred interface since op-

erational difficulties with the other implementations made these interfaces impractical.  The operational re-

quirements of the single memory interface were developed from refinements of each successive implementa-

tion approach that was explored, with the progression shown in Figure 53.  The various memory interface 

developments are connected with the development boards that are used by the project, with the memory in-

terface developed primarily for correct operation with the single channel DDR  SDRAM DIMM of the XUP-

V2P [Xilinx '05] FPGA development board. 

DDR SDRAM memory requires specific functionality to operate correctly with operations provided 

by a dedicated DDR memory controller.  Two controllers have been used in this work, the OpenCores DDR 

memory controller [Winkler '09] and the Gaisler AMBA DDR Controller [Gaisler '07a].  The OpenCores 

controller required the implementation of SoC bus interface logic for correct operation, while the Gaisler 

controller uses the AMBA Bus.  DDR memory clock restrictions require the use of a dedicated clock for the 

memory path while the application space may use a different user clock.  For the OpenCores controller, the 

cross clock domain operations had to be implemented while the AMBA controller performs all cross clock 

domain operations internally, with the AMBA bus interface operating off the user clock.  The application 

interface development was based on using the OpenCores controller while either controller can be used in the 

final configuration. 
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Figure 53: Memory Interface Developmental Configurations showing the interface refinements that 

have been performed to arrive at the final configuration. 

4.6.1 FIFO Interface development 

The use of FIFO buffers to exchange data between devices influenced the first development iteration.  To use 

this configuration the application instantiated the FIFO logic, with the application interfacing to Wishbone 
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signals on one side and DDR memory signals on the other which connected to on-FPGA routing logic before 

interfacing with external memory.  The routing logic development allowed multiple such units connect to a 

single memory and ensured they shared memory access correctly.  The FIFO within the application space 

allowed for temporary storage as it was implemented to perform one complete access of external memory i.e. 

one access could result in a single transfer up to a burst length of 8 which with a 32-bit data path results in a 

transfer of 256-bits on a single access.  Testing on the use of the FIFO showed that it operated correctly in 

relation to accessing memory.  However, the limited application interface operations meant an application 

was unable to arbitrarily access memory stored in the FIFO.  This limited the usability of the FIFO buffer and 

lead to a new iteration on this interface, a Heap/FIFO configuration. 

4.6.2 Heap/FIFO Interface Development 

A heap/FIFO architecture was developed as a refinement of the FIFO only memory interface logic.  The 

heap/FIFO structure overcomes the limitation of arbitrary buffer address access, by allowing the application 

control the order of data access, unlike the FIFO only approach which can only process data in a linear order.  

The FIFO interface to memory was maintained as external memory accesses occur sequentially.  Using the 

heap/FIFO architecture and classical matrix multiplication, application testing was performed.  Testing of the 

heap/FIFO architecture under application requirements revealed a number of deficiencies for using multiple 

heap/FIFO interfaces.  These deficiencies included coherency between multiple buffers, network communica-

tion access to the buffers and synthesis routing difficulties caused by the DDR routing logic. 

Coherency between buffers requires the application programmer to know what data is in which 

buffer at all times in the computations.  The development of the routing logic between the buffers and mem-

ory did not support any coherency protocols as these are beyond the scope of the research and other deficien-

cies of the instantiated buffer configuration meant no further developments were undertaken to address or 

resolve the coherency concern.  As well as the coherency concern, the size of the interface buffer meant it 

could not hold a complete network packet.  This would result in packet data being split across both external 

memory and application buffers.  For a correct communication to occur, the network controller would need to 

perform a DMA scatter/gather to merge all the data together correctly, or force the application microarchitec-

ture to create all register transfers in application specific buffers.  Again, this was viewed to be beyond the 

scope of the research question and was not undertaken.  As the scale of the work involved in correctly con-

figuring access for multiple interfaced buffers was becoming very complex with no discernable advantage for 

supporting remote register transfer from either the programmer’s or system operation’s perspective, the use 

of instantiated buffers was stopped.  Knowledge from these two architectures was brought into the next de-

velopment iteration which implemented a single memory interface which could be accessed by both the net-

work and the application while providing coherency of access for both. 
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4.6.3 Coherent Interface Development   

Flaws in the initial memory interface approach resulted in a rethink of the physical layout and access pattern 

for both the application and the network.  Previous approaches looked to provide explicit memory interface 

buffers as part of the application space with the programmer performing explicit buffer operations to ensure 

correct memory coherency was maintained.  From application experiments, the explicit memory operations 

added to the complexity of implementing the hardware application microarchitectures on each compute unit.  

These operations were further compounded by the remote register transfer access operations which may or 

may not require the application buffers be flushed to ensure correct data is exchanged between nodes. 

To support external memory, a new approach was taken which sees a single memory interface con-

troller implemented which, through the use of cache protocols, performs the translation between the on-

FPGA Wishbone Bus and DDR memory interface signals [Hennessy '03].  Cache protocols ensure efficient 

translation between the external memory and the internal bus structures while providing a coherent buffer 

which can be shared between the network and the memory interface of the HDL MP API.  To operate cor-

rectly, the HDL MP API memory interface implementation takes its signals and converts them combinatori-

ally into the Wishbone bus signals used for on-FPGA operations.  Two implementation approaches for the 

memory interface controller have been tested.  The first looks at a high performance interface, based on clock 

speed and memory burst operations, while the second is based on the AMBA DDR controller and the neces-

sary interface logic to make the memory interface coherent for both network and application accesses.  Op-

erational ideas between the controllers are similar in that they are based on using cache principles for manag-

ing and buffering data between the on-FPGA interconnect and the external DDR memory. 

High Performance Interface 

The high performance memory interface controller looks to operate at 133 MHz with a burst length of 8.  A 

single access results in a transfer of 512-bits from a 64-bit DDR DIMM module.  Development and imple-

mentation of the high performance controller is based on reducing the cost of a memory access while provid-

ing the Wishbone Bus protocol interface.  Using the OpenCores DDR memory controller, a cache based 

Wishbone Bus slave interface was implemented which allows the controller function correctly as part of the 

SoC.  The interface logic implementation allows for the user clock domain of the Wishbone interface and a 

memory clock domain, running at 133 MHz.  All operations for cross clock domain logic are performed 

within the controller, while as with the network FIFO buffers, dual port Block RAMs provide the datapath 

cross clock domain operations.  To ensure enough data can be concurrently accessed for a single memory 

access, 4 Block RAMs have been connected in parallel giving a memory datapath of 128-bits, while a 32-bit 

datapath is used for the Wishbone Bus.  For the high performance controller, the Block RAM approach gives 

128 unique cache buffer lines.  All control and cache operations transit between the clock domains using 

standard cross clock domain operations.  The memory interface controller operates a cache writeback policy 

when an address miss occurs.  This policy requires a write followed by a read once an address miss is identi-

fied.  Address misses are generated based on comparisons with stored address tags and address line informa-
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tion.  This data is stored in the Wishbone clock domain to make comparison operations easier.  Once a miss 

has been identified – compulsory, conflict or capacity – the writeback operations are performed. 

Simulations showed the developed controller to function correctly.  However, cross clock domain 

issues and clock selection operations that are performed by the high performance interface did not function 

properly when running on the hardware.  Different approaches to resolve these issues were taken, including 

mapping the controller operations to a set area of the FPGA and locking the different clock buffers to specific 

locations on the FPGA.  As the operations of this controller were unstable, it could not be used reliably.  

However, application computation simulations showed that this approach met the requirements to interface 

both the network and the application with the memory units for correct operation. 

AMBA Standard Interface 

Synthesis and timing issues with the high performance interface necessitated the use of a more stable and 

operational controller.  The Gaisler AMBA DDR memory controller [Gaisler '07a], operating at 100 MHz 

with a burst length 4, is used to provide stable access to external memory.  Translation logic is required be-

tween the AMBA Bus and the Wishbone Bus with the cache buffer approach used to perform this.  The cache 

buffer used with the AMBA architecture is a 2-way set associative cache, with a Least Recently Used (LRU) 

policy deciding which data to flush when a miss occurs.  A dual port Block RAM is used per set associativ-

ity.  The internal operations of the AMBA controller perform all cross clock domain operations by using two 

FIFOs, each consisting of 4 dual port Block RAMs.   

Coherent Interface Refinements 

Testing of the operations of the AMBA memory interface controller, and by extension the high performance 

controller, showed a lower than expected performance.  To address the performance concern, two refine-

ments to the operations of the controller were undertaken.  The first of these involves tagging data within the 

cache based on whether the memory data will be modified and the second is based on using memory aligned 

burst operations for data movement across the Wishbone Bus structures. 

Data tagging is used to mark data that is modified against data that is not.  If a cache line miss oc-

curs but the data in that line is the same as in external memory, there is no requirement to flush the data back 

as it is not any different.  This arises if data is only read and used in computations, but is not updated with a 

new result e.g. network transmit data, matrix A or B in matrix multiplication.  Rather, the new data that is 

requested can be read in immediately.  This reduces the cache access overheads that are performed on an 

address miss.  Testing of data tagging revealed a corner case when only part of the data in a given cache line 

was modified.  When this happens, the entire line is tagged as modified and on a miss the entire line flushed 

back even though only part of the data has been modified.  The entire line is flushed back to reduce the im-

plementation complexity of selecting which data to writeback and which data not to writeback. 
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Burst operations provide the most efficient use of the on-FPGA SoC, with the Gaisler memory con-

troller supporting burst operations natively.  All Wishbone Bus interconnect structures have been updated to 

provide burst operations, with the memory aligned network accesses ensuring an efficient use of the inter-

connect for both the application and the network.  The use of memory aligned accesses improves the per-

formance of the SoC as no one unit is able to monopolise the interconnect.  The LRU policy of the cache 

interface operates better when the access pattern matches the expected cache line size.  If a single access 

were to operate across two cache lines, this would double up all cache operations while possibly flushing data 

that the application may be about to access.   The network enforces memory aligned access through the DMA 

operations that are performed.  The HDL MP API memory interface signals are translated into appropriate 

memory aligned Wishbone signals to ensure correct memory access while the use of the translation opera-

tions enforces the memory interface abstraction of the HDL MP API. 

4.6.4 Memory System Interface Signals 

Request: Active high signal from the application requesting access to the interface.  The assertion of this 

signal starts the appropriate on-FPGA memory interface operations.  

Busy: Active high signal driven by the application to tell the underlying logic to halt operations as the inter-

face is not able to either processor or drive the data onto the interface as fast as it is being accessed.  This is 

used by the application to throttle memory access operations.  

Data_tag: Tag signal to control how data is to be marked by the memory interface.  If data_tag is active 

high, this means that data can be overwritten, without needing to perform the traditional write back operation. 

Data_delay:  Block RAM read access delays result in a one cycle access latency.  This signal allows the ap-

plication to control the amount of latency that should be applied to the data that is being accessed by the HDL 

MP API through the memory interface ports, described below.  This is a 4-bit wide signal, allowing for pa-

ramaterisable access patterns where devices with different latencies can be easily supported.  Presently im-

plemented to support Block RAM one cycle delays but tests show it will support variable delay times  

Size: The size of the data to be transferred in this memory access.  This signal is read as active concurrently 

to the request signal.  It is the responsibility of the interface logic to decode and perform the requested 

amount of data transfers.  This is a 32-bit signal, allowing for arbitrary size transaction requests  

Burst:  Controls the use of the burst functionality of the interconnect units.  This is present to operate the 

AMBA bus and is not used as part of the implemented system presently.  As part of the implemented system, 

arbitrary burst lengths are assumed and used at all times. 

Read_write: Read/write qualifier that controls the access operation that is being performed.  This signal is 

read concurrently to the request operation with write operations performed if this signal is active.  

Complete: This signal is a pulsed active high signal to inform the application that the requested amount of 

data has been transferred and is complete. 
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Source: The local address in the application space where the data is to be accessed.  The use of the source 

interface is necessary when the application interfaces Block RAM to the system memory interface.  The 

source field is latched by the HDL MP API interface logic and starts driving the expected address lines as 

soon as data transfers commence.  This is a 32-bit signal allowing for an arbitrary addressing policy. 

Destination: The node local address where the data is to be transferred.  This is latched concurrently to the 

request qualifier and is used by the HDL MP API control hardware to access the appropriate device on the 

system interconnect.  Both the source and destination addresses are updated by the HDL MP API control 

hardware as data transfers are processed. 

Mem_op: This signal is connected to the physical units within the application that contain the data, either 

Block RAMs or register structures.  The HDL MP API control hardware drives this signal autonomously 

based on the operation request that is being performed. 

Mem_data_i: The data that is being accessed by the HDL MP API interface.  This signal is used by the un-

derlying control logic to pull application specific data values – Block RAM, registers – into system memory.  

This is a 32-bit data interface. 

Mem_data_o: The data that is being accessed by the HDL MP API interface.  This signal is used by the un-

derlying control logic to push data from system memory into application specific memory – Block RAM, 

registers.  This is a 32-bit data interface. 

Mem_addr: This is the address where data is being accessed.  This signal is based on the source address that 

is supplied at the interface logic.  This address can be an arbitrary size up to a maximum of 32-bits.  

Mem_enable: Data qualifier tells an application when data is active and can be stored. 

Table 8: HDL MP API Memory interface signals 

4.6.5 Memory System Interface Bandwidth Experiment 

Memory interface testing has been performed to measure the memory bandwidth and to demonstrate correct 

functionality.  Two tests have been performed using the AMBA standard interface.  The first measures the 

performance of an AMBA enabled application which is able to read and write the interface directly, without 

using the cache structures, and measures the overall efficiency of the controller.  The second test measures 

the application memory bandwidth when the interface cache structures are used.  For both experiments, sys-

tem memory is 512MB operating at 100MHz.   To test performance, a random number generator application 

is used.  The application linearly writes a random number to each memory address, followed by linearly read-

ing back the data and checking that the value read back is the expected value for that address.  Timers on the 

FPGA are used to record the elapsed clock cycle count for the writing, the reading and the overall experiment 

run time.  The results of the native interface experiment are presented in Table 9. 

The HDL MP API memory bandwidth has been measured using the same application, modified to 

use the memory interface of the HDL MP API, with experiment results illustrated in Figure 54.  In this 
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configuration, the 2-way cache is present between the application and external memory, allowing three dif-

ferent tests based on using the tag interface bit.   

Test 1: Using tagged data with all data deemed corruptible removing the flush back operation. 

Test 2: Using non-tagged data with the complete cache writeback operation performed on a cache line miss. 

Test 3: Coherent Operations where only modified data is written back to memory on a cache line miss. 

The HDL MP API memory bandwidth test uses the same access pattern as with the native AMBA 

interface test, allowing for a direct comparison of the performance when the cache buffer is present and when 

it is not.  The HDL MP API test does not highlight any advantages the cache storage structure presents as the 

access pattern ensures each new cache line access results in a cache miss.  As part of the tests, the cache 

buffer implementation allows for control of the number of cache lines that are used, permitting measurements 

based on the number of cache lines.  Typical operations see the cache configured with 64 cache lines, each 

storing 32 bytes.  This number of cache lines can be modified depending on the access patterns that are ex-

pected however, for system implementation, 64 cache lines should be used for performance and stability. 

 Operation Bandwidth (MBps) Efficiency  

 Write 198.719 12.42%  

 Read 176.184 11.01%  

 Combined 186.775 11.67%  

Table 9: AMBA DDR Memory Bandwidth showing the maximum 

bandwidths that the controller is able to achieve for reading and 

writing.  The combined bandwidth figure represents the average 

bandwidth efficiency. 
 

The tagged data configuration provides the highest bandwidth but in this configuration all data is 

corrupted, regardless of application requirements.  The results of this configuration show the direct overheads 

the buffer adds to the movement of data between external memory and the application.  Memory access per-

formance has been reduced to approximately 6% efficiency, representing a 50% drop in performance.  This is 

to be expected as data is copied twice, firstly to the AMBA FIFO and then to the cache buffer.  The coherent 

interface represents the best configuration in terms of both performance and stability and is the configuration 

used for accessing external memory.  As mentioned, the performance figures shown in Figure 54 are for lin-

ear accesses and do not measure completely random access nor do they show advantages if the access pattern 

repeatedly accesses the same cache lines.  The memory bandwidth figures show that enough bandwidth is 

available to support accesses from an application and the 10/100 Mb network system concurrently.  How-

ever, there is not enough bandwidth to support the Gigabit interface, which requires a memory bandwidth of 

at least 125 MBps for unidirectional communications.  Investigations show that operating using the high per-

formance configuration and a native Wishbone implementation should be able to provide the necessary 

bandwidth to support bidirectional Gigabit operations, once the cache functionality is dropped. 
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Figure 54: Measured Memory Bandwidth for the different test configurations.  For all tests, the 

single cache line configuration provides the best bandwidth performance.   
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Chapter 5  

Evaluation  

The two experimental architectures, which have been implemented to measure the feasibility of message 

passing and switched Ethernet in supporting remote register transfer operations of a distributed hardware 

application microarchitecture, have been evaluated through the use of a number of different experiments.  A 

wide range of experiments have been performed, with the details on what is being measured presented in 

Section 3.5.  The results of these experiments are presented in this chapter with the results and consequences 

from the experiments discussed.  As part of the results, the resource usage of each approach can be compared 

to say if the one approach is more feasible than the other in terms of the implementation requirements.  The 

resource usage statistics are those reported by the Xilinx development tools and have been taken from a com-

bination of synthesis and place-and-route reports.  For the experiments two different FPGA development 

boards have been used.  The XUP-V2P [Xilinx '05] development board provides the results for the 100 Mb 

Ethernet experiments and consists of a Virtex2Pro30, speed grade -7 and 512 MB 100 MHz DDR RAM.  

Xilinx ML402 [Xilinx '06a] development boards were used for the 1000 Mb Ethernet experiments and these 

consist of a Virtex4 SX35, speed grade -10.   

Different Ethernet switches have been used as part of the experiments to measure the feasibility and 

scalability of different approaches to supporting the interconnect between the distributed hardware applica-

tion microarchitectures.  The different switches have been obtained as part of preliminary operational testing 

and were used to diagnose a range of different problems that arose as part of the implementation.  As these 

switches were available, they have been used as part of the experiments to show performance differences that 

can arise depending on the switch that is used while some generalisations on the results are drawn on the ex-

pected performance for different switch styles.  The two main switch styles are managed and unmanaged and 

the generalisations will be applied to them as such.  The use of different switches demonstrates the operation 

of the Ethernet MACs, both the original and the updated architecture, are able to operate in a standards com-

pliant Ethernet network.  The use of different switches forms part of the stress test in so far as the Ethernet 

controller operations scale to various switches.  The following switches have been used for the experiments: 

Cisco Catalyst 3548XL: This is a managed store-and-forward switch which would be representative of a 

high end 10/100 Mb Ethernet switch. 
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Netgear FS108: This is an unmanaged store-and-forward switch, representative of a low end 10/100 Mb 

Ethernet switch. 

Netgear FS508: This is an unmanaged cut-through switch which would be representative of a mid range 

10/100 Mb Ethernet switch.  Under heavy load conditions, this switch reverts to store-and-forward op-

erations. 

Netgear GS608: This is an unmanaged store-and-forward switch which is used to provide the 1000 Mb 

Ethernet interconnect.  It would be representative of a low end switch. 

As part of the operations of each experiment and to demonstrate the fork-join approach to applica-

tion parallelism, the management node is used to load experiment parameters so that the same hardware ap-

plication microarchitecture can be used across a range of values from the number of connected compute units 

to the size of data to be used for a remote register transfer.  The uploading of experiment parameter data to 

the compute units, coupled with an hardware application microarchitecture reset allowed a degree of automa-

tion in the experiments.  This allowed for the use of different experiment parameter sizes easily and also 

made performing the experiments more straight forward as they could be started without requiring constant 

vigilance to ensure they operated correctly.  Through the use of the initialisation routine, discussed in Sec-

tions 4.2.1 and 4.3.2, issues with an FPGA node could be easily overcome by using a different FPGA without 

requiring a re-synthesis and build of the hardware for the different FPGAs.  This ability aided in running the 

diverse experiments as not all nodes functioned correctly for a given hardware bit stream.  The cause of this 

was not discovered as the same hardware bit stream would work faultlessly on one set of experiment nodes 

and not on others. 

5.1 Stress Test Experiments 

The stress test experiments look at how the core components used by the hardware application microarchitec-

ture to perform remote register transfer operations behave.  These experiments are concerned that the these 

components will support the exchange of data between the various distributed hardware application microar-

chitectures.  As part of these experiments, the functionality of the switched Ethernet and the message passing 

operations are shown to support data exchange operations.  These aspects are tested to show that they are 

able to support the exchange of data between interconnected FPGAs while also providing details on how 

stably they operate.     

5.1.1 Interconnect Stability 

Interconnect stability is concerned with measuring how each network switch operates under load.  Normal 

operations of the FPGA cluster will see random message sizes used for remote register transfer operations.  

The majority of packets on the network will be either maximum or minimum sized packets, as Ethernet dis-

plays bimodal data distribution [Shoch '80].  Additional sizes outside the maximum and minimum are tested 

to ensure the controller operates correctly across a range of data sizes.  The continuous operation and genera-
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tion of network packets also places a high degree of stress on the MAC which these experiments look to capi-

talise on to ensure correct operations.  This benefits both the dedicated hardware microarchitecture and the 

software FPGA processor architectures as the same controller is used by both. 

Test Configuration 

A two node test configuration is used, with one application microarchitecture acting as a packet producer and 

a second acting as a packet consumer.  For the experiments, the dedicated hardware architecture is employed 

as it is able to produce and insert network packets into the interconnect at a higher rate than the FPGA proc-

essor architecture.  The ability to generate packets at a higher rate aids testing the switches under heavier than 

expected loads.  Different packet sizes are used, with the size of the remote register transfers controlled by 

the parameters that are uploaded to the packet producing microarchitecture.  This experiment is measuring 

the performance of the network under a constant packet stream and to best achieve this, no communication 

protocols are employed, rather ready mode register transfers are used.  This aids interconnect stress testing 

without causing unexpected or unforeseen consequences for the test.  As part of the experiment configura-

tion, minor changes were required to the HDL MP API to allow for access to good and bad packet counters.  

These changes were not made permanent to the HDL MP API as an application does not require knowledge 

of how many error packets have been received.  Applications only require to know that the remote register 

transfer operation has completed correctly as per the message passing data exchange operations. 

Application counters on the FPGAs record relevant experiment information.  The producer node 

counts the number of packets that are generated while the consumer node counts the number of packets that it 

receives, with unique counters present for correct and error packets.  Dropped packets are measured as the 

difference between all received packets and the number sent.  The cause of dropped packets is not investi-

gated as part of the stability test, though congestion or packet errors within a switch will cause dropped pack-

ets.  A further counter is present which times the experiment, allowing for control of how long the experi-

ment runs.  Each FPGA runs at 100 MHz which was the target timing closure.  The resource usage overheads 

for the experiment are presented in Table 10.  Minor differences were present between the controller used for 

the original 100 Mb Ethernet stability testing and the updated 1000 Mb Ethernet controller.  Results show 

that as the controller has evolved, logic operations and resource usage have been improved. 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Hardware Base, 

Blocking, Virtex2Pro 
5,333 (39%) 4,234 (16%) 8,821 (32%) 17 (13%) 81.250 

Hardware Base, 

Blocking, Virtex4 
4,666 (30%) 4,526 (14%) 7,442 (24%) 12 (6%) 129.263 

Table 10: Stability Experiment Resource Utilisation 
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Experiment Outcome and Results 

The measured performance for different packet sizes are presented in Table 11, Table 12, Table 13 and Table 

14.  The results have been graphed to show how they compare against each other in Figure 55, though not all 

results are graphed to ensure legibility.  Two performance metrics can be applied to the experiment data set, 

the stability of the interconnect and the throughput rate of the interconnect.  The Cisco switch offers the best 

stability as it does not drop any packets.  The dropped packet for the 240 minute, 1495 byte, GS608 experi-

ment can be caused to the asynchronous timers of the producer and consumer where the consumer stops re-

ceiving packets even though a valid one is still present.  The highest throughput, when comparing 10/100 Mb 

Ethernet switches, is seen on the Netgear FS108 but this is at the cost of a drop rate of 0.00021%.  The Net-

gear FS508 performance lies between the FS108 and Cisco switches though as is show in later experiments, 

Section 5.2, its overall communications performance is better than either the Cisco or Netgear FS108 

switches. For the Gigabit Ethernet environment, the Netgear GS608 was used and its performance presented 

in Table 14.  The Netgear GS608 offers a throughput rate of 1000 Mbps which is an order of magnitude more 

efficient than the 10/100 Mb experiments.  As it is an order of magnitude more efficient than the other 

switches, its throughput performance is the highest in raw figures however, its performance against available 

bandwidth is not as efficient as on the 10/100 Mb switches.  Further details on the performance of all inter-

connects is covered in Section 5.2 where the performance of the hardware and software configurations are 

presented and compared. 
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The results for the 10/100 Mb experiments are presented in raw format across Table 11, Table 12 

and Table 13.  The 1000 Mb experiment results are shown in Table 14.  The stability experiment show that 

the MAC can: 

• Communicate a large number of data packets while at the same time highlight flaws and issues of 

the switches that are being used. 

• Through the use of the HDL MP API communications can be directed and controlled while the 

hardware application microarchitectures can perform application specific operations, here operate 

the timers and counters as required. 

• The communication structures can handle and generate all packet information for remote register 

transfer operations across commodity Ethernet switches. 

While performing the longer experiments – 60 minutes, 240 minutes – hub style behaviour was seen 

across the switches.  This behaviour manifested itself by all port Light Emitting Diode (LED) flashing.  A 

steady packet drop rate is observed for the Netgear FS108, Table 12 and Figure 55.  The Netgear FS508 per-

formance models that of the FS108 when dropped packets are reported, however dropped packets do not al-

ways occur. 

 

Packet Data 

Size(Bytes) 

Test Time  

(min approx) 

Sent Packet 

Count 
Received Packet Count 

   
Received 

Correct 

Received 

Error 

Dropped 

Count 

64 10 65,205,097 65,205,097 0 0 

 60 417,298,142 417,298,142 0 0 

 240 1,669,206,479 1,669,206,479 0 0 

400 10 15,200,326 15,200,326 0 0 

 60 97,280,170 97,280,170 0 0 

 240 389,120,273 389,120,273 0 0 

800 10 7,921,992 7,921,992 0 0 

 60 50,699,736 50,699,736 0 0 

 240 202,799,350 202,799,350 0 0 

1200 10 5,331,569 5,331,569 0 0 

 60 34,121,370 34,121,370 0 0 

 240 136,485,498 136,485,498 0 0 

1495 10 4,357,046 4,357,046 0 0 

 60 27,884,538 27,884,538 0 0 

 240 111,538,166 111,538,166 0 0 

Table 11: Stability Test Results, Cisco Catalyst 3548 XL 
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Packet Data 

Size  (Bytes) 

Test Time  

(min. approx) 

Sent Packet 

Count 
Received Packet Count 

   
Received 

Correct 

Received 

Error 

Dropped 

Count 

64 10 65,194,557 65,194,421 0 136 

 60 417,237,330 417,236,448 0 882 

 240 1,668,964,819 1,668,961,359 0 3460 

400 10 15,200,500 15,200,468 0 32 

 60 97,281,283 97,281,077 0 206 

 240 389,125,166 389,124,375 0 791 

800 10 7,922,059 7,922,042 0 17 

 60 50,700,141 50,700,034 0 107 

 240 202,800,762 202,800,331 0 431 

1200 10 5,331,621 5,331,610 0 11 

 60 34,121,697 34,121,625 0 72 

 240 136,486,773 136,486,485 0 288 

1495 10 4,357,075 4,357,066 0 9 

 60 27,884,727 27,884,668 0 59 

 240 111,538,895 111,538,658 0 237 

Table 12: Stability Test Results, Netgear FS108 

 

Packet Data 

Size (Bytes) 

Test Time  

(min. approx) 

Sent Packet 

Count 
Received Packet Count 

   
Received 

Correct 

Received 

Error 

Dropped 

Count 

64 10 65,204,368 65,204,368 0 0 

 60 417,301,098 417,301,098 0 0 

 240 1,669,027,557 1,669,024,071 0 3486 

400 10 15,200,324 15,200,324 0 0 

 60 97,280,100 97,280,100 0 0 

 240 389,120,319 389,120,319 0 0 

800 10 7,921,993 7,921,993 0 0 

 60 50,699,825 50,699,825 0 0 

 240 202,800,897 202,800,475 0 422 

1200 10 5,331,573 5,331,573 0 0 

 60 34,121,671 34,121,598 0 73 

 240 136,485,538 136,485,538 0 0 

1495 10 4,357,047 4,357,047 0 0 

 60 27,884,728 27,884,669 0 59 

 240 111,538,170 111,538,170 0 0 

Table 13: Stability Test Results, Netgear FS508 
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Packet Data 

Size  (Bytes) 

Test Time  

(min. approx) 

Sent Packet 

Count 
Received Packet Count 

   
Received 

Correct 

Received 

Error 

Dropped 

Count 

64 10 312,100,619 312,100,619 0 0 

 60 1,997,404,283 1,997,404,283 0 0 

 240 7,989,617,132 7,989,617,132 0 0 

400 10 124,380,581 124,380,581 0 0 

 60 796,019,901 796,019,901 0 0 

 240 3,184,079,603 3,184,079,603 0 0 

800 10 73,218,220 73,218,220 0 0 

 60 468,587,297 468,587,297 0 0 

 240 1,874,349,185 1,874,349,185 0 0 

1200 10 51,502,968 51,502,968 0 0 

 60 329,612,443 329,612,443 0 0 

 240 1,318,449,768 1,318,449,768 0 0 

1495 10 42,472,310 42,472,310 0 0 

 60 271,817,384 271,817,384 0 0 

 240 1,087,269,535 1,087,269,534 0 1 

Table 14: Stability Test Results, Netgear GS608 
 

For these experiments, the FPGAs were plugged into the related switches in a random fashion.  This 

ensures that no preferential configuration was used to either increase or decrease the performance or stability.  

For the remaining experiments, to remove transient effects associated with switch ports, each experiment has 

been performed a number of different times using various ports on each switch. 

5.1.2 Message Passing Protocol 

The operations of the message passing protocol have been tested to show that it supports remote register 

transfer operations between distributed and distinct hardware application microarchitectures.  This requires 

the protocol to operate correctly regardless of the compute units that are exchanging data.  With this in mind, 

the message passing protocol has been tested for correct operations.  The experiment performed here tries to 

replicate a distributed application which is exchanging data concurrently between multiple distributed com-

pute units at random intervals.  The experiment aims to highlight strengths and weaknesses of the message 

passing protocol for performing remote register transfers.  This experiment has been performed on both the 

hardware microarchitecture and the software FPGA processor architectures. 
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Test Configuration 

To test the message passing protocol operations, multiple nodes are used.  The more nodes that can be used, 

the more robustly the protocol can be tested.  The experiment consists of multiple nodes, each configured to 

perform remote register transfer operations with another hardware application microarchitecture.  To ensure a 

better test of the protocol, the microarchitecture running on each compute unit is configured to perform ran-

domised communications between the different units.  A timer is used to perform the randomisation for start-

ing the remote register transfer operations between microarchitectures.  The randomised time between remote 

register transfer operations is based on the compute unit identity number and the unit that the exchange is 

occurring with.  The randomised timer is used to reflect a real system where the timing of a communication 

will not be at the same for all compute units. 

Remote register transfer order between the compute units is known in advance so the testing of the 

message passing communication ensures the system is able to handle packets which may not arrive when 

expected.  The order is known in advance as a correctly functioning message passing implementation must be 

used across the system, otherwise the communication between nodes would not function correctly.  This is-

sue is independent of the message passing and communication protocol operations that are performed on the 

network. 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The protocol experiment investigates the remote register transfer operations using the message passing proto-

col across a range of data sizes between different numbers of distributed hardware microarchitectures.  As the 

aim is to ensure the correct exchange of data, the performance metric of interest is that the remote register 

transfer operation has completed correctly between the microarchitectures.  To measure this, the node appli-

cation is required to inform the software head node that they have completed the exchange of the data across 

the cluster and the time it has taken to perform this.  The latter figure is a measure of how long it has taken 

however with the randomised time between communications, the value does not represent a performance 

measurement for the cluster. 

Different message exchange sizes are used to again better target real applications and how they will 

behave and operate on the cluster.  Correct operations of the message passing protocol were seen across the 

FPGA cluster in a three compute unit configuration.  Message passing protocol testing on larger numbers of 

nodes were not undertaken using this experiment configuration however, testing of the barrier and initialisa-

tion routines using higher node counts show the message passing protocol scales to higher numbers of nodes, 

Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 

5.1.3 Stress Testing Discussion 

The stress tests have looked at the two main aspects of the switched Ethernet implementation of the FPGA 
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cluster, the physical communication medium and the message passing protocols operations in supporting the 

exchange of data between distributed application logic.  Preliminary observations on the results show that for 

the physical interconnect, the following generalisations about the switches can be made.  From the results 

presented in one-way communication, the managed switch provides the best overall performance as it allows 

for the highest packet throughput across most experiment sizes while also providing the greatest stability in 

terms of no dropped packets.  This coupled with additional features of the managed switch which supported 

testing make it an ideal choice for the interconnect between FPGAs 

The message passing protocol experiments look at how the protocol operates between the distrib-

uted hardware application architectures, showing that the message passing protocol that has been designed 

and implemented is able to support the exchange of data between hardware application microarchitectures 

independently of the communication mechanism that is used – hardware or software, managed or unmanaged 

switches.  The results of the message passing protocol experiment give confidence that the use of a switched 

Ethernet interconnect is a viable platform for supporting application distribution across many interconnected 

FPGAs.  The stress tests have shown that the components are able to support the remote register transfer op-

erations of distributed hardware application microarchitectures through the use of the HDL MP API. 

5.2 Benchmark Experiments 

Benchmark experiments have been developed to look at the performance of the hardware and software ap-

proaches for performing a range of remote register transfer operations using the HDL MP API as the means 

to exchange data.  Unless otherwise discussed, the use of synchronous, flow controlled remote register trans-

fers can be assumed.  The performance metrics of interest are the time it takes to exchange data between 

compute units – Latency – and the efficiency of the exchange of data between compute units – Bandwidth.  

Two distinct bandwidth experiments have been performed, the first measuring direct Block RAM to Block 

RAM remote register transfers and the second measuring the maximum bandwidth that is achievable when 

more arbitrary data exchange sizes are requested.  As part of the second bandwidth experiment, enough 

memory is assumed to be available to measure the different remote register transfer sizes.  The bandwidth 

experiments are performed between two compute units.  

5.2.1 Latency 

Latency is the measure of the minimum time required to exchange a zero sized message between two com-

municating compute units.  Communication latency is measured using a standard ping-pong message ex-

change.  The ping-pong experiment measures the time taken to exchange a set amount of minimum sized 

packets between two connected compute units.  This test configuration measures both one-way and round-

trip latency times, with a one-way trip time half that of the round-trip time. 
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Test Configuration 

To measure the communication latency, two interconnected HDL MP API enabled hardware application mi-

croarchitectures, using the various validation switches presented previously, perform a minimum sized re-

mote register transfer.  To remove transient effects that the connection ports and internal switch topology can 

introduce, the experiments were run using different ports on each switch.  The average results of the given 

experiment across the different ports are presented in the associated graphs.   

The hardware application microarchitectures’ exchange zero sized messages.  Design considerations 

mean a minimum application requested size of 1 byte must be used.  However, this does not influence latency 

measurements as a minimum packet size of 64 bytes is required by Ethernet – 46 bytes data.  Hardware ap-

plication timers record the experiment elapsed clock cycle count.  The timers record the elapsed time from 

the first remote register transfer until the final transfer is complete.  Unidirectional communications are per-

formed between the hardware application microarchitectures meaning one node is sending the message data 

while the other node is receiving the message data.   When flow control is used, both nodes will be sending 

and receiving data as per the communication protocol.  Latency is the elapsed time for the individual ex-

change of data between the nodes.  The application counters record the round-trip elapsed time.   The latency 

time for one-way communication is half that of the round-trip time.  

Experiment parameters are uploaded to each hardware application microarchitecture before the ex-

periment is started.  Upon receiving the experiment parameters, the first remote register transfer operation 

commences while the experiment counters begin recording the elapsed experiment time.  Once the last re-

mote register transfer operation has completed, the counters are stopped.  As well as measuring the latency 

across the various experiment switches, investigations into point-to-point latency were also performed, 

through the use of a cross-over cable between the two compute units.  This configuration is only useful for 

reference as the implementation of the architectures uses switches to support scalability of the available com-

pute resources for different algorithms.  To ensure an accurate measure of network latency, each latency ex-

periment was performed a minimum of 1,000 times with most results reported having been run 10,000 times.  

No statistically significant difference was seen between either experiment size.  During experiment develop-

ment, the ability to enable and disable network communication flow control was also investigated.  Four 

separate ping-pong latency tests have been performed, as part of the latency experiment.  Test classification is  

based on the communication mode and flow control strategy. 

Test 1: Measures the minimum latency of the switches by looking at the time to exchange only raw data be-

tween the nodes.  For this test, no message passing or communication protocols are employed.  This test 

gives the lower bound on the communication overheads through the various switches. 

Test 2: Measures the latency of the communication protocol by looking at the cost added by the communica-

tion protocol acknowledgement operations.  Differences that are reported between test 1 and 2, show the 

additional processing that is needed for the communications protocol. 

Test 3: Measures the overhead that the message passing protocol adds.  The synchronise overheads are meas-

ured in this test.  This test highlights introduced switch overheads as the hand shake message passing op-

eration requires multiple switch passes. 
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Test 4: Measures the end to end time that can be expected at the HDL MP API interface for performing a 

remote register transfer operation.  This test uses both the message passing and communication protocols 

to look at the latency of the HDL MP API interface under normal loads. 

 Synchronisation Flow Control 

Test 1 � � 
Test 2 � � 
Test 3 � � 
Test 4 � � 

Table 15: Latency Experiment communication components 
 

As part of the latency experiment, the frequency of the dedicated hardware microarchitecture has 

been modified.  A target frequency of 100 MHz is used for all experiments but as part of the latency tests, the 

hardware was modified to use 75 MHz and 55 MHz.  This measures the cross-clock domain operations of the 

network controller while also measuring the HDL MP API functionality with different frequencies.  This 

latter aspect is useful, as it shows that a distributed hardware application microarchitecture does not have to 

function at 100 MHz.  The slower clock frequency applications have only been measured for the 10/100 Mb 

Ethernet switched network to show that the core application frequency can be controlled.  Similar experi-

ments on the software and the 1000 Mb Ethernet hardware have not been performed as the synthesis reports 

for this show a large differential between the network frequencies and the base target frequency of 100 MHz. 

For the experiments, a combination of Block RAMs and application registers are used to store the 

data.  As a minimum amount of data is being sent, 1 byte of actual data, the majority of the data moving 

across the network will be padded Ethernet packets, which are automatically added by the MAC. 
 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 
Application Code 

Size (Bytes) 

Hardware, 

No Flow Control, 

Test 1, 3 

4,394 3,455 7,198 12 106.760 N/A 

Hardware, 

Flow Control, Test 
2, 4 

4,695 3,912 7,564 12 108.288 N/A 

FPGA Processor, 

No Flow Control, 

Test 1, 3 

5,442 5,217 8,196 31 107.984 12,396 

FPGA Processor, 

Flow Control, 

Test 2, 4 

5,442 5,217 8,196 31 107.984 12,396 

Table 16: Latency Experiment Resource Utilisation 
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Experiment Outcome and Results 

The experiment results are collated based on switch, and are shown in Figure 56 to Figure 60.  Results pres-

entation based on data collation allows for a direct comparison of the two architectures across that switch.  

To directly compare the performance across the switches, the measured test results are given in Table 17.  

The differences between the experiment tests show which aspect of the two protocols adds the largest over-

head to the correct operation of the FPGA cluster nodes e.g. the on node processing, the interconnection 

switch etc.  This is seen by the proportional result differences between the two platforms.  The hardware 

shows a marked performance boost of between 20% and 30% across all sizes for the 10/100 Mb Ethernet 

switch.  For the 1000 Mb Ethernet switch, the hardware shows between 250% and 350% improvement in 

performance against the FPGA processor architecture. 

For test 1 and test 2, very little protocol processing is performed.  In test 1, the remote register trans-

fer operation sees the exchange of application only data.  No testing is performed on the data, rather the 

overheads of performing the remote register transfer are measured.  The hardware architecture is able to 

transfer the data directly into the hardware application microarchitecture registers while the software FPGA 

processor architecture must wait for the packet to be completely received before moving it to the application.  

As a message exchange of 1 byte is used, very little data exchanging is performed.  The FPGA processor 

architecture experiments show the overheads that are going to be present for moving data between the net-

work and the application, with an overhead of approximately 5 µs recorded for the latency experiment.  This 

time matches the expected time to receive a minimum sized packet.  Test 2, under correct operations, will 

transfer two packets for the experiment.  The first packet is the data, the second packet the acknowledgement.  

To generate the acknowledgement and to ensure the communication is operating correctly, the message pass-

ing and communication protocols must be used to test the data before it is transferred to the application regis-

ters.  This processing ensures that the packet has been received correctly and the necessary communication 

protocol response is generated – acknowledgement or negative acknowledgement.  The experiment configu-

ration is such that once the HDL MP API informs the hardware application microarchitecture that the com-

munication is complete, the next communication operation is performed.  Latency between test 1 and 2 does 

not increase linearly as the movement of data is overlapped between the acknowledgement and the next re-

mote register transfer operation.  Once the acknowledgement is generated, that node has completed its mes-

sage passing operations and moves onto the next remote register transfer operation.  As this is a remote regis-

ter send, it is able to send the data immediately following the acknowledgement packet on the interconnect. 

Test 3 synchronises the nodes before performing the remote register transfer operation.  For correct 

operation, three packets are required.  The synchronisation exchange removes the overlapping communica-

tions as no data is exchanged between compute units until the two message passing protocol state machines 

are synchronised for the remote register transfer operation.  As the majority of the communications can not 

be overlapped, the latency of the switch plays a large part in the performance of both the hardware and FPGA 

processor architectures.  The dedicated hardware architecture is able to test the network packets as they arrive 

at the network interface, reducing the packet processing overheads while the FPGA processor must wait for 
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the completed packet to arrive before it can commence processing.  As more packet processing must be un-

dertaken for this test, software overheads play a larger role, increasing the latency markedly.   
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Figure 56: FS108 Latency performance 
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Figure 57: FS508 Latency performance 
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Figure 58: Cisco Latency performance 
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Figure 59: GS608 Gigabit Latency performance 
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Figure 60: Crossover latency performance 

Test 4 reflects the expected operations and behaviour of a remote register transfer at all times, the 

compute units synchronise before performing the remote register transfer, followed with the acknowledge-

ment of the transferred data.   Test 4 reflects the latency that will be seen at the HDL MP API by the hard-

ware application microarchitecture.  As with tests 1 and 2, no large performance difference is seen between 

test 3 and 4 as again, the synchronisation packet is transmitted directly following the acknowledgement 

packet so overlapping the operations further.  As both packets are traversing the network at the same time, 

very little additional overhead, above the node processing occurs.  The results shown in Figure 60, Crossover 

interconnect, reflect the latency when no intermediary switches are present between the compute units.   

The time taken across these experiments, reflect the minimum amount of processing time that is re-

quired by the network layers and network structures for the remote register transfer operation.  The time to 

transmit a minimum sized packet on Ethernet, 46 bytes at 25 MHz is 5.76 µs.  From the results of Test 1, this 

shows a hardware FPGA overhead latency of 1.79 µs for the processing and moving of the data, using the 

numeric information from Table 17.  For the FPGA processor experiment, an overhead of 7 µs is seen for the 

movement of the raw data, showing the expected times for moving data to the network buffer and processor 

access overheads.  These figures are in contrast to the switch based results, where the overhead of the switch 

exceeds the processing overheads of each architecture.  From the above figures, for the FPGA processor a 7 

µs overhead is larger than that for the crossover communication time while, for the switch based systems, it is 

less than 50% of the time required to move the data across the switch.   

Each switch has a different latency that is reported as part of the switch specification.  The Cisco 

switch has the highest latency, which can be attributed to the management operations that it performs.  The 
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switch with the lowest steady latency for 10/100 Mb Ethernet is the FS108.  Over all the experiments that are 

performed, the FS508 reports the lowest latency, attributable to the cut-through nature of the interconnect 

topology.  This means that as data is moving between the compute units, it will be routed more efficiently to 

the output port.  This operation aids the hardware architecture where it is able to process the packets as they 

arrive at the compute unit.  The cut-through operations remove the intermediate packet storage that is per-

formed by the other switches as part of store-and-forward operations.  The reason the FS508 does not report 

the lowest 10/100 Mb Ethernet raw latency is unknown however, the structure of the test would lead me to 

believe that until the communication starts, the paths between the ports are unknown.  Once the communica-

tion starts, the routing of data across the switch has been established and the data routing is more efficient. 

The most efficient switch results reported are for the 1000 Mb Ethernet switch, GS608.  This is to be 

expected as the network is 10 times faster than the 10/100 Mb Ethernet systems.  However, even though the 

interconnect is faster, the latency across the switch has not scaled linearly.  The raw latency difference be-

tween the 10/100 Mb Ethernet and the 1000 Mb Ethernet is only 5 times faster.  This might be caused by the 

choice of switch and different, higher performing switches are able to route data x10 times faster than an as-

sociated 10/100 Mb Ethernet switch.    

Switch Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 

Cisco, HW 24.32 30.21 64.49 71.57 

Cisco, SW 29.67 35.59 90.62 96.92 

FS108, HW 14.72 23.64 35.48 42.55 

FS108, SW 19.45 25.55 60.41 66.43 

FS508, HW 16.57 22.37 41.18 48.13 

FS508, SW 21.29 27.36 65.78 71.89 

Crossover, HW 7.55 13.29 15.02 22.93 

Crossover, SW 12.76 18.60 41.20 47.04 

GS608, HW 3.33 3.53 7.96 8.67 

GS608, SW 8.99 12.90 28.95 31.21 

Table 17: FPGA Message Passing Latency (µs) 
 

Similar tests have been performed across a production MPI cluster, the Trinity Centre for High Per-

formance Computing (TCHPC) Moloch Cluster [TCHPC '08] to place the latency measurements in context.  

Each node of the Moloch cluster is a dual processor 3.06 GHz Xeon with 512 KB L2 cache, 2GB 400 MHz 

RAM using Debian as the Operating System.  All nodes are interconnected across a 1000 Mb Ethernet Cisco 

4006 switch.  Using MPI for a number of different point-to-point communication primitives including stan-

dard send (MPI_Send), ready mode send (MPI_Rsend) and synchronous mode (MPI_Ssend) have been 

measured.  Using the range of communication primitives, the ping-pong test has been configured to run 

across the Moloch cluster.  For the tests, the same communication primitive type is used on the nodes – ready 

mode send and receive are used on each node for a ready mode experiment.  The ping-pong tests is per-

formed 10,000 times within a timed loop with the time measurements based on calling gettimeofday() before 

and after the communication exchanges.  Results for this testing are presented in Table 18.  All communica-
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tions running on the Moloch cluster use TCP/IP flow control.  As this is a production cluster, there was no 

ability to tune the Send and Receive MPI calls to recreate the same experiments as performed for the FPGA 

compute units.  However, the performance of Test 4 and that of the MPI cluster can be compared as being 

equivalent tests – flow controlled and synchronised communications. 

 Node 1 Node 2 

Standard 70.09 78.14 

Ready 65.46 65.42 

Synchronous 201.32 201.33 

Table 18: PC Latency MPI Communication (µs) 
 

From the results shown in Table 18, the 10/100 Mb hardware latencies across all switches are com-

parable to a production cluster using a gigabit switch, while the latency performance of the 1000 Mb Ethernet 

systems performs better than the cluster.  In the case of the hardware running on 1000Mb Ethernet, an order 

of magnitude better performance is seen than the HPC cluster.  This shows the advantages that a dedicated 

hardware communication architecture presents an FPGA cluster against the performance of a standard MPI 

based cluster.  The performance advantage of the FPGA system can be attributed to the tuned communication 

structure that is used as opposed to the TCP/IP communications that are employed by the HPC cluster. 

Comparable latency results from the RAMP system for inter boards communications give a latency 

of approximately 486 µs for 1 byte UDP_RR experiments.  All compute units in RAMP are interconnected 

across a 10 Gigabit point-to-point link with each node consisting of a MicroBlaze processor which must per-

form both communications and computations.  The recorded time for the RAMP system shows that even 

though a high speed link can be provided between nodes, this does not directly improve the communication 

performance between compute units. 

Looking at TMD-MPI [Fuentes '06], it is possible to compare the results of the HDL MP API la-

tency experiments against two sets of TMD-MPI latency figures.  The first is for the MicroBlaze latency of 

the TMD-MPI and the second is the latency figures of the OCCC link itself, independent of a programming 

model.  TMD-MPI uses 1 Gigabit point-to-point links.  The MicroBlaze latency is recorded as 17 µs for a 

Block RAM memory and 22 µs for a DDR memory data communication.  These figures represent on-FPGA, 

MicroBlaze to MicroBlaze communications and do not measure latency across the interconnect, which can 

be assumed to be higher.  As on-chip message exchanges are not performed by either the hardware or soft-

ware approaches researched in this thesis, the off-chip data exchange operations are compared.  For the 

hardware microarchitecture, a lower latency is recorded between the application microarchitectures showing 

that the hardware approach is quicker and that the use of a switch does not reduce the overall performance.  

When comparing software approaches, the overhead of exchanging data across the switch does impact per-

formance as the TMD-MPI is quicker, again for performing on-chip communications against inter-FPGA 

communications.  When the overhead of communicating through the switch is removed, by using the base 

latency from the hardware test, the FPGA processor architecture is able to perform as efficiently as TMD-

MPI.  This shows that the software FPGA processor architecture implemented in this thesis is of equivalent 
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performance to the TMD-MPI system while operating across commodity Ethernet switches.  This demon-

strates a performance advantage and implementation difference between the TMD-MPI and the approach in 

this work.  From looking at the TMD-MPI, the main area that impacts performance is the reduced operational 

clock frequency, caused by wanting reasonable implementation turnaround times.  For TMD-MPI, approxi-

mately 680 processor cycles are needed to exchanging data while, for HDL MP API, approximately 3,000 

processor cycles are needed, including the time to exchange data across the switch.  So while performance 

are equivalent between the two, if the store-and-forward overheads of the switch are removed, the operational 

frequency accounts for the majority of the performance difference.  As this is caused by wanting a reduced 

implementation overhead for TMD-MPI, caused by static node identity generation, the use of a dynamic ap-

proach as part of this thesis shows a performance advantage in increased operational frequency. 

The OCCC system reports a latency of 1.23 µs.  The hardware architecture used in this thesis 

achieves similar performance again, once the store-and-forward overheads of the switches are taken into ac-

count, when compared with possible point-to-point connections.  While the switch is a requirement of this 

thesis, the reduced latency of the MGT point-to-point approaches does present an advantage for their use 

with applications that are latency sensitive against applications which requiring scalability over latency. 

5.2.2 Block RAM Message Passing Exchange 

Block RAMs are used to store application data to improve the computational performance as seen with EP 

and MG computations where many Block RAMs are used for temporary storage.  This can frequently be data 

that needs to be exchanged between the distributed hardware elements that make up the FPGA cluster, e.g. 

edge boundary data in MG computations.  As the Block RAM registers store the information needed in a 

remote register transfer operation, the overheads of exchanging this data is measured.  For the Block RAM 

message passing exchange, the time to exchange data between compute units using the HDL MP API to ac-

cess and transfer the data in the application Block RAMs is measured.  Results from this experiment will 

benefit observations on the amount of parallelism that will be required on each FPGA to ensure the commu-

nication does not become a bottleneck.  

Test Configuration 

The purpose of this experiment is to exchange a defined amount of data based on the size of FPGA Block 

RAMs.  To achieve this, different Block RAM sizes have be connected to the HDL MP API based on the size 

of the remote register transfer operation that is expected.  The data sizes used for the Block RAMs reflect 

sizes that an application may use, independently of how the interconnect performs on those sizes i.e. the size 

of the Block RAM which works best for an application may not work well with the network MTU.  For this 

experiment, two distributed hardware application microarchitectures are interconnected and the time to per-

form the remote register transfer operations are measured. 
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Communication of data between the hardware application microarchitectures is based on repeatedly 

transferring the requested Block RAM data a defined number of times.  This is distinct to the latency experi-

ment where the ping-pong experiment approach sees the transmitting node swapped.  The use of a transfer 

count, allows for measuring the network performance without the overlapping of communications as seen for 

the latency experiment.  A number of different Block RAM sizes are used, reflecting the fact that the size of 

the data can vary based on an application’s requirements.  Full flow control and node synchronisation opera-

tions are used for the experiment.  The FPGA processor solution performs packet buffering.  This improves 

the performance of the FPGA processor experiments where packet pre-buffering can be performed by the 

FPGA processor architecture. 

As with all experiments, parameter information is communicated to the hardware application mi-

croarchitectures through the network.  The experiment accepts the size of the data to be communicated, the 

Block RAM size to be read, and the number of iterations that are to be performed.  A hardware timer is used 

to record the experiment elapsed time as seen at the HDL MP API application interface.  A further counter is 

used to control how many experiment loops are to be performed.  Using the timer and the number of experi-

ment loops, the time taken to exchange the data between the nodes is calculated.  

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Code Size 

(Bytes) 

Hardware 4,646 4,027 7,519 12 106.760 N/A 

Software 5,442 5,217 8,196 31 107.984 12,396 

Table 19: Message Passing Experiment Resource Utilisation 
 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The experiment results show the time to exchange a defined block of data between distributed hardware mi-

croarchitectures, with the time to exchange a single block of data presented in Table 20 while the graphed 

results across a range of sizes for each architecture are shown in Figure 61 to Figure 64.  The results show the 

expected communication times for a given application Block RAM exchange and the number of times this 

exchange has been run.  As can be expected, increases in the number of communications increases the time to 

exchange that data size, with the time increasing linearly for each additional Block RAM communication.  

The graphed results are of benefit however, as they allow for a comparison between the time to exchange a 

set amount of data and the architecture that will be performing the remote register transfer operation.  De-

pending on the amount of time that an application has available to it for the exchange of Block RAM content, 

the expected communication time can be read from each graph and the appropriate architecture chosen based 

on the best fit between the computation time and the communication time.  As well as measuring the time to 

exchange Block RAM contents between distributed hardware application microarchitectures, this experiment 

also shows the capabilities of the HDL MP API in supporting Block RAM – Block RAM remote register 

transfer operations independently of the data exchange architecture. 
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 512 bytes 1,024 bytes 2,048 bytes 4,096 bytes 8,192 bytes 

Hardware, 
100 Mb 

0.116 0.203 0.289 0.491 0.825 

Software, 
100 Mb 

0.204 0.340 0.424 0.667 0.988 

Hardware, 
1000 Mb 

0.017 0.025 0.34 0.054 0.089 

Software, 
1000 Mb 

0.964 0.159 0.212 0.360 0.600 

Table 20: Block RAM exchange time. All times in ms 

For all experiments the best performance, as measured in elapsed time, is for the hardware 1000 Mb 

experiments.  The worst performance was recorded for the FPGA processor 100 Mb experiments.  A per-

formance difference is present between the hardware 100 Mb and the FPGA processor 1000 Mb experiment 

results however, the time difference is only appreciable for the larger Block RAM experiments.  This arises 

as the hardware architecture has saturated the 100 Mb Ethernet while the FPGA processor architecture has 

more network bandwidth available for remote register transfer operations.  From this result, even though one 

architecture is optimal on a given platform, a sub-optimal solution on a superior platform is able to perform 

better as it has access to higher performance upper limits. 

Looking at comparable results reported by Comis [Comis '05], for the OCCC link, allows the above 

results to be put in context.  The results presented by Comis are for a hardware-only architecture which ex-

changes the contents of a single Block RAM at a time.  To compare like with like, only the 1000 Mb Ethernet 

solutions results are compared.  A direct comparison of the OCCC results and those here is not possible as 

the OCCC uses a point-to-point interconnect while switched Ethernet operations through a store-and-forward 

switch add to the communication latency.  Approximate comparisons are possible however, if the one way 

latency figures presented previously for Test 1, Figure 59 are used as the base overheads for using switched 

Ethernet.  The results for the OCCC architecture relate to two hardware test configurations that were possible 

for that work.  Both results will be used as part of the comparison presented here. 

For 512 bytes, the OCCC link reports a minimum time of 6.99 µs and a maximum time of 9.18 µs.  

The hardware architecture of this work for the same data size reports a time of 16.81 µs.  This time is double 

that of the OCCC link on average; however, removing the overheads introduced by the store-and-forward 

switch – latency of ~3.33 µs – a comparable time is reported between both works.  Taking the switch latency 

into consideration, the approximate exchange time will range between 7.81 µs and 8.14 µs.  These figures 

represent an approximation if a point-to-point interconnect could be used and are based on assumptions that 

the communication latencies presented in Figure 59 will not change as the size of the communication data 

changes. 
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When larger sizes are also compared, the OCCC exchanging 1024 bytes and 2016 bytes, recorded 

times of 13.14 µs and 17.32 µs for 1024 bytes and 25.04 µs  and 25.97 µs for 2016 bytes.  The hardware ar-

chitecture presented here reports for equivalent sizes, exchange times of  25.01 µs and 33.96 µs.  Taking the 

switch latency into consideration, the approximate exchange time ranges are 16.01 µs to 16.34 µs and 24.96 

µs to 25.29 µs respectively.  It should be noted that the exchange time for the 2048 bytes running across the 

Ethernet switch must be fragmented for correct data exchange between the hardware application microarchi-

tectures while the communication on the OCCC link is not fragmented at this size. 

This experiment shows that when looking at data exchange sizes that are driven by the hardware ap-

plication microarchitectures requirements, equivalent performance to that of other comparable systems are 

achieved once the overhead of communication through the switch is taken into account.  If the switch over-

head is not taken into account, the performance of the overall architecture presented in this work is still more 

scalable against a point-to-point nearest neighbour topology.  This is the case as not all applications use 

point-to-point nearest neighbour communications, rather data may need to hop across multiple devices to 

reach its destination.  These additional hops increase the communication time of point-to-point links, mean-

ing the ideal results are no longer accurate.  In a switched environment, the measured times remain accurate 

as the distance between devices is not as critical, rather the measured times report an outside worst time for 

exchanging the data. 

Figure 61: Hardware 100Mb Message Passing Exchange 
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Figure 62: Software 100Mb Message Passing Exchange 

 

Figure 63: Hardware 1000Mb Message Passing Exchange 
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Figure 64: Software 1000Mb Message Passing Exchange 

5.2.3 Message Passing Bandwidth 

The previous experiments have looked at unidirectional message passing operations between the distributed 

hardware application microarchitectures.  The bandwidth experiments now presented look at how efficient 

the two architecture approaches are at performing large remote register transfer operations between hardware 

application microarchitectures.  This experiment tests the communication protocols communication window 

size and looks at how its operations affect the performance of the architectures.  As part of the experiment, 

both unidirectional and bidirectional experiments are performed.  This shows that the different architectures 

are able to leverage the full bandwidth that is provided by the interconnect.  Support for both unidirectional 

and bidirectional remote register transfers also highlights the operations that are supported by the HDL MP 

API for algorithm parallelisation. 

Test Configuration 

Effective bandwidth is a measure of how efficient the different architectures are in respect of the available 

interconnect bandwidth.  To measure this bandwidth, two interconnected distributed hardware application 

microarchitectures are used.  In the unidirectional experiments, only one hardware application microarchitec-

ture operates as a producer, while the other node operates as a consumer.  For bidirectional experiments, both 

hardware application microarchitectures are producers and consumers concurrently.  To perform this at the 

HDL MP API, unidirectional experiments use the MP_Send and MP_Recv operations while bidirectional 

experiments use the MP_SendRecv operation. 
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To measure the interconnect bandwidth, a large amount of data must be exchanged between the 

hardware application microarchitectures.  For the experiments, the target is to exchange 100,000,000 (108) 

bytes between the hardware application microarchitectures in both unidirectional and bidirectional modes.  

To calculate the interconnect bandwidth, the upper limit size of the communication is broken down into dif-

ferent sized message remote register transfers.  Each hardware application microarchitecture exchanges data 

using a known message size.  The time to exchange the overall data reflects the performance of that message 

size and the bandwidth that can be expected on the interconnect if that size of communication is used.  Using 

this information, it is possible to see how the network will affect data decomposition and distribution opera-

tions of an algorithm. 

To exchange 100,000,000 bytes of data correctly, that amount of memory should ideally be avail-

able.  For some of the 10/100 Mb Ethernet experiments, external DDR memory is used as the memory store.  

For the remaining experiments, the use of on-FPGA Block RAMs, with appropriate wrap around logic, are 

used to mimic the larger data sizes.  This is not ideal however, the amount of Block RAM memory that is 

available on newer FPGAs is constantly increasing.  The hardware architecture is configured to read data 

directly from the on-FPGA memory while the FPGA processor architecture reads data directly from applica-

tion memories, both configured as Block RAMs.   

The DDR memory experiments test the design requirement that all memory on the FPGA is accessi-

ble to the network for performing remote register transfer operations, with only a subset of the experiments 

using DDR memory.  This reflects issues with the DDR controller for the 1000 Mb network relating to the 

available memory bandwidth and modifications to the physical structure of the memory controller.  The 

FPGA compute units use individual DDR chips for the 1000 Mb network while the memory interface for the 

100 Mb network system uses commodity DIMM memory.  The DDR experiment results are useful when 

looking at the performance of the parallel matrix multiplication as it uses DDR memory to store the matrix 

data.  DDR memory experiments were only possible with the hardware architecture.  This arises as when 

implementing the FPGA processor architecture for interfacing with the memory, issues with the memory 

controller were identified which could not be easily fixed.  The DDR memory experiment architecture evalu-

ates the direct access of the network logic to external DDR memory, a configuration suggested by both Un-

derwood [Underwood '01b] and Fuentes [Fuentes '06] but not directly evaluated by either. 

All experiment parameters are uploaded to the FPGA cluster from the management node.  Individ-

ual timers on each FPGA record the experiment elapsed clock cycles.  These results are collated on the man-

agement node.  The time to communicate with the head node is not recorded.  Once the data is distributed, a 

control signal starts the given experiment.  The physical node architectures consist of all nodes performing 

synchronisation and acknowledgement as per the message passing and communication algorithm presented 

previously. 
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 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Code Size 

(Bytes) 

Hardware, 

Block RAM 
5,001 3,948 8,269 76 103.618 N/A 

FPGA processor, 

Block RAM 
5,533 5,633 8,705 87 107.984 12,396 

DDR 5,718 4,686 9,388 20 105.313 N/A 

DDR, Coherent 5,933 4,941 9,625 20 104.573 N/A 

Table 21: Bandwidth Experiment Resource Utilisation 
 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The main set of experiment results are presented by Figure 65 to Figure 68.  Results are graphed based on the 

switch that is used.  This allows for a direct comparison of the two configurations, as both sets of results are 

reflected on the graph.  DDR memory experiment results are shown in Figure 69 and Figure 70. 

The results show that based on efficiency across all interconnects the hardware architecture achieves 

the best performance.  The hardware architecture achieves between 90% and 95% as peak performance inde-

pendently of whether using unidirectional or bidirectional communications.  The FPGA processor architec-

ture achieves a peak performance of 95% when running across unidirectional 100 Mb Ethernet.  The ability 

of the FPGA processor solution to achieve comparable performance with that of the hardware architecture 

shows that the FPGA processor solution is efficiently implemented along with highlighting that the hardware 

approach is able to saturate the interconnect.  As the communication requirements change however, the 

FPGA processor architecture is unable to achieve highly efficient bandwidth figures.   

This can be seen as the performance of the bidirectional communications on both the 100 Mb 

Ethernet and 1000 Mb Ethernet are basically the same. This shows that if a large amount of bidirectional 

communication is required in the application, there may be little benefit in using a high speed interconnect 

with its associated costs against the low speed interconnect solution presented by 100 Mb Ethernet.  The ad-

ditional capacity provided by the higher speed network however may be of use if the system architecture is to 

be changed at a later date, while a reduced latency would also be present. 
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Figure 65: FS108 Bandwidth 

 

Figure 66: FS508 Bandwidth 
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Figure 67: Cisco Bandwidth 

 

Figure 68: GS608 Bandwidth 
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From the presented bandwidth results, the use of switched Ethernet and message passing is a feasi-

ble solution to support application parallelisation between interconnected FPGAs.  This is evident as the nec-

essary communication operations over a large range of sizes have been supported while overall communica-

tion performance is acceptable.  From the presented bandwidth results, a comparison as to the applicability of 

one communication solution over another can be made.  If high bandwidth, low latency communications will 

be required for an application, a hardware architecture will be required to meet these constraints.  If commu-

nications are required but performance is not critical, the use of the FPGA processor architecture will achieve 

the objectives while not adding additional complexity of building and configuring the hardware application 

architecture.   

Looking at the results, the additional on-chip movement of data as required by the FPGA processor 

approach – the moving of data from the network buffer into the application memory – affects system per-

formance.  This is not seen in the hardware architecture where remote register transfers can take place di-

rectly between application buffers without needing the network buffer memory.  The use of a single FPGA 

processor to perform all communication and data movement operations impacts the performance of the soft-

ware FPGA processor solution.  A multi-processor solution might achieve the desired performance however, 

when the resource usage of such an approach is added in, the cost of this solution may be too high. 

The hardware architecture achieves ~95% efficiency for both unidirectional and bidirectional band-

width on the 10/100 Mb Ethernet, reflected in the fact the hardware is able to perform both sending and re-

ceiving concurrently.  An efficiency of 90% is achieved for 1000 Mb Ethernet for unidirectional and bidirec-

tional performance.  A performance drop off is recorded for the 1000 Mb Ethernet bidirectional experiment 

against the unidirectional results.  This is seen as the unidirectional experiment reaches the maximum 

efficiency of 91.8% while the bidirectional results reach a maximum efficiency of 91.1%.  This shows that 

like the FPGA processor architecture, contention for the on-FPGA interconnect poses a limiting factor on the 

overall performance.   

 FS108 FS508 Cisco GS608 

Bidirectional, Software 140.98 Mbps 137.30 Mbps 135.90 Mbps 144.17 Mbps 

Unidirectional, Software 94.24 Mbps 95.55 Mbps 94.00 Mbps 132.36 Mbps 

Bidirectional, Hardware 189.87 Mbps 192.61 Mbps 189.46 Mbps 1820.71 Mbps 

Unidirectional, Hardware 94.94 Mbps 96.28 Mbps 94.72 Mbps 918.54 Mbps 

Bidirectional, DDR 180.69 Mbps 182.97 Mbps 180.76 Mbps N/A 

Unidirectional, DDR 91.25 Mbps 92.49 Mbps 91.04 Mbps N/A 

Bidirectional, DDR Coherent 185.64 Mbps 186.86 Mbps 182.29 Mbps N/A 

Unidirectional, DDR Coherent 92.83 Mbps 94.11 Mbps 92.60 Mbps N/A 

Table 22: Maximum Network Bandwidth 
 

For the hardware architecture, the use of packet buffering is not performed.  While for the 10/100 

Mb Ethernet system this does not impact the maximum efficiency, the lost bandwidth on Gigabit Ethernet 

does mean its use for the hardware system would improve and increase the achievable maximum bandwidth 
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performance.  The comparison of the hardware architecture and FPGA processor solutions show the 

efficiency of each architecture.  Based on hardware application microarchitecture requirements, either the 

hardware or the FPGA processor solution can be used.  From Table 21, minimal resource usage difference is 

reported allowing either architecture to provide the same operations as each other.  For performance, the use 

of the hardware architecture would be required.   

Figure 69: Network Bandwidth, Consistent DDR Memory 

Figure 70: Network Bandwidth, Coherent DDR Memory 
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DDR Memory Bandwidth Measurements 

Experiments looking at how the DDR memory interface impacts on the efficiency of the system have also 

been performed, with the results shown in Figure 69 and Figure 70.  As the DDR memory that is connected 

to each node exceeds the 100,000,000 (108) byte limit that is used, all accesses for these bandwidth experi-

ments are to unique memory addresses.  The tabulated peak bandwidth results for the experiments, Table 22, 

show that only a marginal difference exists between the Block RAM and the DDR memory interfaces.  Of 

the interfaces however, the coherent configuration where data is only written back to memory if it has been 

changed performs marginally better and is the interface that should be used if external memory is connected 

directly to the on-FPGA SoC.  A peak bandwidth of 189.87 Mbps is reported which is 94.9% efficient on the 

link that is being used.  This is measured when exchanging data from the Block RAM structures on the 

FPGA.  When the DDR memory interface is used, a peak bandwidth of 185.64 Mbps is reported, 92.8% 

efficiency.  This test validates the Send_Receive primitive of the HDL MP API and also validates the on-

FPGA memory interface logic that is used, as both Block RAM and system main memory have been inter-

faced with, for the exchange of data between the nodes.  Access overheads that arise from using DDR mem-

ory, reduce the available system bandwidth however, the ability to access the data directly ensures an 

efficient configuration is used.  This is opposed to the overheads that would be introduced if the data is read 

into application memory and transferred from there. 

5.2.4 Benchmark Result Discussion 

The benchmarks have measured the performance of the message passing and communication structures under 

typical structural performance tests.  From the results, the following information is of benefit and can be gen-

eralised into decisions that will arise when looking at an implementation based on switched Ethernet.  Un-

managed switches provide the best performance in terms of lower latency and higher bandwidth however the 

time difference would not warrant the overheads that will arise if dropped packets occur.  The benchmark 

tests are artificial as they do not generate or place a large strain on the switch interconnect so the effect a 

dropped packets could have in these experiments can not be readily measured.  For implementing a switched 

Ethernet FPGA cluster, a managed switch is recommended as it will provide a more stable interconnect be-

tween devices and reduce the communication operations and network data communications that will be per-

formed.  From the logic resource usage figures that are reported, the overheads of the soft processor approach 

places a higher burden on the limited FPGA resources through using more Block RAM logic.  The higher 

logic usage of the soft processor in conjunction with the higher latency and lower bandwidth results make the 

hardware implementation approach an ideal choice for performing all remote register transfer operations that 

are required. 

The Block RAM Exchange experiment provides a direct comparison of the expected data exchange 

overheads that will arise for an application which is exchanging data between distributed Block RAMs.  

From these results, the amount of parallelism that can be leverage can be investigated based on the expected 

time to exchange the applications data.  The results of this experiment aid the decision on whether a hardware 
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or a software approach to performing the remote register transfer operations is warranted.  From the results, if 

the time to exchange the data is not critical and the amount of parallelism present in the algorithm will not 

overburden the FPGA resource usage, the soft processor approach would be ideal while if an algorithm re-

quires low latency or high bandwidth, the hardware approach along with 1000 Mb Ethernet will be required 

to provide the best operational platform for the distributed application microarchitectures. 

The bandwidth experiments show the maximum achievable performance for each architecture at all 

times.  From the results, if possible, bi-directional communications should always be performed as the most 

efficient use of the available interconnect bandwidth while for a software platform, the use of a higher speed 

interconnect is optional unless low latency is required.  While the use of DDR memory was not possible as 

part of the soft processor evaluation, the  measured bandwidths offer an upper limit to the performance that 

can be expected, as the soft processor approach does not support DMA operations between the memory ele-

ments and the network structures.  This is opposed to the hardware approach where if DDR memory is re-

quired, the supported DMA operations allow an application to achieve nearly identical performance between 

using internal Block RAM memory elements or external DDR memory for data storage.  As is demonstrated 

in the matrix multiplication experiment, when under application load, only a small drop-off in performance is 

measured between the bandwidth experiments and that achieved as part of the experiment, which is discussed 

further in Section 5.4.3. 

5.3 Collective and Scalability Experiments 

To measure scalability of using switched Ethernet and the structures of a parametric message passing inter-

face, HDL MP API, a range of collective experiments have been undertaken.  These experiments look to 

measure the ability of the HDL MP API to support a range of communication types on an algorithm by algo-

rithm basis, demonstrating scalability, and the ability of the distributed hardware application microarchitec-

tures to support fork-join parallelisation operations.   

5.3.1 Message Passing Initialisation 

The HDL MP API supports the initialisation of the message passing node identity to support scalable and 

dynamic communications.  To support this, all addressing structures are uploaded during FPGA cluster ini-

tialisation as against related systems where static addressing and routing is employed.  To ensure correct op-

eration of the initialisation routines, each compute unit must be able to acquire a unique MAC address 

specific to that compute unit.  Two approaches have been used in this work.  The first, using an on-board 1-

Wire ROM [Huang '01] that is present on the development board and the second, using input dip switches in 

conjunction with an amount of preset address bits.  The latter approach is used with Xilinx ML402 develop-

ment boards [Xilinx '06a], which do not contain the 1-Wire ROM chip.   

The use of dynamic addresses allows each FPGA compute unit to have a unique MAC address and 
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removes the need for either re-synthesis of the hardware structures or updates to on-FPGA memories to add 

additional compute units.  This allows a dynamic addressing solution to use an MPI_Init() style approach for 

initialising compute units for a given computation.  The performance of the initialisation routine is tested 

here to show both performance differences and overheads present in each approaches architectures but also to 

reflect the use of the management node as part of sequential aspect of a computation.  This experiment shows 

that the FPGAs and management node are able to exchange data across the switched Ethernet interconnect 

allowing operations to be split across both.  Along with showing the interaction between the management 

node and the FPGAs, this experiment also measures the scalability of the HDL MP API in terms of the num-

ber of nodes that can be supported and the initialisation routing facilitates.  The initialisation routine experi-

ment is limited to four compute units based on the available hardware and testing of the 1-wire MAC address 

generation logic.  The hardware architecture performs all initialisation operations in hardware while the 

FPGA processor performs all operations using code, including storing the MAC address list in array struc-

tures.  The use of a software array to store the MAC address list, reduces the processor to hardware applica-

tion interfacing and improves operational speed as the data is stored efficiently in processor memory. 

Test Configuration 

This test looks at measuring the initialisation times of the FPGAs.  Counters on the FPGAs record the elapsed 

time required to initialise the nodes.  The experiment also shows the cost of interactions between the FPGA 

compute units and the management node.  For the hardware architecture, the timers start once the first request 

packet is received.  The timers are stopped once the MAC address list generation has been completed.  The 

software architecture, starts a hardware timer once the first packet is identified as having been received by the 

processor.  The timer is stopped once the last address initialisation operation has been performed.  Slightly 

different timer mechanisms are used as for the hardware architecture, it was possible to directly connect to 

the receive enabled signal while for the software architecture, this was not possible. 

The management node for this experiment is important as it is directly used by the initialisation rou-

tine.  This is distinct to all other experiments where timing is based on the remote register transfer operations 

between distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  The management node for these experiments is 

a Dell Latitude D620 running unmodified Ubuntu 7.10 Linux.  This system consists of a 1.83 GHz Core Duo 

with 1GB RAM.  The speed of the CPU could be modified with the following speeds possible and used in the 

experiments: 1.83 GHz, 1.33 GHz and 1GHz.  The use of different speeds shows the overheads introduced by 

the management node, controlled through frequency scaling.  The initialisation was run 50 times and the av-

erage time recorded.  All devices were interconnected across the Netgear FS108 switch.   

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Application 

Memory 

Hardware  4,671 3,541 7,502 14 115.915 N/A 

FPGA Processor 4,377 4,220 6,957 71 101.451 16,420 KB 

Table 23: Initialisation Experiment Resource Utilisation 
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Experiment Outcome and Results 

The initialisation time is presented in Figure 71.  The cause for the drop in time related to one and two node 

configurations for the hardware architecture has not been ascertained though close examination of the raw 

data indicates that management node software overheads cause this.  From Figure 71, the operating fre-

quency of the management node influences the initialisation time, as would be expected.  For these experi-

ments, the operating frequency of the hardware architecture was 80MHz while the FPGA processor was 

90MHz.  The results of Figure 71 are the converted elapsed clock counts of each platform, taking in the op-

erational frequencies.  Hardware initialisation times vary between 114 µs and 239 µs for the various man-

agement node processor speeds and cluster sizes.  FPGA processor initialisation times vary between 157 µs 

and 233 µs for the various management node processor speeds and cluster sizes.  For comparison, an equiva-

lent test across the TCHPC Moloch cluster using gettimeofday() before and after the MPI_Init() call, reported 

2.7 ms for one node to 108 ms for four nodes.  Full flow control is employed at all times by the TCHPC Mo-

loch cluster while initialisation optimisations are present within the FPGA cluster, based on the closed net-

work configuration that is used 

Synthesis results, Table 23, show the logic resource usage for the hardware and the FPGA processor 

architectures used for this experiment.  The results shown are for the architecture before the Ethernet control-

ler was updated for 1000 Mb operations.  The synthesis results reflect preliminary operating performance for 

the FPGA processor architecture.  Further modifications to the FPGA processor system were based on the 
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message passing communication interface, and not the operation of the initialisation routines, meaning the 

times presented for the FPGA processor  initialisation will not have changed based on these updates. 

The initialisation routine experiment demonstrates the scalability that is possible from the HDL MP 

API as a wide range of compute units have been supported easily.  Further, the use of the abstract compute 

unit identity allows for easy testing as no knowledge is required of the compute units themselves, rather that 

they are connected to the interconnect and accessible from the management node.  Taking the initialisation 

routine experiments in connection with the benchmark experiments show the operations of the HDL MP API 

are able to support a wide range of functionality.  The next set of experiments look at the programmability of 

the HDL MP API and how new communications can be added without modifying the application interface. 

5.3.2 Barrier Synchronisation 

As part of the HDL MP API programmability and scaling testing, Barrier Synchronisation experiments have 

been performed between multiple distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  This operation would 

be used in a fork-join algorithm either before data is distributed to the compute units to ensure they are ready 

to receive application data, or at the end of the parallel computations to ensure merging the results back to the 

single control unit are performed correctly.  The experiment uses the barrier synchronisation operations that 

have been discussed in section 4.1.1.  The implementation of the Barrier operations are based on rendezvous 

mode, flow controlled packets.  Barrier operations are built on top of the concurrent send and receive remote 

register transfer operations for point-to-point communications. 

Test Configuration 

The barrier synchronisation test measures the time taken for the message passing and communication archi-

tectures to perform the synchronisation.  The HDL MP API has been programmed to include the barrier syn-

chronisation state machines.  Counters within the hardware application microarchitecture record the elapsed 

time between first and last barrier call.  To remove start up overhead delays, 1,000 barrier calls have been 

measured with the average time taken as the measured barrier synchronisation overhead.  As with previous 

experiments, the hardware application microarchitecture used with both the hardware and FPGA processor 

architectures is the same.  To help evaluate the barrier experiment performances, an equivalent experiment 

has been run on the TCHPC Moloch cluster.  For the Moloch cluster experiment, an initial barrier is called to 

synchronise all microprocessor compute units before the timer is started.  Once all compute units have per-

formed this synchronisation operation, the timer is set and the required barrier counts are measured and re-

corded. 
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Experiment Outcome and Results 

The results from the experiment are presented in Figure 72, with the synthesis results presented in Table 24, 

as part of the overall collective communications results.  The results demonstrate that the HDL MP API is 

able to provide collective communication functionality while the underlying implementations are able to 

support the collective communication algorithms.  From latency experiments, the performance difference 

between the hardware and software solutions is not that pronounced on a 100 Mb Ethernet network, until the 

number of iterations that need to be performed increases – change between 3 and 4 nodes corresponds to an 

increase from 1 to 2 communication iterations.  The results show a result levelling off of the timing over-

heads when the number of nodes are within the same power of two bracket.  This is expected from the algo-

rithm that is used where additional synchronisation remote register transfers are only required once the num-

ber of nodes increases its count into a new power of two value.  This is seen in the experimental results where 

the time to synchronise across two and three nodes are nearly identical while the time to synchronise across 

four and five nodes are nearly identical.   

The TCHPC Moloch cluster experiments show the performance and operations of a barrier commu-

nication on a commodity cluster.  While the performance figures are similar to the FPGA configurations, it 

should be remembered that the Moloch cluster operates across a gigabit Ethernet network.  The results form 

this cluster show improvements when the number of nodes is a power of two.  Further investigations, not 

reported in Figure 72, reveal that optimisations are present when the number of cluster nodes is a power of 

two.  These further investigations are based on extending the cluster test to higher compute units counts.  A 

reduction in the barrier latency was measured between 7 and 8 compute units while increases were measured 
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between 6 and 7.  This would lead to the belief that specific optimisations have been applied when the num-

ber of compute units is a power of two.  The microprocessor MPI uses MPICH version 1.2.5.2 using 

MPIexec Version 0.76, configuration options:'--with-default-comm=mpich-p4' '--with-pbs=/usr/support/pbs' 

'--prefix=/usr/support' '--disable-p4-shmem' 

5.3.3 Collective Communications 

Further to the collective communications of the initialisation and barrier synchronisation, additional collec-

tive communications, discussed in Section 4.1.1, have been implemented and tested in simulation.  These 

simulations show that like the barrier, use of the different collective communications can be programmed into 

the HDL MP API, extending the communication styles that are available to the hardware application mi-

croarchitecture for remote register transfer.  As the HDL MP API has been shown to operate correctly for 

both the hardware microarchitecture and the software FPGA processor, the collective communication simula-

tions are only performed with the hardware microarchitecture.  The hardware microarchitecture simulation 

environment provides a more realistic simulation as multiple distributed hardware application microarchitec-

tures can be interconnected across a simulation Ethernet switch.  Performance figures, Table 24 and Table 25, 

are based on using Block RAM memories and show the resource usage overhead associated with each collec-

tive communication as part of the HDL MP API. 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Base, Blocking 4,394 4,113 7,055 12 126.815 

Base, Non-Blocking 5,996 4,271 8,348 12 126.815 

Barrier 4,501 4,188 7,252 12 126.815 

Broadcast 5,148 4,764 8,198 12 126.815 

Scatter 4,679 4,259 7,227 12 126.815 

Gather 4,404 4,255 7,227 12 126.815 

AllGather 4,308 4,532 7,404 12 117.472 

AllToAll 4,575 4,543 7,433 12 117.472 

Table 24: Hardware Collective Operations Logic Footprint. Resource usage is based on blocking 

flow controlled communications employing split fragmentation 
 

The results in Table 24 and Table 25 show the resource usage differences between various HDL MP 

API capable interfaces.  The base resource usage figures show the point-to-point remote register transfer ar-

chitecture requirements to support data exchange and synchronisation between the distributed hardware ap-

plication microarchitectures.  For the hardware results, the non-blocking interface results are also reported.  

The non-blocking interface, detailed in Section 4.2.1, show the resource usage overheads required in this 

implementation for supporting multiple concurrent remote register transfer operations.  The collective com-
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munication resource usage results are based on using only that collective communication in the HDL MP API 

interface and blocking communications.  

The resource usage figures, Table 24 and Table 25, record the amount of reconfigurable logic that 

needs to be set aside for the various architectures to support different remote register transfer operations be-

tween distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  From the results, a jump in slice usage between 

the base, blocking and the base, non-blocking is recorded.  This is caused by the additional queue and re-

source logic that is present to provide for the non-blocking remote register transfer operations.  The major 

component of the jump in resources is caused by the use of the Look Up Table (LUT) as storage elements for 

the additional queue data.  The resource usage jump for the hardware broadcast is attributable to the hardware 

division units that are required as part of the data distribution operations.  This division logic creates more 

computation logic – adders, subtractors – than the other collective communications.  Resource usage of the 

FPGA processor architecture is consistent across the different collective communications.  Comparing the 

two architectures, a higher slice usage is recorded for most communications using the FPGA processor while 

fewer LUTs are employed.   

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Application 

Memory (KB) 

Base 4,885 4,266 6,727 23 133.120 12,428 

Barrier 4,797 4,315 6,916 23 133.120 12,428 

Broadcast 4,817 4,237 6,677 23 129.971 12,428 

Scatter 4,866 4,231 6,677 23 131.268 12,428 

Gather 4,827 4,427 6,677 23 129.971 12,428 

AllGather 4,954 4,231 6,681 23 129.921 12,428 

AllToAll 4,807 4,214 6,679 23 132.661 12,428 

Table 25: Software Collective Operations Logic Footprint 
 

5.3.4 Collective Communication Discussion 

The collective communications show the ability of the HDL MP API to support a range of communication 

types, while the parametric nature of the interface allows it to be tailored to the requirements of an applica-

tion through the inclusion of different communication operations on a per algorithm basis.  The barrier com-

munication experiment shows the ability of the underlying point-to-point remote register transfer operations 

to support the different communication patterns that are possible in collective communications.   The initiali-

sation experiment highlights the interaction of each FPGA node with an external computer, an operation that 

can be expected as part of fork-join parallelism, which is able to support a variable number of FPGA nodes as 

required on a per algorithm basis.  Through the initialisation operations and dynamic node identity genera-

tion, a single FPGA logic file can be used across all interconnected FPGAs resulting in improved scalability 

by reducing the configuration time to setup up the FPGAs for computations.  This demonstrates the perform-

ance of the HDL MP API in supporting scalability by only needing a single implementation configuration.  
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Through the parametric operation of the HDL MP API, a range of collective communications can be included 

as necessary, allowing for tailoring of the implementation to an algorithms requirements as opposed to im-

plementing all operations which may or may not always be required. 

From the resource usage results that are presented, Table 24 and Table 25, the hardware only im-

plementation uses the least amount of resources when measured by slices which will result in more resources 

being available for a distributed hardware application microarchitecture.  The collective communications also 

show that the layered implementation approach that has been taken can be easily extended to include differ-

ent communication patterns and operations as these have been layered on top of the functionality of the 

point-to-point communications.  As part of the collective communications, an objective was to interface 

hardware collective communication state machines with the point-to-point mechanism independently of the 

manner point-to-point communications are to be performed – hardware or software.  This approach has not 

previously been demonstrated, rather the use of software to support FPGA cluster collective communications 

has been shown for the TMD-MPI while the use of hardware only collective communications has not been 

demonstrated.  The experiments and simulations of the collective communications shown here are novel from 

that perspective while the use of single interconnect to support their operations is also an advance on other 

comparable solutions – RCC, FHPCA – where additional networks and resources are needed. 

The next section looks to use the hardware microarchitecture to support the remote register transfer 

operations of a high performance application, parallel matrix multiplication.  This tests both the structures of 

the communication hardware microarchitecture and the operations of the HDL MP API in supporting parallel 

computations of hardware application microarchitectures. 

5.4 Parallel Matrix Multiplication 

Experiments looking at the performance and capabilities of the HDL MP API in supporting remote register 

transfer operations between distributed hardware application microarchitectures are based on using parallel 

matrix multiplication.  Parallel matrix multiplication using the details presented in previous chapters has been 

implemented and a range of experiments, detailed here have been performed to measure the functionality and 

performance of the HDL MP API.  As mentioned above, these experiments are performed using the hardware 

communication microarchitecture as it provides certain performance advantages which better support the 

parallel matrix multiplication experiments.  A number of experiments have been performed, each looking to 

measure certain aspects of the HDL MP API and its operations.  The first looks at using classical matrix mul-

tiplication to test the parallelisation of the algorithm across multiple FPGAs.  This allows testing of the HDL 

MP API interface, the memory interface and data parallelisation which is used in the algorithm.  The second 

set of experiments use the linear array architecture as the computation logic.  A number of experiments have 

been performed using the linear array, measuring different aspects of the architecture.  The first set of ex-

periments form the basis of the publication [Creedon '08] and were undertaken before the HDL MP API was 

updated to use burst data transfers.  To see the effect that the burst accesses have on the performance of the 

computations, the same experiments were performed again across the same experiment sizes with the results 
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presented below.  Finally, to help put the results of the parallel matrix multiplication into perspective, results 

from using a commodity cluster, Moloch and MPI are also presented. 

5.4.1 Classical Parallel Configuration 

The classical parallel matrix multiplication architecture is used to test the data decomposition and communi-

cation ring topology that will be used for the high performance linear array architecture.  This shows that the 

platform is able to support computations and communications of a parallel application, using the HDL MP 

API.  The classical implementation has been developed to provide preliminary testing of the HDL MP API 

under parallel computation and communication loads.  The classical implementation does not perform or 

look into any optimisations, including timing closure and has been developed purely to allow for testing of 

the HDL MP API and the communication systems.  The classical implementation looks at ensuring the cor-

rect operation of the data decomposition and communication patterns while also offering a verification plat-

form against which the linear array microarchitecture can be compared.  The computation results of the clas-

sical implementation are verified against software running on the management node. 

Test Configuration 

For the classical parallel matrix multiplication multiple compute units are interconnected, with the number of 

compute units specified and configured during system initialisation, with 1 to 4 nodes possible as part of the 

FPGA cluster.  The number of compute units is dictated by the amount of hardware that is available, and is 

not based on any known hardware implementation restrictions.  Following the results and experience of the 

classical matrix multiplication, the HDL MP API was updated to a single command interface, to better sup-

port the remote register transfer operations of different distributed hardware microarchitectures.  The HDL 

MP API interfaces used in classical matrix multiplications is based on a two channel command interface, 

with all control logic duplicated for each new remote register transfer interface that could be used.  By using 

the two channels, autonomous concurrent remote register transfers are supported but this interface does not 

easily lend itself to supporting the expandability and programmability already discussed.  For the experi-

ments, the computations are performed before the remote register transfer operations are performed.  This 

allows for testing of the HDL MP API in supporting both the computations and remote register transfer op-

erations without increasing the complexity of testing each. 

Horizontal data decomposition with linear data distribution is used for the parallel system.  Remote 

register transfer data exchange is based on transferring the B matrix data between the distributed hardware 

application microarchitectures using a ring communication topology.  The result data, C matrix, is stored on 

each FPGA based on the compute unit identity and the computation iteration that is used.  This allows for 

more efficient result readback as very little data post processing is required on the management node. 
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 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM Frequency (MHz) 

Classical Synthesis Results 4,731 3,648 7,470 5 117.965 

Table 26: Matrix Multiplication, Classical configuration 
 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The synthesis results for the classical parallel matrix multiplication system are presented in Table 26.  It is 

worth noting that the classical parallel matrix multiplication is based on an early HDL MP API architecture, 

using only the 100 Mb Ethernet controller, and as such, the amount of resources that it uses are not directly 

comparable to those that have been presented as part of the HDL MP API experiments detailed already.  

They are included however for completeness and to show resource changes that have occurred as the func-

tionality of the HDL MP API has improved to support more diverse and secure remote register transfer op-

erations.  Looking at the results in that light, there has not been a very large increase in the amount of re-

sources for the base HDL MP API and hardware communication microarchitecture.  

Testing using the classical parallel matrix multiplication showed that the correct data decomposition 

and computations were being performed and that the FPGA cluster could easily be scaled for different node 

counts through the initialisation routine.  This demonstrates that switched Ethernet and message passing are 

able to provide the computation and communication operations to perform parallel computations between 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  Further, to verify the operations of the HDL MP API, 

certain restrictions are present within the classical configuration to allow for the testing.  The main restriction 

is that computation and communication are not overlapped.  The non-overlapping nature of the computation 

and communication does not demonstrate the complete concurrent operation of the HDL MP API. 

The results of the classical matrix multiplication show that the HDL MP API is capable of support-

ing the remote register transfer and computation operations necessary to support parallel computations.  With 

this, full verification of the HDL MP API in supporting parallel computations has been performed.  The com-

putation logic of the classical implementation is non-optimal and to aid the system verification, a high per-

formance computing matrix multiplication compute kernel – Linear Array Matrix Multiplier – has been im-

plemented for complete testing of the HDL MP API operations on the FPGA cluster.  As part of the updates 

for the high performance computations, the HDL MP API has been modified to use a single command inter-

face against the unique command interfaces supported for the classical matrix multiplication.  This has been 

performed as the use of unique and distinct communication command interface is viewed as limiting the scal-

ability of the interface in terms of the amount of communication operations, both point-to-point and collec-

tive, that can be performed.  To improve this performance, the communication channels of the HDL MP API 

have been updated to provide a single command path interface while still maintaining the unique send and 

receive interface datapath.  This update allows for the use of Verilog pre-processor constructs which gives 

the HDL code the appearance of calling ‘methods’, allowing for a more programmer oriented feel for per-

forming remote register transfer operations.  For the pre-processor constructs to operate correctly on the in-
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terface logic, all communication operations on the interface must be performed as part of a single always 

construct, which is not possible if the interface signal is set in multiple locations. 

5.4.2 Multi-Node Parallel Linear Array Matrix Multiplicat ion 

The linear array and control logic microarchitecture, described previously, has been integrated with the re-

mote register transfer operations of the classical parallel matrix multiplication architecture.  Parallel matrix 

multiplication is an EP computation which requires a large amount of memory bandwidth against the amount 

of remote register transfer operations.  This operation coupled to the size of the remote register transfer, 

which is larger than 100 MB for some experiments, provides the testing environment for the operations of the 

HDL MP API in supporting parallel computations between distributed hardware application microarchitec-

tures, using switched Ethernet and message passing.  

The communication operations of the parallel matrix multiplication call for an initial data set for 

both matrix A and B, followed by a bidirectional remote register transfer between the hardware application 

microarchitectures.  This remote register transfer is performed concurrently to ongoing computations, allow-

ing for data pre-fetch operations which hide the communication network latencies.  To reduce the complexity 

of performing computations and communications on large data sets, the hardware communication microar-

chitecture is required to transfer data directly from external memory while the hardware application microar-

chitecture is responsible for accessing the application memory that it needs.  The concurrent access of com-

pute unit memory is supported by the on-FPGA SoC interconnect. 

As part of the implementation of the parallel linear array microarchitecture, tests were performed 

both in simulation and across the FPGAs to verify all operations are performed correctly.  As part of these 

verification experiments, smaller matrix sizes running across fewer processing elements were used. 

Linear Array Performance Testing 

Before detailing the tests of the high performance parallel matrix multiplication, details on a standalone linear 

array unit are presented.  While testing the operation of the linear array, simulations using a single linear ar-

ray were used to test the movement of data between the interconnected processing elements and external 

DDR memory.  As part of this, simulations on the number of processing elements that could fit on an FPGA 

if the hardware communications microarchitecture was not present were undertaken.  This allows for easy 

simulation testing of the linear array and the data exchange mechanisms used between processing elements.  

Through the use of the HDL MP API memory interface, it was possible to connect the linear array directly to 

the AMBA memory interface without requiring a change to the linear array.  By interfacing directly with the 

memory interface fewer resources are used.  Implementation testing and synthesis results showed that a total 

of 14 processing elements, running at 125MHz, could be catered for on a single FPGA, yielding a maximum 

throughput of 3500 Megabyte Floating-Point Operations Per Second (MFLOPS) for the linear array.  Per-

formance measurements of the single linear array architecture were not taken.  However, the simulation re-
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sults and computation operations were directly applicable to the parallel matrix multiplication experiments.  

This was easily facilitated by the HDL MP API which meant that no changes were required on the hardware 

application microarchitecture.  Changes were only needed to interface the HDL MP API with the hardware 

communication microarchitecture and its structures.  Once the linear array was shown to exchange data cor-

rectly, full testing with the distributed hardware application microarchitectures and remote register transfer 

operations were undertaken.  These experiments are now detailed. 

Test Configuration 

Two distinct experiments have been performed on the parallel linear array matrix multiplication, testing two 

aspects of the performance and operation of the HDL MP API, the hardware communication architecture and 

the behaviour of the FPGA cluster, the results of which have been presented in Creedon and Manzke FPL 

2008 [Creedon '08].  For the experiments, the FPGA cluster compute units have been interconnected across 

the Cisco switch that is being used.  All on-FPGA interconnect operations are based on non-burst, memory 

aligned accesses. 

Experiment One, The Scaling Test: This experiment looks at how the communication and computation 

logic scale as the size of the computations and communication data are scaled based on the number of 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures used.  A base set of results are gathered, which show 

the performance of a single linear array microarchitecture.  As more nodes are added, the same matrix 

sizes are scaled to reflect the higher compute unit count.  This test measures the remote register transfer 

operations overheads and how these affect the performance of the linear array.  This is seen as if no im-

pact is recorded, a 100% improvement in computation performance should be recorded.  Any drop below 

this reflects overheads that the remote register transfer operations introduce.  The upper limit for the scal-

ing test is when the memory footprint for performing the computations completely fills the FPGA cluster 

nodes memory. 

Experiment Two, The Parallel Test: The parallel performance of the platform is measured in this experi-

ment.  This experiment looks at the speed-ups that are achieved by parallelising the computations over 

multiple hardware application microarchitectures.  Starting from a larger matrix whose result is com-

puted on a single FPGA – from the scaling test – the matrix data is appropriately divided across the ap-

plication microarchitectures to perform the parallel computations.  As part of this experiment, the per-

formance across multiple nodes is measured in relation to the size of matrix that can be computed.  This 

sees the scaling and parallel test expanded so that the size of the computations can be increased for the 

given amount of computation resources. 

The linear array microarchitecture is designed to accept parameter uploading to control the size of 

the matrices that are being used in the computation.  Parameter uploading is performed within certain restric-

tions caused by the control logic implemented as part of the linear array, not by any problems with the HDL 

MP API and remote register transfer operations.  The parameterised test upload allows for different computa-

tion grid sizes, which highlight the trade-off between the A and B matrix buffer sizes.  All computation pa-

rameters are transmitted to the FPGA compute units before the computation commences.  To ensure the 
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hardware operates correctly at 100MHz, a dataflow structure is used to generate the matrix address and data 

offsets inline as the computation parameters are received by the hardware application microarchitecture con-

trol logic.  For the dataflow structure, the various matrix address pointers are generated based on the compu-

tation sizes e.g. B matrix address base pointers for the two buffers that are present, the C matrix base address 

pointer given the B matrix sizes that are being used. 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

HDL MP API 

Structures 

5,239 / 

13,696 

4,116 / 

30,816 

8,523 / 

30,816 
17 / 136 108.009 

Single 

Processing 

Element 

854 / 13,696 699 / 30,816 
1,302 / 

30,816 
10 / 136 159.848 

Linear  

Array 

9,148 / 

13,696 

9,136 / 

30,816 

15,695 / 

30,816 
100 / 136 118.918 

FPGA Cluster 

Node 

12,501 / 

13,696 

12,979 / 

30,816 

22,939 / 

30,816 
117 / 136 98.6546 

Table 27: Linear Array, Parallel Matrix Multiplicat ion Experiment Resource 

Utilisation. Maximum available resources are shown after the / 

 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

All matrix multiplication results presented as part of the HDL MP API experiments are run at 100MHz, with 

the linear array structure consisting of 10 single precision floating point processing elements.  This yields a 

maximum throughput of 2000 MFLOPS for each linear array.  The synthesis results for the initial HDL MP 

API architecture are presented in Table 27.  The synthesis results are presented built on the operations of the 

lower logic.  For the results this means a direct increase in the resource utilisation will not occur as certain 

functionality is merged by the synthesis tools as the logic operations of other layers are taken into considera-

tion.  The synthesis results fill the FPGA nodes that are being used for the verification, and it is for this rea-

son that a 10 unit linear array configuration has been used for the verification experiments. 

Scaling Test 

The scaling test measures performance drop off that is recorded as the number of compute units of the FPGA 

cluster is increased.  This drop in performance is caused by the additional remote register transfer operation 

overheads that are introduced as more memory accesses are present to move the data between the hardware 

application microarchitectures.  The scaling test presents a directly comparable architecture to measure the 

overheads that are present when memory access is shared between the computation and the communication 

                                                           
6 As taken from the synthesis report.  Place and route optimisations met the 100 MHz. 
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logic.  Initial base performance is measured for each matrix size running on a single node.  Performance 

measurements are then taken when the matrix size is increased and all computations are distributed over of 

the FPGA cluster. 

Scaling computation performance results, as shown in Figure 73, show the best performance that is 

achieved across the FPGA cluster for the different computational grid sizes and matrix computations that 

have been performed as part of the experiment verification.  Network bandwidth figures for this experiment 

are presented in Figure 79.  Further result breakdown is shown in Figure 74, Figure 75 and Figure 76 high-

lighting how the various computational grids perform for different matrix sizes.  The performance presented 

in Figure 73 shows a drop in performance with the addition of each compute unit.  The degree of perform-

ance degradation is less severe between 2 and 3 nodes than between 1 and 2 nodes, showing that the addition 

of the remote register transfer operations reduces the available main memory bandwidth.  For the larger ma-

trix sizes, the drop off in computational performance is less pronounced showing that the overlap of commu-

nication with computation only impacts to a large degree when the computation size is small in comparison 

to the communications that are requested.  The drop off in performance ranges from 12.9% for the smallest 

matrix size to 1.8% for the largest matrix size.  For the results presented here, no burst accesses are used to 

transfer data between the linear array and memory.  To improve the performance and to aid the system 

verification, the underlying hardware configuration was updated to use burst data transfers.  Updating the 

underlying system operation mode did not impact on or require modification of the HDL MP API.  Updated 

burst enabled accesses are expected to yield higher performance for all sizes, with the updated results shown 

in Section 5.4.3. 

The further result breakdowns show the performance for various computational grid sizes and high-

light that the best overall performance is achieved when there is a computational difference of 4:1 on the ratio 

of A matrix data to B matrix data.  The cause of the oscillation in performance has not been ascertained 

though it could be caused by a combination of memory address offsets and the lack of overlap when results 
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Figure 73: Scaling Experiment, per node best performance 
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are written back to memory.  Depending on the system behaviour that is required, stable increase in computa-

tional performance is noted when a 10:1 ratio is used between the A matrix and B matrix data sizes. 

The network bandwidth performance has also been measured for the 2 and 3 node configurations, 

shown in Figure 79.  Better network performance is measured for two nodes, when less interconnect conten-

tion is present.  The scaling test verifies the interfacing between the hardware application microarchitecture, 

the network and the memory system for performing remote register transfer operations while also showing 

the amount of computation operations that can be performed.  The scaling verification test show that it is pos-

sible for the HDL MP API to use the system memory for performing compute intensive applications.  This is 

seen as it was possible to directly increase the computation size and amount of computation data without ei-

ther modifying or otherwise changing the hardware application microarchitecture.  Further, it was possible to 

access and operate all the memory that was connected to an individual node directly from both the hardware 

application microarchitecture and the network remote register transfer operations. 
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Figure 74: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, 1 Node 
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Figure 75: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, 2 Nodes 
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Figure 76: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, 3 Nodes 

Parallel Test 

Parallel computation testing, where a known problem size is split across multiple hardware application mi-

croarchitectures to reduce the time to perform computations, has been performed as part of the hardware sys-

tem verification testing.  The parallel test is used to measure computation speed ups when additional nodes 

are added and configured to perform the computation concurrently to the other nodes.  This test measures 
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system speed ups that are recorded and further verifies the HDL MP API interface as the performance meas-

urements look at more directly measuring the performance of the hardware only message passing environ-

ment.  This test measures the speed-ups that are achieved for a given problem size when additional hardware 

application microarchitectures are added.  Connected with this experiment is a measure of the maximum size 

that can be computed across the FPGA cluster with the computation time reported.  Parallel performance 

measurements are presented in Figure 77, with computational speed-ups for the various node counts are pre-

sented in Figure 78.  Network bandwidth performance is shown in Figure 79.  

One of the merits of supporting remote register transfer between distributed hardware application 

microarchitectures is the ability to easily increase the size of the computation that is being performed once 

the reconfigurable resources of a compute unit are exhausted.  This is measured in the parallel computation 

by the ever increasing size of the matrix.  For these results, once the matrix size was too great to fit in avail-

able memory, testing on that number of hardware application microarchitecture compute units was stopped.  

This can be seen between the 1 node and 2, 3 node experiments once a matrix size of 5400x5400 was to be 

computed.  Each FPGA compute unit has 512 MB of data that is segmented, 128 MB for the A matrix, 256 

MB for the B matrix, split between the two B matrix buffers and 128 MB for the C matrix.  A matrix size of 

5400x5400 single precision, requires 111 MB of available storage per matrix.  6000x6000 requires 137 MB 

of available storage which is outside the limits of a single node.  The maximum size that can be computed 

across the 3 nodes is a 9600x9600 matrix.   
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Figure 77: Parallel Matrix Multiplication Times 
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The performance measurement from Figure 77 shows the best achieved times for the various matrix 

sizes.  The results for three nodes are not smooth as for certain sizes, the best performing computation grid 

could not be used.  This is caused by the manner in which the matrix data is divided across the compute 

nodes.  As well as the parallel timing performance, Figure 78 presents speed-ups that are achieved for differ-

ent matrix sizes.  The performance of the given size running on a single hardware application microarchitec-

ture is assumed to be the ideal performance.  All comparisons are drawn between the performance of the sin-

gle compute unit and the various parallel approaches.  Certain results would appear to perform faster than the 

ideal.  This is attributed to the performance measured for the single node architecture not being the best per-

formance that can be achieved while under different node counts, different computational grid configurations 

are able to perform better.  Data layout in memory can also cause a difference in the system performance.  

The x-axis represents the expected computation time, as taken from the data for Figure 77 and normalises the 

results.  The ideal lines represented the expected times that should be achieved if a linear improvement is 

measured for a given matrix size and node count. 

Network Performance 

For both the scaling and parallel tests, the performance of the remote register transfers have been measured.  

The results are graphed in Figure 79, with the results representing the best performance that was achieved for 

the various sizes.  The network bandwidth figures are based on non-burst memory operations.  For compari-

son, the peak achieved performance under ideal conditions is taken from the bandwidth remote register trans-

fer operations presented in Section 5.2.3.  The bandwidth figures presented there are based on burst memory 

read operations, without any application accessing system memory.  The peak comparable performance, of 

the Cisco switch was 182.29 Mbps while for any size matrix, the best performance was 179 Mbps.  This 
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Figure 78: Speed-up graph for various sizes 
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shows that on a pure peak performance measurement, there is a drop of some 3 Mbps when the application 

logic is introduced.  This peak performance is measured between two hardware application microarchitec-

tures and  represents the peak performance that was measured across all computation grid sizes.  Looking at 

the performance between the two and three node hardware application microarchitectures, a drop of some 

5Mbps is seen across all matrix sizes.  This drop in performance is caused by extra SoC interconnect conges-

tion.  The results for the non-burst based configuration represent around 90% of total performance across the 

Cisco switch.  However, this performance measurement is the best achieved for the various matrix computa-

tion sizes.  The drop in performance that is seen for the parallel two compute unit architecture is attributed to 

the additional overheads that are present for accessing the system memory and the additional computation 

size.  The performance for the three compute unit architecture is stable across all computation sizes, showing 

its performance scales as the amount of data increases.  The results show that the platform and approach is 

realistic and able to support high performance distributed hardware application microarchitectures. 
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Figure 79: Measured Application Network Bandwidth 

5.4.3 Burst Matrix Multiplication update 

The non-burst SoC architecture has demonstrated the operations of switched Ethernet, message passing en-

abled FPGA compute nodes along with the HDL MP API in supporting remote register transfer operations 

between distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  However, efficiency, certain result concerns 

and the cyclic result behaviour warranted the upgrading of the on-FPGA interconnect SoC to use burst opera-

tions.  As well as performance concerns, the matrix multiplication experiments also highlighted operational 
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issues with the communications protocol which prevented its correct operation across more than three com-

pute units.  Because of these, the implementation architecture of the hardware communication microarchitec-

ture was updated.  The matrix multiplication experiments have been re-run to test the updated architecture’s 

performance.  The updates have been applied transparently to the linear array hardware application microar-

chitecture as it is abstracted from the physical architecture by the HDL MP API.  This further enforces the 

abstraction the HDL MP API provides to applications independently of the architecture used to provide re-

mote register transfer operations.  As part of the network flow control and SoC upgrades, the use of the Net-

gear FS108 was targeted.  This switch was targeted as it has the lowest latency and highest bandwidth but 

also as it represents the least advanced switch that is used as part of the verification testing, further highlight-

ing the stability and feasibility of this approach to support parallel communications between FPGAs.  To al-

low for comparisons between the burst and non-burst architectures, the same matrix multiplication experi-

ments have been run with the FS108 providing the interconnect between the distributed hardware application 

microarchitectures. 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

MP 

Structures 

4,961 / 

13,696 

3,726 / 

30,816 

7,871 / 

30,816 
7 / 136 110.347 

Single 

Processing 

Element 

854 / 13,696 699 / 30,816 
1,302 / 

30,816 
10 / 136 159.848 

Linear  

Array 

9,148 / 

13,696 

9,136 / 

30,816 

15,695 / 

30,816 
100 / 136 118.918 

FPGA 

Cluster 

Node 

12,884 / 

13,696 

13,523 / 

30,816 

24,705 / 

30,816 
120 / 136 99.7607 

Table 28: Linear Array, Parallel Matrix Multiplicat ion Burst Experiment Resource 

Utilisation 
 

Scaling Test 

The scaling test as detailed previously has been performed using the burst architecture.  The maximum per-

formance result from this experiment is presented in Figure 80.  The results show a 40% increase in perform-

ance of the burst architecture over the non-burst approach, with a peak performance of  1.81 GFLOPS (Giga-

byte Floating-Point Operations Per Second) (90.5% efficiency) reported.  On a per node basis, this drops off 

to 1.78 GFLOPs (89.3% efficiency) when four compute units are used for the computation.  Results in Table 

29 show the boost each additional node provides to the computation performance.  These results show a near 

                                                           
7 As taken from the synthesis report.  Place and route optimisations met the 100 MHz. 
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linear increase in performance for each additional compute unit that is added to the computation resources of 

the FPGA cluster.   

  Minimum Maximum  

 2 Node 1.85 1.98  

 3 Node 2.71 2.96  

 4 Node 3.58 3.94  

Table 29: Additional Node Performance Boost, Scaling. The figures shown record the increased 

performance that each new compute unit provides.  Linear increase would see an improvement 

on par with the number of compute units i.e. 4 compute units giving a boost of 4 etc. 

The burst architecture supports more scalable performance than the non-burst architecture and this is 

reflected by the results as only a small drop off in performance is seen.  The range of performance drop off 

when multiple compute units are used is between 1.7% for the largest matrix size and 10.5% for the smallest 

matrix size.  This compares to a drop off of 2.4% for the largest matrix size and 16% for the smallest matrix 

for the non-burst architecture.  This shows a better performance from the burst architecture in terms of the 

efficiencies that it achieves.  The drop in performance is attributable to the overlapping of the communication 

with the computation, and the contention this places on the memory system and its operations. 

As with the non-burst architecture, the same computational grid sizes have been used for measuring 

the scaling performance of the burst architecture.  These results are presented in Figure 81 and Figure 84.  

From the results, the best overall performance is achieved by the computation grid size 120x30 – an A matrix 

FIFO size of 120 vs. a B matrix size of 30.  Performance measurements on the 60x60 computational grid 

show impressive performance boosts against the non-burst architecture showing that the burst HDL MP API 

has improved the computations that can be supported for a hardware application microarchitecture. 
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Figure 80: Scaling Experiment, Burst, per node performance 
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Figure 81: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, Burst, 1 Node 
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Figure 82: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, Burst, 2 Nodes 
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Figure 83: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, Burst, 3 Nodes 
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Figure 84: Matrix Multiplication Performance Breakd own, Burst, 4 Nodes 

 

Parallel Test 

The parallel test has been undertaken on the burst architecture to see how this architecture affects the parallel 

performance.  The results for this experiment are shown in Figure 85.  As well as the performance that is 

measured, the use of four compute units shows the scalability of the HDL MP API interface as no 
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modifications were performed on the hardware application microarchitecture to support the additional com-

pute units.  The additional compute unit allows the parallel experiment to perform computations on a larger 

data set, again showing scalability of the distributed hardware application microarchitectures and support for 

the remote register transfer operations.  From the results, running on a single compute unit, a time difference 

of some 70 seconds is recorded, which is a performance improvement of approximately 30% over the non-

burst architecture.  This level of performance increase is noted for all sizes, showing that the burst architec-

ture is better as would be expected but also that the HDL MP API application could operate correctly both for 

burst and non-burst architecture approaches  

 Minimum Maximum 

2 Node 1.66 1.99 

3 Node 1.96 2.88 

4 Node 1.90 3.57 

 The parallel test results measure performance improvements seen when additional nodes are used 

for the computation.  These results, in Table 30, show that each additional node improves the overall compu-

tational performance.  The results for the minimum size are measured for the minimum matrix size and show 

that the additional computation and remote register transfer overheads do not overlap efficiently with each 

other to support the near linear improvement seen for the scaling test.   
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Figure 85: Parallel Matrix Multiplication Times, Bu rst 
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 The largest three node matrix computation, takes the same time as the two node configuration.  This 

is again attributable to a non-optimal computation grid size across two nodes when compared against the 

three node execution time. The curve of the computational times between the burst and non-burst parallel 

computation times are nearly identical with the burst architecture performing more efficiently across all com-

putation sizes.   

The speed-up of the parallel computations for the burst architecture have been measured.  This ex-

periment looks at how more efficient the parallel computations are than the single compute unit performing 

all computations.  As previously, the performance of the single compute unit is assumed to be the best per-

formance while ideal performance for the different compute unit counts is based on the expected speed up 

that should be achieved if the computations scaled linearly and ideally.  The results are presented in Figure 

86.  The performance speed up for the burst architecture more closely matches that of the ideal speed-up, 

again with certain results performance being better than the ideal.  This as previously noted can be caused by 

the ideal measurement not necessarily being the best computational performance for that given size. 
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Figure 86: Burst speedup graph for various sizes 

Network Performance 

The network performance for both the scaling and parallel burst architecture experiments have been meas-

ured to see any performance improvements, both in raw performance and in the updated flow control opera-

tions that are used.  As noted for the burst architecture experiments, the Netgear FS108 switch has been used 

to interconnect the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  This means a peak network band-

width of 185.64 Mbps is achievable, as shown in Table 22.  The network performance for the burst architec-

ture is shown in Figure 87 and this also shows the average network bandwidths for the various computational 

grid sizes that have been measured.  The peak application bandwidth was recorded for remote register trans-
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fer operations between two hardware application microarchitectures and was measured at 184.65 Mbps, rep-

resenting an efficiency against the ideal of 99.5%.  This shows that the use of the network for accessing the 

system memory in conjunction with the hardware application microarchitecture does not disadvantage either 

as the computational scaling performance for the same size was 99% efficient.  This shows that both the up-

dated burst operations of the network in conjunction with the inline flow control operations are able to per-

form the remote register transfer operations securely and robustly without impacting the performance that is 

achieved at the HDL MP API.  These results again show the feasibility of using switched Ethernet and mes-

sage passing as the method to support FPGA cluster computations. 

When running the experiments across the FS108, a number of dropped packets have to be assumed 

with congestion on the switch the likely cause.  For some of the experiments, mainly the four compute unit 

experiments, this congestion will adversely affect the remote register transfer operations.  For every dropped 

packet, a timeout of 10 ms is used to ensure stability between the FPGA compute units and also between the 

FPGA compute units and the management node.  If congestion becomes high enough, or the operations of the 

timeout too great, this value can be reduced for FPGA to FPGA communications where response time is 

shorter and performance higher. 

The results show that the HDL MP API is able to support the remote register transfer operations of 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures for high performance parallel computations.  Applying 

the update network flow control operations along with the burst architecture has improved the operations and 

stability of the hardware microarchitecture and the operations it provides the HDL MP API enabled hardware 

application.  The burst update that was performed within the FPGA control logic, did not require the 

modification of the application, showing that the HDL MP API is able to both leverage the underlying con-

trol hardware efficiently while abstracting the application from the direct operations of the hardware. 
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Figure 87: Measured Application Network Bandwidth, Burst 
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5.4.4  TCHPC Moloch Comparison  

While the parallel matrix multiplication results show the performance that is possible between the distributed 

hardware application microarchitectures, it is also useful to look at other cluster based systems to see how the 

performance of the FPGA cluster compares.  To achieve this, identical tests were performed using the Mo-

loch cluster of the TCHPC [TCHPC '08].  Each node in the Moloch cluster is a dual 3.06 GHz Xeon proces-

sor, 512 KB level 2 cache with 2 GB DDR memory interconnected across a 1 Gigabit Ethernet switch.  Each 

processor contains four single precision SSE units.  This gives a peak matrix multiplication performance of 

12.24 GFLOPs per microprocessor.  Both the scaling and the parallel matrix multiplication tests have been 

performed across the Moloch cluster, using the SGEMM function to perform optimised and comparable sin-

gle precision matrix multiplication computations.  The scaling test performance is presented in Figure 88 

with the parallel computation times shown in Figure 89.  The Moloch cluster peaks at 7.89 GFLOPS (64.5% 

efficient) for one microprocessor compute unit.  Two microprocessor compute units’ performance peaks at 

7.27 GFLOPS (59.4% efficient) per compute unit and drops off to 7.09 GFLOPS (57.9% efficient) per com-

pute unit for three microprocessor compute units.  The drop in performance can be attributed to the network 

communications and protocol processing that are performed by the software running on the microprocessor.  

These results show that the performance of the FPGA cluster even though it is efficient are unable to match 

the performance of a standard microprocessor where inefficiencies can be masked purely by the frequency 

that the microprocessor is running at.  The performance of the parallel computations has also been measured 

with the results shown in Figure 89.  The performance times for the parallel computations are faster than 

those measured across the FPGA cluster but as with the scaling measurements, this is caused by the fre-

quency that the processor operates at in comparison to the FPGA cluster nodes.   
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Figure 88: Moloch Scaling Matrix Performance Figures 
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To put the FPGA results into better context, results presented by Zhuo et al [Zhuo '04] for a single 

FPGA, performing matrix computation measure a performance of 26.6 GFLOPs for single precision compu-

tations.  This is running on a Virtex2P125 FPGA, containing approximately 55 processing elements.  Scaling 

the performance of this back to 10 processing elements represents a linear array performance of approxi-

mately 2410 MFLOPS, showing the implementation presented within this work is of comparable perform-

ance.  Double precision figures show the linear array used by Zhuo et al, and that the experiment linear array 

is based on, can reach a sustained performance of 8.3 GLOPS.  The achieved performance of the double pre-

cision computations is more than 60% efficient.  This is for double precision figures, so it can be assumed 

that single precision computations will be more efficient given the lower memory requirements for the same 

matrix sizes.  

The aim with the matrix multiplication experiment has been to show the feasibility of switched 

Ethernet and message passing along with the HDL MP API in supporting parallel computations across dis-

tributed hardware application microarchitecture.  This has been achieved, and the performance of the network 

and computation logic is comparable in terms of operational efficiency to other architectures and experiments 

that have been measured.  The comparison of the FPGA cluster against a HPC cluster has shown that this is 

an unfair test environment to compare against as frequencies and other operations of the HPC cluster are able 

to outperform the FPGA cluster by sheer speed as opposed to being better or more efficient. 

5.4.5 Cyclic Performance Experiment 

The final set of experiments for the matrix multiplication are to look at the cyclic performance behaviour that 

is seen.  These experiments are undertaken to see if it is caused by some operation of the HDL MP API, some 
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Figure 89: Moloch Parallel Computation time 
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function of the remote register transfer operations or a problem on the linear array.  This experiment is under-

taken as a large drop off in performance, as much as 22%, can be seen for different matrix sizes, Figure 73 

and Figure 80.  As a linear performance increase is recorded for certain computational grid sizes e.g. 200x20, 

similar behaviour would be expected for the more efficient computational grid sizes e.g. 120x30. 

As oscillating results are present regardless of whether remote register transfer operations are per-

formed or not, the message passing and communication protocol operations have been ruled out as the cause 

of the problem.  This makes it possible to test the linear array microarchitecture performance using a single 

compute unit with all parameter data uploaded before the computations commence.  A computational grid 

size of 100x10 has been used for each processing element of the linear array.  This size was chosen as it dis-

plays the necessary experimental behaviour while allowing for a larger range of tests around some of the ma-

trix sizes that demonstrate a drop off in performance. 

Two experiments have been used, the first using the data flow architecture to generate the data ad-

dress locations, the second using static data addresses.  The results from the experiment are presented in 

Figure 90.  Both sets of experiments reported nearly identical computation performance across the different 

matrix sizes, and overlapped each other in the result graph.  The results show a periodicity for both the best 

performing matrix sizes and the worst performing matrix sizes across the experimental matrix sizes.  The 

worst performing configurations are divisible by 400 while the best performances are reported for matrix 

sizes that are larger by 200 elements on a dimension e.g. 400x400 vs. 600x600.  As the results are cyclic and 

independent of the addressing scheme that is used – dynamic vs. static – it must be concluded that interac-

tions between the linear array control logic and the memory interface structures are responsible for causing 

the cyclic and periodic behaviour.  Further investigation into the cause of the periodicity of the data should be 

undertaken.  However, the aim of implementing the parallel linear array matrix multiplication was to test and 
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Figure 90: Matrix Multiplication, Cyclic Test Perfo rmance Results 
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verify that the HDL MP API is able to support a distributed hardware application microarchitecture that is 

performing remote register transfer operations as part of a parallel algorithm, which has been demonstrated 

across a range of different experimental configurations. 

As put forward by Bondhugula et al [Bondhugula '06] a strong cause of the oscillating behaviour 

can be attributed to the memory access pattern.  As they note, as the size approaches a power of 2 boundary, 

cache line misses result in the loss of temporal locality as the memory interface buffer must be continuously 

flushed and refilled with new data for every access.  Changing the memory data layout would aid in removing 

some of the oscillation behaviour.  When this was applied by Bondhugula et al within their computation, a 

performance improvement was recorded.  A similar approach applied to the memory layout taking into ac-

count the block size would then improve and stabilise the achieved performance. 

5.4.6 NAS Parallel Benchmark Discussion 

Matrix multiplication has been presented to demonstrate the performance, feasibility and scalability of using 

switched Ethernet and message passing in supporting parallel computing applications and the remote register 

transfer operations between distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  As part of the description 

on the requirements of the HDL MP API the NPB were discussed and the characteristics of these applications 

in conjunction with the benchmarks of the two approaches is now discussed. 

Multigrid 

Multigrid looks to arrive at a state of equilibrium/convergence when no changes arise across an entire set of 

data in use for the computation.  For correct performance, MG uses an iterative approach to calculating a 

state of equilibrium with each new iteration getting closer to arriving at a result.  Depending on the system 

being measured, both two-dimensional and three-dimensional approaches are possible.  When the algorithm 

is parallelised across multiple computation elements, grid edge data needs to be exchange with neighbour 

nodes to ensure all nodes are performing computations on the latest iterations data.  It is possible to perform 

the computations and the communications concurrently once edge data operations are performed first.  The 

amount of computations a node needs to perform to hide the communication is a function of the time it will 

take to exchange the edge data between neighbour nodes.  For switched Ethernet, the time to exchange small 

amounts of data are higher than point-to-point links which will increase the amount of computations a node 

will need to perform.  This places a lower limit on the amount of computations which a node must perform.  

For higher speed networks, with lower latencies, the computation lower limit will be smaller and this may 

result in smaller FPGAs being possible against a switched Ethernet solution.  Further MG exchanges data to 

nearest neighbour nodes so a switched Ethernet network with its ability to exchange data as efficiently with 

both near and distant nodes will not be an advantage, rather it is a disadvantage with higher latencies.  Com-

paring the hardware and the software approaches, the lower communication time of the hardware approach 

means it will be able to perform more efficiently on smaller computational grids by virtue of not requiring as 

many computations to hide the communication overheads. 
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Conjugate Gradient 

Conjugate Gradient solutions look to solve both sparse and dense linear systems which consist mainly of 

matrix-vector computations using iterative methods.  A CG solution occurs when the approximated vector 

result has a low enough error associated with it such that it can be assumed to be the correct result.  To per-

form the computations of a CG solver in parallel, both matrix-vector and matrix-matrix computations are 

performed across all nodes, with data partitioning performed similar to that for parallel matrix multiplication 

discussed previously [Jordan '02, Chen '04].  To perform the computations in parallel however, a mas-

ter/slave approach to data distribution and result accumulation is required.  To improve the performance of 

CG solvers on FPGAs, the matrix-vector and matrix-matrix computations can be efficiently implemented as 

streaming microarchitectures but the overhead of communicating with a master node will slow the overall 

computations that can be performed. 

From the results above, it can be seen that the HDL MP API will support the matrix-matrix compu-

tations through the interface with sizes and overheads of various approaches already detailed.  For the master 

node, two approaches present themselves – use an FPGA which will require two implementation streams 

(one for the master, one for the slaves) or to use the management node as the master.  Overheads of exchang-

ing initialisation data with a management node provide details on the overheads that this incurs while also 

showing that the FPGAs as slaves are able to interact with the management node as a master.  With the com-

putations following a master/slave approach, no benefit will arise from the peer-to-peer data exchange per-

formance that has been measured between FPGAs, rather the overheads of performing the matrix-matrix 

multiplication provide a per-node performance guide and the initialisation measurements provide approxi-

mate communication overheads that can be expected when exchanging data with it. 

From the results, the size of data that should be computed on each FPGA should be large enough to 

support the exchange of data across switched Ethernet while its directed communication structure will sup-

port the master/slave model by allowing direct master-slave communications.  This compares to point-to-

point interconnects where data will is routed through all nodes to reach the master node.  The memory band-

width and associated overheads of randomly accessing both matrix and vector data is also relevant as this 

will influence the saturation that will be achieved on the computation logic.  Again, the measurements of the 

matrix multiplication show the performance that can be expected along with the memory bandwidth results.  

These results show the size of systems that is readily solvable while the bandwidth measurements show the 

lower bound of the time that can be expected for exchanging master/slave data.  Combining these results, the 

amount of data per node will need to be fairly large to benefit from the FPGA computation logic and mini-

mise the overheads that the data merging will introduce into the computations.  From the different experi-

ment results though, the platform will be able to support the CG computations through the HDL MP API. 

Fourier Transform 

Fourier Transforms solve three-dimensional partial differential equations using parallel FFT.  Parallel FFTs 

require each node to both perform computations and data communications between nodes.  Fourier Trans-
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forms are implemented as iterative solvers, with a new iteration required for each new computation that 

needs to be performed.  Each iteration requires data to be exchanged between nodes such that the data comes 

from nodes that are twice as distant as the previous iteration.  Parallel FFTs perform two levels of parallel-

ism, on node parallelism which may perform a number of iterations followed by internode communications 

to perform the final iterations.  For this discussion, only internode communications will be looked at. 

The internode communication pattern follows a butterfly pattern such that after each iteration, the 

distance between communicating nodes doubles.  The doubling of communication distance will result in in-

creased communication time for point-to-point networks as the hop distance increases however, for the 

switched Ethernet in use here, there will not be an appreciable increase in communication time.  This is seen 

as the switched Ethernet interconnect does not introduce additional overheads based on the distance between 

devices.  This means that it is possible to know how long the communications will take in each iteration and 

from this configure each node to perform an appropriate amount of computations.  In parallel FFT, it is not 

possible to overlap the computation and the communication operations, so knowing the time to exchange data 

vs. the time to perform the computations will allow for a more tailored implementation that could be more 

compute bound than communication bound.  From the communication patterns that need to be supported in 

parallel FFT, the HDL MP API will be able to support the changes in communication node easily, as demon-

strated in the barrier communication experiment where new iterations required new communication pairings 

to be created.  The latency overhead difference between the two approaches will make the hardware solution 

more efficient on the communications but if the amount of computations against communications is large, the 

communication approach that is taken will not influence the overall computation time. 

The computation operations are also of interest as it is possible to perform a large amount of compu-

tations on an FPGA against needing increased numbers of communications.  This additional parallelism in-

creases the resource usage of the FPGA however as the time to exchange data between nodes on switched 

Ethernet does not change regardless of the communication distance8, it is easier to match the amount of com-

putation that a node should perform against the amount of available resources and also the number of nodes 

that will be needed to perform the computation.  From the results and also the available resources of each 

FPGA, it could be expected that the size of FFT that can be performed across the system would be greater 

than 10,000 points, while the use of external memory provides enough memory storage for even larger sizes 

though the increased memory access will decrease the computation performance.   

Integer Sort 

Parallel integer sorting looks at how large (>500,000 integers) numbers of integers can be sorted efficiently 

across many compute nodes at the same time.  At the start of a parallel integer sort, each compute node has a 

subset of the overall number of integers, which it sorts first.  As the amount of data that is involved in an in-

teger sort is large, the use of external memory is a requirement with a large amount of data movement opera-

tions and temporary storage required to ensure the data is sorted correctly, while not corrupting unsorted data.  

                                                           
8 Once all communications occur across a single switch. 
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After a node has sorted its data, it exchanges the newly sorted data with its neighbour nodes.  Each data ex-

change with neighbour nodes follows a point-to-point pattern with the amount of data to be exchanged de-

pends on the parallel sorting algorithm that is used.   

Typical parallel integer sorting approaches exchange a large amount of data between nodes and 

from the parallel matrix multiplication results, the HDL MP API easily supports the exchange of a large 

amount of data.  The overhead and expected time to exchange this can be seen from the parallel matrix mul-

tiplication communication times while the maximum performance times across the range of available net-

works are presented in the bandwidth experiments.  Again, these experiments show that both the hardware 

and software solutions are able to support a parallel integer sort while the DMA operations of the hardware 

solution would be compatible with the large data exchanges that are seen from parallel integer sort.  The is-

sue for parallel integer sort is not the data exchanges however, it is the performance of the FPGA in relation 

to random memory address accesses and the storage structures that are required to perform the sorting opera-

tions.  From the random access pattern that is present in parallel matrix multiplication, the HDL MP API will 

be able to support these access patterns while the development of suitable hardware sorting solutions should 

be feasible on the available FPGA resources. 

A typical sorting operation is in the order of O(NlogN) operations while the amount of data to be 

exchanged will be of the order O(N), making the sorting operations more costly than the communication op-

erations so either solution will be appropriate for performing the communication operations between distrib-

uted integer sorting hardware nodes.  The sorting and communication operations can not be overlapped so the 

use of efficient communication operations will help reduce the sorting times.  The communication pattern 

follows a nearest neighbour pattern so the benefit of the switched Ethernet in supporting both near and far 

communications is not required.  The communication latency overhead will not pose a problem as the 

amount of data that may be exchanged will reduce this overhead to being a small proportion of the entire data 

exchange time. 

5.5 Ethernet Fragmentation Experiments 

From the design, a new and novel method for performing Ethernet fragmentation to support arbitrary remote 

register transfer sizes was presented in Section 3.2.4.  The performance of this as conveyed in Figure 21 and 

Figure 22 provided a performance advantage for padded packets.  When this fragmentation approach was 

implemented and experiments run on it to calculate the amount of performance improvement that was pre-

sent, a large difference was recorded between the approaches.  As an improvement was seen, further testing 

and experiments have been undertaken to see how the algorithm functions and behaves on a wider range of 

architectures than those directly related to the research question. 

As previously mentioned, fragmentation is required to allow for arbitrary sized remote register 

transfer operations by distributed hardware application microarchitectures through the HDL MP API.  Frag-

mentation is responsible for taking the message data and splitting it up so that the size of data transferred 
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between hardware application microarchitectures conforms with the underlying network’s MTU.  As part of 

the evaluation of the performance of the fragmentation algorithm, two additional experiment architectures 

above the hardware communication microarchitecture and FPGA processor have been used.  The first archi-

tecture extends the management node software so that two commodity PCs could be configured to exchange 

data with each other.  The second architecture modifies the network operations of the Linux Kernel – 2.6.27 – 

to see if the fragmentation approach can function correctly as part of standard TCP internode communica-

tions and if so, does it also provide a performance advantage.  This allows for an additional investigation into 

how the fragmentation operates as part of an operational network.  Two tests were conducted on each plat-

form, while an additional third test was feasible for the TCP/IP configuration: 

Test 1: Two compute units exchange data using the split fragmentation algorithm. 

Test 2: Typical fragmentation is used between the compute units, the data split as maximum size and re-

mainder. 

Test 3: One compute unit is configured to use split fragmentation and the other to use typical fragmentation.  

This configuration is only used with the TCP/IP tests. 

The experiments see the use of a modified ping-pong experiment, similar to that used for the latency 

and bandwidth experiments, with communication occurring between two interconnected nodes.  A range of 

message sizes have been used for the experiments, from one packet up to three packets with the focus of the 

experiments on two packets.  This focus is because the fragmentation is attempting to improve their perform-

ance, while one and three packet experiments look at how the performance scales in relation to different 

packet counts.  For the FPGA microarchitectures, data resides in Block RAM memory and is accessed 

through the HDL MP API.  For the commodity PC experiments, a user space array is generated and filled 

with random data.  The Linux tests use the ping application.  For the commodity PC experiments, each node 

consists of an Intel 2160 processor running at 1.8 GHz with 1 GB RAM. 

5.5.1 FPGA Fragmentation Experiments 

The first set of experiments are performed between distributed application hardware compute units.  As frag-

mentation operations are transparent to the application running on the compute unit, the first step in the ex-

periment was identifying how the two approaches could be used independently and correctly.  For the hard-

ware communication microarchitecture, this is achieved by using parameters which select whether to use 

splitting hardware or not within the communication flow operations.  Selecting between each requires resyn-

thesis of the hardware depending on the experiment but reduces the hardware resource usage against includ-

ing both structures on the FPGA logic.  For the FPGA processor solution, a define compiler directive is used 

which performs the same functionality as the hardware parameter.  To select between each fragmentation 

algorithm, a recompile is required.  In keeping with the HDL MP API architecture, the same hardware appli-

cation microarchitecture is used for both the hardware and FPGA processor solutions, with the application 

unaware which configuration it is operating with – split, typical or hardware, FPGA processor. 
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The experiment hardware application microarchitecture uses ready mode remote register transfer 

operations while flow control operations are disabled.  This approach directly measures the raw exchange of 

packets, highlighting improvements for data movement that are present with the proposed fragmentation al-

gorithm.  A single test performs a minimum of 1,000 message exchanges, with the result as the average one-

way latency from performing three such tests.  Each test is measured by timers implemented as part of the 

hardware application microarchitecture which counts the number of clock cycles from the start of the test 

until completion.  This measures the elapsed round trip time which must be halved to get the one-way latency 

between the nodes.  The message sizes that are chosen measure communications across one, two and three 

packet sizes with a range of 1300 bytes to 3500 bytes used.  The message passing size information along with 

the number of experiment iterations are uploaded as parameters to the hardware application microarchitecture 

from the management node. 

 Slices Flip-Flops LUTs BRAM 
Frequency 

(MHz) 

Application 

Memory 

Hardware, Split 

Ops  
4,397 4,384 7,104 12 131.173 N/A 

Hardware, 

NonSplit Ops  
4,512 4,368 7,046 12 131.173 N/A 

FPGA Processor, 

Split Ops 
4,885 4,266 6,727 23 107.304 11,932 KB 

FPGA Processor, 

NonSplit Ops 
4,885 4,266 6,727 23 107.304 11,892 KB 

Table 31: Fragmentation Experiment Resource Utilisation showing a slight difference in resource 

usage on the hardware platform for the split operations vs. the non-split operations. 
 

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The FPGA fragmentation experiment results are presented in Figure 91 to Figure 94, while the resource us-

age of each platform is presented in Table 31.  The results show the performance of the algorithm across both 

100 Mb Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet.  The results show that for store-and-forward networks, a direct per-

formance advantage is measurable from the use of the split fragmentation algorithm.  When looking at the 

cut-through switch, some performance differences are present between the split and typical approach.  These 

differences however are not as pronounced as with the store-and-forward networks.  This would say that op-

erations on the store-and-forward networks in terms of storing the packet and testing it result in an additional 

communication overhead which is hidden when using the split fragmentation algorithm. 

For the FPGA results, the split algorithms’ operations are superior to that of the typical fragmenta-

tion algorithm when communicating two packets of data between nodes.  The results of Figure 91 show that 

when exchanging 1600 bytes of data, a 22% lower latency is recorded for the hardware microarchitecture 

with the split operations as opposed to the typical approach.  Figure 92 likewise, shows that for 1600 bytes, 

the FPGA processor solution reports a 30% lower latency against the typical fragmentation approach.  As the 
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size of the remote register transfer operation increases, the performance advantage reduces for all but two 

maximum sized packets where the split operations provide an improvement in the communication operations.  

The Gigabit network performance measurements are presented in Figure 93 and Figure 94.  From the hard-

ware results, in Figure 93, the split algorithm performs better for all message sizes that are being exchanged.  

The software results, in Figure 94, report no difference between the split or the typical fragmentation ap-

proach.  This shows that the packetisation overheads of the software solution are not able to generate and 

configure the data any quicker based on the packet size that is to be exchanged. 

From the results that are shown, the use of the fragmentation algorithm also presents an interesting 

result such that the time to perform a remote register transfer on a larger data size – 1600 bytes – is faster 

than the time to transfer a single packet 1300 bytes.  This result is seen across all the architectures that have 

been measured.  As well as the advantage seen at the boundary between one and two packets, for some of the 

experiments a performance advantage is also seen when transiting between two and three packets.  From the 

results for the FPGA architectures, the use of the fragmentation algorithm improves the performance of the 

network transfers while also removing some complexity for implementing padded packet removal, which is 

the reason the algorithm was developed originally. 
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Figure 91: Fragmentation FPGA Hardware results, 100Mb 
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Figure 92: Fragmentation FPGA Software results, 100Mb 
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Figure 93: Fragmentation FPGA Hardware results, Gigabit 
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Figure 94: Fragmentation FPGA Software results, Gigabit 

5.5.2 PC Experiments 

Extending the FPGA experiments, and using the management node code, the fragmentation algorithm has 

been implemented to operate between commodity PCs.  This test setup investigates how the algorithm per-

forms in the presence of an OS and to see does the same performance advantage reported for the FPGAs exist 

between commodity computers.  The management node code was updated to ensure it was able to function 

between commodity PCs and as part of this, the node addresses were statically generated.  This reduces ex-

periment implementation time and does not change the operations that are expected or measured – an initiali-

sation routine would not be timed. 

The experiment is setup similar to the FPGA tests and measures the time to exchange a minimum of 

1,000 packets between the compute units (PCs).  The application operations are setup the same for the PC as 

with the FPGA architectures.  All communications use ready mode, without flow control operations imple-

mented.  The PC experiment results are based on exchanging only normal Ethernet packets, limited to an 

MTU of 1,500 bytes of data.  Jumbo packets could not be configured to operate correctly and were not meas-

ured as part of the PC experiments.  To measure the elapsed experiment time, the gettimeofday() function is 

used, with the timer recording the time spent exchanging the 1,000 loops.  The time is then averaged firstly to 

generate a single round trip time and to then generate the one-way latency time.  The GCC compiler, v4.4.0, 

was used with varying optimisations applied as part of the experiments to see what effect compiler optimisa-
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tions would have on the performance.  This configuration is above those possible on the FPGAs and can be 

viewed as an extension to the base set of FPGA experiments.   
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Figure 95: PC experiment results for 100Mb Ethernet 
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Figure 96: PC experiment results for Gigabit Ethernet 
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Experiment Outcome and Results 

Figure 95 and Figure 96 present the PC experiment results.  From the results, for all configurations, the frag-

mentation algorithm has a lower latency when exchanging the messages between the nodes.  The result con-

figuration is similar to that of the FPGA nodes, showing that when no flow control is employed, the opera-

tions of the PC are similar to that of the FPGA architectures.  Like the FPGA experiments, the performance 

advantage is more evident on the store-and-forward switch.  However, a performance difference is also re-

corded on the cut-through switch at smaller sizes.  From the optimisation experiments that were performed, 

the use of compiler optimisation level –O3 improves the communication performance, independently of the 

fragmentation algorithm that is used.  As with the FPGA architectures before it, there is a large change in 

performance at the boundary between one and two packets.  Again, the time to exchange a 1600 byte packet 

as two individual packets is less than the time to exchange a 1300 byte packet.  This leads to the belief that 

the size of the packets being exchanged influences the performance, with certain sizes either easier to operate 

and handle or design for. 

5.5.3 Linux TCP Experiments 

The final experimental configuration applies the split fragmentation algorithm to TCP/IP communications 

performed between Linux computers.  A number of different network configurations for the Linux experi-

ment were used, and these are discussed in more detail when describing those experiments.  For the software 

aspect of the experiments the same Linux setup was used, with the IP networking stack of Ubuntu Linux 

8.10, kernel 2.6.27 modified to provide the desired functionality.  The PC for the experiment consists of an 

Intel 2160 processor running at 1.8 GHz with 1 GB RAM.  The TCP/IP experiments measure the perform-

ance of the fragmentation algorithm in the presence of a complete flow control environment with tests run on 

both a closed test network consisting of the experiment computers only and across an operational TCP/IP 

network.  This latter test is used to see how the split fragmentation algorithm interacts with compute units 

that are not configured in a similar manner.  As the operations are performed as part of TCP communications 

no issues are expected with using the split fragmentation algorithm across an operational network.   

  The Linux Kernel implementation attempts to compare the performance when full TCP flow con-

trol operations are performed between the nodes.  To reduce the complexity of implementing a TCP applica-

tion, standard ping which is included as part of Ubuntu 8.10 is used.  Using ping as the application has meant 

the test configuration has to be modified against that used for the previous experiments.  Unlike the other 

experiments which perform a single large communication iteration, the ping experiment performs a single 

ping exchange which is performed multiple times.  The time recorded for the ping experiments is that taken 

from ping itself with the best and worst 15 times removed to reduce inconsistent communication perform-

ance.  The times are then averaged, giving the overall time to exchange data using ping.  The message size is 

controlled through the ping ‘-s’ parameter option.  The use of a pre-existing application also aids in showing 

that the fragmentation strategy can be added without requiring modifications of pre-existing applications.   
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To update the TCP implementation to apply the split fragmentation algorithm, it was necessary to 

identify where to implement the code modifications.  This required identifying where fragmentation opera-

tions occur within the Linux Kernel and applying the split fragmentation algorithm.  Difficulty identifying 

exactly where fragmentation occurs has seen the implementation being placed on the slow_path operations 

within the ip_fragment method of ip_output.c.  To ensure the split fragmentation algorithm is used, the pre-

fragmented operations of ip_fragment are skipped although the application pre-fragmentation operations still 

occur.  This results in the TCP/IP implementation doubling up on the fragmentation operations that are per-

formed for the split algorithm against those of the typical non-split algorithm.  From the results, this opera-

tion doubling up is reflected in a drop off in performance which will be discussed.  As the networking opera-

tions of the Linux Kernel are integral to its correct operation, it was only possible to implement the algorithm 

through a kernel rebuild.  This means it is only possible to test and check the algorithm through rebooting 

and loading the kernel version that is required. 

The performed experiments can be grouped to give three overall test configurations.  The first group 

looks at the performance of the split fragmentation algorithm across an operational network, consisting solely 

of Cisco switches and routers, with a 100 Mb interconnect and a Gigabit backbone between routers.  For the 

operational network experiment, data must be exchanged across two virtual LANs as well as routes between 

2 different networks to reach the destination.  The use of an operational network demonstrates the perform-

ance of the algorithm in a real network environment while highlighting the applicability of the approach in an 

environment which is not under the experiments control.  As the environment is not under the experiments 

control, the results are for illustrative purposes as the same network data load can not be regenerated.  This 

experiment measured the time for two nodes to ping a common central network resource.  To remove tran-

sient effects, both nodes commenced the ping operations concurrently so that similar network traffic was pre-

sent on the network for both compute units.  The second group represent the standard tests that have been 

undertaken by the previous experiments.  These represent the fragmentation times when standard network 

settings are used for both 100Mb and Gigabit Ethernet.  The third group of results expand the scope of the 

Gigabit tests and employ a range of Jumbo packets to see how they perform under the split fragmentation 

algorithm.   

Experiment Outcome and Results 

The results of the operational, live network test are shown in Figure 97.  Only two configurations were possi-

ble for the experiment, an unmodified configuration where typical fragmentation is used and a modified ver-

sion where split fragmentation is used.  Within this experiment, a minimum of three store-and-forward hops 

are present between the computer and the central resource.  The computer is connected to a 100Mb network 

with a Gigabit fibre backbone.  The results show that for a wide range of the experiment sizes, the modified 

kernel performs better.  However, it does not perform better on all sizes with communication at 2400 bytes 

being a packet size where the unmodified version performs better.  From investigations into the configuration 

of the network, the direct cause of this performance difference has not been ascertained.  Possible causes of 

this performance difference can be accounted for by the packet size of the unmodified solution being better 
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tuned to move through the network more efficiently or an unusual load on the modified node.  The Ubuntu 

platforms that are used have not been optimised for the experiments though extraneous applications have 

been stopped as far as possible.  For the unmodified system, the packet sizes across the network are 1460 and 

940 bytes, while for the modified system, the packet sizes are 1200 bytes for both.  Given the performance at 

this point, speculation on the result would say that a packet size less than 1024 bytes might be able to traverse 

the network more efficiently than packet sizes larger than it.  For the modified results, this is the first sample 

size which communicates packets which are greater than 1024 bytes.  When both nodes are sending 2,800 

bytes of data this represents two maximum sized TCP packets across the network with this reflected in both 

configurations performing the same.  The next result, 3,000 bytes is of interest as here, when three packets 

are required, the modified version shows a marked improvement for sending this amount of data against the 

unmodified version.  This shows that the split fragmentation algorithm provides a direct performance advan-

tage against an unmodified version when run across an operational network.  This experiment also shows that 

the split fragmentation approach can be applied to an operational network without adverse affects. 
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Figure 97: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiment, live 100Mb network 

Figure 98 and Figure 99 show the results for the fragmentation experiments for both 100Mb and Gi-

gabit Ethernet.  For both results, an MTU of 1500 bytes is used.  The two nodes used for these experiments 

were directly connected together across an appropriate network switch.  This allowed for three test configura-

tions, two where both nodes were configured to use the same fragmentation algorithm and one where both 

nodes used a different fragmentation strategy.  This final configuration corresponds with the modified results 

that are presented.  This configuration gives an overview of how the split fragmentation would perform if 

implemented on only a subset of the nodes of a network. 
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Figure 98: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiments, closed 100Mb network 
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Figure 99: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiments, closed Gigabit network 

The results from Figure 98, 100Mb Ethernet, are similar to those seen previously for the 100Mb 

networks on the FPGA and custom communication PCs.  The best performance is again seen with the split 

fragmentation algorithm, with the worst performance recorded when neither node has been modified.  The 

mixed configuration performs between the two sets. Unlike in the live network experiment, the performance 

of the different configurations do not converge on 2,800 bytes, rather they converge at 3,000 bytes which 
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requires three packets for its communication.  Figure 99 shows the performance for the same configuration 

when run across Gigabit Ethernet with a 1500 byte MTU.  The results are a lot more unpredictable with no 

one algorithm approach directly better than the other.  For smaller sizes, the split fragmentation performs the 

best while at larger sizes the non-split fragmentation algorithm achieves better performance.  Some of the 

cause of this relates to older underlying difficulties of a commodity PC in handling Gigabit rate network traf-

fic efficiently [Bellows '02].  From the results, the TCP experiment implementation adds to the communica-

tion overheads.  The TCP split fragmentation approach still performs the pre-fragmentation operations which 

are used by the unmodified system, before then also performing split fragmentation operations.  For the re-

sults of Figure 99, this additional overhead coupled with the underlying difficulty of efficiently operating at 

Gigabit speeds, the unmodified solution is able to achieve a better performance.  The performance advantage 

of the modified solution though at smaller packet sizes even with the additional copy operations still show 

that the split fragmentation algorithm should operate more efficiently than the unmodified approach. 

Extending the TCP experiments, the MTU of the Gigabit network was increased to examine algo-

rithm performance for different MTUs.  Three sizes were selected, 5,000 bytes in Figure 100, 7,000 bytes in 

Figure 101 and 9,000 bytes in Figure 102.  These sizes aim to represent different configurations that may be 

supported across a range of networks.  The message sizes have equally been increased to reflect the new net-

work MTUs.  From the graphed results, again the split fragmentation algorithm is more efficient at smaller 

sizes, with these Gigabit results mirroring those of the FPGA, the PC and the 100Mb closed network experi-

ment.  The performance of the split algorithm when communicating close to two maximum sized packets is 

again not as good as the unmodified approaches.  This is likely caused by the experimental nature of the im-

plementation and the operation doubling up that is performed within the modified version. 
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Figure 100: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiments, closed Gigabit network, MTU 5000 
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Figure 101: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiments, closed Gigabit network, MTU 7000 
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Figure 102: TCP/IP Fragmentation experiments, closed Gigabit network, MTU 9000 

5.5.4 Fragmentation Experiment Discussion 

The split fragmentation algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.4 has been tested in a wide range of experimental 

environments.  The results show that the split fragmentation algorithm provides a marked improvement in 
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packet communications as seen firstly by the reduced times to send the same size packets and secondly when 

it is possible to send a larger data size consisting of two packets faster than a single packet.  While the algo-

rithm shows performance advantages, this was not replicated across all experiments with the TCP implemen-

tation not always reporting an advantage.  This arises because of the experimental nature of the implementa-

tion as opposed to any fault in the algorithm itself.   

The experiments have looked at the fragmentation operations from a high level view – fragmenta-

tion has to be performed and here is an algorithm to perform it.  To put the measured results into context, 

different applications which would benefit from the fragmentation algorithm are now presented.  The identi-

fied applications are those where a majority of the communication data would fall between 1,000 and 4,000 

bytes as a range where the split fragmentation algorithm has demonstrated performance advantages.  The use 

of jumbo packets for this are not explored as from the results, an MTU of 5,000 bytes already performs in a 

single communication what a standard MTU would take 4 packets to communicate.  The work of Vetter et al 

[Vetter '03], Cypher et al [Cypher '93], and Sur et al [Sur '06] look at different applications and their commu-

nication requirements.  As part of the results discussion, we look at different applications they present and the 

performance advantage that might be possible. 

From Vetter et al [Vetter '03], the Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement Application Infrastructure 

(SAMRAI) application would benefit from the use of the split fragmentation algorithm as 34% of the data 

communications require between 2,048 and 4,096 bytes with approximately 70% of all communications re-

quiring between 1,024 and 8,196 bytes.  The amount of message communications performed is dependant on 

the number of tasks used by the application with a range of between 43 and 136 message communications 

performed.  Cypher et al [Cypher '93] look at different applications, where a wider range of suitable applica-

tions are covered.  Included in these applications are 2D and 3D fluid flow simulations, with 100% (29,147) 

and 12.8% (8,188) of the communications for each falling between 1K and 8K bytes respectively.  For the 

3D fluid flow simulations, communications in the 1K to 8K range represent the upper communication sizes, 

although some very large message communications are also performed with 108 communications between 

512K and 4M.  These would most likely represent data distribution operations as opposed to computation 

communications.  Molecular Dynamics has also been identified as an application with a large portion, 33% 

(15,019), of data communication within the 1K to 8K bracket.  Unlike the 3D fluid flow however, these 

communications represent the lower range of the application’s requirements.  A chemical reaction simulation 

which applies first principles to see how quantum chemical reactions behave performs 15% of its communi-

cation in this range, totalling 68 communications.  For the chemical reaction simulation however, the major-

ity of communications are between 8K and 64K in size.  Finally, a climate simulation application performs 

15%, some 101,376 communications which exchange the given range (1K – 8K), with no communications of 

larger data required.  Three other applications reported by Cypher are not detailed here as their communica-

tion pattern would not suit the split fragmentations operations as they either perform no communications in 

the necessary range or all communications are too large.  Sur et al [Sur '06] investigate the communication 

requirements of the NPB.  From the results that they present, only the MG application performs any commu-
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nications requiring between 1K and 4K byte messages.  The other applications either perform smaller or lar-

ger message sized communications. 
 

The results and discussion show that the split fragmentation algorithm aids in reducing communica-

tion latency and with the details from the application investigations, a wide range of applications exist that 

could benefit from this performance advantage. 

5.6 Evaluation Conclusions 

The evaluation experiments have set out to test and measure if using switched Ethernet and message passing 

is a realistic, feasible and scalable approach for interconnecting distributed hardware application microarchi-

tectures implemented on FPGAs.  Experiments have looked at the performance of the HDL MP API in sup-

porting algorithm parallelisation along with the architectures that support the remote register transfer opera-

tions – the hardware communication microarchitecture and the FPGA processor architecture.  A range of 

aspects of each approach, to support the remote register transfer have been tested.  These experiments have 

looked at how the HDL MP API provides a hardware application microarchitecture access to a message pass-

ing protocol for exchanging data between arbitrary point-to-point remote register transfers and collective 

communications.  Finally, the use of the HDL MP API to abstract the implementation of the communication 

interconnect from a high performance parallel application has also been performed.  These experiments re-

enforce the requirement to support remote register transfer between distributed hardware application mi-

croarchitectures which can be located on a diverse number of FPGAs.  Support for remote register transfer 

operations provides an algorithm with the ability to scale across additional reconfigurable logic, allowing the 

algorithm to meet increased computation requirements.  Along with identifying the need to support an ab-

stract interface for remote register transfer operations, the results also show that when performance is com-

pared with the MGT based approaches, that switched Ethernet represents a sensible approach for intercon-

necting distributed FPGAs.  This is seen as the overall remote register transfer performance along with the 

ability to easily add and remove nodes represents a scalable approach which has not be demonstrated by the 

MGT based solutions to interconnecting FPGAs.  The ability to mix the interconnect structures and devel-

opment boards shows that switched Ethernet is able to support a diverse range of operational structures with 

the speed of data exchange a function of the interconnect approach that is used.  This style of operation has 

not been demonstrated robustly by others.  A further advantage of switched Ethernet is the scalability and 

robustness of the interconnects that are employed.  While scalability has been demonstrated through various 

experiments – barrier, initialisation, parallel matrix multiplication – the robustness of the solution has been 

measured through the various development boards that can be used with each other and a management node 

in support of application parallelisation through the fork-join approach.   

The experiments have used a hardware communication microarchitecture and a soft-core FPGA 

processor to measure the performance and operations of the remote register transfers.  From the various ex-

periment results, the hardware communication microarchitecture provides the best performance for support-

ing the remote register transfer operations between the distributed hardware application microarchitectures.  
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This is seen as the hardware communication microarchitecture provides the best interconnect performance 

with the lowest latency.  When looking at the reconfigurable resource usage, the hardware communication 

microarchitecture also has a smaller footprint using fewer slices and fewer Block RAMs making more avail-

able for an application to use for temporary computation data storage.  The reduced Block RAM usage re-

flects the dedicated nature of the hardware communication microarchitecture with all operations supported 

through logic while the FPGA processor requires software stored in memory to function.  While the size of 

the software is minimised, additional Block RAMs are still required to support the FPGA processor message 

passing and communication functionality. 

From the experiments, further information can be learnt about the message passing and communica-

tion protocols that have been developed.  Through the use of a customised data packet, overheads associated 

with packet identification have been kept to a minimum with network performance for 100 Mb Ethernet 

nearly able to achieve maximum performance.  For the operation of the message passing and transport proto-

cols for exchanging application data, a large overhead is apparent for small data sizes on each approach, with 

the request-to-send/clear-to-send reducing the achieved performance.  This is seen in the low performance 

measurements from the bandwidth experiments but also in the high, when compared to MGT approaches, 

latency for exchanging minimum sized packets.  As the amount of data that needs to be transmitted increases, 

the overhead of the initial handshake is no longer a concern as reflected in the amount of network bandwidth 

an application is able to access.   

Comparing both the hardware and the software approaches, a number of architectural differences af-

ford the hardware approach better overall performance.  For the hardware approach, the ability to test and 

operate on data as it arrives at the interface along with packet generation as it is communicated reduces the 

amount of operations that need to be performed on the data.  This is reflected in the communication protocol 

where an error with a packet can be identified early and no further operations performed on that packets data.  

Through these operations, the hardware approach is able to support DMA transfers.  Comparing these opera-

tions with the software approach, data copy operations along with packet building operations on the proces-

sor are required while packets can only be identified after they have been stored in intermediate memory 

buffers.  This increases the overheads in moving data between the application microarchitecture and the in-

terconnect, resulting in a lower overall performance.  To correctly exchange the data however, these opera-

tions can not be avoided.  One of the major implementation difference that allows the hardware operate more 

efficiently can be seen with the control packet exchange operations where the hardware is able to test and 

operate on the data before the packet is completely received while the software must wait for the packet to be 

received and moved to intermediate memory before it can be tested to know what operations to perform.  

Along with packet data operations, the hardware approach employs an efficient interrupt handling and control 

structure which allows for concurrent processing of both transmit and receive operations.  This is not possible 

with the software approach where a polling operation is used to ensure correct identification and operation of 

packets through the network.  This again represents a performance difference between each approach as the 

hardware is able to operate concurrently on the network data while the software must sequentially deal with 

network events. 
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While the hardware communication microarchitecture and software FPGA processor perform the 

data communications, the HDL MP API enables the abstraction of these operations from the hardware appli-

cation microarchitectures and these have been tested.  As part of the evaluation, parallel matrix multiplication 

has been undertaken to evaluate the HDL MP APIs support for high performance parallel computations dis-

tributed across hardware application microarchitectures operating on different FPGAs.  Results from the par-

allel application showed that the HDL MP API supports high performance parallel algorithms while as dis-

cussed, the HDL MP API allows the implementation system to be updated while the application logic was 

not changed.  This was seen with the update to the burst interface operations and the updated network flow 

control operations.  The HDL MP API also provided scalability operations through the ability to include or 

not different collective communications and support of a single FPGA computation image regardless of the 

number of FPGAs that were employed for experiments. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

This thesis has set out to investigate the feasibility of using message passing to support the exchange of data 

between distributed hardware application microarchitectures across a switched Ethernet interconnect.  As 

part of this investigation, a hardware application interface, the HDL MP API, to support remote register 

transfer operations between independent application microarchitectures which are performing the computa-

tions of a parallel algorithm has been developed.  From the experiments that have been performed to evaluate 

the research question, the following conclusions can be made: 

• Message Passing between distributed hardware applications across a switched Ethernet network is 

a feasible approach to use, as shown by the network performance that has been achieved and sup-

port for a high performance application, parallel matrix multiplication. 

• Through the use of a hardware abstraction interface, the HDL MP API, both hardware and soft-

ware message passing and communication operations are feasible for supporting parallel computa-

tions.  Of these approaches, the hardware approach is more practical as it supports lower commu-

nication latency, higher network performance and some additional operations not readily sup-

ported by a software approach e.g. DMA operations 

• Through the experiments that have been performed, it has been possible to compare this approach 

to other related solutions to help answer the research question.  Performance has been similar 

while the use of a single interconnect across all computation devices facilitates a robust and scal-

able approach for supporting computation parallelisation. 

• The HDL MP API while abstracting the implementation approach has also aided in comparing the 

hardware and software approaches as the it was possible to use the same application independent 

of the manner used to exchange data.  The HDL MP API also facilitated parametric communica-

tions as different collective communications could be easily supported while not impacting other 

applications which did not require them. 
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The HDL MP API allows the hardware application microarchitectures to be implemented independ-

ently of the message passing and communication operations that are used.  This has been demonstrated with 

the parallel matrix multiplication where on-chip parallelisation operations were extended across multiple 

interconnected and distributed FPGAs while further shown with the range of benchmark experiments which 

were undertaken to measure overall system performance.  As part of these experiments, the scalability of the 

platform has been tested through the use of both, the matrix multiplication computations and the additional 

tests which show the use of multiple interconnected FPGA nodes across the Ethernet switches.  This scalabil-

ity has been supported directly by the HDL MP API.  Scalability has also been shown through the program-

mability of the HDL MP API where additional communications could be easily added, with collective com-

munications used to demonstrate this.  Additional communications could be implemented without modifying 

pre-existing applications as the additional communications are supported through the HDL MP API.  This 

demonstrates the benefit of a single command interface which will support the remote register transfer opera-

tions easily and directly without requiring modifications of pre-existing code basis.  Rather, it allows im-

provement in the performance of applications while not impacting their performance if the communications 

are not required. 

For each architecture, the exchange of register data between microarchitectures has required the de-

velopment and implementation of both a message passing and communication protocol.  These protocols 

have been developed to support the scalable and robust transfer of data between the distributed hardware 

application microarchitectures.  Through the use of the HDL MP API, the user is abstracted from the physical 

operations of the protocols but the requirements and operations of the protocols for supporting this are still 

required from the implementation perspective.  The design and development of these protocols firstly facili-

tate the exchange of remote register transfer operations through the use of the messages while the communi-

cation protocol ensures the correct exchange of data across the switched Ethernet interconnect.  From the 

structures possible for implementing message passing, a layered approach has been taken which has seen the 

message passing operations implemented independently of the interconnect that is used.  The message pass-

ing protocol functions of send and receive accept application communication requests and direct the inter-

connect control hardware to perform the handshake and data exchange operations.  The communication pro-

tocol has been developed to provide packet-based communications across switched Ethernet.  The use of this 

communication protocol in conjunction with Ethernet switches allows for scalability of the available applica-

tion hardware resources.  The communication protocol that has been developed for this work shows that a 

specific protocol in a controlled network structure is able to operate efficiently and maintain correct commu-

nications between interconnected nodes.  As part of the communication protocol development a novel means 

to exchange data across store-and-forward networks has been identified.  This algorithm approach does not 

display the see-saw behaviour between packets that are typically seen when exchanging data.  This operation 

has also shown a performance advantage over a typical IP approach to exchanging data.  The benefit of this 

algorithm is that it reduces the communication overheads between interconnected nodes, reducing the time 

spent communicating data.  During the discussion on the fragmentation algorithm results, details on a number 

of applications which would benefit from the use of this algorithm have been presented. 
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Through the use of switched Ethernet and message passing, a novel aspect of the work has been the 

ability to mix and match the FPGA development boards that support the distributed application.  The use of 

Ethernet also removes the need for an interconnect bridge between the computation resources of the FPGAs  

and a management compute unit which aids in reducing the cost of implementing the FPGA hardware archi-

tectures and also furthers support for the fork-join approach to application parallelisation. 

From the experiment results, the following additional information can be developed, that there is a 

need to match up the interconnect that is supported with the hardware that is being used.  In the background 

chapter, a number of projects are detailed which use FPGA processors to support the exchange of data be-

tween distributed FPGAs through the use of high performance interconnects – MGT point-to-point links.  

Results in this thesis show that the performance of the interconnect may not be a bottleneck and that incur-

ring the additional costs of a higher specification interconnect may not provide any advantage to the data ex-

change operations.  This is evident where the difference in FPGA processor bandwidth between the 100 Mb 

and Gigabit Ethernet was approximately 5 Mbps.  The overheads of supporting the software operations show 

that it is not overly advantageous for the remote register transfer operations of a distributed hardware applica-

tion microarchitecture to use a high performance interconnect.   

6.1 Limitations 

While developing the HDL MP API and remote register transfer logic, certain limitations are identified that 

have not been addressed within the implementation of this work.  Investigating these limitations from the 

HDL MP API and working down to the physical interconnect interface, the first limitation concerns the op-

erations of the collective communications.  For the present implementation of the collective operations, all 

data regardless of the destination node is transferred across the network.  This is a costly copy operation if 

both the source and destination node are the same device.  To address this limitation, rather than moving data 

between the application registers and the network, support for moving data between registers on the same 

device would be required.  The HDL MP API interface already supports the necessary interface signals 

meaning  the update is only applicable to the implementation approach, and not the HDL MP API.  Address-

ing this concern would reduce the time to move data as part of a collective communication. 

While the HDL MP API supports remote register transfer operations, it only supports a single com-

munication at a time.  This means a remote register transfer operation must complete before starting the next 

one.  Message passing queues have been developed to support multiple outstanding communications concur-

rently.  These have been simulated to show correct functionality but have not been implemented on the hard-

ware.  As these queues were not required for experiments, simulations were enough to show they operated as 

required.  These queues would need to be tested on the hardware to ensure they are able to support multiple 

communications.  Support for multiple communications simultaneously would mirror the non-blocking op-

erations of MPI where it is possible to perform communication and computation at the same time.  With the 

use of a hardware application microarchitecture both the communication and computations will occur simul-

taneously on the same hardware, regardless of whether blocking or non-blocking communications are used. 
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While the communication protocol supports the exchange of data between interconnected FPGAs 

across switched Ethernet, some limitations have been identified with the implementation.  When developing 

the synchronisation communications, certain assumptions about the stability of switched Ethernet were made.  

This has resulted in the synchronisation packets being generated but not acknowledge as per the exchange of 

data packets.  Under heavy communication loads, the use of this approach for synchronisation does not work 

as packets can be dropped because of congestion.  This issue can be resolved by adding dedicated flow con-

trol logic as part of the hardware communication microarchitecture and by adding additional software for the 

FPGA processor to support the synchronisation flow control operations.  Maintaining dedicated flow control 

structures is more advantageous as it reduces delays on the interconnect while also supporting the fact that 

synchronisation packets can be received at any time during an applications execution.  As part of the com-

munication protocol, dropped packets will arise and to identify these, a timeout along with the packet number 

are used.  The timeout value is set artificially high to support communications between the FPGA nodes and 

the management node.  It should be possible to use a variable length timeout based on the nodes that are ex-

changing data – one timeout for between FPGAs, a different time out for between the FPGA and manage-

ment node.  Packetisation operations see all packets created after the previous data has been sent.  This re-

duces network bandwidth as no overlap of communication and data packetisation is performed.  This sees 

reduced network performance on Gigabit Ethernet while necessitating the disabling of the transmission wa-

termark as part of the experiments to show good performance.  By using packet pre-buffering operations like 

those mentioned, it is expected that the watermark can be re-enabled while better bandwidth performance 

figures are also expected. 

The FPGA processor solution has been implemented to support the research question.  This means 

that it has been developed for the various experiments that it was used for and is not a complete, robust solu-

tion for supporting remote register transfer operations.  This can be seen as no flow control operations are 

used, however the packets are generated correctly – headers and counters are implemented and prepended 

appropriately.  This limitation does affect the amount of memory that is needed for the software communica-

tions but does not affect other aspects of the results that have been recorded and presented. 

A final limitation relates to the interoperatibility of the hardware communication microarchitecture 

and the FPGA processor.  While the HDL MP API does support parallel computations across distributed 

hardware application microarchitectures, certain implementation decisions and differences between the two 

architectures mean it is not possible to use them both as part of the same computations, rather all computation 

resources must use the same communication structures.  This limitation arises because of the synchronisation 

operations that are performed as part of the hardware approach.  For the hardware, it is possible to test pack-

ets as they arrive at the network interface.  This allows for early packet testing and results in the addition of 

the embedded CRC as part of the synchronisation packets.  This results in reduced latency and implementa-

tion complexity for the hardware.  However, while this improves hardware latencies, implementing the CRC 

as part of the FPGA processor solution is not necessary.  In the FPGA processor solution, the Ethernet CRC 

packet is tested and checked before the synchronisation data is tested.  As only a correct packet will be re-

ceived, no additional benefit arises from the embedded CRC value.  This difference in implementation pre-
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vents the two architecture approaches from working with each other.  Solutions are either to remove the em-

bedded CRC aspect from the hardware approach or implement the CRC embedding with the FPGA proces-

sor.  Because of the overheads of implementing the CRC embedding operations on the software, the best so-

lution is to remove the embedded CRC value and only use the Ethernet CRC value. 

6.2 Future Work 

Some of the limitations highlight future work that can be taken with the research and architectures that have 

been designed and implemented in this work.  This section looks at some of the future work that could be 

undertaken.  Again, following the flow from the thesis, the details now are based on looking from the HDL 

MP API interface down through the implementations. 

While matrix multiplication has been able to prove the operations of the HDL MP API in supporting 

distributed hardware application microarchitectures, testing using other applications should be undertaken.  

From the background, possible other applications are Fast Fourier Transform, Multigrid computations (heat 

exchange) or Conjugate Gradient problems.  Each has been shown to work on an FPGA while details on par-

allel implementations are readily available and detailed in this thesis. 

The HDL MP API is designed with a single communication command interface.  What this means is 

that a new communication operation can only be started once previous ones have finished.  While this inter-

face supports collective communications easily, the ability to perform multiple communications simultane-

ously is not present in this approach.  While message queues look to address this, it still requires the applica-

tion microarchitecture to pipeline the communication requests.  By using multiple independent remote regis-

ter transfer interface ports, this requirement would be removed and it would be possible to request multiple 

communications simultaneously. 

Matrix multiplication experiments highlight an issue with the memory interface in terms of the cy-

clic performance of the computations.  The cause of this should be further investigated to see what part of the 

memory architecture is causing the problem and can it be removed or fixed.  As well as this aspect of the 

memory interface, a further concern is the interfacing of DDR memory with Gigabit Ethernet.  Calculations 

show it is not possible in the memory controllers present architecture to support Gigabit data rates, though it 

should be possible to implement and test the Gigabit remote register transfer operations between DDR 

memories. 

For network operations, packet pre-buffering support should be added as part of the packetisation 

operations.  While packet pre-buffering was not required with the 100 Mb Ethernet experiments, it quickly 

became apparent it was needed with Gigabit Ethernet to support the high rate of communications.  Imple-

mentation of this should be undertaken to allow for the transmission watermark along with interfacing DDR 

memory with the network control logic. 
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The FPGA processor implementation and experiments can be further refined and updated.  While 

looking at the MicroBlaze processor, it has become apparent that it does not support burst data transfer opera-

tions.  This is one cause for the difference in performance between the two solutions.  To resolve this con-

cern, a different processor should be used as part of the FPGA processor implementation, with one such 

processor the PowerPC already supported by the development tools.  The PowerPC is an embedded proces-

sor on the FPGA and its use for remote register transfer operations should be investigated.  The use of this 

processor will have an impact on the reconfigurable resource usage as very few resources are consumed sup-

porting this processor against the need to support the MicroBlaze processor on the FPGA. 

Along with looking at the PowerPC processor, a further refinement that would support remote regis-

ter transfer operations is to use the FPGA processor to setup and control the structures while hardware is used 

to perform specific operations on the data and packet testing.  This hybrid solution would look to get the ease 

of implementing an efficient solution without some of the implementation overheads that are introduced in-

cluding complexity cost and verification overheads.  While a hybrid approach could reduce some of the im-

plementation complexity, its overall logic usage would be higher than either the FPGA processor or dedi-

cated hardware communication microarchitecture as operations from both are merged without the ability to 

reduce the amount of resources required by the FPGA processor any further.  
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Appendix A FPGAs 

Field Programmable Gate Arrays are Integrated Circuits that allow for hardware levels of parallelism while 

retaining software levels of reconfigurability.  This is achieved through the technology that makes up the 

FPGA, the slice logic.   

A.1 Compute Resources 

The basic operation of an FPGA is to run the desired binary operations defined by HDL code.  In a standard 

system, this operation would be performed by creating the necessary gate structures and interconnecting them 

together.  However, to allow the FPGA to be completely reconfigurable, using static gates would not provide 

for the desired functionality.  Rather, the basic logic elements of an FPGA design are provided by Look Up 

Tables, which, based on the inputs, generate the appropriate output.  All operations can be defined through 

the use of the LUTs however, timing and other configuration considerations have seen the addition of dedi-

cated hardware as part of the slice logic.  The carry chain logic is used for performing arithmetic operations 

including comparison operations.  The carry chain has been developed to use dedicated interconnects be-

tween the units which reduces the time when multiple units are cascaded together.  Further refinement of the 

FPGA logic has seen the addition of embedded 18x18 signed multipliers which perform multiplication 

efficiently.  The use of dedicated multipliers again improves the overall performance and operation of the 

FPGA logic as the multipliers are configured to operate and be as efficient as possible. 

A.2 FPGA Processors 

FPGAs were originally viewed as providing glue logic between different discrete components, though as the 

amount of resources present on an FPGA has grown, the Systems-on-Chip paradigm has been extended to 

using individual FPGAs for performing all operations.  As part of this, FPGA based processors have been 

developed to run the system-on-chip systems.  Further refinement of the FPGA processors has seen the emer-

gence of Chip-Multiprocessor systems where multiple processors run on a single FPGA [Saldaña '06a, 

Schultz '06, Ziavras '07].  As this field of operations has grown, Xilinx have added dedicated hard processors 

to the FPGA fabric, starting with the Virtex2Pro [Xilinx '02] and continued with the Virtex4 and Virtex5 

FPGAs.   

A.2.i Soft Processors 

The original processor based systems were developed using soft processors, which use FPGA logic resources 

to provide the operational functionality.  A number of solutions are available for the soft processor with nota-

ble 32-bit processors being the MicroBlaze  processor [Xilinx '06b] developed by Xilinx, the OpenRisc proc-
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essor developed by OpenCores [Wrang '09] and the Leon processor [Gaisler '07b] developed by Gaisler.  

Each soft processor is developed around a different design philosophy with the Xilinx developing the Micro-

Blaze processor to leverage their knowledge and the performance of Xilinx FPGAs.  This is achieved by the 

MicroBlaze being tightly coupled to the architecture that it is running on.  This gives it additional perform-

ance advantages over the other processors.  The OpenRisc processor is developed as an open source proces-

sor that can easily be run on different FPGAs as it is not tied directly to the FPGA fabric that runs the proces-

sor.  The same is true of the Leon processor however, it is not an open source project though the code is 

available to be used and looked at.  The Leon processor is based on supporting the SPARC architecture ver-

sion 8. 

Each processor is developed around the use of the Harvard architecture, with independent data and 

instruction memories.  Each processor has a unique instruction set though RISC design principles are em-

ployed in their development. 

A.3 Memory Technologies 

FPGAs provide a rich and varied memory structure as part of the FPGA fabric while ever evolving I/O inter-

faces allow FPGAs to leverage a wide range of off-chip memories. 

A.3.i Registers 

Each slice within the FPGA contains two D Flip Flop registers.  Registers form the base storage element that 

is present on an FPGA.  Registers are instantiated as part of the HDL code when clocked processing logic is 

coded. 

A.3.ii Distributed SelectRAM 

The LUT logic of an FPGA slice can be targeted for a variety of functions, one of which is Distributed Selec-

tRAM.  Distributed SelectRAM functions and operates as a basic RAM module within the FPGA and can be 

used as a ROM also.  The use of LUTs for Distributed SelectRAM however removes that LUT logic from 

performing logic operations.  This makes the use of Distributed SelectRAM a trade-off between additional 

logic resources and more memory storage on the FPGA. 

A.3.iii  Block SelectRAM 

To allow for a better use of the available LUT resources and to expand the RAM capabilities of the FPGA, 

dedicated Block SelectRAM modules are present as part of the FPGA fabric.  A Block SelectRAM is a dual-

ported Static RAM.  It can be used to store intermediate computation data efficiently.  There is minimal 

FPGA logic costs associated with using Block RAMs as they are part of the physical FPGA logic fabric.  

Block RAM cascading is possible allowing for the generation of larger on-FPGA memories.  Block RAMs 

can also be configured for parallel access, increasing the data path width that can be accessed at that time.  
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The overall amount of Block RAM on an FPGA is static by virtue of being built into the underlying silicon.  

A further option with the Block RAMs is the ability to control both the number of address lines and the data 

path width from an individual Block RAM.  An individual Block RAM consists of 16,384 bits of storage 

which can be arranged in a number of ways, including 1-bit wide by 16,384 deep or 32-bits wide by 512 deep 

[Xilinx '02].  Appropriate powers of two configurations exist in between also. 

A.3.iv Single Data Rate DRAM 

SDRAM is RAM that operates synchronously with a given clock.  The RAM is termed dynamic as the under-

lying storage elements require constant refreshing to ensure the data stays consistent and valid.  This is in 

contrast to SRAM which once set, stores the value until it is updated.  SDRAM requires data refreshing as 

the memory individual memory element is a capacitor that loses charge over time.  If the data is not re-

freshed, the capacitor memory cells lose charge and the associated data at that address is lost.  SDRAM is 

also known as Single Data Rate (SDR) SDRAM.  This name arises as SDRAM data is only read on the sin-

gle, positive clock edge.  This is as opposed with reading data on both clock edges, as DDR memory does.  

All memory accesses to SDRAM are based on activating an appropriate row, followed by the data column, 

before the requested data is presented on the data path. 

A.3.v Dual Data Rate DRAM 

DDR SDRAM operates in the same manner as SDR SDRAM except that the data is available on both edges 

of the clock.  Design decisions with DDR memory specified that the memory modules themselves were not 

to be complex however to allow for correct reading and operation, the memory controller logic is responsible 

for performing the necessary data skewing and correction operations that are needed.  This can be seen from 

the operations and controls that are required to interface with and operate DDR memory correctly.  DDR I/O 

pins are present on the FPGA to allow it to interface with and use DDR memory.  For correct interfacing with 

and control of the memory, special and dedicated clock management control structures must be implemented. 

A.4 Clock Management 

Digital Clock Management (DCM) elements provides all necessary clock management features for the FPGA 

[Xilinx '02].  This includes phase aligning and low skew operations to ensure that clock is able to meet the 

required operational performance.   

A.4.i Edge Triggered 

Edge triggered operations occur when a signal transitions from a non-active state to an active state.  To 

efficiently capture this, the trigger signal is stored while the active signal causes the logic to operate.  By test-

ing if both the stored signal and the activation signal are set, the logic can be set to perform an edge triggered 

action.  Basically, an edge triggered event is registered when the activation signal and the registered signal 
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are not identical.  Edge triggered operations are useful when the first instance of an event occurring is all that 

should be operated on.  However, if a burst operation or a continuous operation is required, an edge triggered 

event will not be able to record more than the start of the operation. 

A.4.ii Level Triggered 

When more than a single operation is to be measured, level triggered operations are used.  Level triggered 

operations are based on the activation signal being in the necessary active state.  While the signal is active, 

the necessary logic operations are performed.  When the signal is not active, no logic operations are per-

formed.  Both triggering mechanisms are used throughout this work, edge triggered to ensure a single in-

stance of an event is recorded e.g. send configuration, and level triggered when multiple unique events occur 

sequentially e.g. data path burst operations. 

A.4.iii  Cross Clock Domain Operations 

Cross clock domain operations arise whenever register data in a primary clock domain – source – must be 

transferred to a secondary clock domain – sink.  To ensure correct operation and transfer of data between the 

clock domains, care must be taken during the implementation to ensure stability and integrity of the signal is 

maintained between the clock domains.  To achieve this, register pairing is used, similar to that shown in 

Figure 103.  When setting up cross clock domain configurations, a direct interface between the appropriate 

registers must be used which creates a direct connection between the source register and the sink register.  

Two registers are present in the sink domain, with the second register being accessed and operated on by the 

sink domains logic as required.   

The configuration for fast clocks to slow clocks or vice versa are identical, however it may be neces-

sary to implement a return path between the clock domains that handles the clearing of the signals in the 

source clock domain.  This can be necessary when moving from a faster domain to a slower domain as the 

faster domains signal pulse may occur within a clock pulse in the slower, sink domain.  As said, to address 

this a return, clearing signal can be generated appropriately by the sink domain, or if level triggered logic is 

used in the source domain, the appropriate acknowledgement back from the sink domain when the operation 

is completed achieves the same.   

D Q D Q D Q

Source
Clock

Sink
Clock  

Figure 103: Cross Clock Domain Logic Configuration 

The phase of the clocks relative to each other plays a roll in the level of clock synchronisation that is 

required.  When two clocks are in phase with each other but one is a multiple of the other, no special cross 
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clock logic is required however, the signal from the faster domain would need to be stretched to ensure it is 

correctly picked up by the slower clock domain.  When the clock domains operate asynchronously to each 

other, and are not in phase or a multiple of each other, the above cross clock logic is required to ensure the 

correct exchange of data between the clock domains.  Two problems present themselves if cross clock opera-

tions are not correctly addressed, firstly data corruption will arise between the clock domains and secondly, 

the Xilinx tools will not be able to meet the specific constraints of the application design. 

The first problem is addressed by the correct design and implementation of all cross clock signal op-

erations.  This must be done at all times, regardless of how trivial the signal appears.  For a better system 

implementation, it is advisable to only allow a single clock into each module and to generate appropriate 

cross clock modules which aid in highlighting the cross clock domain operations.  

The second problem that arises is caused by the Xilinx hardware generation tools – Synthesis, Place 

and Route.  To meet timing closure, Xilinx attempts to meet the system constraints, independently of the 

clocks present in the system, unless otherwise configured.  Without correct configuration, asynchronous clock 

domains are unplaceable as the timing window between the clock domains will not allow for the correct 

propagation of signals between the domains.  To address this, a special TIG constraint is added to the User 

Constraint File (UCF) which configures the Xilinx tools to ignore all cross clock signals that are present in 

the design.  For this work, further refinement of the cross clock operations required placement constraints on 

the different units where cross clock operations are required.  This arises as further to Xilinx not being con-

cerned about the cross clock signalling from the TIG statement, it does not appropriately place the interface 

registers that are present, rather it places them where appropriate once the clocking constraints within the 

appropriate domain are achieved.  By using placement constraints, the different registers are constrained to 

being placed close to each other on the FPGA logic, reducing the routing delay that is present between the 

registers. 

A.5 FPGA On-Chip Interconnection Strategies 

The ability of an FPGA to contain multiple independent processing structures that may share common re-

sources, requires the addition of on-chip interconnection logic to allow for correct sharing of resources in an 

orderly manner.  The two main interconnection paradigms are, SoC and NoC [Benini '02]. 

A.5.i System-on-Chip 

When designing for hardware devices, there is a necessity to exchange data internally between different 

processing blocks that are acting independently of each other but which need to operate together to perform 

the overall operations.  To allow for the exchange of data between the units and to make the overall system to 

operate correctly, a SoC bus is needed.  Different buses exist with the underlying idea of each bus driving 

how it operates.  Some buses are designed to operate only internally on the FPGA while others are designed 

to operate both internally and externally as required.  As the different bus protocols that are used have been 
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created from different design philosophies, there can be difficulty interconnecting the protocols with a need 

to generate and create glue logic to allow for correct interchanging over the buses [Pacalet '06]. 

For Xilinx FPGA devices, there are 3 main System-on-Chip bus protocols [Pelgrims '03] 

• Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture Bus 

• Wishbone Bus 

• CoreConnect Bus 

• Fast Simplex Link 

Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture Bus 

The AMBA [ARM '99] bus protocol is the protocol developed by ARM  for use as a SoC protocol.  It is 

mainly designed for internal use while maintaining a high degree of expandable and interoperatable with de-

vices requiring different bus interconnection dimensions.  Within AMBA, three distinct busses are specified 

with the Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB) and the Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB) being the main 

SoC busses.  Bridging logic allows for the interfacing of AHB and APB based devices. 

Wishbone Bus 

The Wishbone Bus [OpenCores '02] protocol, developed by Silicore for SoC, allows for multiple types of on-

chip interconnection topologies while maintaining a simple and standard interface.  The Wishbone bus is 

open source and is used by the OpenCores Organisation  as the bus interconnect for their projects.  Only one 

bus structure is for Wishbone but with appropriate bridging logic as with both AMBA and CoreConnect bus-

ses, different bus structures can be created and interconnected. 

CoreConnect Bus 

Similar to the AMBA bus, the CoreConnect bus [IBM '99] architecture is a collection of different bus sys-

tems each specified with different performance considerations in mind.  The CoreConnect bus architecture 

has been developed by IBM and is used by Xilinx as the interconnection structure for the EDK .  Like 

AMBA, three distinct busses are present with the PLB [IBM '04] and the OPB [IBM '01] forming the main 

SoC busses. 

Fast Simplex Link 

The Fast Simplex Link is the Xilinx unidirectional, point-to-point bus interface which allows for direct access 

to the MicroBlaze register file [Xilinx '07c].  The Fast Simplex Link is used to allow for efficient interfacing 

between the MicroBlaze processor and compute logic that has been implemented as part of the FPGA fabric.  

The FSL is motivated by allowing for a defined, reusable system which does not require the continued modi-

fication of the MicroBlaze processor for different external compute logic.  The MicroBlaze processor ac-

cesses and operates the FSL interface through the use of specialised instructions which allow for both block-
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ing and non-blocking testing of the FSL link.   

The FSL is FIFO structure requiring both a master(producer) and slave(consumer) for correct opera-

tions.  The FSL link is not limited to processor only operations and may be used by compute logic to ex-

change data between various compute phases as required.  The FSL is used in a polling environment where 

the FSL link is tested for new data.  If a blocking access is used, the access stalls the processor until it com-

pletes.  For non-blocking access, the operation returns and it is left to the programmer to test that there was 

data present in the register through the use of the status registers.  Newer versions of the FSL link allow for 8 

pairs of interfaces with the processor (8 master, 8 slave). 

A.5.ii Network-on-Chip 

For complete operation, System-on-Chip structures require a rich and diversified amount of on chip routing 

logic to allow for the dynamic programming model that is used by FPGAs.  To overcome the limitations and 

reduce the overall implementation overheads of the routing logic on an FPGA, the Network-on-Chip inter-

connection paradigm has been proposed [Dally '01, Benini '02].  The NoC configuration maintains the advan-

tages of SoC based systems through the use of a defined interface structure while removing some of the rout-

ing overheads that are traditionally associated with SoC systems. 

Nostrum 

Nostrum is an NoC architecture system where each processing unit is connected through a network protocol 

structure and the necessary router logic to communicate with other processing units on the chip [Millberg 

'04].  In [Millberg '04] the protocol stack that can leverage the Nostrum NoC in an efficient manner is pre-

sented.  As the system operates a network, the standard OSI model is used as a basis for a layered implemen-

tation between the processing units and the network.  The point is made that layers are merged to improve the 

efficiency of accessing and operating the NoC system.  A mesh based on-chip network is implemented as 

higher dimension topologies do not present any advantages while a torus configuration presents too large an 

inter-switch latency and overhead. 

TMD-MPI 

Within the TMD-MPI system [Fuentes '06], a NoC has been developed to exchange information between the 

processing units that are present on each FPGA – Microprocessor, Dedicated Hardware Compute Logic, 

OCCC link.  Interfacing to the NoC is through FIFO style interface logic while a Network Interface unit – 

NetIF – performs the necessary conversions and operations for putting the data onto the NoC. 

SCMP 

Single Chip Multi-Processor [Baker '04] is an ASIC based single chip solution containing multiple intercon-

nected microprocessors on a single device.  Each processor is interconnected across a nearest neighbour two 
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dimensional grid.  Communication between the processors is through the use of this network with all neces-

sary intermediate hops performed by the routers that are associated with each individual processor unit.  To 

maintain the grid structure, each individual processor unit within the SCMP consists of four network points, 

allowing for a north/south and east/west grid configuration while a fifth point is reserved for the processor so 

that it can inject data into the network. 

A.6 Commodity FPGA Accelerator Architectures 

The Cray XD1 [Cray '05] is an FPGA augmented system from Cray.  The XD1 is a modular system made up 

of a number of interconnected compute blades.  Each compute blade consists of dual Opteron processors 

which can be augmented with one Xilinx FPGA, Virtex2Pro50.  Only one processor has access to the FPGA 

while the compute blade itself is interconnected with 6 other compute blade across a RapidArray high speed 

interconnected as part of a single chassis.  MPI is supported for Inter-compute blade communication opera-

tions.  Algorithm acceleration is performed on the FPGA, known as the Application Acceleration Processors.  

Access to the FPGA is through only one processor with the FPGA memory and registers memory mapped 

into the processor address space.  On the FPGA itself, a preconfigured hardware module is used to interface 

the application with the RapidArray interface structures.  Interactions with this hardware module are through 

a hardware API with the application able to access memory local to the FPGA, the interface registers and the 

attached processors memory dedicated to FPGA operations.  Each node consists of 4 4MB Quad Data Rate 

(QDR) SRAM memory banks which can all be accessed concurrently through the API.  A design considera-

tion with the API is that processor-FPGA interactions are asymmetric with reads taking longer than writes.  

To improve performance, a write only policy is recommended with the processor writing to FPGA memory 

and the FPGA writing to processor memory.  When developing an application this would need to be taken 

into account.  Although FPGA-FPGA interconnects appear to be present, they are not supported and all inter-

FPGA communication must go through the processors [Tripp '05], possibly using MPI communications. 

The SGI Altix Reconfigurable Application Specific Computing (RASC) [SGI '08a] is a shared 

memory reconfigurable logic computer system.  The SGI Altix/RASC consists of an Altix compute node 

connected to one or more RASC blades across NUMALink.  Each RASC node consists of dual Virtex-4 

LX200 FPGAs and up to 80MB QDR SRAM, configured as 5 banks.  This memory is accessible by the 

FPGAs and NUMALink as a shared memory resource, ensuring the shared memory programming model is 

applicable across all NUMALink enabled devices.  To use the FPGA logic on each RASC blade, SGI use the 

software RASC Abstraction Layer (RASCAL) [SGI '08b] and a hardware RASC API to abstract the user 

from the direct implementation operations of the FPGA.  Like the XD1, the hardware unit is supported as a 

drop in hardware module which handles all interaction operations between the NUMALink, the memory and 

the FPGA.  The programmer just requires to develop the application to run on the FPGA.  Operation and in-

teraction with the FPGA is through the central Altix processing server which directs the loading and opera-

tion of the FPGA blades.   
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DRC [DRC '09] have developed a HyperTransport enabled drop-in coprocessor architecture which 

allows FPGAs to be used in commodity computers.  Interface operations between the processor and FPGA 

are performed through a software API and a hardware ‘OS’ which exports interface signals as a hardware 

API.  All HyperTransport operations are performed by the hardware ‘OS’ abstracting the application from 

implementing these.  Each DRC node consists of a single FPGA, Virtex5 LX300, and both low latency and 

standard DDR memory.  Up to a maximum of 20.5GB of memory can be local to the FPGA while access to 

board memory through the HyperTransport bus is also supported.  Algorithm acceleration using the DRC 

system follows the typical flow with data exchanged between the processor and hardware through memory 

mapped registers and memory. 

Intel [Intel '08] have developed a similar environment to DRC for use with the FSB.  They have 

taken a slightly different approach however and have developed an abstraction layer, QuickAssist, which 

does not rely on the interconnect features directly rather, allows for portability across a number of intercon-

nects including PCI-Express, FSB and future Intel busses – QuickPath.  The Acceleration Abstraction Layer 

(AAL) supports these operations and exports a hardware API through an acceleration library to the hardware 

application.  The use of this additional layer reduces the amount of updates that are necessary to implement 

the acceleration logic on other platforms.  Like DRC, Intel have developed the FSB architecture so that it can 

be dropped into commodity computer environments, as demonstrated by JNIC [Ling '09], while Nallatech 

have developed a range of solutions including ones where the FPGAs can be stacked, increasing the amount 

of reconfigurable logic addressable on a single socket [Nallatech '09]. 

SRC [SRC '08] have developed a platform system which consists of both a programming environ-

ment, Carte-C, and a scalable modular hardware architecture.  The programming environment is imple-

mented as an Implicit+Explicit model allow the use of explicit hardware optimised operations or more off the 

shelf solutions if appropriate.  Interaction between the software is supported through the Carte MAP compiler 

which with the aid of compiler directives generates the parallel segments for execution on the FPGAs.  No 

direct information is given on the hardware API that is used to support this.  FPGAs are interfaced with the 

processor through DIMM memory interfaces.  Scalability is supported by a Hi-Bar switch, which allows up 

to 16 FPGAs and other devices – memory – to share the memory interface.  FPGAs are housed in MAP 

Processor units consisting of two user logic and one control logic Altera FPGAs.  The control logic FPGA is 

responsible for the interface operations between the processor and the user logic FPGAs. 

The Compute Node Platform (CNP) [CNP '07] is a multi-FPGA solution where multiple FPGAs are 

located on a single PCB.  Multiple PCBs can be mounted in a blade centre creating one large FPGA solution, 

similar in style to the Cray XD1 chassis environment.  Each blade within the CNP consists of four processing 

FPGAs and a fifth communication/routing FPGA which handles the off board communication operations. 

Intra-FPGA communications are handled by a dedicated interconnection network while the routing FPGA 

handles inter-blade communication operations.  Each processing FPGA is connected to 5GB DRAM and 

40MB SRAM, giving a total of 20GB DRAM and 160MB SRAM per blade.  Each FPGA is able to access 

and operate its memory independently of the other FPGAs.  No details however are presented on whether the 

memory can be shared between FPGA.  Programming and operating the CNP is handled by implementation 
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tools provided, with all logic to interconnect FPGAs and external units added automatically by the tools.  

This makes the CNP appear as one large FPGA to the developer rather than multiple FPGAs which have to 

be programmed independently.  Details on the hardware or software APIs which can use the CNP are not 

provided but it should be assumed the approach is similar to the other solutions that have been presented al-

ready. 
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Appendix B Interconnection 

Technologies 

As part of this work, the different interconnect strategies that are possible between the FPGAs have been 

further investigated with a closer look at the different technologies presented here.  As previously stated, 

multi-FPGA systems are not being investigated as part of this work, rather the use of interconnection tech-

nologies have been targeted.  This fits in with the overall flow and operation of the project as better multi-

FPGA topologies and interconnects may be present which are not directly addressed by this project.  If the 

work from this project were to be extended to multi-FPGA systems, the interconnect would need to be 

modified however, the application HDL MP API interface would remain the same.  This ensures the applica-

tion independence from the interconnect that is used.  To directly extend this work without modification, the 

interconnect structure on the multi-FPGA system would require an Ethernet switch module providing all nec-

essary interconnect signalling. 

B.1 Internode Connection Networks 

To connect multiple networked nodes together, an interconnection network is required which can be made up 

of switched, ringed or direct connect networks [Duato '03].  This work targets switch based interconnect net-

works with a single network point present per FPGA.  The choice of network has a large bearing on the un-

derlying operations of the interconnect with a switched network providing for a point-to-point link between 

nodes.  The main switching technique of relevance to this project is Packet Switching [Tanenbaum '03].  

Within packet switched networks, three underlying methods provide the required interconnection structures 

• Point-to-Point 

• Store-and-Forward 

• Cut-through 

B.1.i Point-to-Point 

Point-to-point interconnects see the direct connection of two communicating nodes with each other.  No in-

termediate hardware is present and rather a single connection exists between two nodes.  As no intermediate 

communication hardware is present e.g. switches, no additional overheads are present when communicating 

data.  Issues with a point-to-point interface arise though if more than two nodes are used.  To increase the 

amount of connected nodes, either more point-to-point interfaces must be provided on a node or dedicated 

routing logic created for each end point.  The use of dedicated routing logic ensures data moves around the 

network to the necessary destination node.  The use of a ring communication topology is assumed as part of a 

point-to-point interconnect. 
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B.1.ii Store-and-Forward 

Store-and-Forward switching operates by accepting a complete packet before forwarding it to the next hop in 

the network traversal.  With this form of network interconnect, corrupted packets are caught early and dis-

carded reducing the network overhead of moving corrupted, error packets across the interconnect.  Within 

store-and-forward, the more hops that are present between communicating nodes, the higher the overhead 

associated with exchanging data.  This is caused by the need to store each packet on all intervening switches 

before forwarding it to the next switch. 

B.1.iii Cut-Through 

Cut-Through switches remove the need to store a complete packet at each hop in the network and instead, 

forward the packet to the appropriate outgoing port once the egress port address has been ascertained.  This 

results in a faster flow of the packets through the network as only a small amount of the packet is stored in 

the switch before it is sent to the next hop. 

Along with the types of switched interconnect that are available to be used, there is also restrictions 

on the types of packets that will actually traverse the network.  Amongst those that are prevented from trav-

ersing the switches are multi-cast control frames [IEEE '02] which instead are removed at the first hop by the 

receiving switch MAC unit.  To inform a sending node to halt transmission of its packets, it is necessary to 

transmit an appropriate control packet to the physical MAC address of the node thus informing it directly to 

halt.   
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Appendix C Node Synchronisation 

While developing the node synchronisation operations, the use of the address matching and control opera-

tions performed directly at the wire interface were investigated.  The aim of this was to test and see if the 

MAC layer residing on the FPGA could be leveraged to perform the required synchronisation operations 

without needing the initial handshaking operation.  Rather the aim was to perform the handshake based on 

the packet that was being generated.  This would be similar to the short message operations of standard MPI 

where the communication message envelope is sent as part of the message data. 

The configuration running on the FPGA was designed to test the packet as it arrives and based on 

the initial header data either accept the packet data or drop the packet in such a manner that the sending 

FPGA is aware that the data has been dropped, meaning no synchronisation was present between the com-

municating FPGAs. 

This configuration was developed to aid in improving the communication latency between the 

FPGAs as it reduces the number of communications that arise when synchronised nodes are communicated, 

while not directly affecting communications when the nodes are not synchronised. 

The development of this system arose from an incorrect assumption based on the style of intercon-

nect that is used.  This can be seen as for store-and-forward networks, by the time the receiving node starts to 

receive the packet, the sending node is already finished.  This operation coupled with attempting to use the 

error signal to propagate back the appropriate information does not progress passed the switch physical layer 

interface.  This avenue of research was tested based firstly on attempting to leverage the on-FPGA network 

layer control operations – at wire processing and testing – and secondly based on the operations of the simu-

lations that are being run – no interconnect overhead was present in the original simulations models that were 

being used. 

The knowledge from performing synchronisation at the wire interface was dropped as not being 

possible rather unique indivisible packets are used at all times for flow control between the nodes.  The on 

FPGA control structures that were used for the synchronisation however were modified to perform the net-

work flow control operations. 
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Appendix D Hardware On-FPGA 

Interconnect Implementation 

Comparison 

The performance of the different hardware on-FPGA interconnection strategies have been measured, looking 

at access latency and logic footprint.  Each implementation improvement is built on top of the previous ver-

sion meaning certain performance metrics will be the same.  Logic footprint measurements for the different 

interconnect configurations are presented in Table 32, Table 33, and Table 34.  It is worth noting that the 

burst update to the crossbar interconnected required modifying the logic, but not changing the interface.  The 

synthesis results for the bus interconnection are presented in Table 32 while those for the two crossbar inter-

connects are presented in Table 33 and Table 34.  All interconnection strategies provide the same functional-

ity, the main difference is the latency and operational overheads associated with each approach.  The burst 

system development was undertaken to improve the efficiency of the interconnect bandwidth utilisation. Dif-

ferences exist in the number of masters and slave that are recorded, reflecting developmental updates that 

have occurred during the work.  Initial system implementations did not use direct writing of the synchronisa-

tion data, rather it was read back from registers and the buffers upgraded.  The missing slave interface is the 

message passing synchronisation interface.   

The bus interconnect provides the structures to implement the systems operations, with operational 

latencies of between 3 and 5 clock cycles under ideal loads.  This measurement is taken from when the ap-

propriate request is registered to when the acknowledgement has propagated back to the requesting device.  

The variability in the measured access overhead is caused by the device that is being accessed, with addi-

tional overheads present for accessing external memory.  Further latency overheads are present when con-

necting external memory depending on the operations that are performed with additional overhead based on 

the flushing and reading back of the data.  An additional overhead of some 54 clock cycles has been meas-

ured when full memory access operations must be undertaken – flush and read back.   

The single bus interconnect consumes the most resources while the least resources are consumed by 

the burst configuration.  The burst configuration consumes the least resources as intermediate storage that 

would previously have been performed has been removed.  The improved resource utilisation for the crossbar 

interconnects is attributable to a better match between the interconnect implementation and the underlying 

FPGA hardware structures.   
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Device utilization summary: 
--------------------------- 
Selected Device : 2vp30ff896-7  
 Number of Slices:                     552  out of  13696     4%   
 Number of Slice Flip Flops:           194  out of  27392     0%   
 Number of 4 input LUTs:              1010  out of  27392     3%   
Cell Usage : 
# BELS                             : 1019 
#      GND                         : 1 
#      LUT2                        : 77 
#      LUT2_D                      : 4 
#      LUT2_L                      : 1 
#      LUT3                        : 268 
#      LUT3_D                      : 2 
#      LUT3_L                      : 2 
#      LUT4                        : 546 
#      LUT4_D                      : 14 
#      LUT4_L                      : 96 
#      MUXF5                       : 7 
#      VCC                         : 1 
# FlipFlops/Latches                : 194 
#      FDC                         : 194 

Table 32: Bus Interconnection, 3 masters, 3 slaves – FF896 

For the crossbar implementations, an initial access latency of between 3 and 5 clock cycles is again 

recorded, however all units can operate independently once they are addressing a unique slave device.  The 

single access crossbar suffers a penalty of 3 clock cycles between each access while the burst configuration 

will generate a new value for each successive clock cycle.  As part of the crossbar development, bus locking 

was employed during the accesses.  This was driven by the memory alignment operations and the buffered 

memory interface control hardware.  The locking of the bus reduced the complexity of the slave units, and 

reduced the subsequent single accesses from 5 to 3 clock cycles. 

Device utilization summary: 
--------------------------- 
 
Selected Device : 2vp30ff896-7  
 Number of Slices:                     377  out of  13696     2%   
 Number of Slice Flip Flops:           219  out of  27392     0%   
 Number of 4 input LUTs:               657  out of  27392     2%   
Cell Usage : 
# BELS                             : 731 
#      GND                         : 1 
#      LUT2                        : 14 
#      LUT3                        : 113 
#      LUT4                        : 521 
#      LUT4_D                      : 6 
#      LUT4_L                      : 3 
#      MUXF5                       : 73 
# FlipFlops/Latches                : 219 
#      FDC                         : 219 

Table 33: Crossbar Interconnection, 3 masters, 3 slaves – FF896 
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Device utilization summary: 
--------------------------- 
 
Selected Device : 2vp30ff896-7  
 
 Number of Slices:                     317  out of  13696     2%   
 Number of Slice Flip Flops:             7  out of  27392     0%   
 Number of 4 input LUTs:               479  out of  27392     1%   
Cell Usage : 
# BELS                             : 488 
#      GND                         : 1 
#      LUT2                        : 314 
#      LUT3                        : 74 
#      LUT4                        : 91 
#      MUXCY                       : 5 
#      MUXF5                       : 2 
#      VCC                         : 1 
# FlipFlops/Latches                : 7 
#      FD                          : 3 
#      FDC                         : 4 

Table 34: Burst Crossbar Interconnection, 3 masters, 4 slaves – FF896 
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